Lovely... they love water...

SPRINGFIELD'S "Sizeset*" BLANKETS
The Most Luxurious and Practical Wool Blankets in the World

"Sizeset*" blankets more than pay for themselves in laundry and dry cleaning savings.

- Wash in your washing machine
- Air dry on your clothesline
- They always retain original fit and beautiful finish
- WASHABLE... even in your washing machine
- Shrinkage control permanent
- No stretch drying necessary
- Blankets always retain their proper size, soft finish and superb beauty.
- Guaranteed for five years against moth damage
- An exclusive Springfield development

Springfield BLANKETS, THE TREASURED GIFT
THE SPRINGFIELD WOOLEN MILLS COMPANY, SPRINGFIELD, TENNESSEE
Also creators of fine woolen fabrics

Send 10¢ for your copy of Springfield's booklet "What You Should Know About Fine Quality Blankets."
An art rediscovered—

the beautiful tradition of chalk-white cotton tapestry coverlets.

These, magnificently designed by Ottavia and woven in Switzerland, from a collection of classic and contemporary patterns—

"Repoussé Rose" for single bed, 59.50; double, 69.50

"Tulip Border," single, 39.50; double, 49.50 Lord & Taylor—

New York, Westchester, Millburn, West Hartford and Bala-Cynwyd
They picked it above all others...

The young ladies you see on this page are typical of young ladies everywhere. To young ladies just like these—from one coast to the other—Gorham showed a preview model of its new sterling pattern "Celeste." And overwhelmingly, these brides-to-be chose "Celeste" as their favorite... far and above the patterns of all other silversmakers, including today's most popular designs.

It's not surprising that a new Gorham® Sterling pattern should prove itself so outstandingly accepted even before being introduced to the public. For well over a century, Gorham patterns have been purchased by and for more brides than any other make. Because of this American tradition, "Gorham" and "Sterling" have come to mean one and the same thing to people everywhere.

Visit your authorized jeweler or department store and see for yourself the heavenly new Gorham pattern "Celeste." You can be sure of your choice because "Celeste's" unusual blend of sterling design and shape has already won an enthusiastic guarantee of lasting popularity. And of course you know that the Gorham mark stamped forever on the back of every piece guarantees the finest in solid silver today, just as it has since 1831.
the things that money can't buy...
come into your home
with a Steinway

A Steinway can help her overcome the emptiness of 'spectator' living. Keyboard experience leads your child safely past pushbutton ease and creates confidence in doing and getting done. Over a hundred years of experience and skill in piano building make today's Steinway unique in tone, action and styling. The Steinway serves so many years and depreciates so little, it is actually the least expensive of pianos—an investment of lasting value that will pay extra dividends in your children's future happiness.

STEINWAY
For those who demand
the ultimate in
SOLID SILVER

DID YOU EVER DREAM you would find a
Sterling pattern that could say so much about you?

Only ELOQUENCE by LUNT can express
so well your penchant for the art of gracious living... your
flair for genuine elegance... your flawless taste.

Deeply carved, impressively heavy, yet designed with
an air of grace and femininity, ELOQUENCE is truly a masterpiece of the
silversmith's art. For literature and prices address Dept. HG2.

LUNT STERLING
LUNT SILVERSMITHS • GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
Creators of the famous SWEETHEART ROSE, SUMMER SONG, MODERN VICTORIAN and other exclusive Solid Sterling patterns.
The timeless aspect of furniture
designed by Harvey Probber
from the collection of
temporary furniture
for the entire home

Through Dealers and Decorators at:

NEW YORK 136 5th Ave., New York
CHICAGO 638 Merchandise Mart
DALLAS Decorative Center
BOSTON 661 Beacon Street
CLEVELAND 1240 Huron Road
HOUSTON 3131 Calhoun Road
MIAMI 151 N. E. 40th Street
MILWAUKEE 249 No. Water Street
PHILADELPHIA 1825 Wylie Street
St. LOUIS 10 South Hanley Road
And at finer stores:

HARVEY PROBBER, INC. FACTORY AND OFFICES: FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS
Which of the magnificent 12" high fidelity Columbia (g) records shown here shall we send you FREE, to start your membership in the exciting new Columbia (g) Record Club? Just look at this list. You may have any one of these great Columbia (g) records without cost; you do not pay a penny for it now or later!

How is it possible to offer such valuable Columbia (g) records free of cost? The answer is: another innovation by Columbia Records. Yes, the same famous recording company that originated the 78 record and pioneered high fidelity recording now launches the Columbia (g) Record Club. the surest, easiest, most convenient way to obtain outstanding records—brilliant names in every field, from classical to jazz—at tremendous savings.

THE RECORDS YOU WANT DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR

Each month, the Club's musical experts make their selections of the top records in four major fields of music. As a member, you may choose from the following Club Divisions: 1. Classical; 2. Listening and Dancing; 3. Musical Comedies; 4. Jazz.

Each record on the Club Selection lists the monthly Selection and an alternate choice in each Division.

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES

Each month you receive free the Club's interesting Magazine which brings you complete, advance information about all Club Selection lists. You receive advance information about all Club Selections. You are free to accept or reject any of them. The records you want are mailed to you direct from the Columbia factory.

FREO BONUS RECORDS

AND for every two records you buy, you receive a special 12" Columbia (g) Bonus record FREE! They will be special records made exclusively for Club members, in limited editions not available elsewhere at any price.

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB, 165 West 46th St., New York 26, N. Y.

OCTOBER, 1955

COLUMBIA RECORDS AND ITS ESTABLISHED DEALERS ANNOUNCE THE NEW COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

and offer you your choice of any one of these 12" high fidelity Columbia (g) records to start your membership

Free Bonus Records

Take or Mail this Coupon to your Columbia Records Dealer or If There Is None Near You Mail Direct to Columbia Record Club, Dept. 111, 165 West 46th St., New York 26, N. Y. 

Enclose me as a member and send me as my FREE gift for joining...

(TITLE OF RECORD DESIRED—CATALOG NUMBER)...

and enter my membership in the Division I have checked:

[Check one: Classical; Listening and Dancing; Musical Comedies; Jazz]

My only obligation as a member is to accept at least four Columbia (g) records within the next twelve months. If you do not wish the alternate record for any reason, simply let it come to you free. And remember, this is your free record—delivered to you direct from the Columbia factory.

NOTE: Please return this coupon only if you have a 331/3 RPM record player.

Address... City... State...

How to Use This Coupon

If you desire, you may order any of the following four records by using this coupon. The records shown are listed in the Magazine.

How Club Operates

Each month you receive four records. You are free to accept or reject any of them. The records you want are mailed to you direct from the Columbia factory.

FREE BONUS RECORDS

AND for every two records you buy, you receive a special 12" Columbia (g) Bonus record FREE! They will be special records made exclusively for Club members, in limited editions not available elsewhere at any price.

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB, 165 West 46th St., New York 26, N. Y.
Waverly Bonded Fabrics presents

“Art by the Yard”

Featuring decorating masterpieces to beautify your home!

These are just a few of the magnificent new decorative patterns on wonderful Waverly Bonded Fabrics. Each is truly a work of art in color and design, simply perfect for your new slipcovers, draperies and upholstery. Choose from a grand assortment of textures too... all modestly priced.

We aim to produce the best possible merchandise at the lowest possible price.

SEND FOR BOOKLET AND SAMPLE SWATCH!

See them at the stores listed on the opposite page.

Your Guarantee of Satisfaction!

Look for the words “A Waverly Bonded Fabric” on the selvage before you buy! It’s your money back guarantee of 100% satisfaction even after countless washings or exposure to sunlight.
the luxury is beyond comparison...
so let's talk about cost!

RUBBER TILE by WRIGHT

Nearly everyone knows that rubber tile flooring — especially Wright Rubber Tile — is the quietest, most comfortable, most luxurious tile flooring there is.
But many people don't know that Wright Rubber Tile is remarkably inexpensive. In fact, it costs just a few cents more per foot than other types of floor tile.
And, of course, the quality is far superior.
Wright Rubber Tile gives you the luxurious beauty and comfort you've always wanted for your home.
And it's a practical long-lasting floor that requires a minimum of maintenance to keep it new and fresh looking.
Yes, for beauty, for utility and for economy ask your dealer to show you Rubber Tile by Wright.

WRIGHT Manufacturing Company • Houston, Texas
Division of Mastic Tile Corporation of America
Mfrs. of: Confetti • Aristoflex • Parquetry • Maticork • Asphalt Tile • Rubber Tile • Vinyl Tile • Cork Tile • Plastic Wall Tile
The important contribution that genuine leather upholstery makes to your decorating schemes cannot be equalled by any other upholstery material. Leather brings to any room an atmosphere of excellence, a flair for stylish color, and eminent practicality... These are among the many reasons why America's top manufacturers use genuine upholstery leather so liberally.

You can see examples of their imaginative work when a leading store near you stages its own Leather-in-Decoration Show. Don't miss it!
Two Panes of Glass

Bondermelie (mel-gl-lo-glass)
Seal keeps air dry and clean

Winter

You’re so much more comfortable near windows of Thermopane®. Its insulation reduces drafts. Cuts heating bills, too.

Summer

Thermopane insulates your home against outdoor heat. It helps your air-conditioning system do a better job.

Spring and Fall

No storm sash job to bother with. Thermopane is permanent window insulation. All year, Thermopane keeps rooms quieter.

Enjoy every season more with Thermopane

the permanent window insulation

There’s beauty every season through a window wall like this. But there’s more . . . the extra comfort, economy and convenience of Thermopane insulating glass.

Thermopane puts a sealed-in blanket of air between you and outdoor cold or outdoor heat. It’s the modern way to insulate every window of your house — permanently.

For the ultimate in clarity, order Thermopane made with plate glass. Call your L-O-F Glass Distributor or Dealer, listed under “Glass” in the yellow pages of your phone book. For our booklet, write to Dept. 11105.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.
608 Madison Ave., Toledo 3, Ohio
PAINTS
...by Pittsburgh

SILVER
...by Stieff

BRASSES
...by Virginia Metalcrafters

FURNITURE
...by Kittinger

FABRICS
...by Schumacher

...and all

...bearing the Hallmark of Williamsburg Restoration, Inc.

The beauty and expert craftsmanship of the eighteenth century live forever in the Williamsburg Reproductions. The exquisite colors and graceful lines of these furnishings will blend with any decor, whether your home is traditional or modern. Outstanding manufacturers with qualified craftsmen have been licensed to make actual copies under the supervision of Williamsburg Restoration, Inc. These Reproductions, all bearing the identifying Hallmark, may be purchased at fine stores. Send for your copy of the handsome new volume which tells the fascinating story of Colonial Williamsburg and its Reproduction Program . . . 100 pages, profusely illustrated, showing all the Reproductions. Mail $1.25 to Craft House, Box 1955, Williamsburg, Virginia.
UPHOLSTERY FABRIC
Woven of 100% SARAN

Stains from food, drink—
even ink—can be wiped away

Pet stains vanish after a
moment’s sponging

Sponge or wipe with any soap,
detergent or chlorine bleach.
Rinse with clear water.

Easy cleaning means
furniture stays new for years

FREE LEAFLET — for further
information see your dealer,
any store listed on
opposite page or write

COHAMA drapery and upholstery fabrics
You can preview the new music season and the visit of the London Philharmonia and discover two great pianists, a violinist and the world’s finest basso on new LP records.

By Irving Kolodin

The new view of the virtues of cultural exchange goes forward logically, we should be welcoming Boris Christof, the young Vladimir Horowitz of the Russian School, and the world’s finest basso on new LP records. The former is engaged by Rudolf Bing for his memorable Metropolitan opening production of Don Carlo in 1950, but he failed to qualify under some provision of the McCarran Act. Cesare Siepi came in his place, and there can be little dissatisfaction on that account, but Christoff has continued to magnetize the ear, as Boris in the best version of Moussorgsky’s opera ever recorded (LHVM 1052) and as Mephistophiles in a Faust with Victoria de los Angeles (RCS Victor LM 6400). The customary Christoff-comparison is Chaliapin, of which there is a tantalizing suggestion but not only in the “Boris” recording, but also in a collection of Russian excerpts on RCA Victor LHV 1053. His presence would give the Metropolitan—without its present admirable trio of Siepi, George London and Jerome van tip—that balance. After all, it is a good sort of conductor affairs, and a society which stresses the aesthetic of reproduction, one will hear, as it has had in thirty years.

Thanks to the convenience and economy of air travel, North America has become almost as accessible for the fine European orchestras as the continental cities usually on their tour itineraries and, of course, visa versa. This winter’s promise—in succession to the Berlin Philharmonic, the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, the Royal Philharmonic of London, France’s Orchestre National, the Israel Philharmonic, and the Danish National Orchestra, which we have been hearing in the last few seasons—is the Philharmonia of London, with Herbert von Karajan as conductor.

No record devotee needs to be lectured on the quality of the Philharmonia, for it seems to be involved with a startling percentage of the best English production of recent years. The reason for this is simple enough: it was organized for recording purposes by one of Britain’s shrewdest diskmakers, Walter Legge, with a guarantee of year round work that was irresistible to many of London’s finest musicians. As long ago as 1952, it had attained a quality that lured Arturo Toscanini into making his first London appearances in more than a decade. (also, in all probability, his last), and it has since reached even higher stature through its constant work under Karajan for Angel.

Karejan with the Philharmonia is apt to be a different sort of conductor than he was in last spring’s tour with the Berlin Philharmonic. The latter partnership was one hastily improvised when Wilhelm Furtwängler said—(Continued on page 131)
From the sweeping grace of the "curve of beauty"... the charm of a tiny bouquet

...a new pattern in Towle Sterling—Silver Spray

SILVER SPRAY captures in glowing, living sterling the classic "curve of beauty"—the flowing curve considered by generations of artists to be the most pleasing form in art or nature. Towle designers have added to the pure, sweeping sculptured lines of the curve of beauty a simple spray of flowerettes that, in addition to their delightful decorative effect, are placed to give each piece a focus of functional balance.

SILVER SPRAY you will feel—invites the hand—and more—it is that rarity in tableware, a pattern that looks beautiful in the hand. And on your table you will enjoy yet another virtually unique characteristic of Silver Spray—a complete harmony of each place setting piece with the other.

SILVER SPRAY embodies many useful Towle Touches, of course. Among them the practical "place size" for knife, fork, and spoon—that happy in-between luncheon and dinner size that Towle was first to introduce.

But see Silver Spray in all its enchanting beauty and learn first hand of its many unusual features. Any of the fine stores that carry Towle Sterling will be happy to show you Silver Spray. And also discuss with you their convenient plans that will make Silver Spray yours to enjoy at once. Six piece place setting...$35.00.

The Towle Silversmiths, Newburyport, Massachusetts.
CUSHIONED WITH U. S. KOYLON FOAM

Modern lines are made to last with U. S. Koylon Foam Cushioning. You can see the crisp, impeccable look; feel the deep, luxurious comfort. This finest of foams tailors perfectly to every style and period of furniture, and it will never crumple or rumple in years of use. For furniture you'll always be proud to own, look for the U. S. Koylon tag. It's featured by makers of the finest furniture and by leading stores. Furniture by Shorewood Furniture, Inc., at better stores near you. Or write to Shorewood Furniture, Inc., Lincolnton, North Carolina.

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY • Rockefeller Center, New York
The care your clothes deserve

K closet fixtures

Add to the smartness and convenience of your closet with K-V fixtures, designed to care for your clothes while they do wonders for closet space. The quality of K-V fixtures is immediately apparent... in handsome styling, sturdy, lifetime construction, polished chrome finish.

K-V 575 "view all" TIE SELECTOR—Five 8-bar rotary racks spin ties into quick view and reach. 20½" wide (Also 2-rack model).

K-V 550 TROUSER AND SKIRT HANGER—Spring-grip arms hold 4 skirts or pairs trousers firmly and crease-free. 14" wide.

K-V 552 PURSE RACK—All shapes and sizes fit the curved shelf or hang from hooks below. 20½" wide, 9" deep.

K-V 5 GARMENT BRACKET—Increase closet capacity with this sturdy chrome finish 10" hook which will hold 6 or more garments on hangers.

KITCHEN K-VENIENCES

Make housekeeping easier, solve the problems of stacking and shifting in hard-to-reach, limited space. Fine quality, long-life K-V welded construction, bright chrome finish... easily installed with a screwdriver!

4-BAR MODEL K-V 798 Slides towels into reach and back under shelf.

K-V 793 DISAPPEARING TOWEL RACKS 3-bar model mounts on wall or side of cabinet.

K-V 790 DISAPPEARING PAN RACK Stores 14 handled utensils neatly in compact space; glides them smoothly into reach and back in place.

K-V 791 SLIDING CUP RACK Holds 12 cups securely, safe from stacking chips and damage; smooth glide-away action, extra sturdy.

at leading hardware and department stores everywhere

KNAPE & VOGT MANUFACTURING CO. Grand Rapids, Michigan
For those special occasions...

...dress up your table, too! No better way to do just that than with your beautiful Quaker Lace tablecloths. They blend so well with any decor...combine the stylishness and beauty demanded by special occasions. Quaker Lace tablecloths come in a variety of patterns...from $5.95 to $54.95.

QUAKER LACE TABLECLOTHS
Many thousands of homes now have the traditional look of beauty and comfort which you, too, can achieve with these Early American maple styles. Created by master craftsmen, inspired by colonial standards of simplicity and long-living charm, every piece of Sprague & Carleton maple is built to become an heirloom. Interesting examples of Living Room and Bedroom groups are pictured here—and remember, you can also choose from our many delightful Dining Room pieces. Keep adding to your lovely Early American furniture until you have "America's most beautiful maple" throughout your home—in Living Room, Dining Room and Bedroom! See a fine selection of Sprague & Carleton maple at your favorite Furniture store or Department store today.

FOR THE BEDROOM (at right)—the Baluster Bed, one of several Early American bed styles by Sprague & Carleton, shown with the Cabinet Night Table, the exquisite Early American Sewing Rocker and the Portsmouth Double Dresser with Mirror.

FOR THE LIVING ROOM—Portsmouth is a popular choice among the ten different Early American styles by Sprague & Carleton. Left to right: Settee flanked by Tier End Tables; Wing Chair; Square Occasional Table (in corner); and the 48-inch Round Drop Leaf Coffee Table.

Sprague & Carleton
INCorporated
27 AVON STREET, KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
OVER HALF A CENTURY OF AMERICAN CRAFTSMANSHIP

Your Guide to Good Maple
LOOK FOR THIS FAMOUS TAG on each piece of Sprague & Carleton Early American Maple—it identifies the authorized Sprague & Carleton retailer, and contains helpful information about Solid Rock Maple. Send today for FREE illustrated booklet on Sprague & Carleton Maple Furniture for the complete home.
THIS IS THE

wonderful reading lamp...

Here's the lamp that doubles the pleasure of your evening hours. It's engineered for comfort and glare-free good lighting... fashioned to grace your home with a slender, elegant air. The slim, trim lamp raises and lowers, turns from side-to-side. The broad, shallow shade tilts to any angle. And the exclusive Colourayed® diffuser (see illustration at right) is a wonderful new development in glare-free good lighting. Optional at slight extra cost: the swing-arm tray (you set it at any height) that folds out of the way when not in use. In bone white, black, two-tone brown, two-tone green or a combination of gunmetal and flamingo. All accented with brass. Fashion coordinated: the handsome desk lamp shown above. Now, at your favorite furniture, department or electrical store.

LIGHTOLIER. First in fashion and function for homes, offices, schools, stores

11 E. 36 St., New York • 1267 Mds. Mart, Chicago • 12th at Folsom, San Francisco
Don't miss House & Garden's big November issue!
packed with 1001 CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS
...for everyone on your list
...for every room in the house
...for every age, every taste, every budget

Also packed with decorating and gardening ideas, small houses —and a big Chocolate Cook Book!... on your newsstand OCTOBER 20
Curves for Corners

THE NEWEST LIVING ROOM IDEA
THE CURVED CORNER SOFA

Another Rowe
"First in Fashion"

As much as 13 feet of Luxurious Foam Rubber Furniture

Open End and Armed Sofa

Open End Sofa

Armed End Sofa

famous Rowe furniture

WITH FINEST FOAM RUBBER CUSHIONS

TEXFOAM® by B. F. Goodrich

The Curved Corner Sofa will give your Home a New Look. This Latest Idea in Furniture—another Famous Rowe First—brings Beauty, Versatility and Imagination to your Living Room. The Smartly Tailored Styling is accentuated by your choice of Countless Fine Fabrics in Gay Exciting Colors. The Deep Luxurious Cushions are of the finest Moulded Foam Rubber—Clean, Cool, Resilient "Texfoam" by Goodrich.

Here’s furniture that dares to be different . . . that will give you Years of Lasting Pleasure. It’s priced within your reach, too!
STARTING HERE, SIX PAGES OF EXCITING NEW DO-IT-WITH-FABRIC IDEAS WITH CELANESE CONTEMPORARY FIBERS

FORTISAN*, THE SUPER-STRONG RAYON YARN

ACETATE, THE BEAUTY FIBER

CELAPERM®, THE SEALED-IN COLOR ACETATE

Think of Fresh Viewpoint fabrics as your personal wand, to create new beauty and convenience throughout the home. “Fresh Viewpoint” is our name for the fall fabrics woven with Celanese contemporary fibers. They’re beautiful and so serviceable they open up a completely “fresh viewpoint” on ways fabric can be used—not only for decoration but to make your home more livable.

Would you like to convert one room into two? You don’t need a carpenter—you can do it yourself with fabric and simple hardware. You can change a view with fabric, re-do walls with fabric. You can muffle sound, smoother drafts, control light—and all in the most decorative and flexible manner conceivable.

NEW VISTAS WITH FORTISAN

Look at the many new textile developments using Fortisan, Celanese new super-strong rayon. Depending on specific fabric construction and the quality and characteristics of other fibers used, Fortisan can contribute special wearing stamina, exceptional resistance to deteriorating effects of sunlight. Gossamer Fortisan sheers wear with a will of iron. Fortisan warp fabrics can be used safely unlined—to admit light while they successfully camouflage an undesirable view. (continued)


Left: Light and View Control with Fabric. Fabric by-the-yard is used ingeniously to permit flexible groupings, for varying degrees of light and privacy. One ceiling track suspends the sheerest of ninons—woven entirely of Fortisan. The other carries duoji-type panels of a stretched hand print, “Midsummer,” in rayon and Fortisan. By-the-yard, by Cheney Greenville & Co., Inc.

Space Control: This unusual room divider of fan-pleated fabric draws across a ceiling track. Pleats are formed and controlled by Sun-Vertikal’s readymade unit. “Rainbow Cloth” is Fortisan with rayon. By-the-yard, by Thorp.
Sound Control with Fabric. Curtaining at TV and hi-fi corner cuts down echoes, mutes sound traveling through thin walls. Cohama’s opulent looking “Largo” print is woven of rayon and Fortisan. Pillows and cushions are covered with rayon and Fortisan. Cohama, by-the-yard.

Space Control with Fabric. In the same room, the opulent look again—living and dining areas are defined by a hinged framework of stretched gauze panels—Fortisan warp with silk and rayon—to admit light, yet permit privacy. Window sheer is of Celanese Acetate and cotton; “Chantilly Lace” drapery taffeta, rayon and Fortisan. Table drama: the gauze, weighted with fringe. Cohama, by-the-yard.
THE BEAUTIFUL LOOK

Fabrics of Celanese Acetate, the beauty fiber, can be used lavishly to aid in sound and draft control. Your numerous electrical conveniences and thinner walls have increased the noise level in modern homes. Fabrics at walls and windows just as surely as rugs on the floor will eliminate echoes, add to the serenity of living. Celanese Acetate not only gives fabrics a look of elegance, beautiful drapability—as a fiber, it is extraordinarily stable—will not go "up and down" with the weather.

HI-FIDELITY COLOR

Celanese Celaperm, the acetate with sealed-in color, gives you a palette of fabric colors that will not fade, streak, grow dim with the years. You can use these fabrics just as you would paint—to cover-up old walls, at windows and on furnishings—with confidence that all parts of the fabric ensemble will continue to match one another and your original color scheme.

To achieve various textures and wearing qualities desired for different end-uses, some Fresh Viewpoint fabrics are woven entirely of Celanese contemporary fibers, and some combine them with other yarns. In shopping, look for Fresh Viewpoint tickets on the fabrics you're considering. (cont.)

Space Control with Fabric. Bedroom and study are achieved in limited space with fabric. One person can work, another sleep undisturbed by light and sound. Fortisan and spun rayon fabric makes the flexible partition, couch cover, also the decorative panels which are flanked by cotton and Fortisan print curtaining.

Stroheim & Romann, by-the-yard.

Remodeling with Fabric. Fabric converts an unfinished downstairs room into an entertaining "café." Cotton-and-Fortisan conceals the wall — Schumacher's "Bumble Bee Bop." Sewn to it, sheerest ninon, all-Fortisan, admits light through high windows, continues over the buffet dividing seating area and bar. "Bonanza" (rayon and Fortisan) covers chairs, stools.

Schumacher, by-the-yard.

ADVERTISEMENT
Most Fresh Viewpoint fabrics shown in these pages are available at the fine stores listed below (though every item is not at every store). Be sure to visit the store near you. It is your headquarters for Fresh Viewpoint room do-it-with-fabric ideas you can easily adapt for your home.

Atlanta, Ga... Davison Paxon
Baltimore, Md... Hochschild Kohn
Boston, Mass... Jordan Marsh
Buffalo, N. Y... Wm. Hengerer
Chicago, Ill... J. B. Ivey & Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio... The John Shillito Co.
Cleveland, Ohio... Higbee Co.
Columbus, Ohio... Lazarus
Dallas, Texas... Sanger's
Denver, Colorado... Denver Dry Goods Co.
Detroit, Michigan... Crowley's
 Ft. Worth, Texas... The Fair
Hartford, Conn... G. Fox & Co.
Houston, Texas... Foley's
Indianapolis, Ind... L. S. Ayres
Kansas City, Mo... Macy's
Miami, Fla... Burdine's
Milwaukee, Wis... The Boston Store
Minneapolis, Minn... Dayton's of Minneapolis
New Orleans, La... Maison Blanche
New York, N.Y... B. Altman & Co.
Philadelphia, Pa... John Wanamaker
Pittsburgh, Pa... Joseph Horn Co.
Portland, Oregon... Meier & Frank
Richmond, Va... Miller & Rhoads
Rockefeller, N.Y... Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.
St. Louis, Mo... Famous Barr
St. Paul, Minn... The Emporium of St. Paul, Inc.
St. Paul, Minn... The Golden Rule
St. Paul, Minn... Schuman's
San Antonio, Texas... Joske's of Texas
San Francisco, Cal... City of Paris
Seattle, Wash... Bon Marche
Southern California
The Broadway (Seven Stores)
Washington, D.C... Woodward & Lothrop
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A Christmas Card with an Artist’s Sketch of Your Own Home

Send us any clear photo (negative, or print) of your home. We print an artist’s sketch of it inside your Christmas Cards, and your name and “Season’s Greetings.” Cut-out front cover window frames the sketch. Design in green on heavy vellum. 5" x 6½". Prices, with envelopes, 50-10.50
75-14.95; 100-19.35; 150-27.50; 200-36.25. Each over 200-16c.

We pay postage. Money-back Guarantee!

Write for free 40-page catalog of unique, personal Christmas Cards!

Kimball Printing
44 Bond Street - Oshkosh, Wisconsin

A PIN-UP/WALL LAMP

Stunning WALL LAMP
Practical for use Anywhere

Beautifully designed and made of durable lacquered bronze. Sturdy wall bracket supports attractive white, parchment-like, gold bordered shade, artistically decorated with five horse heads. Shade is 8” diameter. Push button lamp socket and 6 foot cream colored rubber covered electric cord. My price by mail only $6.00. I pay postage and guarantee safe delivery. Money back if not delighted.

“little joe” WIESENFELD CO.
Dept. K-20
Baltimore 1, Md.

TRIVETS!

Special
$1.00 EACH
2 for only
$1.89 POSTPAID
Better Order Both!

#5—Copper Butter Warmer.
With brass trim. Lined with Black Tin for taste assurance. Complete with candle. This miniature chafing dish will win unanimous approval from your dinner guests. 5” tall. $2.40, ppd.

Send for Our Free Catalog
ART COLONY INDUSTRIES
The House of Gifts
3 University Place—New York 3, N. Y.

antique key

to an English wine cellar was the model for this handsome reproduction. A twentieth century improvement: it’s a corkscrew, bottle opener and ice breaker. Made of solid cast brass, it is ornamented with reposed grapes. Note the grape design brass hook to hang it on. $3.50 postpaid.

FREE
CHRISTMAS
GIFT CATALOG
in Color
Send for it

The dream of every woman is to own a cultured pearl choker! We show here a fabulous one made of matched 6½ millimeter cultured pearls. Set in the center is a 25 carat synthetic sapphire. Catch is 14K white gold. This is the important gift for which you have been searching! $160 ppd. Tax incl. Johnston Jewelers, Waldorf-Astoria, Park Ave., N. Y.

Are you looking for unusual and beautiful fixtures for the bathroom? Sherle Wagner, of the wonderful closet and bathroom shop has them. Elegant in feeling, each fixture is made of cast brass. Shown here: a cast Cupid towel ring ($18.50) and a toilet tissue holder ($21.50). His faucets are fabulous, too! Sherle Wagner, 123 East 57th St., N. Y.

Collectors of matchbooks and postcards will welcome the albums shown here. Made of leather-like material, each is fitted with a wire binding and slotted looseleaf pages. Postcard album holds 250 cards; the other holds eight matchbooks to a page. Each is 10” x 11”. $2.95 postpaid for one. Order from Miles Kimball Co., 100 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

The proper rest for your important, can’t-live-without eyeglasses is the “spec” rest shown here! Made of Caronite, it is leather-grained in appearance. And it will protect the lens and the furniture from scratches. Black with white monogram or name or white with red. $2.50 ppd. Time-Saver Ideas, 50 Jasper Blvd., Calver City, Cal.

FREE
CHRISTMAS
GIFT CATALOG
in Color
Send for it

HOUSE & GARDEN
A Christmass Card
with an Artist’s Sketch
of Your Own Home

Yours Free!

SHOPPING
You may order all merchandise shown in Shopping Around (editorially and in advertisements) by writing directly to the shops. Enclose check or money

Send for our Free Catalog
ART COLONY INDUSTRIES
The House of Gifts
3 University Place—New York 3, N. Y.
AROUND

order, as few of them handle c.o.d.'s. You may return for refund any item not personalized if you return it promptly by insured mail and in an unused condition.

Rosary ring. This beautifully made sterling silver ring will be a delight to wear for two reasons. It is attractive and, more important, it will make it convenient for you to say a decade quite frequently. Ten beads and a Cross on an outer ring turn freely on an inner one. Order by ring size. $5.50. Tax incl. The Appletons, 1180 Wellington, Pasadena, Cal.

Royal Worcester thimble to slip on a nimble sewing finger! It is made of the same fine bone china that you love in your dinnerware. Background color is white, the bird and fruit are delicate multi-color. Lustrous gold bands at top and bottom add interest. Most generously priced at $4.25 ppd. Foster's of Westwood, 1101 Glendon Avenue, Los Angeles.

For room drama we suggest that you use matchstick bamboo draw draperies at the windows or as a room divider. We show here the finest and least expensive custom made draperies available. Send 25c for color swatches. Request brochure which lists prices. Order from Carabao Special Products, Dept. HG10, 2750 Hyde at Beach, San Francisco.

"My Own Chair" is the possession your youngsters will cherish above everything he owns. Note that the back (over-all height 15") swings down to make the chair a sturdy step-stool. Made of hardwood finished in natural lacquer, it has markings (including the child's name) in bright red. $4.85 ppd. Gotham Gifts, 67-85 Exeter St., Forest Hills, N. Y.

VINtIONS OF SUGAR PLUMS...

SANTA AND HIS HELPERS


Susan Smith
10 Main Street
Carpentersville, 11, Illinois

Original Hummel Figurines
(with indented signature "M. I. Hummel") more joy-bringing to you, for your collection or for a beginner-collector.

#1 Angel Serenade 3½" high $3.00
#2 Bird Duet 4½" $6.30
#3 Little Gabriel 5" $4.50

Surely three beautiful Hummel Figurines. Please include 25c for postage order from

Hildegarde Studios
Dept. HG
597 Farmington Ave. Hartford 5, Conn.

FOUR SEASONS WALL PLAQUES

The spirit of Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter is permanently captured on these exquisite wall plaques. An important reproduction of a renowned original, they are made of unplated bisque porcelain. Sculpted in three dimensions, the chalk-white figures pose against chalk-white, caldron green or pale pink backgrounds. Each plaque measures 5½" x 3½", comes ready for hanging. So lovely, so she would guess their modest price!

The set, only $5.95 ppd.
Individual plaques, $1.50 each, ppd.
You must be delighted or money refunded!
Write for FREE GIFT CATALOGUE
Zenith Gifts, Inc.
3508 Chisholm St., Bldg. 10. Norman, Okla.

The Lennox Shop
Long Island's Hummus Shop of Country House Furnishings
347 Jericho Turnpike
Hewlett, N.Y.
**Sterling Silver Never Wears Out Its Welcome!**

Exquisite Sterling Silver Forks, each with its own lovely flower. Gold-plated tines. For Lemon, Hors d'oeuvres, Pickles, 4½ inches long. Set of 4. $4.95. 4 Demitasse Spoons to match Sterling Silver. $8.00.


Everyblooming Roses of Sterling Silver. No silver plated to wear yourself. Send a flower that never fades! Pin, Earrings, ea. $2.00. Ladies' Set, $6.95. All of hand-wrought, Solid Sterling Silver. No silver plating, they're $4.95. Postpaid.

**VERSATILE—BEAUTIFUL**

Hand crafted coffee table

Delightfully different. Provides an atmosphere of informal hospitality. Overall diameter 36", diameter of removable lazy susan 18". Table height 17". Fashioned from solid native woods—walnut or wild cherry. Choice of highly resistant, satin smooth finishes—$55 up. Gateleg, lazy susan, coffee and end tables, cupboards, chests, chairs, bedroom pieces. Guaranteed, open to a -lick or toil Imik Ink. Delightfully hand-painted in hand-wrought and hand-polished imported prisms. Satisfaction guaranteed.

FRENCH BENCH

20" x 17" high

A rare find at $14.95 postpaid. West of Miss. add 50c

You'll marvel at the fine hand workmanship of this elegant bench. Genuine engraved brass seat in hand woven, satin-finished birch in Light Natural or Black Lacquer. A treasure with modern or traditional for utility seating, chairside table, TV or vanity bench, luggage rack, etc. An exceptional value. Shipped direct to you from our workshop.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

Greeting which will last for years: this Christmas card and brass name plate. The French hold, deckle-edge card is printed in red, has a Christmas bauble paved with glittering sequin stars. Inside a brass plate (1" x 3") is attached. It can be engraved with any name. This will solve many gift problems. $1.50 ppd. Bowman's, 2477 Lombard, San Francisco.

Papier-mâché revives romantic memories of the 18th and 19th centuries. We show here a set of five nested boxes made of papier-mâché covered with rosebud chintz paper. Layers of lacquer give a hard coat. In graduated sizes: 4½" in diameter x 1½" high to 7½" in diameter x 2½" high. $3.95 plus 35¢. Helen Gallagher, 413 Fulton, Peoria, Ill.

**Elegant note** for a cocktail tray, for an important buffet table: this scallop shell server. Made of solid brass, it is generous in-size (16" in diameter). Fitted with a removable, glass lined sauce server, it is a versatile accessory. Make note of it for your Christmas gift list. $18.75 plus $1.00 postage. Bertram Shrier, 1145 Conn. Ave., Washington, D. C.

**Silks**

oriental imported fabrics

Finest Quality Exquisite Weaves & Designs

Raw Silk
Plain & Printed Shantung Damask Brocades Soo Chow Brocades Tribute Silks Dragoon Brocades, etc.

From $3.95 per yard

We will be pleased to send you samples of these fabrics, upon receipt of 25¢ to cover postage and handling.

**Junn &atcherfoh, Inc.**

**Importers—Est. 1921**

323 Fifth Avenue (near 32nd)

N. Y. 16
FREE TO NEW MEMBERS OF THE AROUND-THE-WORLD SHOPPERS CLUB

ANY ONE OF THESE BEAUTIFUL GIFTS FROM ABROAD

(Value in the U. S. up to $6)

TO demonstrate the quality and value of Around-the-World Shoppers Club gifts, we will send you your choice of any one of the unusual gifts shown here, FREE! Each is a typical example of the exquisite selections members have received in the past! New members will receive even more thrilling values!

BEAUTIFUL GIFTS FROM THE WORLD OVER

Wouldn't you like to go shopping around the globe with a traveller who knows where the finest merchandise is? Wouldn't you like to visit distant lands, shop for exquisite gifts in exotic bazaars, go through fantastic Old World workshops, watch native craftsmen create beautiful things with their ancient skills? Wouldn't you like to make your home a "show place" with the exciting gifts you've purchased—all values as much as three times the price you paid for them?

A THRILLING SURPRISE EACH MONTH

AS A DEMONSTRATION of the thrills and enjoyment of shopping abroad, let us send you any one of the exciting gifts illustrated here, without charge. Then, as a "passenger" on our magic carpet you will receive a surprise gift each month from a different foreign land. Your gifts come direct to your home postpaid and duty free in packages covered with exotic foreign stamps. With each surprise selection you will receive a colorful brochure telling the story of your gift.

JOIN TODAY BY MAILING THE COUPON

So—come aboard our magic carpet and let's set out on our shopping trip! You may join for 2, 4, 6 or 12 months. Although prices will be increased in the near future you are guaranteed against any price rise for a full year if you join now. Furthermore, if you are not captivated by the first Around-the-World Shoppers Club gift selection sent to your home, keep it as well as the free gift you are now selecting, and receive a full refund. Mail the coupon now while you may choose any one of these lovely gifts FREE with membership.

AROUND-THE-WORLD SHOPPERS CLUB
71 Concord Street, Newark 5, N. J.

JOIN TODAY BY MAILING THE COUPON

AROUND-THE-WORLD SHOPPERS CLUB, Dept. AJ
71 Concord Street, Newark 5, N. J.

Please enroll me as a member and send me free gifts FREE with membership.

(Choose one)

Silver Bracelet 770-G
Lantern Lamp 775-K
Viking Bowl 777-V
Ebony Elephant 778-E
Crystal Bell 772-B
Florentine Serving Set 777-S
Copper Urn 773-4-A
Bud Vases 778-W
Sugar & Creamer 774-DD
Carved-Clock 779-C

Start regular monthly shipments of the Club's selection of foreign merchandise direct to you from countries of origin and continue through the following term of membership:

2 Months for $5
4 Months for $9
6 Months for $12
12 Months for $22

I enclose remittance for $...

Name __________________________ Date ________
Address ________________________
City & State ______________________

(Check here if you have ever before been a member.

(Note: The U. S. Post Office Dept. charges a service fee of 10¢ for delivering foreign packages, which is collected by your broker.)

CANADA, 3 mos., $7.75; 6 mos., $14.30; 12 mos., $29.00. Delivered to your home without payment of additional duty or postage. Address: 77 Vitrine St. West, Montreal 1, Que.
Even LADIES make them!

Smart people today are making their own fine quality furniture — at a substantial saving in cost. It's easy with HAGERTY furniture kits.

We give you the pine and maple parts — sanded until smooth — you assemble, finish and save the expensive labor. No tools are needed. You'll have the time of your life fitting together those precision pieces, then applying the stain and wax with a soft cloth to bring out the natural beauty of the woods. Your chair, made in less than an hour, will give comfort and pleasure to generations. Imagine having this authentic reproduction of a priceless Windsor High Chair in your own dining room! What a thrill to show your friends this museum reproduction with its 200-year-old finish and say, "I made it myself."

Put your young American on it. Of proper table height, it is ideal for children of 18 months and older who like to eat "at the family level."

Send for illustrated catalog showing our complete collection of pine and maple reproductions, from $2.95 up.

WINDSOR
HIGH CHAIR
Original in Concord Historical Society
2 Part FINISH
Give your furniture and woodwork that narrow 200 year-old look. An easy-to-apply stain and wax finish for pine and maple.

It's Free
Catalog also includes ideas and hints on finishing. Join the thousands who have already discovered this economical fun-packed way to collect antiques.

Chaset Colonial
by HAGERTY
10 Ship Street, Cohasset, Mass.

Made to Measure
These measure up to our greatest expectations because they're practical, different, smart looking. Set of 6 silver-plated solid copper measuring cups, imported from Italy, graduate in size from 1/4 to a full cup (including 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4). They make exceptional flower holders, too. Hang them in your kitchen for a wonderfully cheerful look or give them to a new bride.

Jennifer House
Set of 6, $16.95 ppd.
Dept. G-10 New Marlboro Stage GREAT BARTINGTOWN, MASS.

Berouque Lavabo
Planter with Angels

Truly a gift to be cherished

Berouque Lavabo and matching Angels. Created by master craftsmen in vintage ivory composition, fitted with real gold scroll work. The French imported Lavabo is 13" high, has basin 6.5" deep. Planter is 7" tall, the 13" x 11" x 17" — ideal for beautiful blossoms. Matching angels 8" high, Order now. SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK

Helen Gallagher
415 A10 Fulton St., Peoria, Illinois

Graceful Empire Hassock
In Decorative Wrought Iron

A graceful, practical addition to any interior, this Hassock, 21" long, 15" high, 11" deep, is made in your choice of pink, black or ivory. Beautifully finished, a tasteful, lovely addition to any room. The cushion in pink, gold, purple or dyed ivory, comes neatly colored. Measures 134" x 154" x 114". $3.95

Hassock alone $12.95
Cushion $4.95
Together $17.95
Shipped express collect $1.00

INTERIOR TRENDS
Dept. RC-10
56 UNDERHILL AVE., BROOKLYN 38, N. Y.

1000 Name & Address Labels $1
Your name and address printed on 1000 fine quality gummed labels. PACKED WITH PLASTIC BOX. Use them on stationery, checks, books, greeting cards, records, etc. Your choice of 3 lines printed on fine quality gummed paper. 1000 labels for only $1.00 postpaid. Any six orders for $5. THIS IS A SPECIAL OFFER. A sensational bargain. Ideal for gifts. Makes a wonderful, useful present. Satisfaction guaranteed. Handy Labels, 1011 Jasperson Building, Culver City 1, California.

Free to New Members of TAY'S Gift Club
Beautiful Hand-carved Teakwood Chest from Hong Kong

This distinctive beautiful hand-carved teakwood chest, six inches long, is yours as an "extra gift" when you join Tay's Gift Club. The world is crowded to obtain "surprise gifts" for members of Tay's Gift Club . . . to make exotic finds in Indian brasswares, carved art oddities from Africa and the Orient . . . perfumes from Cuba. These articles are lower-priced because we can buy them at about one-third their normal cost. Your surprise gifts arrive monthly — postpaid. Join for a two-month trial for $8, four months for $30, six months for $50, a full year for $75. A postpaid surprise monthly . . . a bargain worth more than you pay for it. And the free teakwood chest, handy as a jewelry box, is worth $25. Satisfaction guaranteed.

TAY ENTERPRISES
Dept. O-7
P. O. BOX 1375
COLUMBUS, G. A.
AROUND

Fitted bar. This beauty is fitted with everything you need for a moment of refreshment on the move. Everything, that is, but the liquor. Those bottles are dummies. The 4 glasses come with the bar. So do 4 swizzle sticks, beer can and bottle opener. Case is covered with tan leather-like fabric. $14.95 plus $1.00 post. Wales, 540 Madison Avenue, New York.

Keep it short and keep it accurate and you will be the winner of any word game! To help you do both we show here a charming score pad and an hourglass timer. Pad has a black felt cover decorated with an erudite looking white felt poodle. The three-minute timer is white, too. $3.75 postpaid. Fairfield House, P. O. Box #15, Bethel, Conn.

Precious jewelry! Maybe not precious according to geognosy but precious to Grandma and Mamma. These sterling silver baby shoes represent the arrival of each child. Marked on each sole is the great date, the name. $2.50 for one shoe with marking; $2.50 for sterling bracelet; $1.25, sterling keychain. Ppd. Tax incl. Zenith, 55B Chadwick, Boston.

Exciting New Way to Buy Furniture

Buy direct from Dixon's, factory and save. Shipped to your door, completely upholstered and finished, in a few simple sections that lock together in minutes.

$61.50
OTTOMAN
$39.00

Choose from 60 colors in 7 exclusive fabrics
Fortisan • Shantung • Metallic Print
Two Tone Supple • Nubby Weave
Shadow Weave • Textured Weave

only $1 a yard

Drapes custom made to your measurements
approx. $150 a yard including labor

We have made draperies and sold yardage to thousands of satisfied customers through the past six years because we offer unequalled selection of fine fabrics, lowest prices and exclusive custom tailoring.

Only Carabao offers these custom tailored features

Fabric is "tabled" for precision cutting so your drapes will always hang perfectly
French pleated by hand.
We use plastic crimelson to assure perfect headings
Weights are sewn in the full 3-inch hems to give hanging perfection
In joining widths of fabric, we cut off the selvages and sew the fabric with an overlock stitch to steam
Seams are positioned in the pleats so they are completely invisible

It's easy to order by mail. Just clip the coupon below and send for complete information, prices, easy directions for measuring.

• Enclose 25¢ for swatches of 60 colors of all 7 fabrics

Clip this coupon for information

CARABAO SPECIAL PRODUCTS CO.
2750 Hyde at Beach, Dept. GC7
San Francisco, Calif.
Send me free complete information. I Enclosed is 25¢ for swatches

Name ___________________________
Address _________________________
City __________________ State ______

Satisfaction guaranteed | OUR SIXTH YEAR OF SELLING DIRECT BY MAIL

Scrapbooking with glittering new fabrics

Gifts for women exclusively for Dixon's.

5¢c brings you this big Dixon's catalog, shows 2 complete furniture
choices, natural finish. Exclusively designed with gossamery new fabrics.

The Carabao Special Products Company

Cut the coupon and send for the complete information, prices, directions for measuring.

Send for swatches of 60 colors of 7 exclusive fabrics

Send for swatches of 60 colors of 7 exclusive fabrics

Artisan Galleries

2100-810 N. Haskell
Dallas 4, Texas
SHOPPING AROUND

Diamond-like brilliance is the attribute of this hand-cut crystal chandelier! In four sizes: 14" high x 6" in diameter, $29.50; 15" x 8", $29.95; 16" x 10", $35; 16" x 12", $45 exp. coll. When you order do remember that the name of this sparkling beauty is The Basket Chandelier. Order from Paulen Crystal, Department HG, 296 Broadway, New York.

For him you couldn’t find a small gift more pleasing than the shaving towels shown here. Made of fine terry with fringed edges, each towel is gayly decorated with a black and white mug and shaving brush. His initial can be marked on the sketched mug, 11" x 18". $3.95 the set of 2. Postpaid. Order from Schoenfeld Linens, 38 East 57th Street, New York 22.

Vapo-tent should be standard equipment for families with small children. Made to fit all standard cribs, it has a muslin top to absorb the steam and prevent condensation and Vinylite sides. As you can see, it is not hard to adjust a group kettle to this intelligent design. Tent, 52" x 28" x 22". $6.95 ppd. The Herrmanns, 1718 Union St., San Francisco.

Bisque group for you to display in a devotional niche in the bedroom. The white bisque bodies of the two angels and the Madonna are beautifully decorated in pastel colors. The Madonna is 10" high and lovely to look at; the little angels are each 4" high, $3.95 plus 35c postage for the set. Order from Religious Art Guild, Dept. HG10, 131 First St., Peoria, Ill.

His very own! You know how possessive children are. You will make a great impression on your youngster if you present him with a sign like the one shown here. A small plaque (2" x 7") of flexible Caronite comes in two different color combinations; black background with white letters or white with red. $1 ppd. Willard Creations, Box 509, Culver City, Cal.
Now—sleep under new warmth... new beauty!

NEW PEPPERELL BLANKETS ARE EVERYTHING WONDERFUL A BLANKET SHOULD BE!

Revolutionary new Marvelok Weave* gives you greater warmth, richer beauty, longer wear, better washability!

Greatest blanket news in years—Pepperell's exclusive Marvelok Weave. A closer construction that gives Pepperell Blankets extra warmth... extra strength for longer wear... richer color... far better washing results. See all these wonderful new Pepperell values now at your favorite store.

TO $16.95 SLIGHTLY HIGHER WEST OF THE ROCKIES

*Pepperell Trademark, Patent Applied for

Pepperell Blankets
Made by the makers of famous Lady Pepperell Sheets
There's easier living in store for the family with these hardwearing new SWING-KING rockers (available on select chairs 1953) covered in Boltoflex Nylo-Saran, a product of KENMAR Mfg. Co., East Palestine, Ohio.

new wonder fabric
virtually stain-proof;
mildew-proof, moth-proof!

At last! The super-strength of NYLON and the wonder fibres of SARAN have been combined to give longer life and greater beauty to all kinds of furniture.

Boltoflex Nylo-Saran is a modern upholstery fabric designed for leisurely living. Stains sponge off in a flash...it's non-inflammable and fade resistant, too. It's cool in summer, so comfortable all year 'round.

Yes, there are care-free days ahead because furniture covered in Boltoflex Nylo-Saran can take the roughest kind of abuse — and never show it. You'll find Boltoflex Nylo-Saran in a lovely array of patterns in smart decorator colors. Select furniture covered in Boltoflex Nylo-Saran — you'll love it!

A VACO PRODUCT
VIRGINIA FIBRE CORPORATION
HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA
... it's Boltaflex for moderns

... on the new Swing King rockers

Boltaflex fabric-backed vinyl upholstery—
with its beautiful “designer” patterns,
rich leather-like finishes and gorgeous HOUSE & GARDEN colors—is perfect for these new modern Kenmar “Swing King” rockers. Beautiful—long-wearing—luxurious to the touch—and grease, dirt and grime whisk right off with just a damp cloth.

Fabric-backed Boltaflex—the modern upholstery for modern living!

GENERAL PLASTICS
The General Tire & Rubber Company

BOLTA PRODUCTS
Lawrence, Mass.
Division of The General Tire & Rubber Company
Here is beautiful styling with real old-fashioned comfort. Each rocker is available in cloth all over, or in combinations of Boltaflex and cloth. Legs and swivel bases are available in your choice of Natural, Ebony or Mahogany finish. Dealers listed have these chairs in stock.

**YOUR CHOICE $59.50**

SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN SOME AREAS

**Style 7567—Rocker with brass ferruled legs.**

**Style 7552—Swivel-rocker with Golden anodized aluminum arms. Will not tarnish.**

**Style 7557—Rocker with brass ferruled legs.**

**Style 7562—Swivel-rocker with closed arms.**

©KMC 1955

**THE KENMAR MFG. CO. • EAST PALESTINE, OHIO • OTTUMWA, IOWA • TYLER, TEXAS • NEVER-SAG UPH., TORONTO**
You'll want everyone to know...

The lady in the chic chapeau may have let her enthusiasm go to her head. Yet, who can blame her? So many smart Parliament smokers want everyone to know their cigarette is special.

The crush-proof box... choice tobaccos... luxurious flavor... the famous Mouthpiece that keeps the filter recessed a full quarter-inch away from your lips. With Parliaments, only the flavor touches your lips!

You're so smart to smoke Parliaments

ONLY THE FLAVOR... TOUCHES YOUR LIPS
OCTOBER, 1955

**THIS 49½c STORM WINDOW protects your family all winter!**

**New Trans-Kleer Storm Window Goes on In 5 Minutes Without Tools, Hooks, Screws or Nails**

10.8 Sq. Ft. Window Costs only 49½¢

*Used by U. S. Army in Iceland and Alaska—Now Available to Public*

NOW... Storm Windows need not cost you up to $14.00 apiece. American industry has developed a lightweight flexible product that enables you to seal out wintry blasts for only 49½¢ a window! Imagine it! For pennies per window you can insulate EVERY ROOM in your home! This new material was developed by the Gary plant of a billion-dollar American manufacturing firm—for use by the U.S. Government during the last war. It looks like glass, yet can't peel off, never chips, shatters or rattles. Actually flexible like rubber. Has a tensile strength of over one ton per square inch. Crystal clear, not milky or yellowish like some plastic materials. Weighs less than 1/10th of the lightest glass windows ever developed. Even a large window comes to less than 8 oz. Not affected by snow, sleet, rain or dampness—because it's 100% waterproof. Won't crack even at 53 degrees BELOW FREEZING! Use and re-use it YEAR AFTER YEAR for winter comfort and protection.

**LOW-COST HEALTH PROTECTION**

You can hardly see this TRANS-KLEER storm window—it's wonderfully transparent, yet it protects your loved ones from the frightful blasts. And each window costs only 49½¢ each!

**Sensational Discovery**

**Used By Army To Fight Cold**

One of the big problems of the last war was how to defend our troops and protect equipment against the ravages of Arctic winters. One of the world's greatest manufacturing companies was ordered to build a special plant and soon millions of yards of this new material was moving out to Alaska, the Aleutians, Iceland and Greenland. It was not available to the public because every inch went to protect our men, vehicles, planes and weapons. Finally, it was released to the public and ever since the demand has been greater than the supply! The Gary plant of the LOW-COST development gave you real winter protection, actually keep wintry blasts out of your home.

2,000,000 Windows Sold!

For years, demand for Trans-Kleer has outstripped the supply. Lucky buyers of the first batch told their neighbors and the word spread. Last year alone, over 2,000,000 were sold, but even this huge total might not be enough unless you act FAST!

Test In Your Home AT OUR RISK!

Here's your chance to get Trans-Kleer on a HOME TRIAL BASIS. You can't lose a single penny. Mail the coupon below and a 36 by 432-inch kit—108 SQUARE FEET—will be shipped, postage free. With the mail order promotion, Trans-Kleer's famous REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY is working round-the-clock trying to supply it!

**Avoid Disappointment—Order Now!**

Millions of folks in the U. S. and Canada are reading this same ad in hundreds of magazines and newspapers. Despite enormous production facilities, the REYNOLDS ALUMINUM people can turn out so much and so fast! Don't wait until it's too late! Play safe! Rush the coupon NOW! If you wish to save postage cost, send check, cash or m.o. for $4.95 and the windows will be shipped postage free.
The Verse
Initials
Spell
Your Own
Name

We will write a warm, sincere verse with the initials spelling your own name, as "THE JOHN MASONS" is spelled downward by the verse pictured. Last two lines call attention to initials spelling your name. There's room for up to 21 lines (besides spelling "run"). Your address (or, if you prefer, "Christmas 1955") is on cover. All in raised foam white on soft green antique finish paper, and the edges...fine...folded with .5". With white envelopes. 25-$3.45; 50-$5.95; 75-$8.45; 100-$10.95; 150-$15.45; 250-$22.50. Each Card over 250-9c. Postpaid.

Kimball Printing
45 Bond St. - Oshkosh, Wisconsin

SHOPPING
AROUND

"7 Day Wonder" is the king size pad designed for the wonderful man in your house. Side panels and back are made of fine leather (turf brown, black, green); calendar is made of excellent paper marked in black. Note the three gold color initials at left. 18" x 7.5". $8.25 ppd. Add 50c for initials. $1.00 for 54 refills. Twining & Buck, Salisbury, Conn.

Fun pillows for the dormitory, for the playroom: these "Crazy Mixed-Up Kids". Made of striped cotton filled with kapok, each is decorated with bright felt and yarn. Girl comes in pink and white stripes; boy comes in blue and white. $2 for one; $3.95 a pair. Add 35c for postage. Order from Foster House, Dept. HG10, 430 S. Jefferson, Peoria, Illinois.

A new idea in door stops: one with your monogram engraved on it. Shown here is a lightweight, sturdy stop which has a lifetime spring action. Neat and trim. Made of Caronite, it is available in black with white marking or in white with red. 4" high. $1.75 ppd., engraved with name or initials. International Gift House, 32 Jasper Blvd., Culver City, Calif.

HOUSEWIFE SOLVES MYSTERY
...Free Catalog Ends Search!

After years of "baking," Mrs. B. Hilley, 535 Vesper, Chicago, found the solution to a problem. A free cut-out aided her search for good-looking, practical, full-time protection from dust and dirt for her furniture. She had no trouble ordering. Today her furniture is dressed up in twill plastic rosettes.

House & Garden

BEJEWELLED MAGNIFIER

So pretty, so original you'll want to carry it everywhere! A production of rhinestones and seed pearls adds glamorous glitter to the silver-plated holder handle and rim. Precision ground glass permits ladylike perusal of programs, price tags, menus and such. Beautifully made, it's just 3" long and comes in a trim faille case. Very gay for gift!

$9.95 tax & postage included

Beautifully boxed and wrapped. Your order shipped promptly. Send no C.O.D.'s. Write for sample.

Aimee Lee Dept. HG-10
545 Fifth Avenue • New York 17, N. Y.

Jonny Planter for your Bathroom

New idea! Self-watering decorative planters for top of toilet fixture. White molded lid with deep planing area made to fit any standard toilet fixture, replacing the porcelain lid. Special absorbent wick hangs in water of tank, and across bottom of planter to constantly and automatical­ly water plants. Complete with adapter to fit any tank. A really new idea in modern decorating. $4.95 ppd. Carol Beatty, Dept. F-210, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California. Send for FREE CATALOG of 200 Selections.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEED

 Yours Free!
 Write for free 40-page catalog of unique, personal Christmas Cards!

PANKER'S

Original
in the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Conn.

NEW FUR COAT

STYLE

FELLMAN, LTD., Dept. HG10, 430 W. 43 St., N. Y. 36

YOUR OLD FUR COAT

STYLE

I. R. FOX, 146 W. 29th ST., DEPT. J-8, N. Y. C. 1, N. Y.

YOUR OLD FUR COAT

COMPLETE

MAIL ORDER

$22.95 COMPLETE

III. F. Fox, fur remodeling especial­ist retyles your old, worn for coat regardless of condi­tion into a glamorous 1955 cape, stole or jacket. Save more than half, at our one low price of $22.95 (Stone higher.). I. R. Fox skilled furriers retyle the new "Black Sheep" combines instant warmth and comfort with the timeless beauty. Black Sheep caters to the fashion-minded woman. Fine leather and wool, fox fur, and 400 natural-colored rabbit are combined with rolls of fine sheepskin and are then finished onto a luxurious fur coat that has the look of a sheepskin.

Send for FREE CATALOG showing over 100 styles and colors.

"BLACK SHEEP*" is a luxurious grey, black with blue markings or in white. $2 for one; $3.95 a pair. Add 35c for postage. Order from Foster House, Dept. HG10, 430 S. Jefferson, Peoria, Illinois.

Style No. L. All Black
Style No. 2. Black with red vamps
Style No. 3. Black with green vamps
Style No. 4. Black with blue vamps
Style No. 5. Saddle tan

BEAUTIFULLY BOXED AND WRAPPED.

YOUR ORDER SHIPPED PROMPTLY.

Aimee Lee Dept. HG-10
545 Fifth Avenue • New York 17, N. Y.

Also at 6 E. 46 St., N.Y.C., and Newark, N.J.
Spread Around the World

Yes, it's a fact that while Colten's is located in Greater Boston, (Brookline, Boston and Wellesley) ... you are apt to find Colten bedspread ensembles in Paris or Rome, Australia or South Africa. We know, because in the past year our customers have shipped them there and to scores of other faraway places. It all started not so long ago, when we decided to style our bedspreads with the "Couture Look." Since then, homeseekers the world over have bought over a million dollars worth of our ensembles.

Colten's carry in stock, ready for immediate delivery ... over 1,000 different ensemble pieces, all moderately priced. And if you require special sizes, we can make our bedspread ensembles or draperies ... any width ... any length ... and ship them to you within one to three weeks after your order arrives. For good taste, good quality, good price ... try Colten's. Your home will show the difference.

Acetate TAFFETA Ensemble

Glambrous 180 count taffeta ... resists fading from sun and dry cleaning. Luxurious double diamond box quilting. Scalloped coverlet has kick pleat corner. Wonderful solid colors: cherry-rose, dusty copper, mint green, grey, moon yellow, blue, brown, pink, chartreuse, turquoise, charcoal, hunter green or white. Send 10¢ for set of Taffeta color swatches.

COVERLETS: Twin 12.95, Full 14.95, King size 27.50
DUST RUFFLE: Style A, pleated Twin 9.95, Full 10.95 Style B, gathered Twin 6.95, Full 7.95
DRAPES: 63" long 5.95, 81" 6.95, 90" lined 10.95
Pillow Shams 3.95, vanity 7.95, 36" cafes 5.50

CUSTOM-ORDERS invited ... any length, any width

TAFFETA SPREADS

Double diamond quilted. Self-rentin acetate. Extra fully gathered. In all colors listed above. Twin 11.95, Full 13.95, King size 29.95

CUSTOM-ORDERS invited ... any length, any width

Sheer "FORTIQUE"

Sheer, exciting, strong FORTISAN blends beautifully with viscoses for softness. Rich colors of mocha, pastel green, turquoise, ice, white, yellow, almond green or white. Scalloped, quilted coverlet in solid colors has kick-pleat corner. Extra fully gathered dust ruffle has golden lurex threads for sparkling beauty. Send 10¢ for set of "Fortique" color swatches.

COVERLETS: Twin 13.95, Full 15.95, King size 29.95
DUST RUFFLE: With lures (two) Twin 9.95, Full 10.95
DRAPES: 63" long, 8.95, 81" 9.95, 36" cafes 4.95

CUSTOM-ORDERS invited ... any length, any width

Everglaze Chintz in 16 Colors

Magnificently quilted and scalloped coverlets ... and fully gathered dust ruffles in miracle-matchable colors of grey, hunter, yellow, rose, brown, mint, blue, pink, aqua, chartreuse, red, charcoal, orchid, mocha, tuscia or white. Send 10¢ for set of Chintz color swatches. Two coverlet 12.95, full 13.95, king size 27.50. Twin dust ruffle 6.95, full 7.95, 63" drapes 5.95, 90" 7.50, 36" cafes 3.50, valance 2.25, sham 3.95, vanity 7.95, 14" (Kapok) toss pillow 2.95.

CUSTOM-ORDERS invited ... any length, any width

SPECIAL ORDER DEPARTMENT

WE SHIP WITHIN 1 TO 3 WEEKS AFTER YOUR ORDER ARRIVES

"MOONGLOW"

CUSTOM-MADE DRAPERIES

Let Colten's make your draperies ... any width ... any length ... for approx. 50¢ a yard ... plus $2.25 a yard for our smart "Moonglow" fabric. Meticulous tailoring. Precise pinch-pleating. Lined in cotton sateen at modest extra cost.

Custom-size draperies also made in Taffeta, Chintz, Corduroy or "Fortique." Color swatches available. Send 10¢ for each fabric wanted. Ask for measurement chart.

BEDSPREADS

KING SIZE

COVERLETS: Corduroy 29.95, Chintz 27.95, Taffeta 27.95
FORTIQUE 29.95, Chintz 27.95, Taffeta 27.95, Nolnso 32.95
Chintz 27" "Fortique" 29.95 (as illustrated) Chintz 29.95 prices.

SPECIAL SIZE BEDSPREADS

coverlets and dust ruffles can be ordered any width ... any length ... in Corduroy, Chintz, Taffeta, "Fortique" or "Moonglow." Color swatches available. Send 10¢ for each fabric wanted. Ask for measurement chart.

ADD 90¢ for POSTAGE and handling to total order, regardless of size or zone.

PIECE GOODS by the Yard

To match, plain or quilted ensembles available in all colors listed.
Musical Tree Ornaments
Ten tiny musical instruments to lend enchantment to your tree or to tie on a very special gift! French horns, saxophones, trumpets—all of unbreakable plastic in holiday colors. Fun as favors for kiddie Christmas parties, too—you can actually blow them! Order No. X-7435, Ornaments, 10 for $1, by mail, postpaid.

Peeling Paint
Imagine—being able to decorate windows with brightly colored designs—and then peeling them off when the season's over! Included are a brush, three jars of weather-resistant Peeling Paint in red, green and white and holiday patterns to follow. Order No. X-7461, Peeling Paint, by mail, $1.49 ppd.

Your Most Appreciated Gift...
Lord's Prayer Planter

Holds Arrangements of Flowers or Plants
This beautiful prayer book planter has the Lord's Prayer either Protestant or Catholic written in clear gold script on one page. In place of the opposite page, 4 of 12 new illustrated designs to choose from. All you need is a young plant and pot. Repot and water. Satisfaction or Money Back. Satisfaction or Money Back. Order from Brandicraft Dept. A-3, 157 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

A BRACELET FOR GRANDMOTHER
Modern Grandmothers are proud of their grandchildren—the more the merrier! Just send us the complete list, first name and birth date, and we'll entreat each on a separate disc. One grandchild or twenty, she'll be pleased as Punch to have her beloved family with her at all times. Prices include engraving, tax, and postage.

TIDY TIGER RUG
It's a Hide-a-Bag! It's a Wall or Bed Decoration! It's a Rug!
Strictly for youngsters from 6 to 60 . . . , this adorable pet is to use and to amuse. The top is of silky soft plush and the underside is of felt with a zippered compartment to hold pajamas, bed linens or the laundry. The head swivels and tail has a ring for hanging. Shown is TIGER (black and yellow—over-all). Also available is HONEY BEAR (brown—over-all). Specialty which.

A Song in Your Hearth
with the gayest andirons that ever played their supporting role for a log fire. Shaped like Vth musical notes. They are 18" tall with 14" burning iron and weigh 17 pounds. CAST IRON BLACK SATIN FINISH $14.95 for one 6 to 7 square feet. A king of the wild frontier this calfskin rug. Available in either brown and white or black and white, it can be branded with three initials. $10.95 for rug which measures 5 square feet: $14.95 for one 6 to 7 square feet. Add $2.00 for three initials. Ppd. Order from Brandicraft Dept. A-3, 157 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

A king of the wild frontier will jump for joy if you give him this calfskin rug. Available in either brown and white or black and white, it can be branded with three initials. $10.95 for rug which measures 5 square feet: $14.95 for one 6 to 7 square feet. Add $2.00 for three initials. Ppd. Order from Brandicraft Dept. A-3, 157 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Added touch for the well decorated bathroom: a personalized shower curtain. Shown here is a handsome one made of fine quality fast-color taffeta. The 15" initial is included in cost. Order it in any contrasting color. White, pink, yellow, aqua, spruce, blue, black, lilac, charcoal, brown, gold. $12.95 ppd. Monogrammers, 1001 Chestnut, Philadelphia.
AROUND

The Black Cat is a sign of good fortune. You will be fortunate, indeed, if this set of cat andirons graces your hearth. Beautifully cast in iron, each cat is finished in satin black. And each has translucent green eyes through which the firelight shines! 17" high x 14" deep. $15.95 postpaid. Tennessee Chrome, Nashville, Tennessee.

Doll's clothes need to be laundered! To make work easier for the "little mother" we show here a toy washing machine which works on a flashligh adjunct. Made of metal, it has a plastic cover, an agitator, a motor, and a hose for pumping out the water. About 6" high x 4 1/2" in diameter. $4.49 ppd. From Jehco Company, Box 27667, Los Angeles, Cal.

German import: this wall barometer. Now that hurricanes are becoming a part of our weather problem, it is sensible to own a barometer. The one shown here is precise and dependable even though it is modestly priced. Case is mahogany: bezel is brass; dial is marked with red and black. 5 1/2" in diam. $6.95 ppd. Thoren-sen's, 352 Fourth Ave., New York.

Garden Romance PLAQUES
Tastefully done to give a present in a business or as lovely decorator pieces for your own home. The pair shown, here are fine plaque designs with fitting antique perfect box and real boxwood, treated in the perfect appealing manner for table-top use and better decoration are flank white against a background of salmon, green or pastel pink. Each is 7 1/2" x 5 1/2". The pair list mailed only $4.95. Send For Free Gift Catalog.

Lee Wynne 5446 Diamond Street, Phila. 31, Pa. (Dept. H 10)
The House of Fine China

Learn CONTRACT BRIDGE by MAIL
Only 20c per person per lesson
Write for full details
DR. MILTON THEEMAN
OAK LANE MANOR • MELROSE PARK, PA.

YOU SAVE REAL MONEY THE Toni Moran WAY
Here is a distinguished collection of exquisite and ever-so-practical decorator fabrics. Here is a system, color coordinated by Toni Moran, that makes it simple and fun to redecorate with draperies. Shows you how to make them at home the easy way. Or, if you prefer, Toni Moran Studio will make them to your measurements for less than you'd expect to pay for ready-mades. Either way you save money — and get that custom look.

SILK-NUB, a sturdy, sophisticated casement fabric with 100% silk texture. 14 colors, $1 per yard

FIESTA, an interesting two-toned fabric that feels and wears like expensive mohair casement. 12 colors, $1 per yard

ANTIQUE SATIN, a richly textured fabric with that hand-loomed look. 14 colors, $1 per yard

FAILLE, a soft, dignified fabric that is equally at home in traditional or contemporary rooms. 14 colors, $1 per yard

Send Today for Complete Set of 54 Swatches
Selecting the right color and fabric is easy the Toni Moran way. Send 25¢ for swatches of all fabrics in all colors. Toni Moran also sends you complete, easy-to-understand directions for ordering both yardage and made-up draperies. You can figure the cost to the penny with her "Window-Magic" sizing chart.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Toni Moran Studio Box 230, South Pasadena, California

I enclose 25¢. Please send me one complete set of swatches and information on how to order Toni Moran fabrics and custom-made draperies.

NAME—PLEASE PRINT
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE
DIGGING FOR NEW GIFT IDEAS?

HERE'S A GOLD MINE OF 'EM!

FREE CATALOG MAKES YOU
WORLD'S CHAMPION GIFT-PICKER!

Mary's weary, sad and blue.
Her gift list long and varied.
From store to store she harries through,
Footnote, tired, and oh! so harried!

Now tarry, Mary, give a look
To Breck's refreshing Christmas book!
'Twill save you time and problems many;
It costs you not a single penny!

With Breck's YOUR Christmas problem's bested!
Like Mary, you are wise — and rested!

For instance... These PERSONAL PACKAGE SEALS!
We'll print your last name, like "The Sinclairs" (or any two first names) on each of these sprightly IV/2" gold gummed-back seals that say Merry Christmas from YOU! 100 of 'em, colorfully printed, in a very nice case. No D153. Just $1.00 postpaid. Print name(s). Allow 2 weeks delivery. Rush your order to us NOW!

631 Breck Bldg. • BOSTON 10, Mass.

...the talk of the table
...the prize of your collection
CAPE COD OIL LAMP
SALT 'N PEPPER SET
only $1.00 per set post paid

All the appeal of charming Cape Cod has been embodied in this set. A perfect collector's item for you or your gift needs. This appealing set will be right "at home" displayed on the collection shelf or dining room table. Exquisitely made. The base is of solid, durable wrought iron and the shades are hand-painted with quaint rosebud designs. Gift boxed. Send $1.00 to...

THE HOUSE OF
Alan Charles
DEPT. F COBBS CREEK PARK
P.O. BOX 5550, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

What Perfume for You?

Let a professional perfumer help you discover the perfume that is right for you!
Michel Paquier has served up distinguished, appreciative clientele for over 25 years. He can create a perfume exactly with your favorite notes. If convenient, visit the Perfume Shop, send a card with your full name and address. You will receive 1 perfume tester of the famous Michel Paquier fragrances, with instructions to help you select the perfume for you.

SEND 25C AND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TO-—
MICHIEL PASQUIER
7 W. 46th St., New York 36, N.Y.

Old New England Sewing Buckets
Doubles as Attractive End or Lamp Table!

Your friends will envy this beautiful, versatile piece. You'll find plenty of space for scissors, patches, yarn, odds and ends. Handy pin cushion on bottom of slip-cover, spill-proof hold thread spools. Handles enable you to "take" work with you. Hand turned from sturdy White Pine by East Swampy village cabinetmen. With 96 years of tradition (father to son secret), skillfully hand turned to achieve a well-seasoned Maple finish (also in Salem Brown finish). Bedkett Table is 27" high, 14" diam. only $10.95, (tax incl.). Larger Size 32" x 151/2", only $11.95, ppd. Must be thrilled or money back! Send check or M.O. now (West of Mississippi please add 50c). Mail to:

JOHN WRIGHT'S "PUDDIN' HOLLER"
Box 2183, Manchester, New Hampshire

NO MORE SCRATCH ! !

Protect furniture surfaces with

RIC-O-BAC

the magic wool felt cushion. Self-adhesive to all surfaces, material... No gluing. Washable. Permanently. Conforms to any outline or size of brick- a-brac, lamps, ash trays, etc. Cushions, silencers... easy to apply, just press it on with finger.

4 packages... (4 yards)...

$1.00

Past Paid in U.S. . . . . No C.O.D.

J. B. DAWN PRODUCTS
Dept. G
3905 West 64th Place, Chicago 29, Illinois

SHOPPING

Make your mark a distinguished one! Use a solid brass plaque like the one shown here to identify your house, an apartment door, the mailbox, the tool box, your typewriter. 5" long x 1/2" wide, it can be marked with as many as 20 letters. It will adhere to any surface, can be re-used. $1.00 ppd. Spear Engineering, 187 Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs.

"Quickies" are the postcards you will use for every type of communication: writing to the children away at school, ordering things by mail, inviting people in for informal entertaining. Made of good paper, they come in assorted pastel colors. $1. ppd. for forty "Quickies"; add 50c for a three line imprint. RMS Interiors, 11146 South Michigan, Chicago.

For fun give the man who likes a shaving mug the newest version: the occupational cup. It bears little relation to the one shown here! The proprietor got to send the right one. A man's name instead of the imprint "Dad" will appear in gold letters; the illustration will deride one of 28 occupations. $3.95 plus 35c.

Seth & Jed, New Marlboro, Mass.
AROUND

Rooms for family living is the subject of this fine booklet. In it you will find one hundred plans devoted to one hundred different kinds of living areas. Well thought out, intelligently presented, it will stimulate your imagination and increase your knowledge. If you are thinking about building, get it! $1.00 ppd. Home Building, 2454 N. E. Sandy, Portland, Ore.

See a pin and pick it up. All day long you’ll have good luck! You’ll have good luck with sewing chores, too, if you use one or both of these pin cushions. Made of metal, each has a plump cushion covered with velveteen. Use one on your wrist for lap sewing; the other clip to the machine. 90c ea. Postpaid. Order from Avog, H.G. Dept. 10, 11 Park Pl., N. Y.

Afloat or ashore these are the rubber-soled shoes to wear! Made in England for yachtsmen, they have woven weather-resistant blue uppers and fine rubber soles. Afloat or ashore these are the perfect sports shoe. Men’s and women’s sizes. $8.50 postpaid. The Squire Shop, 41 Mt. Vernon St., Boston.

Prevent RUNS in NYLONS! Costs Only 5c a Pair!

The Perfect Picture-Lite at Last!
Ideal as a bed lamp, wall pin-up, desk and TV lamp, the 7" shade can be turned to focus at any point. Assembled in a jiffy, it comes complete with U.L. and C.S.A. approved all insulated wire, plug and socket, including a 5’” long tubular Sylvania bulb. Colors for you to specify: Beautiful, rich, all metallic bronze, all black, black with bronze trim, bronze with black trim, all copper, all red, all blue, or all green. Delivered to you or your nearest freight station. Add $3.00 west of the Mississippi. Normally you would pay over $100, but this offer is being made to acquaint you with Newcomb’s fine craftsmanship. Also included with your order will be our 1954-55 catalog showing over 100 pieces of Early American and Eighteenth Century Antique Reproductions in choice woods.

Newcomb’s Reproductions
Box 1249 Durham, North Carolina
Showrooms: Highway 70-A, Durham, North Carolina

FIREPLACE FURNISHINGS

Since 1899 we have furnished fine equipment for the hearth. Complete catalogue of fireplace furnishings mailed free on request.

DETOIT MANTLE AND TILE COMPANY
1431 Farmer Street
Detroit 26, Michigan

BAKE IN IT... SERVE IN IT
Basket Bakeware

ABOVE

In Colonial Days

Cabinet Makers travelled from one plantation to another building fine furniture. In addition to drawings of their work, they also carried one miniature piece demonstrating their skill. Outstanding in craftsmanship, these pieces have become priceless collectors’ items today. From one such Cabinet Maker’s miniature, this chest has been reproduced.

EXACT REPRODUCTION

Miniature Chippendale Chest
SIZE: 24” WIDE, 16” DEEP, 28” TALL

Excellent quality in every detail from all dovetail joints to solid brass butterfly handles. Reproduced from the finest solid mahogany including drawer sides and backs in natural antique brown satin finish. Perfect as an End Table, Commode, Side Table, Siver Chest or Console, it is equally beautiful in any room used as a pair or a single.

$59.50
Delivered to you or your nearest freight station
Add $3.00 west of the Mississippi!
(Send check or money order only)
Unconditionally Guaranteed
Also available in Solid Cherry, Walnut or Maple. $10 Extra.

For Newcomb’s Reproductions Catalog
Send 10c.

HUNT GALLERIES
Hunt Galleries’ Charm-chair designed to keynote the distinctive personality of your boudoir; to add an element of luxury and comfort to any room. This chair is available in any fabric, 5”, yds. 36”, $29.50. Express Collect, No COD. For folder “Hunt Galleries’ Prevues”, send 10c.

“Denis” . . . Hunt Galleries’ Charm-chair designed to keynote the distinctive personality of your boudoir; to add an element of luxury and comfort to any room. This chair is available in any fabric, 5”, yds. 36”, $29.50. Express Collect, No COD. For folder “Hunt Galleries’ Prevues”, send 10c.

EXACT REPRODUCTION

Miniature Chippendale Chest
SIZE: 24” WIDE, 16” DEEP, 28” TALL

Costs Only 5c a Pair!

Now you can wear shirest nylon in perfect safety! Amazing new RUN-FREE! PROOF! makes stockings wear and wash. Only ONE treatment necessary. Lasts through all washings. Resists runs, snags, tears, has a nylon, silk, rayon, taffeta or cambric. Makes them fade-proof and spot-proof. (LABORATORY TESTED AND APPROVED. Easy to use; just rinse and dry. For economical package of 20 treatments only $1.00. You’ll be delighted or money back!

225 W. Erie St., Dept. E-131, Chicago 10, Ill.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

HUNT GALLERIES
P. 0. Box 492, Kistery, N.C.
SHOPPING AROUND

Spread eagle to mount over the entrance door; over a gracious fireplace. Made of beautifully cast aluminum finished in flat black, it is the classic symbol of early and middle American decoration. It is important in size (17" x 7¾"). Give one to a house-proud friend for Christmas. $3.95 postpaid. Order from William Spencer, HG10, Rancocas Woods, N. J.

"Ti Plant" is native to the beautiful island of Hawaii. You can have one or more plants shipped to you from there. Easy to grow in the 4° log which will accompany your order, they make lovely decoration. Dark green, maroon, white and green, rainbow, $1 ppd. for one; $2 ppd. for the four colors. Orchids-from-Hawaii, Box 533, Hilo, Hawaii.

Three-fold screen designed especially for room decoration is not easy to find. Here we show a handsome louvre screen which comes in the following finishes: walnut, mahogany, fruitwood, Sandune, driftwood, silvertone. Each fold is 15" x 80" x ¾". Double-action hinges. $36.00 express collect. Stiles, Inc., 1555 Eastern S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Fine petitpoint enclosed in crystal clear glass makes a very feminine ashtray for the lady of the house. Please note that this is handwork, not machine made. The multi-color floral design is charming against the natural background. You'll want to order one or more to give as Christmas gifts. 3½" in diameter. $5.50 ppd. Edith Chapman, 260 Main, Nyack, N. Y.

75 escudos equal $2.59 in American money! An escudo is a unit of Portugal currency! You can be knowledgeable, too, about foreign currency if you own the Instant Calculator. Currency charts and the corresponding American values are printed on plastic-coated paper. Size: 3½" x 6¾". $2 postpaid. Miller's, 115-66 194th Street, St. Albans, N. Y.
Fidelity to detail and craftsmanship are imperative qualities that have consistently distinguished Westmoreland handmade glassware for sixty-six years. They are the inherent qualities of Westmoreland handmade glassware today.

Send 10c in coins for booklet of Westmoreland Reproductions

WESTMORELAND GLASS COMPANY
GRAPEVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
It's light, bright, elegant . . .

"Velvet Touch," new drapery fabric in color-locked CHROMSPUN

For that luxurious look you'll want in your home this Fall, here's the brilliant play of light-against-dark colors in Chromspun acetate. This handsomely textured fabric, accented with bouclé yarns, makes unusually graceful draperies because Chromspun gives it firmness and body to hang in supple folds. And the deep, rich beauty of the Chromspun colors is locked in to stay.

Seneca brings you "Velvet Touch," a Roomaker fabric of Chromspun acetate and rayon. In all the glorious colors you see here, at the welcome price of about $3 a yard. 48" width. At stores listed on page 240.

EASTMAN

CHROMSPUN

COLOR-_LOCKED ACETATE FIBER
Sofa in the Claridge Group as shown—$259.50. Also available: Chair, $129.50.

Prices vary depending on fabric selected. Foam rubber cushions available at extra cost.

There is an air of quiet sophistication about this new Claridge Group ... an air perhaps indefinable ... yet definitely the mark of distinction. For a revelation in comfort, styling and craftsmanship ... see this luxurious new furniture soon. Ownership is remarkably easy, with the considerate budget terms offered by most dealers.

Prices slightly higher in some areas

ACCENT ON ELEGANCE...

PRODUCT OF KROEHLER
DESIGNS OF DISTINCTION

Valentine Seaver Originals
Of course you want thrifty wool carpet for your money...

nothing can match the beauty, the easy care, the long wear of wool. Firth went all the way to Scotland to learn weaving secrets that have been handed down for generations, dyeing methods that give Scottish tweeds their lovely, heathery colors. The result is the vibrantly beautiful, new carpet above—FIRTH TUFTWOVEN* “Highland Tweed.” Thick, nubby Shepherd Homespun wool yarns give it a rich, textured, handcrafted look. And the modern miracle of tuftwoven makes it more economical than you ever dreamed. If you’d like expert tips on decorating with “Highland Tweed”—dozens of exciting ideas that will prove to you “Home means more with carpet on the floor”—see coupon below.

Women with a sense of style prefer

FIRTH

*Registered in United States Patent Office

Send 25¢ for idea-filled new booklet, How To Decorate With Confidence, Firth Carpet Co., 295 Fifth Avenue, Dept. 93, New York 16

Name
Address
City. Zone State
THE HORIZON SERIES
A new fine dinnerware inspired by sand, sea and sky

Just landed ... a new English dinnerware designed for the life you lead today.
For the informal entertaining ... the casual décor ... the outdoor colors, outdoor
textures you’ve transplanted into your home. Featuring the simple modern contours that set off today’s silver ...
the sleek lines that mean easier dish-washing, easier handling. In three patterns, each
with a background motif of rippling sand. Standing pieces in turquoise. Desert Star with center
pattern, $8.75 the five-piece place setting. April Showers with wild flower border, $8.75.
Vista, plain, $7.25. Send 10¢ for china leaflets in color;
Figurine or Toby Jug booklet in color, 25¢ each.

Royal Doulton

DOULTON & COMPANY, INC., DEPT. K15, 11 EAST 26TH STREET, NEW YORK 10, NEW YORK
SHOPPING AROUND

Bright stars made of burnished brass make lovely sconces for a well decorated room. Shown here is a pair for you to use flanking a fireplace or a sparkling mirror. About 7" high x 5" wide, each is fitted with a single candle cup. And the price is modest. $3.95. Add 35c for mailing and handling. Order from Heidi Herwig, 710 Elm St., Chillicothe, Illinois.

Mushroom stool. You'll want one of these little beauties for each of the children in your house! Get one for Father, too, or he'll be unhappy. The three legs are sturdy, the fat mushroom tops made of polished willow are comfortable. $4.98 large size (16" high x 16" in diameter); $2.98 small (11"x 11"). Add 35c. Janet Forister, 200 Munson, Peoria, Ill.

Cajole the kiddies into learning good grooming habits! Give Sister a kitten-design washcloth mitt. With this whimsy she will get Castile soap molded to look like a ball of yarn. For your junior Say Hey there is a washcloth mitt designed like a baseball glove. The soap looks like a baseball! $1.00 pppd. for either set. Weill's, 1650 E. 38th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Bonanza! With this charming set of four after-dinner coffee cups and saucers you get a generous helping of deliciously scented potpourri! Each of the flower-patterned china cups is heaped with the fragrant concoction. This is a set any hostess would be delighted to receive as a gift. $4.95 postpaid. From Cortley Gifts, 305 East 83rd Street, N. Y.

The old South handed down many fine traditions. One of them was their gracious way of life. We show here a chair copied from one which stood for generations on a pink brick terrace facing a herb garden. Made of cast aluminum, it comes in black or white and a range of colors. 16" x 29". Color samples. $16.95 pppd. Moultrie, Box 363, Moultrie, Georgia.
The Best Shutters are

thousands of users throughout the world prove that Paul Helnley's Shutters are better built with better woods... and every view looks better, too. That's because Paul Helnley started the modern revival of shutters, and therefore has greater know-how. Before you select shutters, send for booklet which gives hundreds of shutter ideas for your home.

Paul Helnley's

Movable Shutters

3616-7 Rochel Street, Santa Monica, Calif.

SHOPPING

The golden touch of gilt spatter-glass makes these cruet unusually eye catching. Graceful in design, well-balanced, each one has an identification bracelet with a letter attached: "O" for oil and "V" for vinegar. We think that this set will delight the bride or the hostess. About 6" high. $3.95 postpaid. Order from The Whitney Shop, 24 Elm St., New Canaan, Ct.

Cock Robin will order all the Red Robin clan to your garden if you will place the "Robin Bird Bath" on a nearby wall or post. It is made of cast aluminum finished in weather resistant black. A most decorative garden ornament, it can be used as a bird feeder in winter. 19" x 16" x 9". $37.50 ppd. Robin Bird Bath, HCIO, 425 East First St., Hinsdale, Ill.

An era of pills would, of necessity, devise lovely containers in which to carry them. We are pleased to show here a sterling silver pill box which you will be proud to carry in your well-organized pocketbook. We predict that he will steal yours. Three sterling initials are applied to cover.

M Scientists are u.eed as a bird feeder in winter. 19" x 16" x 9". $37.50 ppd. Robin Bird Bath, HCIO, 425 East First St., Hinsdale, Ill.

An era of pills would, of necessity, devise lovely containers in which to carry them. We are pleased to show here a sterling silver pill box which you will be proud to carry in your well-organized pocketbook. We predict that he will steal yours. Three sterling initials are applied to cover.

Wallpaper Soiled?

New KLEEN-WALL

Removes Stains SAFELY!

KLEEN-WALL removes any grease or oil stain (even food stains) without removing wallpaper beauty! No rubbing required ... just dip on, let dry, dust off ... stains simply disappear! FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

Send Check or Money Order (Sorry, No C.O.D.'s) Large-size tube, $1.69.

INWOOD PRODUCTS CO., Dept. HG-10, 214 E. 125th St., New York 35, N. Y.

Decorate Your Own Furniture With EARLY AMERICAN STENCIL DESIGNS

Historic designs beautifully reproduced in easy-to-use decal form! Dime in gold, silver, or black! Place the decals on your chairs, tables, dressers, etc. Made of ever Brite Tar--Nish Proof Gold Colored Metal . . . perfect for gifts.

Only $1.00 each ppd. State Regular or King Size.

GOODS FOR YOU

Dept. HG

Great Neck, N. Y.

OTHER USES TOO... FOR ALL YOUR DECORATING NEEDS

Cincinnati 7, Ohio

OTHER USES TOO... FOR ALL YOUR DECORATING NEEDS
Brass beauty for you to use as a magazine rack, as a kindling basket, as a plant container: the cast-brass bucket shown here. This one is 9½" high x 11" in diameter. ($10.75.) It comes in the other following sizes: 5" high x 5½" in diameter ($3.00); 6½" high x 7½" in diameter ($7.50) ppd. Carefree House, 1932 E. Sunrise Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

For sinus and other headaches we suggest that you use the Electric Heat Mask. UL approved, 110 volt. Sizes: $2.75, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00. Carefree House, 1932 E. Sunrise Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Add-a-charm to your youngster's bracelet. Shown here are five sterling silver ones which will delight her heart: Peter Rabbit, a four leaf clover, a sea horse, a cherub, a bird dog. Or if you prefer, order one or more initials. Each charm and initial is $1.10.

Chinly IS CHEERFUL in a room bright with sunlight. And here is chinly for the desk in such a room. A big 12½ x 19½ desk pad comes with letter opener, cork blotter, perpetual calendar, and they're all bound with a pretty pattern chinly. The set $3.95

Stainless Steel Wire Baskets come in both single and double styles. SWtICH PLATES and DOOR KNOBS in three world-famous patterns! Perfect touch for a traditional home. . . . a charming array of accessories in three patterns copied from the past. Door knobs have standard brass fittings, can be easily installed. Switch plates come in both single and double styles.

.matching porcelain SWITCH PLATES and DOOR KNOBS in three world-famous patterns!

A LIMOGES-TYPE SWITCH PLATES and DOOR KNOBS in pink, green, blue, yellow, turquoise or white imported porcelain, hand decorated with multicolor floral bouquets and 24K gold. ($25.00 each)

B. BLUE "ONION" ACCESSORIES: Fine chinies copied exactly from the famous old Meissen "Onion" pattern in true "Meis­ sen." blue on ivory white. ($20.00 each)

C. REPRODUCTIONS OF AN ENGLISH CLASSIC. Delicate porcelain hose accessories with raised white china design and border. In dusty pink, pale green or nutty blue in matching Wedgwood antiques.

DOOR KNOBS $3.95 ppd. (2 prs. $18.95) SINGLE PLATES, $.50 ea. DOUBLE PLATES, $.75 ea.

Seth's Stationery
Dept. G-10, NEW MARLBOROUGH, Mass.

Gift Catalog
THE PERFECT GIFT for your Dog or Cat
Hilo DRY BATH in Gay Christmas Wrapping

Money-back guarantee. Dept. G-10 The Hilo Co., Norwalk, Conn.

Glass Top Decorator Table with Brass Legs and Trim A REAL VALUE and the newest idea in unusual yet practical chair side tables. Large enough for a lamp—serviceable as an unusual yet practical chair side tables. Only $24.95 Table $12.95 each. postpaid.

THE SEA HORSE 1910 SHERIDAN ROAD EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
Dept. HG-10
Taper Tipper
A money saver because it puts a clean new tip on half-burned candles and lets you use them over and over again with a new look each time you light them! Insert the candle tip into Tipper; turn—the old port is sheared away, the wick is left clean—the candle is new again. Lightweight metal. Order No. H-446B, Tipper, $1.00.

Grace Napkins
Snowy-white napkins with the beloved old prayer of Grace—"Bless us, Oh Lord, and these Thy gifts, which we are about to receive from Thy bounty, through Christ, our Lord, Amen." The prayer is printed in soft red and gray on 12" supper size napkins. We'll send 50. Order No. HF-3194. Napkins, $1.00 ppd.

Unusual Gifts
Toys and Homemade Goods

Miles Kimball
263 Bond Street
Oshkosh, Wis.

CENTURY OLD BEAUTY

Base & Lyre Group

SPECIAL

Send 1 p.p.d. We ship daily
POST EL COMPANY, INC.
Box 3536, Andover, New Jersey

BACK AGAIN! 4TH YEAR
$2 p.p.d.
Set of 6

DECORATORS' BRASS WALL HOOKS
For use all over the house. Especially appropriate for hanging copper mugs, medals, medallions or small utensils on platered, wood or sheetrock. Mt. 15" high, capacity about 10 lb., lacquered to prevent tarnish. Order an extra set. One use leads to another! 3 Shell and 3 Fleur de Lis, or Six of a kind $3 ppd. Add 50c for 1st Class Mail on LAST MINUTE RUSH ORDERS.

Kirkham's
2111 S Street, N. W.
WASHINGTON 8, D. C.

Royal Egyptian Profiles
FOR YOUR WALL—The splendor of ancient Egypt is captured in these royal profiles. Gilded and tastefully painted. Made of sturdy composite. Ready to hang. Approx. 12" high. Either Pharaoh or Queen $8. Both for $15. Postpaid. Send check or money order to:

Sculpt-Craft Originals
2111 S Street, N. W.
WASHINGTON 8, D. C.

SHOPPING

You are the chef who decorated this cake! And you did it so deftly with the new and easy-to-use "Cake Bouquet". This is a package of edible flowers made of the purest ingredients. Box holds enough flowers to decorate a 9" cake. They come in pink, white and yellow. $1.49 ppd. the box. From Sale's Studio, 17017 Ventura Blvd., Encino, California.

A brisk day in autumn is the time for a long walk through country lanes. And for that enjoyable pastime or for a stimulating game of golf we show here the perfect shirt for you to wear. Made of fine wool flannel, it comes in autumn's own cheerful color: crimson. Sizes: 12 to 20. $7.65 postpaid. Order from L. L. Bean, Department HG10, Freeport, Maine.

Good luck and good looks are the attributes of this unusual gold-plated links bracelet. The gold-plated Buddha supplies the luck; the (fake) turquoise and coral studded gold-plated ball supplies the looks. And the low price gives you an opportunity to buy several. $3.95 postpaid. Fed. tax incl. Ann James Accessories, Dept. HG 10, 166 East 96th Street, N. Y., N. Y.

BAMBEAUTIES
For indoor or patio dining, what could be smarter than stainless steel flatware with bamboo handles? Actually, the handles are Wangerin root, which is the root-stock of Moso, Madake, and Hackiku bamboo. It won't splinter or crack. 12-piece service for four (knives, forks and spoons) is won­derfully priced at $9.95 postpaid. No COD's, please. Money back if not delighted. Globe Trotters, Room 310, 455 Blake St., Pasadena 3, California.

DIRECT FROM FACTORY! SOLID BIRCH OR MAPLE CAPTAINS CHAIRS
FULLY ASSEMBLED • READY-TO-PAINT
2 for $1495

Meadowbrook Industries
2268 Bellmore Ave., Bellmore 4 L. I., N. Y.
AROUND

Neat conceit for the sewing basket: the boutique-type tape measure. Case and measure are made of metal. Note the embellishments: rhinestone studded velvet flower on case; plush-soft velvet bee which serves as a pull for the measure. And this bauble comes in mouth watering pastels. Order several for gifts. $1. ppd.

A doorstop for the tack room or for a masculine study: this Kentucky Saddle Horse. Authentically modelled, it is made of cast iron finished in flat black. There are a number of friends on your gift list who would appreciate this as a Christmas gift. 12" x 11". $5.25 express collect. Order from Williamsburg Blacksmith, Dept. HG, Button Shop, Williamsburg, Mass.

Chop it up with this handy hatchet! The handle is made of sturdy oak, has a leather case which comes with it. When not in use, cover the head with the leather case which comes with it. Your young woodsman will find use for this. $2.50 ppd. Northmore’s, Box 46, Park Ridge, Ill.

Bejewelled

Address Case & Key Chain
It's brand new! A beautiful rhinestone- and-pearl studded, gold plated case for 50 names, addresses, phone numbers—plus a chain for your keys! A glamorous space-saver—It takes up no more room than your lipstick. Comes in a faille case—boxed and gift wrapped. Order yours today.

Treasured Memories
Wedding, Anniversary, Graduation, etc.—invitations mounted and preserved on the cover of this hard-foiled wood box from Italy—in lovely antique design of gold leaf and soft blue. 7x4.25, for cigarette, candy, jewelry, cards, etc. A gift to be cherished throughout the years. $8.95 ppd. (Sorry, no C.O.D.) Reception card mounted on inside of cover. $2.00 extra. 5 day delivery.

Saks Fifth Avenue· Guest and Gift Shop

OUR DOUBLE HELPERS
KEEP LOTS HOT!

Big two-quart casserole pop from the oven into a white metal stand. Candle-warmers keep the food piping! An 5 F.A. 1st, 15.00. Mail, phone, White Plains, Detroit, Beverly Hills.

Shades of Yesterday—

HAND-HOOKED WOOL MATS

The early American art of hand hooking has been brilliantly revived in these chair mats. The black border and rich, multicolored center designs have been hand-hooked of soft, rugged wool. These mats, made just as they were two centuries ago by the Blue Ridge Mountain Folk, radiate homespun decorativeness, these long wearing mats site provide excellent protection for chair seats. Both measure 15" across—please specify whether you want the ROUND or the SHAPED model. $3.25 ppd.

Send for FREE GIFT CATALOG

The KREBS Si RIO, Westerly, Rhode Island

CHILDREN'S TABLE & BENCH SET
Made of CALIFORNIA REDWOOD, this set is sturdy constructed for use indoors and outdoors.

All edges and corners are rounded and the surfaces sanded smooth. It has an oil base finish, ready for varnishing if desired.

Illustrated instruction sheet allows easy assembling of pieces within a few minutes. Table size 22"x35"x21" high. Bench size 12.5"x35". 12" high. Price $12.95 No C.O.D.'s, please. Send check or money order.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

LOOMIS & CO.
145-YS High St., Boston 10, Mass.
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The early American art of hand hooking has been brilliantly revived in these chair mats. The black border and rich, multicolored center designs have been hand-hooked of soft, rugged wool. These mats, made just as they were two centuries ago by the Blue Ridge Mountain Folk, radiate homespun decorativeness, these long wearing mats site provide excellent protection for chair seats. Both measure 15" across—please specify whether you want the ROUND or the SHAPED model. $3.25 ppd.
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CHILDREN'S TABLE & BENCH SET
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Squeekum Book
You'll spend no quiet evening with this book—it talks to you! Inside are all the animals and fish beautifully illustrated. Press the page—the animal pictured responds with a meow, moo, baa, or bark. Press the whole book and the entire barnyard sings. 8" x 10". Order T-5730, Squeekum Book, $1.50 by mail, postpaid.

Fascinating Silly Putty
Here is amazing fun! Press a blob of Silly Putty on a funny paper—it picks up a perfect picture in color! Shape it like a ball—it bounces! Pull it slowly—it stretches! Pull it quickly—it breaks! Hit it with a hammer—it shatters into pieces! Leave it alone and it sinks into a tired little puddle. Comes in leak-proof plastic egg. Order T-6507, Silly Putty, $1.00 postpaid.

Stamp and Personalized Quik-Mail Envelopes
- For paying bills
- Ordering by mail
- So convenient

No more hunting for envelopes. No more stopping to write your return address. These stamped and personalized envelopes make it as simple to handle correspondence once you've used them. You'll never be without them. And their low cost includes the postage!

100 postpaid $5.45
Please write name and address plainly
First also for FREE CATALOG of Unusual Gifts and Entertaining Specialties

MILES KIMBALL
263 Bond Street
Oakland, Wis.

Stamps and Personalized Quik-Mail Envelopes
- For paying bills
- Ordering by mail
- So convenient

No more hunting for envelopes. No more stopping to write your return address. These stamped and personalized envelopes make it as simple to handle correspondence once you've used them. You'll never be without them. And their low cost includes the postage!

100 postpaid $5.45
Please write name and address plainly
First also for FREE CATALOG of Unusual Gifts and Entertaining Specialties

HORACE ANDERSON'S GIFT CRAFT SHOP
1234 E. 47th Street
Chicago 15, Ill.

DECORATIVE! DURABLE! PRACTICAL!

Only $12.95 ea.
postpaid in U. S.

GIVE A UNIQUE GIFT
Fine brush construction cocoa down mohair. Star 18" wide x 36" long x 1 1/2" thick. Non-diffusing, weather-resistant. Hand-woven in India—sculptured in the shapes of cat or fish. Add glamour and distinction to homes, apartments, yachts, camps, etc. Ideal for gifts or for sale use.

Cat—in shocking pink and black.
Fish—in bright blue and green—both on natural cocoa background.

"NELLY"—stretched in 46" red letters on reverse side for seasonal "festival touch."

Money-back guarantee if not completely satisfied.

THE CACHE POT
Dept. 7 P. O. Box 121 Boston 1, Mass.

"WILDSKIN" CALFSKIN RUGONLY $12.95

WILDSKIN RUG
Calfskin only $12.95

THE CUP OF CONFUCIUS
REBIRTH OF 2000 YEAR MYSTICISM

$3.95
Ppd.

Add 25¢ for postage. Send name and address on reverse side for seasonal "festival touch."

THE CUP OF CONFUCIUS
REBIRTH OF 2000 YEAR MYSTICISM

$3.95
Ppd.

Add 25¢ for postage. Send name and address on reverse side for seasonal "festival touch."

PORTRAITS, INC.
PORTRAIT CENTER OF AMERICA
136 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK
LOIS SHAW • HELEN APPLETON READ

FADE THEM OUT
"Weathered brown spots on the surface of your hands and face tell the world you're getting older—perhaps before you really are. Fade them away with new ESOTERICA, that modulated cream that breaks up masses of pigment on the skin. Makes hands look white and young again. Equally effective on the face, back and arms. Not a cover-up. Acts in the skin—not on it. Fragrant, greaseless base for softening, lubricating skin as it clears up these blemishes.

SEND NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST

Folks, here's the ideal gift . . . loaves one of these genuine "Wild-West" calfskins and cup up the fireplace, desk, boy's room—on wall or booth. Selected patterns—chrome tanned for durability. Soft silky hair—washable. Studded back—won't slip. Specify: black and white or brown and white. Approx. sizes: 81 sq. ft. $12.95; 10 sq. ft. $15.95. Imme. shipment. Postpaid. Enthusiastic satisfaction guaranteed. Order by mail, free folder.

WESTERN CALFSKIN PRODUCTS
420 Market Dept. C San Francisco

SEND NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST

Folks, here's the ideal gift . . . loaves one of these genuine "Wild-West" calfskins and cup up the fireplace, desk, boy's room—on wall or booth. Selected patterns—chrome tanned for durability. Soft silky hair—washable. Studded back—won't slip. Specify: black and white or brown and white. Approx. sizes: 81 sq. ft. $12.95; 10 sq. ft. $15.95. Imme. shipment. Postpaid. Enthusiastic satisfaction guaranteed. Order by mail, free folder.

MORRIS KIMBALL
263 Bond Street
Oakland, Wis.
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A Mopper is not a sad-looking character (that's spelled with one p). A Mopper (two p's) is a perfectly wonderful robe to wear any time you're wet: after a bath, a shower, or a torrential rainstorm. Made of terry cloth, it is generously cut. One size will fit man or woman up to six feet. $6.95 ppd. Woodmere Mills, Box 167, Bennington, Vermont.

Atomizer for a well equipped pocketbook: "Misteez", Made of plastic it has a mechanism which gives a mist-like spray. Further­more, it is leak-proof so that none of the perfume it holds (ounce p). A Mopper (two p's) is a perfectly wonderful robe to wear any time you're wet: after a bath, a shower, or a torrential rainstorm. Made of terry cloth, it is generously cut. One size will fit man or woman up to six feet. $6.95 ppd. Woodmere Mills, Box 167, Bennington, Vermont.

Of all things—everything, that is, from clipper ships to butterflies on our hand-screened "Almanac" cloth. Predominantly red, grey, pink or yellow on natural linen. 52 x 52-inch, 3.50 52 x 72-inch, 4.50 Napkin, .60

Lord & Taylor—424 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

Beyond our delivery area, add .40 for shipping each cloth.

SILVER DOLLAR PAPER WEIGHT
An everlasting gift of silver for that "special" person. This stunning desk accessory shows off a real, mint-perfect silver dollar. Skillfully embedded in clear, handcut, optical grade lucite. Cut like a diamond, gleams and sparkles like a jewel. It's a gift that will increase in value from the day it is given. No longer minted, these carefully chosen coins are fast disappearing into collections. While present supply lasts only $4.95 ea., 2 for $9.75 ppd. (Remember, you get a dollar back with each paper weight you purchase.) FREE exciting Xmas catalog. Order by mail from

RED OAKS, Dept. 161-M
874 Greenbay Rd., Winnetka, Ill.

"LO-V-E My Flea-Scat-Pad!"
"It's wonderful—kills pesky fleas and doggy odor while I snooze. I love its cedar aroma, its bollowy comfort." Protects children. Ends all struggles with messy powders, sprays. Stops scratching. Keeps pets off chairs, sofas —no more "B.O." in the house! Pleas­ant in any room. Economical, lasts for many months. Flea-Scat-Pad, 15 x 10 in. $3.49, 25 x 12 in. $4.90.

Kitty Costie-Chasser—special Cat-Nip Pad for cats. Kills flea and lice. Stops biting and scratching. 14 x 16 in. $2.49.

Send No Money—Order C.O.D., or send check and we'll pay postage. Sudbury Laboratory, Box 180, Sud­bury, Mass. Money-Back Guarantee.

IMPORTANT from SPAIN
THREATING BULLFIGHT SCENES
A collection of 6 different and exciting originals by the artist, C. S. de Toledo, made in Spain by the noted lithog­rapher, Fernandez, AN EXCEPTIONAL OFFER! A QUALITY GIFT! A COL­LECTORS ITEM! An attractive addition for home or office, bringing to life the story sequence the PUSSING TEMPO of the bullfight, colorfully portrayed on quality 9" x 12" velum paper suitable for framing. GUARANTEED to please the most discriminating buyer. $4.95 ppd.

del PRADO GALLERIES
Dept.-NOIO
1165 E. Colorado St., Pasadena 1, Calif.

A R O U N D

All-season aid to the barbe­cue: Tasty Flame! This is a won­derful 15-pound bag of hickory strips which you can use in both the outdoor and indoor barbecue. Try it as a fuel (a 15-pound bag will cook 50 pounds of meat) or wet a few strips and add it to the charcoal or briquet fire to add flavor. $3 plus 50¢ a bag. Tasty Flame, Box 266, Glen Ridge, N. J.
**The way to select ORIENTAL RUGS**

**is to examine them in your own home**

Hundreds of rare antique, semi-antique, and new oriental rugs to choose from; in perfect condition... and moderately priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs... then make your choice. Your selection, with additional rugs for comparison, will be sent to you EXPRESS PREPAID.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>200 Perfect Antique Rugs</th>
<th>$70 to $200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 Perfect Antique Rugs</td>
<td>$200 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 Semi-Antique Rugs</td>
<td>$18 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Choice 9 x 12 Rugs</td>
<td>$325 to $650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many plant and unusual sizes

For sale by America's foremost authority and expert on Oriental Rugs, and largest exclusive dealer in antique, oriental rugs.

CHAS. W. JACOBSEN

**401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.**

---

**ROYAL WEDDING GIFT**

A DISTINCTIVE REMEMBRANCE FOR ANNIVERSARIES ALSO

The original of this Wedding Ring Ashtray was the solid gold wedding gift given to Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip. Get this authentic replica. Of fine, translucent china, plated in 24 kt. gold, personalized with couple's names and wedding date. Measures 2" x 3 1/2". Whether used as wall decoration or ash tray, it will commemorate that most cherished day.

We sincerely believe that our rugs are the best values on the market today. Many customers say that similar rugs are often twice our prices. Good Oriental Rugs are sound investments. No deposit or expense to you in ordering our rugs shipped on approval. No obligation to buy. Photographs and invoices from outside unleash our guaranteed prices.

**DENIS HUNTER**


**FOR ANNIVERSARIES ALSO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAVY CROCKETT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WORSTED TARTAN**

is used to make this attractive feed bag and matching contour belt. Each of these fashion-right accessories comes in two popular clan plaids: Cameron (red and black) and Black Watch (navy and green). $9.95 ppd. for the bag, Fed. tax incl. $3.50 ppd. for the belt which comes in sizes 24 to 30. Robin Hood's Barn, Westwood, Mass.

**A BICYCLE**

which is socially acceptable to the very young must carry a tag like the one shown here. Tricycles, scooters, wagons, baby carriages, too! It's a tag made of heavy steel in the exact design of the automobile license tag. Finished in brown and yellow, it has That Man's name in large letters! $1.00 ppd. B. Cantor, 1711 Walnut St., Phila., Pa.

**DISH TOWELS**

with a great capacity for absorbing moisture are the ones made of terry cloth. We show three charming ones gayly decorated with colorful kitchen symbols: egg beater, spatula, pots and kettles, knives and forks. Each is 18" x 31". Background color: white. $2.75 ppd. Mosley Linens, Dept. HG10, 11 East Washington St., Chicago.

**FOR FUN**

we show a blackboard designed in the shape of a pussy cat. It is bound to please the nursery set or it could be used as a reminder board for the older children. Note that the whiskers are two pieces of chalk, while the tail is a handy eraser. About 17" high x 11" wide. $2.25 postpaid. Order from Krebs, Dept. HG 10, Dunns Corners, Westerly, R. I.

**DUTCH SYMBOLS**

Quaint figures and domestic animals decorate these natural color linen place mats and napkins. A heavy quality linen hand screened in bright colors makes this set unusually attractive. These quality mats are a relief from the paper variety. $5.95 ppd. the set of 4 mats and 4 napkins. Lee Wynn, 5446G, Diamond, Philadelphia.
Francesca Damask, a shimmering cotton satin by Everfast, for the draperies... the same fabric outline-quilted on the chairs... brings your room to life! In vibrant turquoise, emerald green, apricot, gold, amethyst and crimson... all glowing colors backed by the famous Everfast color guarantee*. 36 inches wide, moderately priced.

**We unreservedly guarantee that should a drapery fabric by Everfast fade for any reason we will deduct 50% from the cost of the fabric.**

LORD & TAYLOR - New York
Westchester - West Hartford - Milburn - Bala Cynwyd

CARSON, Pirie Scott & Co. - Chicago
L. S. Ayres & Co. - Indianapolis
Rich's, Inc. - Atlanta
Schroeder-Vandervoot-Barney, Inc. - St. Louis
Miller & Paine, Inc. - Lincoln
Dayton's - Minneapolis
Merier & Frank Company - Portland
Burger-Phillips Co. - Birmingham

PHOTOGRAPHED AT LORD & TAYLOR, NEW YORK
"All the world's a stage"... and what more important stage can you set than your own bedroom?

You'll be "at home" with Mengel's new At Home group of bedroom, dining-room and living-room furniture. It's bright, gay, modern—yet hallmarked with a family resemblance to the finest transitional furniture. It's sunshiny Oak, finished in glamorous Honey Tone. It's at home with you, at home with your accessories! More than 60 pieces to choose from.

Equally important, it's Permanized for greater strength and beauty—and only Mengel furniture is Permanized!

Mengel's At Home group can be seen now or soon at a fine dealer's in your neighborhood. Watch for his advertisements—he's "the furniture Man in Your Life"!

THE MENZEL COMPANY • FURNITURE DIVISION • LOUISVILLE 1, KENTUCKY
New SUPER-SIZED "EMERALD" features a square-cut emerald design mounted on rows of braid, crowned with a luxury fringe!
Snow white, antique white, canary yellow, lime, French blue, aqua, ice green, forest green, petal pink, peach bloom, bridal rose, shadow grey, spice brown, red or muskmelon.
Twin size, 81" x 108"; double a generous 96" x 108"!

Lavishly sized, so soft, virtually lint-free!
Bedroom beauty by Morgan-Jones

Each of these beautiful bedspreads comes in BIG super sizes, to make any twin or double bed look twice as luxurious! Each features hundreds of soft-as-down tufts, de-linted in the looming to keep their springy fluffiness.
And each is priced to bring you so much more bedspread for your money—see for yourself at your favorite store!

SUPER-SIZED "REVERSIBLE" gives you two patterns in one bedspread—small, close-set tufts on one side; large, spaced tufts on the other side! Snow white, petal pink, ice green, canary yellow, aqua, sandalwood, forest green, French blue. Twin size is a big 81" x 108"; double size is 96" x 108"!

See Morgan-Jones bedspreads on "Feather Your Nest", NBC-TV!
Your family deserves the best
...a CONCRETE HOUSE

Building or buying a house is one of the most important decisions a family makes. You'll want the best house you can buy. In any price range you can get the most value for your money when your house is constructed with concrete.

You get beauty. Concrete masonry can be laid up in walls in a variety of distinctive patterns and can be finished in any of a wide choice of attractive colors in portland cement paint.

You get comfort. Properly insulated, a concrete house stays cool in summer, warm in winter, snug and dry the year around.

You get durable, firesafe construction. Concrete stands stanch against storms, termites, vermin, decay, fire. It can't burn!

You get economy. Compared with other construction its first cost is moderate. And concrete's extraordinary durability means less maintenance and longer life. The net result is low-annual-cost shelter.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. A10-20, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 10, Ill.
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete through scientific research and engineering field work.
Your heating system starts with an American-Standard boiler that outlasts other types of heating plants by many years. You'll like its efficient operation and fuel economy.

Highly efficient Heatrim panels are the only "radiation" this modern heating system needs. Copper tubes with aluminum fins encircle the cold, outside walls of your home with uniform warmth even on the coldest days.

Baseboard panels replace old, bulky radiators, carry hot water heating from room to room, and give complete decorating freedom. For an average 6-room house, Heatrim panels cost as little as $2.00 a week, plus installation.

NEW AMERICAN-STANDARD BASEBOARD HEATING SYSTEM gives you greater comfort...cleaner heat with decorating freedom

Winter's just around the corner! So don't delay any longer! Be sure your home has the cozy comfort that a new American-Standard hot water heating system supplies. It delivers clean, even, draft-free warmth to every room through a simple hidden piping system.

Baseboard panels replace radiators!
The modern, American-Standard way to heat a home is with good-looking baseboard panels that provide a blanket of warmth around the cold exterior walls of the home. American-Standard Heatrim panels carry the clean comfort of hot water heating to every room. But they never carry dirt from room to room to smudge walls or soil expensive draperies.

These trim, modern panels give you complete freedom in arranging furniture. They replace bulky radiators and can easily be painted any color to match your walls.

Completely automatic!
At the heart of the new American-Standard heating system is an automatic, long-lasting, corrosion-resistant, cast-iron boiler. Its airtight construction prevents any escape of dirt or odor. Its efficiency means full comfort at low cost.

Don't let winter catch you unprepared! There's still time to install a new American-Standard Heating System in your home, and be sure of dependable comfort all winter long.

It's yours for only $2.98 a week
$2.98 a week, plus installation, puts a modern American-Standard boiler for gas, oil or coal in your home. For further details, see your American-Standard retailer listed under "heating equipment" in the Yellow Pages of your phone book. Plumbing and Heating Division, American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp., Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

PLEASE PRINT
American-Standard, Dept. HG-105
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
Please send me your booklet, HEATING MODERN HOMES. Enclosed is 10c in coin to cover handling.
NAME
STREET
CITY
COUNTY
STATE
If you live in Canada, write to British Sales & Export Division, Ltd., Paris, Quebec & Toronto.

Encircling warmth is carried from the cast-iron boiler around the cold exterior of the house by the American-Standard baseboard heating system. It distributes draft-free comfort throughout.
Five years ago, there wasn't a carpet at any price that could touch today's NEEDLETFTUFT Carpets for style, fashion colors, carefree attitude towards stains, moths, traffic.

NEEDLETFTUFT pioneered in the revolutionary tufting method of making carpets and the use of new miracle fibers... opened up a new world of clear, sparkling colors and decorative textures.

NEEDLETFTUFT goes hand-in-hand with today's American Revolution in decorating... your demand for Good Design at Practical Prices.

WHY NEEDLETFTUFT ABOVE ALL OTHERS:

- More fashion colors—up to 20
- Greater choice of fibers—nylon, Spunvir® rayon, rayon-nylon, cotton
- More textures—cut pile, loop pile, cut-and-loop, hand-carved
- Hard-wearing—Tough fibers combined with superior construction by NEEDLETFTUFT
- Macheproof, washable, easy to spot-clean
- Most value—From $5.95 to $14.95 sq. yd.

"Aristo" carpet of Spunvir® rayon and nylon, 18 colors (shown in Copper).
SHOPPING AROUND

Home is composed of a myriad of gentle customs: saying grace before and after meals; playing a favorite instrument. We show here a charming black-finished wrought iron music stand, adjustable in height and with a lyre-designed rack finished in brass. Use it for comfort when playing for the family! $7.95 ppd. Interior Trends, 56 Underhill Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Double prize: Mission Pak's tray (No. 84). It is made of black finished wrought iron and can be used for many years. And it is filled with the wonderful glacé fruits for which this firm is famous: pears, apricots, pineapple, tangerines, cherries. Tucked here and there are stuffed dates, walnuts, almonds. $8.85 ppd. Mission Folk, 115 E. 33rd St., Los Angeles.

Patience is the pretty name of this turtle and it lives up to the virtue of the name. Designed to be used as a TV stool, it is made of heavy gauge plastic stuffed with resilient cotton. About 14" x 13" x 3", it will take abuse gracefully. Give years of comfort. Colors: green top, yellow sides and bottom. $3.95 plus 25c. Red Oaks, 874 Greenbay, Winnetka, Illinois.

Unique card to use for sending Christmas greetings: a giant matchbook. Cover is a brilliant blue marked with "Season's Greetings" in gold. Undercover has a white panel on which is inscribed your name and a sentiment. Overall size: 3½" x 4½". $4 for 25; $7.50 for 50; $10.75 for 75; $14 for 100. Ppd. Kimball Printing, 89 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Buckskin boot. Made of full grain Verona glove leather, this boot has cushion crêpe soles and heels. And it was made especially for women and children! Women's: 5 to 9; widths: AA to D. Children's: 8½ to 3; widths: AA to B (narrow) and C to E (medium). $10.95 for women's sizes; $8.95 for children's. Jim Richards, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

Cat Pitcher
Heaven helps them who help themselves—so believes this cat, cunningly perched on this lovely ceramic pitcher! We caught her just in time to turn her into an amusing handle! Cat is black and white—pitcher holds 40 ounces. Kids love milk from this! Order Number HF-3566, Pitcher, $2.00 ppd.

Personalized Dog Coat
Bozo looks as swanky as a Park Avenue poodle in this coat! Coats are heavy felt in 10", 12", 14", 16" and 18" lengths—measure from neck to tail root. Choose from green with red trim and name, red with green, yellow with blue, blue with yellow. Letters are 2" high. Straps hold coat in place. Order F-7541, Dog Coat, $1.98.

A Modern, Flair-Fashioned Gift From Old Mexico
You're sure to flatter her fashion-ego with this brand new and distinctive note-out of Old Mexico: BELT—made in Mexico, finest leather, popular "contour" style. Choice of red, orange, coral, yellow, tan, luggage, brown, avocado, aqua, light blue, navy, white, black. Adjustable to waist sizes 25-30. BUCKLE—Hand-crafted in Mexico, featuring a unique styling and exquisite detail. Gold, silver or copper finish. Delivered postpaid. Send check or money order. BELT AND BUCKLE—Only $7.95.

Gift From Old Mexico
You're sure to flatter her fashion-ego with this brand new and distinctive note-out of Old Mexico: BELT—made in Mexico, finest leather, popular "contour" style. Choice of red, orange, coral, yellow, tan, luggage, brown, avocado, aqua, light blue, navy, white, black. Adjustable to waist sizes 25-30. BUCKLE—Hand-crafted in Mexico, featuring a unique styling and exquisite detail. Gold, silver or copper finish. Delivered postpaid. Send check or money order. BELT AND BUCKLE—Only $7.95.

FLATWARE STORAGE TRAY
with TARNISH-PROOF LINER
So convenient! So practical! Complete stores up to 100 pieces (12 place settings) including serving pieces. Strong tortoise shell plastic tray with built-in dividers, 10½" x 2½". Custom fitted famous Pacific Cloth tarnish-proof liner keeps them scratch-free and shining bright! Buy an extra tray to keep kitchen flatware in place! TRAY ONLY $1.98 LINER $2.00

STAMP KEEPER
$1.00 ppd.
Terrific Value! This stylishly styled, fine quality container holds a roll of stamps...keeps them dry, firm, handy. Brass: shiny finish; felt insert. Bag for office.

SAFETY GLASSES CASE
Handsome, tan saddle leather case stays in your pocket! Spring clip holds case firmly in pocket or on auto sunvisor. Finest workmanship; best quality. Protects glasses from normal breakage. No more lost reading glasses, sun glasses, driving glasses. Eliminates wear and tear to clothes. In tan saddle leather or maroon cowhide. Wonderful gift item! Satisfaction guaranteed. Postage paid. Order today.

No. 236, Glasses Case, Saddle Leather $1.50
No. 237, Glasses, Pen, Pencil Case, Saddle Leather......2.00
No. 248, Glasses Case, Moroan Cowhide...........1.00
No. 249, Glasses, Pen, Pencil Case, Moroan Cowhide...1.25
Calif. Residents add 1% tax. Send for Free Gift Catalog:

NELSON'S, Dept. HG-10
Sierra Madre, California

MasterscrafT

NEW GIFT IN NAGET CATALOG

Personalized Dog Coat
Bozo looks as swanky as a Park Avenue poodle in this coat! Coats are heavy felt in 10", 12", 14", 16" and 18" lengths—measure from neck to tail root. Choose from green with red trim and name, red with green, yellow with blue, blue with yellow. Letters are 2" high. Straps hold coat in place. Order F-7541, Dog Coat, $1.98.

A Modern, Flair-Fashioned Gift From Old Mexico
You're sure to flatter her fashion-ego with this brand new and distinctive note-out of Old Mexico: BELT—made in Mexico, finest leather, popular "contour" style. Choice of red, orange, coral, yellow, tan, luggage, brown, avocado, aqua, light blue, navy, white, black. Adjustable to waist sizes 25-30. BUCKLE—Hand-crafted in Mexico, featuring a unique styling and exquisite detail. Gold, silver or copper finish. Delivered postpaid. Send check or money order. BELT AND BUCKLE—Only $7.95.

FLATWARE STORAGE TRAY
with TARNISH-PROOF LINER
So convenient! So practical! Complete stores up to 100 pieces (12 place settings) including serving pieces. Strong tortoise shell plastic tray with built-in dividers, 10½" x 2½". Custom fitted famous Pacific Cloth tarnish-proof liner keeps them scratch-free and shining bright! Buy an extra tray to keep kitchen flatware in place! TRAY ONLY $1.98 LINER $2.00

STAMP KEEPER
$1.00 ppd.
Terrific Value! This stylishly styled, fine quality container holds a roll of stamps...keeps them dry, firm, handy. Brass: shiny finish; felt insert. Bag for office.
**SHOPPING**

**Mouse** is the topic of the day! To help Junior prepare for a trip to one of the zooming satellites we show this helmet. Made by the manufacturer of jet helmets, it is shock-resistant, rubber lined, equipped with rubber lined visor goggles. Extras are intercom unit, compass, siren. $2.98 ppd. Order from Here's How, 27 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.

A **lace cloth** which will flatten your nicest china and silver can be easy on the budget, too. Shown here: a round cloth made of machine-stitched cotton lace. Copied from the Victorian, it is simple and easy to care for because it can be washed and ironed. $4.99 for the 70" diameter; $7.50 for 90". Ppd. Frances-Morris, 1016 Carroll St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

**Sport knife** for your active or sedentary sportsman. Imported from Germany, it has precision-made forged steel blades, brass liners and red fiber handle. Note the corkscrew, the marlin spike, the bottle opener, the large and small blades. And this indispensable pocket knife is amazingly low priced. $2.95 ppd. Corrado, 26 North Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

**ANEMONES** in Glorious Colors that stay FRESH FOREVER! Here are all the lovely varied Anemones that are blooming now—yes, and you have the wonderful fun of freezing them in color! Ten cutters in each set—Christmas symbols or Mother Goose characters. Cutters are 3" across, made of non-stick plastic. Order HK-6846, Chromax Cutters, $1.00 set or HK-6846b, set, Mother Goose, $1.50. Write for Exciting 148-page Catalog!

**NEW! COLOR COMBINATION DIAL $1.00**

To have perfect color schemes for all the rooms in your home—use the New Perrycraf Color Dial. For example: when you turn the wheel to carpets—complementary colors appear at the same time for walls, draperies, furniture, and accent points. You see exactly what your color effects should be.

A total of 60 perfect color schemes are shown. Solves all decorating headaches. For $1.00 each postpaid. Special for $4.50. Money back in 10 days if not delighted. Order now!
A R O U N D

What a clip you can give the dog's nails if you own the Resco Nail Trimmer! Because it is precision-made of chrome finished steel which is fitted with the perfect spring action, it is easy and safe to use. Until we used it we worried about injuring the dog's feet. $2.75 postpaid. Order from Kemfort Manufacturing Co., 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.

Four tables for the price of one! Shown here are four folding tables which come with a wood storage rack. Tops (12" x 18") are made of Masonite (black, green, red). Legs are wood. 21" high. $12.95 the set of four decorated with gold rose; $10.95 undecorated; $7.95 unassembled and unpainted. Exp. coll. Postal Products, Box 328, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Winter blooms will chase the doldrums away! To prepare for the gray days of late fall and winter we suggest that you get a Winter Bloom Set with the blossoms to bloom! It comes with planting fiber and a dozen lily-of-the-valley pips. It takes only twenty-one days here. It comes with planting material. $2.95 in sizes 3 thru 12... $5.95.

L I N G U A P H O N E

MAKES IT EASY TO LISTEN and LEARN to Speak

SPANISH - FRENCH - ITALIAN
GERMAN - RUSSIAN - JAPANESE

MODERN GREEK—your choice of 34 languages

ON 10 DAY FREE TRIAL

With LINGUAPHONE, the world's leading Conveniences, Modern Language School. In 21 countries. Only LINGUAPHONE gives you complete error detection, error correction and a complete knowledge base at your command. They make it easy to learn a language, they can make you a professional in a language, they can make you a citizen of the world. Only $4.95 per unit. 10 DAY FREE TRIAL. Write for full details. LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE, 24-25 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Bulb Glamour

Here is a beautiful crystal bead cover for that unsightly bulb. Beads are pre-war Czechoslovakian strung by hand on non-rust wire. Will fit 40 or 60 watt bulb. Price $6 postpaid.

PUMPS CUT DOWN...
3.95 Shell or D'Orsay Style.
NEW HEELS...
any style, height, leather or suede. Repairs slightly higher. 3.75
SHOES MADE TOELESS...
splash, round or V style. 3.95
REPTILE AND LEATHER...
shoes or handbags reglazed. 2.98
SUDE SHOES REBUILT...
the Factory Way. 1.89
RENEW YOUR SHOES...
with soles and heels. 4.49

Century

Re-Styles and Repairs
Shoes...
The Factory Way

Mail shoes with complete instructions

Century

210 Park Ave. Baltimore 1, Md.

Early American

Pine

SPOON RACK

RELAX in PATAKWA MOCCASINS
Ideal gift for the whole family

From the Indian Reservation Country of soft, washable cotton cloth, flexible insulating sole, liftened rise heel, cushioned and stylish. BILLY B. WEAK indoors and out with cuffs rolled up or down.

HANDCRAFTED IN NATURAL, TURQUOISE, BROWN, RED. ENS. GREEN, BISCUIT, CAROLINA CREAM, INDIAN WHITE. FOR MEN AND WOMEN in sizes 4 thru 12... $9.95.

FOR CHILDREN up to natural or brown only.

1 3 9 12 15 18 20 25 30 40 50 60 80 100 120 150 200 250 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1200 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000

Immediate delivery. Gift orders promptly handled.

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS

413 A-10 Fulton St.
Peoria, Illinois
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Something New in

SALT and PEPPER SHAKERS

NO "BUTTS" ABOUT IT...

BUTTS BUCKETS

Are the Clever New Way To Keep Ashes Off the Floor!

There is something new and different in smoking hospitality—"It's BUTTS, the unique new combination that takes all of the ashes and keeps them from falling on the floor! Formerly, when putting out the ashes, you would have to tip them, while burning them, or put them in some ash tray, which not only cost you money but also made work more difficult. With a butts ashtray, too, BUTTS gives you the extra type of best churning. Low BUTTS, for tables and stands, Medium Size BUTTS, for use on boat or chair, and Large BUTTS, for churning brake, in every decor, and full of practical advantages.

Made of black wrought iron, BUTTS features a rustproof, leakproof, removable container with hinged or carrying handle. The inside lower compartment is for storage, and the upper compartment is intended for the extra container. Self-cleaning after each use, every one has a handle. Each BUTTS is packed with a bag of white silica sand. Choose either Model A, 12 oz. with small bronze legs, $3.75; Model B, 18 oz. with large bronze legs, $4.95. Each at only $1.75. Model C, 36 oz. high only $6.25. ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS. Due to heavy weight and size to each order for postage. No C.O.D., please. Order today.

HOT HOUSE OF SCHILLER, Dept. HG-50, 118 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Ill.

GLASSCRAFT 192-G-Chicago Ave. Evanston, Illinois

DO A THOUSAND JOBS WITH THIS Entirely Different Portable SPRAY GUN

Requires NO
• hoses • cards
• compressors

CO2 Cartridge Provides 1000 Lbs. Pressure Nuzzle Adjusts From Mist to Stream

Handy and safe Becker Home Spray Gun gives you excellent results. Perfect for paints, varnish, insecticides, etc. Spray your outside furniture, fences, gardens, etc. and eliminate messy hands and brushes. Get Becker Spray Gun today. Send $19.95 by check or M. O. to Dept. 555-K Shipped post. 10-Day Money Back Guarantee!

SULLIVAN-BECKER CO. KENOSHA, WISCONSIN

SHOPPING

Louver panels will add charm to almost any type of decoration. For example: if you have an open bookcase you can close it in with lower panels and doors. It will improve the appearance and protect the books. Panels come in one size: 16" wide x 26" high. $8 plus 30¢ a panel. Custom sizes to order. Unfinished. Mohawk Craftsman, Box 26, Athol, Mass.

A portrait of your favorite dog is something which you will cherish forever! And when it is hand-carved by Brasher it becomes a work of art. Made of fine walnut, the model comes in two ways: in natural polished wood or handpainted in oil colors. Shown: a Doberman Pinscher. $25. ppd. Send for price list. From Brasher, Chichadee Valley, Kent, Conn.

Good grooming demands, among many things, a shoe horn. It helps to preserve the shape of the shoe. And the one we show here is practical and pretty. Made of a bone-like plastic, it comes in a cheerful red color. Note the three silver initials! The leather thong makes it easy to store. $3.95 postpaid. Mastercraft, HG10, 212 Summer St., Boston.
A R O U N D

The nursery or the collector's shelf will welcome this little group of Delft ware. The "cow creamer" is a pitcher which pours from Bossie's mouth, and is held by the cow's tail. Boy and girl salt and pepper shakers are charming too. Each piece is Delft blue and white. $2.50 for creamer; $1.95 for shakers. Postpaid. From Susan Smith, Carpentersville, Ill.

Large or small version of the old fashioned bracket lamp will fit into a bedroom or a hall. Use the miniature one (15" overall; 4" diameter shade) as a night light. Bracket is black iron, shade is milk glass. $6.95. The large one (23" overall; 8" diameter shade) has black iron bracket, white hobnail shade. $10.95. Pd. Jennifer House, Great Barrington, Mass.

Medieval hero. King Arthur of Round Table fame is a favorite with small boys and girls. We show here a toy made of wood which the child can put together. It comes with press-on paper costumes (one for the Steed, two for King Arthur). These are removable which makes the toy two for King Arthur. These are handmade of solid Sterling Silver, these pieces may be bought singly or as a set. Two or three initials.

Prices include tax, postage and gift box. Shipped by first class mail within one week after receipt of order.

Bea Buckle $8.80 Tie Clip $3.95 Set $12.50

ROBIN HOOD'S BARN
Dept. G10-5, 660 High St.
WESTWOOD, MASS.

The man of your house needs Flex-O-Fix to save a torn raincoat, coat, water bottle or glove. Patch Junior's jeans, tents, covers, tarps, convertible tops. Waterproof shoe soles, around sinks and trash tubs. Seal leaks in faucets, umbrellas, and around glass or frames. Repair tears in screens. Insulate electrical connections. Keep rugs and upholstery from shedding. Do roof repairs with Flex-O-Fix, the amazing vulcanized rubber. It seals from a tube. Dries into a tough, elastic waterproof rubber. Anybody can use Flex-O-Fix. Send 75c. Prepaid. No C.O.D.'s please.

PYROIL COMPANY, INC. 1860 W. 8th St., Los Angeles.

Golfer's Scorekeeper
No need to drag out scoreboard and pencil each time—this keeps score automatically! You wear it like a watch. Drive, press the lever on the side of the chrome-plated case and stroke is recorded. Score accumulates and is totaled or it may be set to zero after each hole. Adjustable strap. Order Number GM-7051. Scorekeeper, $3.50.

Personlized Shaving Mug
Every time he shaves his mug, he'll think of you with affection! Striking mugs have bands of 22-karat gold at rim and base—we'll put his full name in imposing letters below design. Designs are on antique auto, locomotive or horseless carriage. Mugs are fine ivory china. No. F-7832 Mugs, $3.50 each.

Personalized with HIS Initials in Sterling Silver

NICE IN KITS TOO

Safe-Lock Gun Racks
Display your Gun... Protect your Family. THE GUNS AND AMMUNITION ARE LOCKED IN.

These handsome, simple gun racks safely hold guns in the desired display position. Large (over 29"") models have full enameling, brassing knobs, slotted, cleaving tops. One key unlocks drawer and guns. Guns cannot fall or be taken out. Children, friends, guests cannot tamper with the gun. Each lock is fitted with one of the best, truly brass plated brass locks, stable on many months hard use. Please. Send $2.50 contractor price, make checks payable to Safe-Lock Gun Racks, 2100-Blk N. Haskell, Dallas 4, Texas.

IN COMPLETE KITS—for over 250 home assemblies. Priced, drilled, sanded, etc. with simple instructions. Send for blank illustration and full information.

Send Today! SAVE—CHOICE OF ANY THREE BOOKS Only $2

HOME Plan Books that save you time...money!

Benefit from results of our continuous survey of home-owner wants in sound, economical homes. For every plan you can get builder-prepared blueprints and material lists at very low cost.

Family Room Homes, 100 plans $1
Selected Homes, 115 plans $1
New Trends in Homes, 154 plans $1

Send Today! SAVE—MIST-ER MARTINI! a Vermouth Spray!

You can make your martinis as dry as the desert, or as wet as the ocean by a gentle squeeze of this perfect Martini spray. The conversation piece wherever good people get together. You can think of a lot of friends to present with this. Fits any standard vermouth bottle. $2.50 postpaid.

MIST-ER MARTINI!

The handsomest self-serve gun racks safely hold guns in the desired display position. Large (over 29"") models have full enameling, brassing knobs, slotted, cleaving tops. One key unlocks drawer and guns. Guns cannot fall or be taken out. Children, friends, guests cannot tamper with the gun. Each lock is fitted with one of the best, truly brass plated brass locks, stable on many months hard use. Please. Send $2.50 contractor price, make checks payable to Safe-Lock Gun Racks, 2100-Blk N. Haskell, Dallas 4, Texas.

IN COMPLETE KITS—for over 250 home assemblies. Priced, drilled, sanded, etc. with simple instructions. Send for blank illustration and full information.

Send Today! SAVE—CHOICE OF ANY THREE BOOKS Only $2

HOME Plan Books that save you time...money!

Benefit from results of our continuous survey of home-owner wants in sound, economical homes. For every plan you can get builder-prepared blueprints and material lists at very low cost.

Family Room Homes, 100 plans $1
Selected Homes, 115 plans $1
New Trends in Homes, 154 plans $1

Send Today! SAVE—MIST-ER MARTINI! a Vermouth Spray!

You can make your martinis as dry as the desert, or as wet as the ocean by a gentle squeeze of this perfect Martini spray. The conversation piece wherever good people get together. You can think of a lot of friends to present with this. Fits any standard vermouth bottle. $2.50 postpaid.
Personalized Kiddy Mats

Every meal’s a party—when your own first name is on your own personal dining mat! No messy clean-up for Mom, either! Gay paper mats are colorfully lithographed with milk, eggs, fruits, meats—all the foods we eat every day. Child’s name in center 10” x 13½”. Order No. PP-3439, Kiddy Mats, 36 for $1.00 by mail, postpaid.

Yours Free! Write for Exciting 148-page Catalog!

NOW—enjoy a delicious MAINЕ Shore Dinner

10 OCEAN FRESH Ready to Cook In Disposable Lobster Steamer

LIVE LOBSTERS OR 8 LIVE LOBSTERS PLUS HALF-PECK STEAMER CLAMS

From New England’s famed Saltwater Farm—tender, meaty, sweet-tasting Live Lobsters. Ready to cook and serve in their native ocean rockweed. No handling until they’re ready to eat. 1½ lb. Ideal size. Feed all the way to the tastiest shore dinner imaginable. Tell us day, month and time you want them. Fresh, live delivery GUARANTEED within 1800 miles. $14.95 plus Express Collect.

Write for FREE Catalog.

Send Check or Money Order Today to:

SALTWATER FARM, INC. 263 Bond Street
Damariscotta 44, Maine

the gift unusual—
the gift unusual—

SUGAR BABIES

IMPORTED FROM HOLLAND

only 69c per box ppd.

Here’s a real Dutch treat ... for Christmas giving, for your own parties or the children’s, for decorating cakes, for weddings, showers, parties or fest. A box of 25 gay and colorful Sugar Babies that look much too cute to eat . . . and taste much too delicious not to! They’re fresh and made of the finest ingredients, with a luscious chocolate or almond crunch filling that must be tasted to be believed. Order a few boxes today.

Send Check or M. O. No C.O.D.’s Please
Send for FREE Sugar Babies Catalog of Gifts, Goodies and Toys

SPENCER GIFTS

515 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

COPPER SHAKERS...

bright as freshly minted pennies!

Three gleaming copper shakers to sit on your kitchen range. The two revolving shelves (10” in diameter) are made of plastic; the center, adjustable pin is made of steel. This is a storage organizer you will enjoy using. It will fit between shelves measuring from 9¾” to 11⅜”. $2.98 ppd. Harbor House, Box 621, Saline, Mich.

Modern trough. This is the cracker tray which you have been looking for to use on a modern coffee table, on a sleek cocktail tray. Made of beautifully laminated birch and walnut plywood, it is finished with natural lacquer. About 9¼” x 4”. $2.25 postpaid.

Order from Culver Craft, Department HG, 11124 Westwood Boulevard, Culver City, Cal.

New Toaster Idea!

Buttered Oven Toast in 60 seconds with

New Toaster Idea!

Buttered Oven Toast in 60 seconds with

Oven Toaster

For the first time ever, you can have hot, buttered oven toast in 60 seconds without lighting your oven! This wonderful new electric toaster invention also has a toast coffee cake, meat rolls, frozen waffles, Brown ’n Serve rolls, right at your table in seconds. Attractive leather-stained aluminum gives years of service and table beauty—all at such a small price. Wonderful gift idea—and you’ll want one for yourself too!

Send Check or Money Order, no C.O.D.’s, to:

House & Garden TRENDS

1175 S. Perkins, Memphis 17, Tenn.
AROUND

Pick up a hot casserole cover with a gay felt hen like the smug one shown here. It’s a setting hen made of luscious pastel color felt brightly decorated with multi-color. Bottom is open so that it fits the knob of any cover. Try leaving one on a covered casserole for an amusing effect. Consider this for a cook’s stocking gift! $1 ppd. Blair, Allenhurst, N. J.

Order in the bathroom is easy to achieve with the aid of good-looking accessories. Shown here is a set of four hand-decorated jars which could hold mouthwash, lotion, cologne and hair tonic. Copied from a fine antique set, the bottles come in four colors: pink, blue, turquoise and yellow. $5.95 postpaid the set. Page & Hiddle, Haverford, Pennsylvania.

Aristocrat of the feline world: the Siamese cat! If circumstance prohibits the possession of a live Siamese cat we suggest that you console yourself with this pair of china cats. Perfectly marked like the well-loved seal point, each of these little beauties has blue eyes. About 6½”. $1.50 postpaid the pair. Order from The Connecticut Yankee, Sharon, Connecticut.

Susan Looks Tempting... Doesn’t She?

THE SERVETTE

A condiment Susan, strolling in appearance—nippy as can be. Inviting-looking molded plywood top in natural finish (11” diam.)—with bases to hold 5 beautiful glass jars. Each jar has a quaint wooden cover. Four glass serving spoons complete the ensemble. The Servette whips around easily on ball bearings. It’s the gift that stands out magnificently among a host of others!

Send postpaid, only $3.75. Please—No C.O.D.’s. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money back.

Christmas is close at hand! So send for our catalogue of delicious wood fruit tins, boxes of wonderful gift suggestions. Envelopes fed to cover postage and handling—refundable with your first purchase.

R. J. HAFNER COMPANY
Dept. HG, Northfield, Mass.
Specialists in New England Wood Crafts.

JUMBO PRUNES

Special Introductory Offer

Send me two $1 bills (or check or money order for the same amount) and I will send you my 2½ pound box of JUMBO PRUNES, including a generous sample of my Ranch-made Sweets, giant California Apricots, fresh Dates, and honey-sweet white Figs.

These prunes are huge and so soft you’ll eat ’em like candy. To new customers only I offer this regular $3.65 box for $2.00 and I prepaid delivery.

I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I’ll ship at once direct from my ranch. Only one to a customer.

Sign and Send Coupon

VACA VALLEY ORCHARDS
Box G-24, Encino, Calif.
Send your 2½ lb. box Giant Prunes.

Name____________
Address____________________
City________________ Zone___ State________

FREE GIFT BOOK
Shop in arm chair comfort! 50 wonderful fruit gift ideas, in natural color, to thrill your friends and compliment you. Send for your copy today!

REFERENCE: ANY LEADING BANK
38 years experience making people happy at Christmas time.

THE MISSION FOLK
104 East 33rd Street, Los Angeles 11, California
DIG THAT CRAZY SANDWICH

LAZY SUSAN JEWELRY BOX

ENDS MADDENING "HUNT-ITIS"

Here, indeed. In the spring to a maiden's prayer. No more jewelry cluttered drawers. No more last minute searches for missing pieces. No more sense of unwanted garments. This attractive Neoprene gift box holds all those parts. All remaining parts. All jewelry safety, easily removed, available instantly. The entire box resists a twist on a real ball bearing. Each lid is gold-tinted to identify the contents: earrings, necklaces, pins & pins. Beautifully designed with a fitted, glazed, high-quality floral decal. Only $1.95. No C.O.D.'s. Specify if you want it in a box or in a package. Write for FREE Gift Catalog.

MARTHA SCHILLER
Dept. HG-49
180 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6, Ill.

S H O P P I N G
A R O U N D

Limoges from France is a porcelain treasure everyone loves. And these fine bottles are a good example of French Limoges. Modestly priced, each is suitable for holding liqueur or your favorite toilet water. About 4½" high, they come in turquoise or pink decorated with multi-color flowers. $7.95 ppd. the pair. Alfred Orlik, 745 Fifth Ave., New York.

The love bug will get you if you wear this pin! Two little love-birds made of large (fake) pearls rest on a gold-plated metal bough. Wings, bough and heads are liberally sprinkled with multi-colored (also fake) jewels. This is the non-essential but very alluring jewel which all women long to own. $10 ppd. Tax inc. Order from Leeay, 505 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y.

"Toter" is what you need now that the autumn leaves have started to fall! It will make the task of disposing of the leaves, grass cuttings, shrub trimmings a lot easier. Made of tough burlap, it is lock-stitched with heavy cord. Handles are sturdy. In two sizes: $4.95 for 5-foot square; $10.95 for 10-foot square. Pd. Bixler C, 1505 West State St., Fremont, O.

Imperial bench. This classic piece lends itself to almost any type of decoration. Graceful and ageless, it is made of lightweight steel. Note the comfortable contour seat! Finished in pink, blue, turquoise, aqua or white, $29.95 each; $57.50 for two. For cushion covered in matching Indian Head cotton. Exp. coll. Heritage Hall, Pikesville, Baltimore.

Import from France: blue Bristol goblets. The color is the exquisite turquoise blue which the French glass makers are famous for producing. Can't you imagine a table set with this glassware? Each goblet is 6½" high. $2.50 for one; $27 the dozen. Consider a set for the next wedding gift on your list. Order from Olde Lamps, Dept. HG10, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, 2.
take your cue from this new pirouette-patterned broadloom

Holmes sets the stage for dramatic loveliness in your home with a new wool wilton of bewitching beauty! It’s called Berwyn, and wins top billing everywhere with its unique three-dimensional texture, its delightfully different pirouette pattern. Berwyn retains its two-tone charm for years, and costs not a penny more than ordinary two-tone broadlooms. At leading retail stores now in a selection of distinctive fashion colors.

ARCHIBALD HOLMES AND SON
ERIE AVENUE & K STREET
PHILADELPHIA 24, PA.

"HOME MEANS MORE WITH CARPET ON THE FLOOR"
There is simply no substitute for the friendly, hospitable warmth of a carpet, nor for its quiet luxury and safety.
Teenage 'snack attacks' can't harm this upholstery

No need to shout "Watch out for the upholstery!" It's beautiful, durable Masland Duran, the covering that practically "watches out" for itself. Scuffing can't harm its lovely surface. Spills wipe off with the whisk of a damp cloth. It's the modern upholstery for good taste, long wear, less care. In luxurious colors and patterns on all types of furniture. Write for free folder with samples. The Masland Dura-leather Co., Dept. G-10, Philadelphia 34, Pa.

Here is Bedford® pattern . . . luxurious as the most expensive textured material, yet it needs no pampering. Regardless of the type of furniture you buy, insist on seeing Bedford pattern in the color you want.
YOU CAN SET YOUR TABLE RIGHT OUT OF THE MACHINE... WITH NEW DISHWASHER all®

Prescribed by electric dishwasher manufacturers—glasses, silver, look hand-polished—china gleams!

DISHWASHER all—in tests conducted by dishwasher manufacturers themselves—rated raves like this:
“Finest detergent ever tested”

In test after test, DISHWASHER all removed stubbornest stains and grease. More than that, it proved safe for the most delicate overglazes and gold leaf on the finest china! Read this quote:
“Solves every automatic dishwashing problem—thorough, yet mild”

In a hard or soft water area? Forget it! DISHWASHER all makes your tableware gleam wherever you live. Read this:
“Outperforms so-called hard water compounds—best for any type of water”

Give your electric dishwasher the detergent it deserves. Get DISHWASHER all—at your grocer’s now!

Proof! Glass so clean it’s crystal clear—looks hand-polished

Your serviceman will demonstrate your new machine with DISHWASHER all. Appliance manufacturers prescribe DISHWASHER all, are packing it in their new machines.

GLASSES SPARKLE—right out of the washer! For DISHWASHER all chemically shines glasses, even gets into cut-glass crevices better than you can by hand!

CHINA STAYS BEAUTIFUL! Your dishwasher and DISHWASHER all keep treasured patterns safe from breakage—hygienically spotless for your family and guests.

DISHWASHER all® is made by MONSANTO where creative chemistry works wonders for you

ALL IS A REGISTERED TRADE-MARK OF MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO.
Draperies jam or stick? Can't happen here! Eastern's Durotrax Traverse Rod is actually two tracks in one rod . . . right and left draperies ride separately, smoothly! Extensions to 200".

Eastern makes the rods that make the window!

Windows can have personalities, too! Exciting, dramatic personalities . . . when you accent them with EASTERN, America's most versatile line of curtain and drapery hardware. Eastern's inspired engineering gives free rein to your own good decorating taste. See the complete line at your favorite department, hardware, variety or specialty store. Remember . . . there's an Eastern rod to glamorize your every window!

The Eastern Venetian Blind Co., Baltimore, Md. • Also makers of AirLume aluminum awnings, DecorLume venetian blinds

Eastern's Lok-Seam Cafe Curtain Rod will have you buzzin' with ideas by the dozen! So graceful, so strong . . . won't sag or twist ever! Brass, ivory or wrought iron finish.

Eastern's Multi-Way Crane adjusts 4 ways . . . inward, outward, forward, backward! Ideal for beautifying recessed windows, making small windows look wider, clearing radiators.

Eastern's Coronet One-Way Traverse Rod is just the thing to add allure to corner and bay windows. Smooth, noiseless operation. Available in either right or left hand draw.
Heavenly... all through the house

CURTAINS OF HATHAWAY

Beautiful, the way they filter sun or reflect lamplight. Viewed from indoors or out, curtains of Hathaway Nylon or Hathaway DACRON* add airy elegance to your home.

HATHAWAY NYLON with a new, exclusive sparkling finish, sneaks dust, is guaranteed against sun deterioration. Here is the easiest-washing nylon ever, in your choice of 3 weaves: Masterweave, Crystalweave, Customweave.

HATHAWAY DACRON*—so easy to care for. It washes in a jiffy; just drip-dry and hang; or press lightly for quick perfection. In Deluxe or Regular Weave.

Look for the name HATHAWAY on every curtain you buy.

FREE! ALL ABOUT CURTAINS

Berkshire Hathaway Inc.

Send for this free booklet of decorating ideas. Shows how to use standard curtains to achieve beautiful effects.

NAME  

ADDRESS  

CITY  STATE
Why didn’t anyone think of this before?

Twice Wonderful...“Coverquilt” by Chatham
The very thought of getting double your money's worth is fetching. Especially when you get it in something as utterly new as "Coverquilt", dreamed up by Chatham to give you all the virtues of a beautiful coverlet by day, a blanket by night. "Coverquilt" is a shimmering, quilted cover on one side...a soft, warm blanket on the other...and the time it saves you in bed-making will very likely be spent in justifiable admiration. In these enticing colors: Sun Valley Yellow, Nassau Pink, Greenbrier Green, Bermuda Blue, Jamaica Green, Trinidad Red. 72” x 99” (extra long), gift-boxed, $24.95.

Chatham Blankets America
with good blankets from their mills at Elkin, Charlotte and Spray in North Carolina

Furniture by Halloway's

The CHATHAM name is also famous for fine fabrics in women's and men's apparel. Look for the CHATHAM label when you buy.
SHOPPING AROUND

Nested set for you to use on a pretty tea table: this cream pitcher and covered sufuria bowl. Copied from a porcelain antique, it is beautifully made of fine glaze china. Background colors: pink or white. Note the grape decoration which is finished in gold. Each is about 2" high. $2.50 postpaid the set. Downs & Co., 816 University PL, Evanston, Ill.

For the doctor: a wallet designed especially for his prescription pad! It’s a handsome affair made of fine Morocco leather and it comes marked with his full name. Colors: brown or black with gold letters. Fitted with a gold color pencil, it has two compartments for folding money. 4½" x 6". $8.75 ppd. The Added Touch, Wynnewood, Pa.

Rings for the bathroom, for the kitchen are becoming popular! Shown here are two rings which will please you. Made of solid brass, one is fitted with a fleur de lis, the other with a lion’s head. Ring is 5" in diameter. $1.95 for one; $5 for three. Elizabeth McCaffrey, Orange, N. J.

Place cards are a necessary adjunct to the large dinner party! We show here emerald green Lucite holders and fifty small cards. Square holder (1½") can be marked with three gold initials; rectangular one (2½" x 4¼") comes marked with a last name. $2 postpaid for eight holders and the fifty cards. International Industries, Culver City, Cal.

Wake up to music! The clock shown here is fitted with a Swiss music box. Choice of tunes: A dreamy Brahms waltz or the theme from Moulin Rouge. Dial is luminous, TV screen is for a favorite picture. 5" x 3" x 2". Shipped from Europe! Pay postman $1.10 duty. Send $7.95 to Seven Seas, Dept. E81F, 1717 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles.

PERSONALIZED TEA TOWEL-CALENDAR -FOR THE WALL

A "kitchen tapestry" made of pure linen 16" x 29". Personalized with your name (as shown; handpainted. Beautiful four color scene and calendar decorated in five colors. Furnished with wooden staff, bordered in top, for hanging. A delightful pure linen calendar gift for ’56 becomes a novel and practical tea towel for ’57. Complete. Personalized (1 name.) $2 ppd. Carol Batty, Dept. P-A10, 710 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California.

FREE GIFT CATALOGUE included.

MADONNA

Original Hummel with indented signature "M. I. Hummel". Thinking on your Christmas presents, there is this beautiful Madonna just waiting to be given to someone you care for; 11" high, ceramic white $3.00 hand tinted $4.95

surround her with these

GRACEFUL ANGELS

white 6 asstd. $7.50 3 asstd. $3.75
hand tinted 8 assorted $12.00

Graceful angels for the kitchen or bathroom. 7" long. Complete 4-piece set 51-0° Postpaid. No C.O.D.'s please. Sold for free p&i calaUw.

SHARON • CONNECTICUT

Imported

ORIENTAL SCUFFS

The "lady of leisure" who dares to be different will adore the beauty and comfort of these exotic little scuffs from Hong Kong. Attractive black silk tops with beautiful embroidered flower design in gay multicolors. Soles have genuine Australian leather soles and innersoles for extra long wear. Fully lined, hand-stitched construction throughout. Here's luxury fashion at a price to give run-down budgets a lift. Perfect for giftgiving, too! No C.O.D.'s please.

All Women's Sizes. $2.75 Send actual shoe size. ppd. Satisfaction Guaranteed

EDWARD H. ZIFF, IMPORTER

Box 3072 Merchandise Mart Plaza

Dent. 10-G Chicago 54, Ill.
**THE SPOT REMOVER FURNITURE POLISH**

**REVIVA**
by Jackson of London

**REMOVES** stubborn surface spots
**CLEANS** dirt and grime
**POLISHES** to high, dry lustre and covers minor scratches on solid woods

NO NEED to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your table—stain polish, perfume or liniment on your dresser—ink or paint on your desk. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots vanish like magic. Revives original color and grain of wood. For all varnished, shellacked or inquired surfaces.

**Quart** 2.75
**Pint** 1.75
**Half Pint** 1.25

Consumer tested and accepted for over 15 years

A Triple Action Tonic for Marred Furniture

Use "Patina" Jackson of London English Type Wax (Pat) A decorator's polish to restore and retain the patine of precious pieces. For all wood and finished leather. Dark wax for all dark surfaces and special BLOND for light surfaces. $1.50 iar + $2.00 double size.

For all wood and finished leather. Dark wax for all dark surfaces and special BLOND for light surfaces. $1.50 iar + $2.00 double size.

**MRS. MARK JACKSON'S STUDIO-G**

**SATIN BLACK WROUGHT IRON**

special BLOND for light surfaces. $1.50 iar + $2.00 double size.

A decorator's polish to restore and retain the patine of precious pieces. For all wood and finished leather. Dark wax for all dark surfaces and special BLOND for light surfaces. $1.50 iar + $2.00 double size.

**MRS. MARK JACKSON'S STUDIO-G**

**"Hostess Cart"**

WITH BRASS-PLATED
Serving Shelves

Charming new 3-tier serving cart with brass-plated Grecian metal shelves. 36" high. Bottom shelf 25"x14"x2"; top shelf 14½"x15"x2". Brass-plated ball bearing casters. No. 6-G.

**ORDER TODAY! NO C.O.D.'S**

**SANTA CLAUS, LAND**

**SANTA CLAUS, INDIANA**

**SPOT REMOVER**

**REMOVES** stubborn surface spots
**CLEANS** dirt and grime
**POLISHES** to high, dry lustre and covers minor scratches on solid woods

**For all wood and finished leather. Dark wax for all dark surfaces and special BLOND for light surfaces. $1.50 iar + $2.00 double size.**

**Plus postage. Sorry, no C.O.D.**

**RALEIGH TAVERN STOOL**

Old-time tavern comfort for your bar or kitchen counter. A rugged stool made literally for generations of service. Solid birch with hand-woven fibre rush seat. 24" or 30" high. Specify which.

**UNFINISHED, $6.95**
**Sanded, $8.95**

Light natural finish — $7.95
Maple, mahogany, walnut, cherry or pine finish — $9.95

Write for FREE catalog. Express charges collect. Satisfaction guaranteed. Quick delivery. Send check or money order.

**Jeff Elliot Craftsmen**

**POSTPAID, GUARANTEED.**

**Serving Shelves**

30" length.
36" length.
24" length.
45' length.

Half Pint 1.25
Pint 2.75
Quart 2.75

**Bed Butler**

LUXURY BEDSIDE MANNER... Handy "bed butler" fits snugly between bed and mattress. Of heavy quilted nylon with 5 roomy pockets, the largest holds newspapers or magazines — others store tissues, eye glasses, pill boxes, etc. Handy and unobtrusive for all bedside necessities. Choice of wine blue, rose green, or maroon. Value $25.00. Made Back Guarantee.

**WASHINGTON NAVY YARD**

**Now America's Newest & Best**

**DOGGIE "I.D."**

IN PERMANENT GOLD COLOR

and lowest priced tool

$125

**WRAP YOUR ACHE AWAY WITH ELECTRIC HEATING BANDAGE**

Find it awkward and apply heat uncomfortably and exactly on the painful spot? Not with this new, all-purpose wrap-around! Just wrap its 36" length over legs, arms, shoulders, back: wherever soothing dry heat is needed. Quickly aids in relieving aches and pains of arthritis, neuritis, muscular soreness, etc. Godeard for slipped discs, scoliosis sufferers. Easy to adjust for snug fit. Complete with "M25 Maintenance Log"! It fits into the glove compartment and in it you can record personal information: name, address, whom to notify in case of accident; auto information: insurance, mileage, expense records (for income-tax purposes). It also contains driving hints. $1.00 ppd. Continental, $3.75 ppd. the set. Fed. tax incl. Taylor Gifts, Wayne, Pa.

**SHOPPING**

Miniatures. Both children and collectors will be impressed with these tiny kitchen utensils! Fourteen come in this set. Made of pewter, some are finished in brass, some in copper. Note the French saucepans, the cunning fish mold, the long-handled ladle! Size: from 1" to 2½". $1.95 postpaid. Order from Beverly Baker, Department HG10, Box 135, Darien, Conn.

A man's taste runs to handsomely simple jewelry! We show here a tie bar and cuff links set which will delight his good taste. Each piece is made of 24K gold-plated metal; each is importantly inscribed with a three-letter marking. And the price is low! $2.00 ppd. for links or for tie bar; $3.75 ppd. the set. Fed. tax incl. Taylor Gifts, Wayne, Pa.

The log you need is "Automobile Maintenance Log"! It fits into the glove compartment and in it you can record personal information: name, address, whom to notify in case of accident; auto information: insurance, mileage, expense records (for income-tax purposes). It also contains driving hints. $1.00 ppd. Continental, 320B Eye Street, Sacramento.
A R O U N D

Protect china plates!
Be sure to place a felt pad between each two as you store them in the cupboard. We show here an excellent buy: 24 mats made of good felt (8 each of 5", 6" and 8") which are modestly priced at only $1.50 postpaid. This is a very good shower gift. You can order from Meredith's Department HC, Evanston 23, Illinois.

Not-too-bright people can now play bridge! All they need to have is this new card-table cover "Bridg-Easy." Made of fine plastic, it is legibly printed with all the necessary information on point and honor count. Washable and alcohol proof, it fits the standard 30" and 34" card table. $4.95 postpaid. Order from Camalier & Buckley, Washington, D. C.

Gift for the bride and groom: a glass cigarette box on which their wedding invitation is inscribed! $8.95. For a few dollars more you can give two individual crystal-clear ash trays which come marked with his first name and her first name. $13.95. Postpaid. This is the enduring kind of gift which will give pleasure. Holiday House, Upper Montclair, N.J.

TRULY A BEAUTY

Created for persons of true discrimination in their devotion to enduring excellence in taste. Characteristically straight-lined, small in scale, these jewel-like cigarette tables are offered in solid mahogany with genuine brown leather top. Hand tooled in 24K. Gold. One drawer with boxwood inlay and brass pull. Shipped Express Col­ lect. Top 10 x 14 in. $19.95. Check or money order

CHARLOTTE McCabe
"Fine Linens and Gifts"

100 Personalized Postals $1!
Your own name and address neatly printed on 100 fine quality white vellum post cards. Use for correspondence and as regular post cards . . . always neat and efficient looking. You'll want a supply for home use . . . and you won't find a nicer gift for business friends and students. Everyone who sees the cards will appreciate them. And $1 per 100 is the lowest price ever. (Special 200 for $1.25) Handy Gifts, 1031 Jackson Bldg., Colorado City 6, Calif.

YOURS FREE a box of 4 PETITS FOURS ROYALE "The World's Most Precious Pastry"

May we send you with our compliments the most magnificent taste sensation of your life—a box of incomparable Petits-Fours Royale? Let us, for one mouth-watering moment, provide for you the supreme thrill of a savory-light pastry . . . fluffy, oblong layers with fresh fruit flavors baked right through—covered with purest chocolate.

For centuries these luscious candy-cakes were made only by bakers of the royal families of Europe. They were so delicate they had to be kept fresh and in a cool place . . . until whatever you did to them was "cooked"—so precisely that it was said "Queen's and Angelenos could enjoy them—if they were not late for dinner." Even today only Cib­ ridges of London, Mascow's of Parts and the few remaining great Continental manors make them in the authentic way.

But now the heir of one of the great royal baking families has developed, in America, a petit four so pure in its ingredients, so pure that, sparely in its exquisite mix that it keeps its aromatic-track, refined character. Made without any artificial preservatives, any flavoring. Never you knew a petit four before! Made always in what a Petits Fours Royal is—always on hand the world's most precious pastry.

Send now for your FREE box of four; enclose 25¢ postage and pack­ age. You may, if you wish, order boxes of 40 petit fours for only $3.80 each, now. You must be delighted or your payment refunded in 10 days. Give Petits Fours Royal to your gourmet friends! Write today!

Theatre Petits Fours 454 Damar Bldg., Newark 2, N. J.

CUCKOO CLOCK

from GERMAN BLACK FOREST

Now only $3.95

Shipped Direct
To You from EUROPE

This low price possible only through our unique direct-import plan. Genuine German CUCKOO CLOCK with weight and pendulum movement. Ex­ cellent timekeeper. Cuckoos cheerily every quarter hour in clear pleasing voice. HAND CARVED in traditional design by the famous Black Forest wood­ carvers. Antiques without finish. Perfect for den, bed­ room, alcove, child's room or kitchen. Shipped direct from Free Euro|v in export packing with strange foreign stamps. Order as gift, too, each shipped postpaid. Satisfaction-or-money-back guarantee.

SEVEN SEAS IMPORTS, Dept. EB1A

1717 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 24, Calif.

RELAX—IN LUXURY

Deer Mocs

Specify men's or women's regular shoe size.

GENUINE BUCKSKIN...hand cut by Western craftsmen into handsome loafers that mold to your feet for perfect fit. Shurly outer sole... forms to your every move. Cushions. Easy to get on and off, yet hug your feet when you walk. Pelt for traveling. Washable. Suntan buckskin color. Satisfaction-or-money-back guarantee.

Write for FREE 40-page catalog of extraluxury equipment.

Norm Thompson
Dept. 71, 1211 NW 21st, Portland 9, Ore.

Honesty Thing In The House—"1"

FOAM TAPE has adhesive backing that sticks to metal, glass, wood, fabric...cushions anything needing protection. A 1000 uses: prevents rugs from slipping, ashtrays or lampbases scratching, furniture from marking walls. Keeps pictures straight. Stops car doors and hood rattling, dresses from slipping off hangers. Keeps house inside skirt band. Peel-as-you-go roll. 108" long, 1 1/8" wide. Guaranteed to do the job money back! Only 81, postage paid. Order FOAM TAPE from Sunset House, 478 Sunset Building, Hollywood 46, California.
Junior Country Life Feeder is a real value! Durable weatherproof plastic, 8" wide, 6" tall. Shelter canopy. Visible food reservoir with automatic food supply. Broad perching rim. Order No. H92. Just $1.50 each, Postpaid.

COUNTRY LIFE BIRD FOOD

ARE YOU A GOOD "GIFT-PICKER"? You may win $1,000 Cash or one of 200 other prizes! See Breck's big Christmas gift catalog for details! Write for your FREE copy today!

BRECK'S OF BOSTON
RELIABLE SINCE 1838

Mail your order to
638 Breck Bldg.
BOSTON 10, Mass.

The "Twodor"
COMBINATION
STORM & SCREEN DOOR
Must Beautiful, Strongest Wood Door Built
Yet the "Twodor" is priced as low as the commonly made type

Grace note (and we mean that literally) for your entrance door. We think it is one of the nicest door knockers we've seen in a long time. The 3½d note comes in solid brass ($8.95 ppd.) or in black finished brass ($8.95 ppd.). 6½" high, it weighs 1 lb. Bedroom size 4½" long solid brass ($3.75 ppd.).

Catalog of other unusual items 10 cents

TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
206 Louise Avenue, HG
Nashville, Tennessee

SAVES ON MANY CHORES

This strong Home and Garden "Toter" made of buckwheat will give you hours of digging and garden work without break or fatigue. Jacket, shawl, hood, pocket, loop, finger loops, etc. $4.95. Order today.

THE BIXLER COMPANY
W. S. Slate, Fremont, Ohio

SHOPPING

A candid dial on a clock is hard to find these days! Many of them give you a hard time when you want to know the hour, the half-hour, the minute. Shown here is a small beauty made of solid polished brass. The face is white marked with luminous black numerals. About 3½", it comes from France. $4.60 ppd. Morton's, 312-7th St., Washington, D. C.

Store it here (your carton of cigarettes) and you will have a package of cigarettes at hand! This dispenser, Cigarette-O-Mat, is made of grained pine and comes in two nice finishes: plain or decorated with colorful Pennsylvania Dutch motifs. $3.95 plain; $4.35 decorated. King size: $4.35 plain; $4.95 decorated. Ppd. Gilbert & Leonard, Manhasset, N. Y.

Provincial decor. If your house is a medley of fruitwood furniture, with small-patterned fabrics and paper, you will want to own this set of matched figurines. Typically French, one bust represents a young boy, the other a charming girl. Made of Hydrocal, each is finished in white or ivory. $7.95 the pair. Ppd. From Mono-Art, 50 Delaney St., N. Y.

Grace note (and we mean that liter­ ally) for your entrance door. We think it is one of the nicest door knockers we've seen in a long time. The 3½d note comes in solid brass ($8.95 ppd.) or in black finished brass ($8.95 ppd.). 6½" high, it weighs 1 lb. Bedroom size 4½" long solid brass ($3.75 ppd.).

Company 10 cents

TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
206 Louise Avenue, HG
Nashville, Tennessee

SAVES ON MANY CHORES

This strong Home and Garden "Toter" made of buckwheat will give you hours of digging and garden work without break or fatigue. Jacket, shawl, hood, pocket, loop, finger loops, etc. $4.95. Order today.

THE BIXLER COMPANY
W. S. Slate, Fremont, Ohio

SHOPPING

A candid dial on a clock is hard to find these days! Many of them give you a hard time when you want to know the hour, the half-hour, the minute. Shown here is a small beauty made of solid polished brass. The face is white marked with luminous black numerals. About 3½", it comes from France. $4.60 ppd. Morton's, 312-7th St., Washington, D. C.

Store it here (your carton of cigarettes) and you will have a package of cigarettes at hand! This dispenser, Cigarette-O-Mat, is made of grained pine and comes in two nice finishes: plain or decorated with colorful Pennsylvania Dutch motifs. $3.95 plain; $4.35 decorated. King size: $4.35 plain; $4.95 decorated. Ppd. Gilbert & Leonard, Manhasset, N. Y.

Provincial decor. If your house is a medley of fruitwood furniture, with small-patterned fabrics and paper, you will want to own this set of matched figurines. Typically French, one bust represents a young boy, the other a charming girl. Made of Hydrocal, each is finished in white or ivory. $7.95 the pair. Ppd. From Mono-Art, 50 Delaney St., N. Y.
Apothecary jar reproduced from a 16th-century original. This miniature (5" high x 3½" in diameter) is beautifully made of fine ceramic decorated with gold. The center medallion is multi-color. One or more of these little jars will make attractive cigarette containers. $5.50 ppd. for one; $8.95 the pair. Alhin, Dept. HG10, 1401 West 8th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Fit for a queen: the velvet-lined jewel case shown here. Made of taffeta, monogrammed in satin, it is a luxurious possession. Colors: pink, blue, navy or red satin, it is a luxurious possession. Made of taffeta, monogrammed in gold. This is a luxurious possession.

A cool cup of coffee delights some people! To achieve this effect quickly we suggest that you get the chrome-plated aluminum "cooler" shown here. Keep it in the refrigerator for the on-the-rush commuter. He can plunge it into the steaming cup as he runs to the door. About 1" x 5". $2.50 ppd. Order from Beemak Plastics, 3450 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles.

**New JET-FYR**

PORTABLE TRASH AND LEAF BURNER

Sensational...Revolutionary...Scientifically Designed

Burns Leaves and Trash to a Fine Ash in Minutes...SAFELY!

No Smoldering Odor! No "Smoke Screen"!

No Dangerous Flying Ash

Wheel It Anywhere You Need It!

Amazing "ACTION" Flame and "FIT-DRIFT" Center Circulation Insures COMPLETE COMBUSTION Quickly...with Minimum Ash Residue

Ruggedly Built of Heavy Gauge Aluminum Finished STEEL!

Fill it; light it; clear the floor of leaves; whirl the ashes to the garden; and have a neat, distributing burn-in-bush, a clean-up job of a few minutes, completely satisfying and worry-free. Now you can have the desired new 12"-FIRE Burner without "JET-FYR" flame and "FIT-DRIFT" combustion action. A completely enclosed, safe, butler-form of the type recommended by Fire Prevention Bureau. Designed to resist heat and elements. Removable handle serves as a pan and as a filter. 60-day guarantee in every way. Ward Phillips, Carpenterville, Illinois.

**LARGE CUPOLA**

NOW ONLY '24.95 EXP. DATE: JUNE 11, 1956

YOU SAVE BY ASSEMBLING

Wrought Iron Weather Vane

ONLY 8.75 EXP. DATE: JUNE 11, 1956

This famous Weathercock Vane is fully Parked to prevent rust. Height 24"; af­ter 12 years of outdoor weathering it is still solid and defies winter gales. It is completely ready to install on any roof. Money back guarantee.

COPPER ROOFED CUPULA, 30" high, roof 23" square. No. 1 Finis. Everything pre-cut, including copper, and ready to assemble. Fits any roof. Money back guarantee. A wise investment in beauty and value for your home.

**WROUGHT IRON WEATHER VANE**

ONLY $10.95

Painted or Weathered Copper Finish

OR DO IT YOURSELF

$7.95 5-piece set to do it yourself

Copper roofed cupula, 20" high, roof 23" square. No. 1 Finis. Everything pre-cut, including copper, and ready to assemble. Fits any roof. Money back guarantee. A wise investment in beauty and value for your home.
Little Miss Model Bridal Box
She'll be the loveliest make-believe bride in the world with this!
Inside the real model's hat box are net, veil and wristlets, rosebud earrings, blue garter, comb, bouquet—even a photo album! Box is 5½" deep, 1½" across with a silk lined carrying cord. Order No. TG-7281, Bridal Box, $3.00 pdd.

Nursery Pin-Up Lamp
The dark is never lonely with these companions beaming from the wall or standing at your side. The joyous cow has just done her leap and awakened the man in the moon from his sleep! He's wearing a star-studded night cap too! Colored plastic, 6½" across. With stand and envelope. Order No. GB-7349, Pin-up Lamp, $2.00 pdd.

Your Free! Write for Exciting 148-page Catalog!

Miles Kimball
263 Bond Street
Oshkosh, Wis.

FLYING DOLLS
IMPORTED FROM EXOTIC LANDS

Dolls, children's toys, linens, learn more about SIM from a different and exotic world, all in authentic native costumes—foreign stamps and beauty crafts, too! 50 vol. about six cents (10c) will stand alone. Other doll pair only every third month post pay 15 cents as yearly plan for less than $2.00 each, gift card enclosed. Other NOW.
Postpaid, only free. Send check or money order (no COD). Money back guarantee. Add 3% for mailing and handling. Order NOW.

DOLLs OF ALL NATIONS
P.O. Box 4783, Dept. 518
Los Angeles 49, Calif.

thrive every kiddo on your list with a

REAL LETTER from SANTA CLAUS

Colorful 4-page letter and envelope. Mailed postage-paid, with genuine "Santa Claus" postmark, to arrive before Christmas. Prize names and addresses. Include cash, check, or M.O. to cover letters at 25c ea. Your Free! Write for FREE copy now!

DOLLS! Furs
A small girl will love you and this cunning set of real furs which comes in sizes for dolls from 7" to 18" tall. Think of the pride with which a moppet will wire her favorite "baby" if she owns the priceless white bunny coat, hat, and muff shown here. Living is white milksilk.

For dolls 19" to 26"——

$2.98

Special price of doll when ordering.

If you wish to order, send check now or order now.

Send for FREE copy now!

SANTA CLAUS—LAND
SANTA CLAUS INDIANA

SHOPPING

Crisp greens stay crisp in this aluminum salad bowl. Generously in size (12" in diameter), it is beautifully finished in baked white enamel. Note the full-color decorations of vegetables! A hostess would love this as a gift for Christmas. Because the cost is modest, you might order several.

$5.00 pdd. From The Sea Horse, 727 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Ill.

"Moonglow" is a fabric with a wonderful sheen. Made of rayon and cotton fibers, it comes in a range of colors. Shown is a quilted coverlet made with scallop edge and kick pleats, $13.95 for twin size; $15 for full; $29.95 for king size. Twin dust ruffle $8.95; twin $9.95. Add 90c postage. Send 10c for swatches. Colten's, 1351 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass.

Surprise! You might think that this is a surprise package for the mother-to-be but we will surprise you by telling you that it is a kitchen shower "surprise". The baby bonnet and little sacque unfold to show their true purpose in life: washing dishes. Three cotton dish cloths (11" x 16") are fine quality, $1.00 pdd. Prospectors, Pacific Bldg., Santa Monica, Cal.

CHILDREN LOVE HAGSTROM'S DECORATIVE MAPS

"THE LAND OF MAKE BELIEVE"
Children daily discover new delights in the superbly drawn nursery rhyme characters of "Humpty Dumpty," "Little Boy Blue" and over 50 other favorites, 8 Colors, 37" x 34". Map No. 62, PAPER $2.00 ea.; PLAQUE $8.00 ea.

OTHER CHILDREN'S MAPS

Add extra cost, if desired, and complete set.

TITLE
Humpty Dumpty
Little Boy Blue

SIZE
27½" x 21½"
27½" x 21½"

PRICE
$1.50
$1.50

HAGSTROM'S DEPT. 125, 311 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

DECOR BY DELANOR

It's New!

SOK-O

THE MONKEY

Make this BILLY 19" Monkey for Youngsters in Craft Kit, ONLY $1.45 Ppd.

This is the art that has mothers and daughters, c-o-s-y-w-y with Fun! Fun for mother to make, fun for daughter and small ones, too, in needle and lace. Make this big 19" SOK-O-Monkey in minutes to give for years. Kit includes "Monkey Nects," felt, pop-pom yarn, full instructions to cut and sew. Fill with your ownシュルシュル cotton or worn aheets for extra softness. Ppd., only $1.45.

Order this Gift for Christmas NOW FREE—send for Gift Catalog
AROUND

Ship's clock to give to the freshman in your family. It will add a home-like touch to the dormitory room. Electroplated, it sets on a stained wood base. Flanking it is a pair of ship lanterns; one for port, the other starboard. Metal parts of clock and lamps are finished in brass. About 12" wide. $10.95 postpaid. Order from Kaskel's, 41 West 57th St., N. Y.

Miniature cubes of ice are so necessary for serving crisp salads, for shell-fish appetizers. We show here the flexible plastic ice-cube tray which makes 90 half-inch cubes. You'll never be without ice if you stack several of these trays in the freezer or the freezing section of the refrigerator. 4" x 10¼" x ½", $1.25 for two. Lee-craft, 300 Albany Ave., Brooklyn.

For soda pop we suggest that you try "Lucky Pop". Just drop a 27c glass of water and you will have a delicious carbonated drink. Six flavors: root beer, cherry, grape, cola, lemon-lime, orangef. Six ppd. for 30 glasses. $5 for a box of 10½" X 7½" X 2½". $1.25 for two. Lee-craft, 300 Albany Ave., Brooklyn.

GIANT NURSERY RHYME WALL DECORATIONS

These delightful new NURSERY RHYME Figurines are ideal for any nursery or playroom. Priced in full, any colors on heavy card stock, ready to hang. Figures are from 12 to 15 inches high. Use them on walls, closet doors, cribs, etc. Your choice of Hi Biddle Diddle or Jack & Jill for $1.49 each group or both groups $2.98 ppd. (12 pieces), FREE 8-page coloring book with double order. Make excellent gifts. Money back guarantee.

HARRY WILSON
1518 Louisiana St.
Dept. MG, Vallejo, Calif.

PERSONALIZED NAME PLATES

Pal. Pend.

CATHY

FOR THE JUNIOR SET

PERSONALIZED LICENSE PLATE for the most important person in your family. Class Mail Restricted. Like a celebrity, your child can have his or her name or nickname on a license for tricycles, bicycles, scooters, wagons, baby carriages, cribs. 8" x 3¼" heavy steel tag in molded enamel colors, the same colors as your state license colors. Helps prevent stealing by identifying your child's wheel goods. Only $1.10 each postpaid. Print child's name clearly (up to 7 spaces only . . . no numerals, no abbreviation marks). No C.O.D.'s. B. Cantor, Dept. HG-20, 2713 Walnut Street, Phila. 3, Pa. Send one to every child you know for Christmas . . . it's the perfect gift.

MUSICAL Birthday Cake PLATTER that plays "Happy Birthday to You"

Bring in the birthday cake to the strains of "Happy Birthday to You" as the music box concealed in the base of the plate tinkles out the jolly tune. Plate is 11 inches in diameter, white enameled with flower decoration, and holds any cake weighing up to 9 pounds.

PERSONALIZED Wrist Purse

You'll win the heart of any win­some wee Miss with this! Made in Western Germany of genuine leather in bright red, the cunning purse is heart-shaped with zipper top. Broclet strap is 7" long, purse is 2½" across. We'll add her first name in gold. Order No. PK-7360e, Purse $1.00 ppd.

MUSICAL Birthday Cake PLATTER that plays "Happy Birthday to You" $6.50

Here's How

Dept. HG-103
27 E. 22nd St., N. Y. 10

MUSICAL Birthday Cake PLATTER that plays "Happy Birthday to You"

Bring in the birthday cake to the strains of "Happy Birthday to You" as the music box concealed in the base of the plate tinkles out the jolly tune. Plate is 11 inches in diameter, white enameled with flower decoration, and holds any cake weighing up to 9 pounds. FREE: Write for our Christmas Cata­logue of 150 unusual gift ideas.

MALCOLM'S
House & Garden store (new address)
6309 South Belairtown Road
Baltimore 15, Md.
FLOWER LOVERS

Give the perfect gift—the New all-steel Vio Holda plant stand. The original stand with the revolving arms. Neatly, heavy gauge all-steel welded. 40° high. Will not tilt or tip. Holds 11 plants, so on revolving arms extending outward 20° to 1.5° from center shaft. Arms movable to any position to enhance beauty of display and allow even sun and air exposure. Light weight. Easily dismantled for cleaning. Antique black, white or green enamel.

ORDER BY MAIL TODAY. Only $14.95 each, plus $1.00 for packing and postage ($2.00 for Canada).

Specify color desired. Send check or money order. Immediate shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Circular on request.

New Fluorescent Fixture!

Designed especially to fit all Vio Holda plant stands. Floods flowers with cool, beneficial fluorescent light. Promotes growth. Makes showplace of dark corners or sunless stands. Floods Howers will fool, become alluringly artistic. Light is portable.

Specify color wanted. Send check or money order. Immediate shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Circular on request.

VIO HOLDA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Box 915 Dept. 7-0 Topock, Kan.

POT DE FORMAGGIO (cheese) from sunny Italy!

What more appropriate way to bring your grated cheese to the table than in this ceramic ramekin from Italy? Cover is decorated with cheese motif... comes with beautifully grained hardwood spoon for sprinkling grated cheese. 5¾ in. diameter, beautifully glazed in shades of brown and yellow. We can't wait to use it at our next spaghetti dinner... you'll use yours with any Italian dish from Lasagna to Veal Parmigiana.

$5.50 ppd. Write for free gift catalog.

CHALMAR DEPT. H-10
Split Rock Road Syosset, N.Y.

4-Piece Flower Ring

We looked a long time to find this lovely flower ring of fine-quality imported china, and know you will be as excited about it as we are. The ring, as shown, is 14 Karat gold, but a variety of arrangements can be made as it is sectional. Exquisitely crafted with dainty, hand-made buds and trimmed with 18 K gold, your satisfaction is guaranteed.

Order several sets at only $3.95 each, ppd.

PAGODA HOUSE
P.O. Box 1192 Santa Monica, Calif.

A jingling armful of GOLDEN BANGLES is fashion's pet.

These are 24kt. gold plated, five en-graved, four smooth and the SET OF 9 is only $1.95.

Also available in silver plate.

Matching earrings are $1.00 pair. Tax and postage included.

Order now for Xmas gifts.

ELIZABETH McCAFFREY
Dept. HG 10
ORANGE, NEW JERSEY

Wonderful Orderly Clips

These wonderful clips are amazingly good organizers for anyone who pays bills, runs a house, or has a multitude of details to cope with. Husky size (3 inches wide) and sold 4 to the set. Made of metallic colored plastic, these 4 come complete with 20 printed memory joggers that are easily attached (adhesive backs). You'll be organized when you use these decorative monitors! 4 (with 20 titles) $1; 6 complete sets for $5, or 14 for $10.00. Handy Gifts, 1011 Jasperson Bldg., Culver City 11, Calif.

SHOPPING AROUND

Wizardry with shoes is the attribute of Century Factory Shoe Repair service. For example; the ex-platform shoe shown here has been restored so that there is no trace of the unfashionable platform. A different heel has been added to complement the new shape. Send for free mailer. Century Repair, Department HG 10, 210 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md.

Smokeless broiler to use in the broiling compartment of your stove. It is designed to eliminate smoke and grease. Made of aluminum, it comes in two parts: the top pan is perforated and is used to hold meat; the bottom catches grease and prevents smoking. $2.50 postpaid. From Artisan Galleries, Department HG 10, 2100 North Haskell, Dallas, Texas.

A trio of scents comes in this clever perfume bar: Rhapsodie, Tobruk, Blue Mist. Because Michel Pasquier is an alchemist when it comes to distilling fragrances, each of these colognes is delightful. And the bouquet lasts! $3.00 postpaid, for the three ample flacons. Order from Michel Pasquier, Department HG 10, 7 West 46th Street, New York, N.Y.

Sterling silver set which will please the men: the Scotch thistle decorated cuff links and tie clasp. The design is beautifully wrought in very heavy silver. This is a set which will give lifetime pleasure. $5.50 for links; $5.50 for clasp; $10.50 the set. Postpaid. Tax included. Order from Jamaica Silversmiths, 79-32 164th Street, Jamaica, New York.

Your child will enjoy wearing this pair of oxfords. And you will be happy because these shoes are designed by a doctor who has made a study of youngsters' feet. Made of Brazil Ski Leather, they are waterproof. Send shoe size and foot tracing. 6 to 13 ($5.95); 1 to 5 ($6.95) postpaid. Order from Johnny Appleseed's, Dept. HG, Box 702, Beverly, Mass.
Borrowed from Velasquez... the startlingly contemporary colors of his 17th century paintings... as well as the golden elegance of old Spain... for this new Fiberglas collection. Imagine having sunswept haciendas or the cool waters of Majorca at your window... in the fabric that glows in sunshine! At smart stores, everywhere, by COHAMA

TODAY'S PERFECT WINDOW FABRICS... BECAUSE THEY'RE GLASS!
EASY TO WASH • NO IRONING • NEVER SHRINK, SAG, MILDEW OR SUN-ROT • KEEP TRUE COLORS LONGER
CONTROL LIGHT AND HEAT • FIRE-PROOF!
The Beauty of Simplicity is Timeless . . .

Heywood-Wakefield Modern in New Sable Grey Finish

Here is furniture so clean and simple of line that it endows even small rooms with an air of spaciousness. Complementing its luxurious clear grey finish are such unusual style details as beveled overhanging tops, tapered legs, and smart brass and ceramic pulls. A few pieces of this fine Modern will spark your decor today. More, tomorrow, will make your home one of unified beauty.

NEW "HOW TO DECORATE WITH MODERN" BOOK

Mary L. Brandt, nationally known decorating consultant, tells you how to plan an attractive home with Modern. Send 25¢ in coin for 28-page book. If you'd also like our decorating book "Home-Planned Old Colony" send 50¢ in coin for both.
An olde American bedtime story...

... all-wool, all-warm, all-wonderful PEARCE blankets—
still tucking in the coziest citizens after 150 years!

And still made the good old-fashioned way—the pile fluffed naturally with teasel burrs—to give a downy, dreamy, feather-light softness no other blankets can match!

Ask for PEARCE blankets by name. Beautifully gift boxed—in sizes, styles, weights, colors and prices for every bed, every bedroom, every budget.
Because it stays beautiful, stays sturdy so much longer

Samsonite is America’s favorite card table.

Card table. Work table. Party, play or dinner table. Samsonite is made for day in, day out use... made for more wear than you’ll ever give it. Samsonite stays beautiful because spills can’t stain the upholstered top—it wipes clean with a damp cloth. Samsonite stays sturdy because the legs and frame are made of tubular steel. Chairs and table fold easily, compactly.

Matching spring-cushion chair shown, $8.95. DeLuxe card table shown in Metallic Grey. Handsome too in Coral, Green, Metallic Flame, Chartreuse, Tan and Antique White. It’s your best buy at only $13.95.

Other Samsonite card tables from $7.95. Other folding chairs from $6.95.

New King Size top, 12½% more playing or serving space.

Samsonite
World’s strongest card tables and chairs
by the makers of Samsonite luggage.
When it comes to thriving on a rough-and-tumble home program . . . you just can't beat a Wunda Carpet! (Wear-tested for years in over a million homes, no Wunda Carpet has yet been known to wear out!) Their luxurious beauty is a breeze to care for—fully washable, pile and back . . . colorfast . . . preshrunk . . . texture specially stuff-finished to keep its original beauty for life!

Now with 100% virgin nylon, rayon or all-cotton pile—from only $5.95 sq. yd.

Wunda Wove, a luxurious all-cotton Wunda Carpet in Cinnamon, also in 18 other decorator colors

in any event its...

WUNDA CARPET

WUNDA Loom® • WUNDA Plush • WUNDA Velvet • WUNDA Weve® • WUNDA Chest® • WUNDA Line • WUNDA Belle • WUNDA Nylon • WUNDA Royal
The thirstiest towels wear this label
SHOPPING AROUND

The well-loved house deserves a solid brass door knocker like this Colonial one. It's hand-engraved with your name in Old English letters. About 7" long. $4.25 postpaid. Do attach small solid brass knockers to the bedroom doors. About 4" long with given name in block letters. $2.25 postpaid. Order from Art Colony, HG, 9 University Place, N. Y.

Christmas cards you will be proud to send are the ones made from your favorite photo. Send a snapshot or a negative of your favorite subject to Yule Cards and it will be reproduced on fine quality paper inscribed with holiday greetings. $1.35 postpaid for 25 with envelopes. Order from Yule Cards, Department HG, Box 310, Braintree 84, Massachusetts.

This handsome shoe case holds 12 pairs, is lined with felt. When the sectioned compartment is removed, it's an overnight bag. Your choice of wheat canvas with sun-tan leather; plaid duck with blue or black leather; brown or blue duck with tan leather; $39 ppd. tax incl. Order from T. Anthony, Department HG 10, 751 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Hard-to-find lingerie clasps. Since the appearance of the strapless bra and slip it is assumed that no one has a shoulder strap problem. We were delighted, therefore, to find these clasps because we knew that you could use them. $2.10 for sterling; $1.50 for gold filled. Postpaid. From Selden Cooper, Department HG 10, Grove Park Inn, Asheville, N. C.

Purse-proud girls will welcome this good looking tissue holder. Made of black silk, it is decorated with a delicate needlepoint insert. We think that this is the perfect appointment for the very popular "see-through" pocketbooks which expose all to the passing world. 3¼" x 5", for pursesize tissues. $1 ppd. Jeredith Manor, Box 130, Nyack, N. Y.

CHRISTMAS TIME

IS TINKLE TIME

BE PREPARED—"Scoop" your social set with these gay electric automatic ringing Christmas bells. They ring a Merry Christmas welcome over your holiday door, of course a set is really fabulous on your tree... a truly inspiring tinkle at plant or office. These happy rascals begin their perennial "tinkle" the moment you plug them in. You'll be bringing these out at holiday time for years to come. Two sizes and economical, too! 3-bell set $3.98; 4-bell set (as shown) $4.98 ppd. Carol Berry, Dept. P-YIO, 7410 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles 46, California.

FREE GIFT CATALOGUE included.

ATTENTION: CHINA LOVERS!

English Bone China Cream & Sugar

Comes with matching tray. In Karl Woods lovely "Old Fashioned Rose Bouquet" pattern with gold border; designed to reveal fine translucent quality of English bone. Chip resistant too. Pitcher 3" high, Sugar 3¼" diam., Tray 9½" x 5". Because we bring it to you by direct import, we can offer it for $3.99 ppd. Send for FREE Gift Catalog HERE'S HOW Dept. HG-101, 27 E, 22nd St., N. Y. 10

Champagne & Candlelight

How glamorous can you get? These champagne-glass candle holders supply the lost word in enchantment! Crystal clear goblets have brass candle holders in their bowls... stand on decorative black and brass boxes. Two 10" black candlesticks complete the set. Each glass can be filled with a nosegay of small flowers to heighten the romantic spell. Champagne-Glass Candle Holders $5.00 pair Send for FREE catalog.

FREE CATALOG of unusual and hard-to-find supplies for house plants. Mail your order. THE HOUSE PLANT CORNER on The Strand (Box 849), Oxford, Maryland

FINE SATIN RIBBON

50 YD. ROLL—50c

You can save on this ½" sparkling satin ribbon that costs $3 per roll in stores... your choice of 10 gay colors. This factory-new, color-fast ribbon has no-fray edges and extra strong weave. Practical for gift wrapping, clothes trim, party favors or hair bows. Take your choice—each 50 yard roll only 50c postpaid.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

210 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs 4, Colorado

Walter Drake
LOUVERS... add distinctiveness and charm

Louvered shutters on outside windows, interior shutters that add privacy to picture windows, folding louvered doors to separate living and dining areas... all maintain the feeling of airiness and space, with the style and gracefulness of design by Mohawk Craftsmen.

Low cost, durable, light enough for the do-it-yourself home craftsman to install.

Send 25 cents today for our 40-page illustrated catalog, complete with price list and order forms for your convenience.

MOHAWK CRAFTSMEN
P.O. BOX 26, ATHOL, MASSACHUSETTS

SALAD AFICIONADOS
Here's a rare treat. Perfectly adorable twin cruets of hand-blown Italian glass imported from Italy filled with genuine imported olive oil and selected California wine vinegar. Makes an excellent gift you'1l want an extra one for yourself. Price $3.95, postage paid.

Money back if not happy. Mail check to—no money orders—BARZIZZA'S
176 No. Main St., Memphis, Tenn.

WROUGHT IRON SWITCH PLATES
Attractive, Practical and Durable electric switch ornaments.

#1 Single Switch...$1.35 ea.
#2 Triple Switch...$1.95 ea.
#3 Duplex Outlet...$1.55 ea.
#4 Double Switch...$1.65 ea.
#5 Combination Switch and Outlet...$1.95 ea.

Other types available including Brass Plates.

No C.O.D.'s please. We pay postage. Money refunded if not delighted. Order NOW!

Write for FREE GIFT Catalog.

Dept. C, 136 S. 5th Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

DESK DACHSHUND
This long slim fella' will clamber onto your desk for keeps. Of rich, heavy wrought iron with soft rubber feet, he is wound to perfection for appearance and utility. That dashing tail supplies you with base, everlasting greenery and snow topping. Beautiful and colorful setting... can be used several years. $3.95 each.

4 CANDLE SET... $5.95

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

SHOPPING

What a joy to know that rubber contour car mats are now available! Made of excellent quality, the mats come in four background colors: black, green, blue or red. Your initial is marked in ivory. Be sure to specify the make and year of your car! Each section is about 22" x 25". $9.95 the set. Exp. coll. Mitchell Rubber, 2120 San Fernando Rd., Los Angeles.

Heat cap will save you money and save your hair, too. It's the electric device which professionals use in beauty salons. Massage your scalp with conditioning cream, adjust the two caps and turn on the current! In twenty minutes your hair will be soft and healthy. UL Approved. AC, DC, $14.95 postpaid. Elron, 223 W. Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Alfoam pillows are the ones you want for the couch and easy chair. These are made of firm latex (not shredded) which will never mat. Modestly priced ($3 each) they come in two popular shapes: a 14" diameter or a 14" square. All you have to do is add an attractive case and you will be owner of "custom-made" pillows. Latex Mattress Co., Box 241, Cambridge, Mass.

“Mak-Ur-Own” Kit
HOLIDAY CENTERPIECE

Complete $4.95

Ready to assemble! Kit contains ornaments, pine cones, tall candles with base, everlasting greenery and snow topping. Beautiful and colorful... can be used several years.

Red Candles with Red Ornaments
White Candles with Silver Ornaments
Green Candles with Gold Ornaments

No C.O.D.'s, please Address Dept. M-5

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

A record hit! This is one of the nicest record stands we have seen for every lover of recorded music. The perfect gift for you or your musical friends! 10 handy compartments hold 200 long-play records of either size. Sturdy black wrought iron with rubber tips. 25" x 22" x 10". Shipped completely assembled express collect. You can't possibly buy one in stores as they're sold only by mail with a money back guarantee! Please remit $9.95 with order. Ask about the 45 RPM & Tape Rack too! Lesfil Creations, P. O. Box 9516, Dept. 214B, Phila. 49, Pa.

Your Guests will LOVE These Fascinating FORK-KNIVES

The never-tarnish stainless steel blades are easy to handle, yet sharp... never a break in service... never a pitfall for the hostess! You can't possibly buy one in stores! The perfect hostess gift. Thrifty Buyers Price $1.95 each.

2 for $3.75

THRIFTY BUYERS
38 Crescent St., Waterbury, Conn.

HOUSE & GARDEN
**HANDY GIFTS.**

Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, California.

**PERSONALIZED BOOK MARKS**

6 complete sets (different names) $1; for inches. Order several sets at quantity prices to reduce your gift cost. Minimum order 6 book marks.

**PERSONALIZED VELLUM LETTERS**

With your full name or initials imprinted in silver on heavy quality vellum stock. Beautifully assorted colors with neat printing. Printed in silver on heavy quality vellum stock. Beautiful as sorted colors with neat printing. Various names or initials printed in silver on heavy quality vellum stock. Available in different colors and fonts.

**PERSONALIZED BOOK MARKS**

25
different names)
sets (f) for $1; 6 sets (same names) for $5; 24 sets for $10. Write Handy Gifts, 1111 Jasperson Bldg., Culver City 10, California.
Don't Be Fat!

If you just can't cease and have tried diets, pills and tablets—try relaxing, soothing SPOT REDUCER, a massager that's tested, and has U.L. approval. Lose weight where it shows most! The relaxing, soothing massage helps break down fatty tissues, helps tone the muscles and flesh, and the increased blood circulation helps carry away waste fat—helps you regain and maintain your shape and more graceful figure. When you use the SPOT REDUCER, it's almost like having your own private masseur at home. It's fun reducing this way! Loss pounds and inches quickly, easily and safely, without risking health. Finish your gains and make it over-exertion. Also used as an aid in the relief of pains for which massage is indicated. Sold for only $7.98. Money-back Guarantee! (Firmе FLABBY TISSUE)

Exciting New Hobby!

PAINT-IT-YOURSELF DECORATIVE TILES

Any one of the 9 bright, bold, hand-painted patterns—colors, designed exclusively by The Templeton Craftsmen. From The Templeton Craftsmen, Dept. HG10, Templeton, Mass.

SHAZO R. L. SLAYING, Dept. 110
Box 1517
Texas City, Texas

Canine comfort is assured in a sling bed like the one shown here. The black finished wrought iron frame has detachable legs; the canvas sling is easily removed for washing. Colors: yellow, black, green, terra-cotta and white. $4.75 p.p. for 18" x 18" size. Other sizes available at proportionately higher cost. Hitching Post, 361 Glen Cove, Sea Cliff, New York.

Redwood is becoming a popular medium for houses, screening walls, fences. To preserve the natural beauty of this wood we suggest you protect it with Liquid Raw-Hide. Because it is resin-free it will not crack, peel or darken wood. In two finishes: "Clear" or "Satin Dull." $1.75 the qt.; $5.30 the gal. Ppd. Linseed, 1107 S. Fremont, Alhambra, Cal.

Harvest table. This is a reproduction of a fine old New England piece. Made of solid birch, it comes in the following excellent finishes: antique maple, light or dark pine, mahogany. Open, it measures 72" x 41"; closed it is 72" x 22". Note the sturdy turned legs! $75.00. Express collect. From The Templeton Craftsmen, Dept. HG10, Templeton, Mass.

Words of Lincoln For Your Wall

Everyone has a favorite poem or quotation, and we think perhaps you'd like ours. These words of Lincoln's have been a big inspiration in our business, and we've had the passage beautifully reprinted on the porcelain in soft unglazed plate. Or use it today for yourself and for precious gifts.

Words of Lincoln
For Your Wall
in hand-rubbed cherry frame...

If you just can't reduce and have tried diets, pills and tablets—try relaxing, soothing SPOT REDUCER, a massager that's tested, and has U.L. approval. Lose weight where it shows most! The relaxing, soothing massage helps break down fatty tissues, helps tone the muscles and flesh, and the increased blood circulation helps carry away waste fat—helps you regain and maintain your shape and more graceful figure. When you use the SPOT REDUCER, it's almost like having your own private masseur at home. It's fun reducing this way! Loss pounds and inches quickly, easily and safely, without risking health. Finish your gains and make it over-exertion. Also used as an aid in the relief of pains for which massage is indicated. Sold for only $7.98. Money-back Guarantee! (Firmе FLABBY TISSUE)

Exciting New Hobby!
PAINT-IT-YOURSELF DECORATIVE TILES

Any one of the 9 bright, bold, hand-painted patterns—colors, designed exclusively by The Templeton Craftsmen. From The Templeton Craftsmen, Dept. HG10, Templeton, Mass.

Don't Be Fat!

If you just can't cease and have tried diets, pills and tablets—try relaxing, soothing SPOT REDUCER, a massager that's tested, and has U.L. approval. Lose weight where it shows most! The relaxing, soothing massage helps break down fatty tissues, helps tone the muscles and flesh, and the increased blood circulation helps carry away waste fat—helps you regain and maintain your shape and more graceful figure. When you use the SPOT REDUCER, it's almost like having your own private masseur at home. It's fun reducing this way! Loss pounds and inches quickly, easily and safely, without risking health. Finish your gains and make it over-exertion. Also used as an aid in the relief of pains for which massage is indicated. Sold for only $7.98. Money-back Guarantee! (Firmэ FLABBY TISSUE)

Exciting New Hobby!
PAINT-IT-YOURSELF DECORATIVE TILES

Any one of the 9 bright, bold, hand-painted patterns—colors, designed exclusively by The Templeton Craftsmen. From The Templeton Craftsmen, Dept. HG10, Templeton, Mass.
AROUND

Lucky pair. These "good luck" hurricane lamps will add good decoration to an informal room and will prove a boon when an electric or an ice storm disrupts the current. Bases are real horseshoes fitted with candle sockets and crystal-clear glass. Base is 6" wide; overall height is 8". $4.95 pdp. the pair. Horse-shoe Forge, Lexington, Mass.

A slowpoke fire needs a Blow Poke! It's a handy device which combines the characteristics of the bellows with that of the poker. Made of brass, finished in lacquer to prevent tarnish, it is a fire tool you will enjoy using all winter. 36 long. $5.00 plus 50c mailing and handling. Order from Vermont Crossroads Store, Dept. HG, Waterbury, Vermont.

Investigate the gift possibilities of this charming package for a pretty table. It contains three dozen pastel plaid place mats: one dozen of pink, one of yellow and one of green. White is the complementary color to all. And thirty-six soft white paper napkins (large size) come monogrammed in silver. $3 pdp. the set. Loomis, 145 High Street, Boston, Mass.

KEEP A NEAT KITCHEN
With the New BRILLO SOAP PAD HOLDER
No more messy sink tops to spoil a glamorous kitchen when you use our non-scratching cellulose soap pad and dispenser. Of fine white china, it holds in-use pad and at top is non-scratching, easily cleaned dish and dispenser a generous supply of your favorite Brillo or S.O.S. pads at bottom. A handy form scoop, 31/2" X 3 1/2". It is fitted for shelf use, or can be easily attached to the wall. Also nice for shaving or bar soap. Pad $1.50. Add $.15. THE ADDED TOUCH (Dept. M10) Wynnewood, Penna.

Your favorite subjects...
in natural
COLOR PRINTS

enlarged from your own (positive) COLOR SLIDES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>U.S.A Price Extra for Matte Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 1/4x3 1/4</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x4</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x7</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8x10</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Larger sizes available. No cropping charge.

MAKE A PERFECT GIFT! Here's an opportunity to give friends and relatives different gifts they'll treasure.

EXPERT FACTORY-AUTHORIZED COLOR FILM PROCESSING

100. Anscochrome $1.15
125. Estamarchrome $1.25
200. Anscochrome $1.25
212. Anscochrome $1.00
228. Anscochrome $1.00
232. Anscochrome $1.25
270. Anscochrome $1.00
520. Anscochrome $1.00
620. Anscochrome $1.00
828. Anscochrome $1.00

Mail slides, instructions, check or money order, (no COD) in slide box to:
R. F. Moore
P. O. BOX 219
HARTFORD, CONN.

Decor-Aids $4.95 postpaid

A Rainbow of Colors to Choose From... Washable, Too!

Finest quality everlast quilted and rafted. Choiceful draperies assure perfect fit on any tank or stool. White, Yellow, Light or Dark Blue, Wine, Pink, Cherry Red, Brown, Aqua, Chartreuse, Dark or Light Green, Gray. Each 2 piece set is gift boxed. Barry, 116 G. D. O.'s.

Ask for FREE Gifts 'N Gadgets Catalog.

MERIDETH'S
OF EVANSTON 22, ILLINOIS

WALTER DRAKE & SONS

PERSONALIZED CLIPBOARD
Gay, practical revival of old-time portable writing board. For office or home. Sizes and colors for kitchen, bedroom, den, near phone. Personalized with gold and black initial. Clip in red, yellow, white, black. Pastel boards, velour backed. Dozens of uses...for memos, hang in central spot to clip daily mail, carry in car for "jot-downs". A unique gift! Queen size (9x12 1/2") $1.95 ppd. King size (9x12") $2.95 ppd. Carol Dept. F-10, 741 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles 46, California.

FREE GIFT CATALOGUE included.

TICKING WATCHES for little tots. Here's a toy that holds a child's interest indefinitely because it's a watch just like yours. Never stops ticking because it's self-winding. Shock-proof mechanism to withstand the bumps. Non-breakable plastic crystal in metal case, and a real wrist band. You cannot miss with this toy. He owns his own watch and wears it proudly.

- only 50c postpaid

MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

210 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs 3, Colorado
BUY AUTOS BY THE 100 . . .
Thousands of playful auto and truck combinations to give any youngsters loads of fun day after day. He buys, sells, trades, decorates a pack of 100 molded autos and trucks in appealing assorted colors and body styles. A big bundle of 100 cars will be right at home in and around those unusual toys. Each car approximately 2” long. Big value . . . 100 cars . . . $1.00 ppd. Carol Beatty, Dept. P-510, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Cal. FREE GIFT CATALOGUE included.

Amazing New 2-WAY Cart
the DUAL KART!

Makes "CHILD'S PLAY" out of Heavy Lifting and Moving Jobs!

Serves as a Handy, Leaf and Trash Cart, Too!

A sturdy, heavy gauge steel lift-truck and a handy utility cart in one, makes back-breaking jobs around the house and yard as easy as A-B-C. The DUAL KART rolls easily on its big 10’ steel rubber-tired wheels with lifetime bearings . . . hand-rubbed, positive-looking handle. Nothing like it on the market. Order your DUAL KART today!

FACTORY-TO- YOU . . . ONLY $19.95

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

When you receive your DUAL KART, examine it thoroughly. If you are not completely satisfied return it within 10 days and every money you have paid will be promptly refunded.

SEND FOR YOUR DUAL KART Today
THE BUCKLEY MFG. CO.—Dept. 10
1952 Caldwell Drive, Cincinnati 16, Ohio


Model B—24” sq. x 34” high—3 bus. cap.—$16.95 ppd. ($18.95 W. of Denver). Money back guarantee.

ALSTO CO. Dept. HG-10, 4007 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

SAFELY OUTDOORS!


BURNS TRASH SAFELY OUTDOORS!


Twinkle lamp. This small gem comes from Sweden. The green glass is hand-blown in a swirl design, the working parts are made of solid brass. Although it is a highly decorative accessory, it is also a useful one. When the current fails it can be filled with oil and used! About 7” high. $2.49 ppd. each. Agnestrong, Ltd., 129 Pearl St., New York 5, N. Y.

Drop-leaf table. This is hand-made of solid knotty pine. Open it is 38” x 60” x 29”; closed: 38” x 24” x 29”. And you can have it in one of two ways: unfinished ($59) or finished in a honey-tone pine ($65). Exp. coll. This is a table which will become a future heirloom, which you will enjoy using for a lifetime. Jeff Elliot, Dept. HG10, Statesville, N. C.
AROUND

Figure-flatterer and a joy to wear is the leotard. Of course it is the perfect thing to slip into for reducing exercises. Try wearing it, however, when you have a job of gardening. Made of long-ply Durene combed cotton, comes with round or turtle neck, zipper back. Black. 10 to 20. Children 2 to 14. $5.95 p.p.d. Adam. 1324 Wilshire, Los Angeles, Calif.

Bag of tricks! This handsome handbag contains surprises. It is made of alligator grain leather fitted with two zippers; the Swiss watch is removable, has a wrist strap; the bag is fitted with a vial of French perfume. Brown, beige, red, navy, black. $29.95 postpaid. Federal tax included. Best Value. Dept. HG10, 318 Market Street, Newark, N. J.

Pin-up lamp for a pink and white nursery: the opaline hobnail fixture extends 10" from wall. Right down to the decorative turkı̈e shank. It is beautifully made, key-designed switch. You or your daughter will want it for the bedroom: the opaline hobnail fixture lopped with a pink or white eylet shade. It is beautifully made. It is the perfect thing to slip into for reducing exercises. Try wearing it, however, when you have a job of gardening. Made of long-ply Durene combed cotton, comes with round or turtle neck, zipper back. Black. 10 to 20. Children 2 to 14. $5.95 p.p.d. Adam. 1324 Wilshire, Los Angeles, Calif.

DESSERT AND COFFEE SET

Utterly charming for serving coffee and sandwiches or cake. Unusual oval-like shaped plate of white china stoneware. Two zippers; the bag is fitted with a vial of French perfume. Brown, beige, red, navy, black. $29.95 postpaid. Federal tax included. Best Value. Dept. HG10, 318 Market Street, Newark, N. J.

NEW TILT-A-BIN CANISTER STORES FOOD STAPLES

ALL-COPPER DISPENSER

1. Plummer's Ceramic Tilt-A-Bin Canister—Stores Food Staples. Incased in a real Porcelain Enamel coat, each canister is up to 9" wide, 10" tall, and 5" deep. Transfers food to a counter or table while drinking. Holds a generous 16 oz. Ideal for beer, Pimms Cup or Hot Buttered Rum. $5.95 postpaid. Federal tax included. Best Value.

2. Plummer's Smart Dispenser—Most decorative and practical two-tiered Tale Server, indoors and out. Holds food to 64 oz. each. All pictures faithfully reproduced from exquisite photographs on large pages (9½" by 13") of the finest coated paper. Order your copy today and send gift list . . . each copy sent p.p.d. with gift card. Send check or money order for $2.50 per copy to:

AMY ABBOTT, INC.
Dept. HG1
344 West 52 St.
New York 19, N. Y.


4. Plummer's own English Pewter Tankard—with sealed-in glass bottom that dates back to early England when it was safer to watch your friends while drinking. Holds a generous 16 oz. Ideal for beer, Pimms Cup or Hot Buttered Rum. Gleaming bright luster takes engraving beautifully. Perfect for Dad; also a fine usher's gift or graduation present. Each $8.75; six for $50.00.

5. Plummer's Smart Dispenser—Most decorative and practical two-tiered Tale Server, indoors and out. Holds food to 64 oz. each.

Beat The Clock Game

The same exciting game you've seen on TV prepared for home fun by the writers of the program! Set has 40 hilarious party stunts, all props necessary to perform them, a clock for timing and instructions. Stunts may be performed by one or two players — children and adults alike. Order No. R-7247, Beat The Clock, $3.98 by mail, p.p.d.

Write Now For Free 148-page Catalog of Gifts:

Miles Kimball
263 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

LATEST ISSUE JUST OFF THE PRESS

Volume XIV, Number 4

America's most beautiful BOOK OF HOMES

THE ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST

Published in California Since 1920

Here is a wonderful gift for yourself and friends . . . an exciting issue containing pictures of the best work of leading interior decorators, architects and home designers from coast to coast. All pictures faithfully reproduced from exquisite photographs on large pages (9½" by 13") of the finest coated paper.

Order your copy today and send gift list . . . each copy sent p.p.d. with gift card. Send check or money order for $2.50 per copy to:

THE ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST, 550-HG So. Harward Blvd., Los Angeles 5

At your service, madam!

Beauteous lamp. Only 9½" wide, 10" tall. Plummer's Ceramic Tilt-A-Bin Canister—Stores Food Staples. Incased in a real Porcelain Enamel coat, each canister is up to 9" wide, 10" tall, and 5" deep. Transfers food to a counter or table while drinking. Holds a generous 16 oz. Ideal for beer, Pimms Cup or Hot Buttered Rum. $5.95 postpaid. Federal tax included. Best Value.

20% x 9" x 6"

NEW TILT-A-BIN CANISTER STORES FOOD STAPLES

ALL-COPPER DISPENSER

1. Plummer's Bridal Champaigne Twosome—To toast your wedding and each anniversary, of beautiful imported English Pewter. Holds 8 oz. each. $19.95 each.

2. Plummer's Smart Server—Indoors and outdoors decorative and practical two-tiered Tale Server, indoors and out. Holds food to 64 oz. each.


4. Plummer's own English Pewter Tankard—with sealed-in glass bottom that dates back to early England when it was safer to watch your friends while drinking. Holds a generous 16 oz. Ideal for beer, Pimms Cup or Hot Buttered Rum. Gleaming bright luster takes engraving beautifully. Perfect for Dad; also a fine usher's gift or graduation present. Each $8.75; six for $50.00.

Send for Free Gift Book—G-26
Diamonds can be secured at much lower than
originated a novel plan for you to enjoy great
leading diamond specialist since 1882, have
simple. They fine-comb the many outlets whore
gold or platinum mountings. Katkel's plan is
savings on diamonds reset in brand new 14 Kt.
Oiards. now ever get old! Katkel's, New York's
cover first grade diamonds at amazingly low
regular wholesalE prices. These markets un-
mund pins, diamond earrings, diamond watches
beautiful diamond rings, diamond bracelets, dia-
monds, set 25 to $5,000
Remorseful Savings
Diamonds never get old! Katkel's, New York's
leading diamond specialist since 1882, have
originated a novel plan for you to enjoy great
savings on diamonds reset in brand new 14 Kt.
gold or platinum mountings. Katkel's plan is
delicate. They fine-comb the many outlets where
diamonds can be secured at much lower than
regular wholesale prices. These markets un-
cover first grade diamonds at amazingly low
regular prices. Katkel's resells them into beauti-
ful diamond rings, diamond bracelets, dia-
mond pins, diamond earrings, diamond watches
... AND ... Katkel's grades them for you
according to nationally accepted standards.
These unusual beauties are yours for a fraction
of the usual market cost. You take no risk. You
are 100%, protected by a written bond and a
money back guarantee. You can see your selec-
tion before you buy. Any size genuine diamond
can be your on a pay as you like lay-away
plan. There are no extra charges.
FREE
BIG CATALOG
Diamond Advice FREE!
Send today for the big illustrated catalog just
off the press. It illustrates many wonderful dia-
monds, all in most fashionable, up to
the minute mountings of 14 Kt. gold or plat-
diamonds. It is itself a diamond buying
tree guide and education. Send coupon below for
your copy today and learn all the facts
which includes Katkel's special party as you like
away plan. There are no extra charges.

Send FREE CATALOG and advice about
DIAMONDS without obligation.
KASSEL'S, Dept. 58OK (Diamond)
43 West 57th St. (Specialists)
New York 19, New York (since 1882)

Genuine DIAMONDS Direct
from N.Y. Leading Specialist

In Latest Style Mountings
From $25 to $5,000
Remarkable Savings

Comfort afoot in fashion-right
WEDGIE MOCCASINS

Post flatters that are Exquisitely com-
fortable. Hand lined washable grey oill
moccasins with built-in wedge heel and
beaded with authentic Indian designs. Ex-
citing colors—Charcoal, Turquoise, Red,
Palmolive Gold or White. Adult sizes 5-16.
Guaranteed to delight and only
Send for FREE new gift catalog.

MILLER'S
236 E. Congress, East. 16-W
Tomsen L. Arions

Shop Around

Exquisite form character-
izes the Royal Holland pewter set
shown here. Both the vase and the
pitcher are 14 inches high. You
may order either one separately
for $22.00. The set is priced at
$44.00. We think that either one
or the set would make a memo-
ral gift for an anniversary, or
for Christmas. Gifts 'n Gadgets,
1452 E. 53rd St., Chicago, Ill.

A craftsman will appreciate
the beauty of this spice cabinet.
Made of mellow-toned pine, it has
the characteristics of a fine piece
of furniture. You'll get great pleas-
ure from using it every day. About
24" wide x 12½" high x 4½" deep,
it has three shelves and neat slid-
ing doors. $24.95 postpaid. Arthur
Lerch, Box 92, Williamsville, N.Y.

72 spools of thread for you
to use in hand sewing or on the
bobbin of your sewing machine.
Note the variety of colors, too!
This assortment is modestly priced.
It might be a good idea to order
several assortments for gift giving.
$1 postpaid the 72 spools. Order
from Martha Schiller, 180 North
Wacker Dr., Chicago, Illinois.

Museum copies. We show you
a charming Windsor high chair
which you and the youngster will
prize for a long time. Reproduced
from the original in the Concord
Antiquarian Society, it can be as-
sembled in a short time. Saddle
seat is pine, spindles and legs are
maple. $11.95 express collect. Or-
der from Hagerty, Department
HG/0, Cohasset, Massachusetts.

A stay-at-home can enjoy
the vicarious thrill of travel!
Hang a set of these Mexican pos-
ters on the study wall, sample the
excitement of the bull rings of
Mexico. Large, full-color litho-
ographs (21" x 40") of the arena,
of charging bulls, of panoplied
matadors are modestly priced at
$3 for two. Arguello Andaluza, 29
Sixteenth Street, San Francisco.
With Circa '60
you can start creating your dream home now

As you wander through the Circa '60 Collection, you'll see so many charming living, dining and bedroom pieces just right for your home . . . and priced so that almost anyone who loves fine furniture can afford them.

Try one of the beautifully upholstered chairs. You've never known such luxurious comfort. Aren't you delighted with the more graceful lines of this new modern furniture? And it's so flexible! You can arrange and rearrange your sofa using from two to a dozen sectional pieces.

Heritage
Henredon
CUSTOM QUALITY AT PRACTICAL PRICES
Factories at High Point, Mocksville, Morganton, N. C.

Write for booklet picturing all of our collections—send 25¢ to Heritage, Dept. HG10, High Point, N. C. Name of dealer nearest you sent upon request.
Close your eyes and dream of your favorite color... open your eyes and find it gloriously portrayed in the luxurious beauty of a pure virgin wool Faribo blanket—in the sleeping weight you most enjoy—at the price you can best afford... then choose it for your own because this is the blanket that in all ways warms the very heart of you.

Faribo® Flight-Lite

... wool as fine as angel floss, touched with gentle color, woven into the lacy loveliness of this all-season blanket—sheer warmth fashioned to escort you to your dreams from early Spring right into today's heat-controlled living... and sleeping!

FLUFF-LOOMED IN THE LAND OF LAKES
FARIBO BLANKETS PRICED FROM 9.95 TO 34.50

WRITE FOR STORE NEAREST YOU!
First name in blankets since 1865
FARIBO BLANKETS • Faribault, Minnesota
ENSURE Long Lasting Window Beauty

START WITH THE BEST
START WITH KIRSCH

KIRSCH Hardware is a complete line of several hundred fine, dependable products—all for window decorating use. Your Kirsch dealer can help you select the right rods, ceiling track, and accessories to give you the very effect you want—for any and every room. Drapery hardware is not "all alike", and you pay no more to enjoy the quality, extra durability and fine performance built in by Kirsch—the leader in the business. Ensure long-lasting satisfaction . . . Look for—and ask for—Kirsch, every time!

KIRSCH Window Ideas make it easy to have windows that reflect modern good taste . . . in your choice of fresh, colorful effects. Start with the windows—as so many decorators do—to create new charm throughout your home. Kirsch provides ideas as well as hardware for picture windows, corner and bay windows, French doors . . . even "problem" windows. Kirsch helps you transform them all into satisfying new expressions of your taste and color preference.

FULL-COLOR 32 PAGE BOOK—"Treasure Chest" of Latest Window Decorating Ideas

New Kirsch "Window Inspirations" contains more than 40 full-color room pictures . . . 64 window treatments . . . hints on fabrics and fixtures. Fascinating section on color! Only 50¢. At your Kirsch dealer, or write Kirsch Co., 614 Prospect St., Sturgis, Mich.

Kirsch DRAPERY HARDWARE
A dream room... and a dream to care for
because every fabric is **Du Pont-Nylon**

Every sleeping and waking hour is wonderfully carefree in this beautiful bedroom... thanks to Du Pont nylon. Light, airy curtains of nylon are easy to keep gloriously bright. Valances and bedspread of nylon damask are luxurious, yet ever so practical. The chaise and chair are upholstered in nylon tweed that invites rugged wear. And the reason the beautiful carpeting wears so valiantly, needs such little care is because it, too, is made of 100% Du Pont nylon.

For your own dream rooms, look for beautiful, practical home fashions of Du Pont nylon in your favorite store.

**NYLON TWEED**... with all its beauty of color and texture... is wonderfully easy to care for and long-wearing. The word "tweed" got its name through a spelling error. In 1826, a London shipping clerk wrote "tweed" instead of "tweel" (Scottish for twill). The name caught on.

**Exciting new things are happening in NYLON—one of DU PONT'S modern-living fibers**
SHOPPING AROUND

Circlette employs a new principle in shaving. Designed for the use of women, it will not cut or nick! And the blades are easy to change. Made of the finest materials, it has a steel, brass and aluminum mechanism. Consider giving several of these to friends for Christmas. Blue with chrome. $1.95 ppd. Fischer's, 43-66 Bowes, Flushing, N. Y.

Copy cat! This collar pin was adapted from a man's "slip-on" shirt pin. It will never leave holes in the expensive fabric of your blouses and dresses. Made of metal finished in either gold or silver plate, it comes marked with three initials. $1.50. Matching earrings or cuff links are $2. Postpaid. Tax incl. Ruth Brawer, HGi0, Box 4035, Tucson, Arizona.

Jeweled clips will make your plain shell eyeglass frames a handsome accessory for all your after-dark fashions. Shown here are: as a shrug, as a collar pin, as a flattering stole. Made of the finest materials, it has a steel, brass and aluminum mechanism. Consider giving several of these to friends for Christmas. Blue with chrome. $1.95 ppd. Fischer's, 43-66 Bowes, Flushing, N. Y.

Money bank to use when teaching Junior the value of a hard-earned greenback. It's a cunning toy made of wood finished in smooth colorful enamel (blue, black and red). Designed like a policeman, it has movable arms. Your youngster will respect it! Six inches high. $1.25 each; 3 for $3.35. Q. T. Novelty, Box 54, Murray Hill Station, N. Y.

Short stole for you to wear in a number of ways. For example: as a shrug, as a big collar or as a flattering stole. Made of fine red fox dyed lustrous black, it has insets of black crêpe, a black crêpe tie and black crêpe lining. About 42" long excluding tie. $39.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Harold J. Rubin, 52 East 56th St., N. Y.

Enjoy shopping around. For more ideas per dollar than any other American department store, harmonious homes, room 77, 5762 west pico, los angeles 19, california. All items postpaid. No C.O.D.'s. Please no C.O.D.'s. Oct. 1955

EXCLUSIVE
REGENCY 100

$39.95

Exquisite "Regency 100" chair. Tuffed, foam rubber seat and back, mahogany finished legs; antique mahogany trim; covered in velour: your choice of color: dark green, lime, burgundy, grey, chartreuse, raspberry and poardle. (State your color). Blug: depth 22½", height 34¾", width 20½.

Shipped express collect. Send check or money order. Sorry no C.O.D.'s.

MOVIE CARTOON CUTOUTS

For the first time those clever Warner Bros. cartoon characters are available for your playroom, den and your nursery walls. Bugs Bunny, Tweety and Sylvester, Yosemite Sam, Elmer Fudd, Sniffles, Daffy Duck, and, of course, Porky Pig • • • all eight in any colors just as you see them on the screen. Up to 18" tall, plus 10 smaller versions for scrapbooks, furniture, etc. Package includes adhesive, instructions and ideas for mounting. AND for a limited time a complete bedtime stories, written just the way they talk in the movies. Mail your order today for full pkg. 24 characters and stories—$3.85 Ppd. Money-back guarantee. Please order from C.O.D.

GRACE CARRIKER

Dept. G-10. 1050 Vernon Bt., Lom Beach 13, Cali.

$1.00 FOR 600 NEW HOME PLANS

Harmoahous homes offers over 600 combinations of mostly homes but some in- come, $1. New Prize Homes featuring the latest contemporary and ranch style homes, just $1. Ranch & Country Homes, finest and most complete book available containing plans for easy enjoyable living. Wonderfully priced at $2. Small Homes, Vol. 2 and 3, only $1 each. All books are an exceptional value and offer more ideas per dollar than any other books! Our books will save you money as we can furnish moderately priced Builder-endorsed blueprints for any design you select. All 5 books, a $6 value for only $4.95 postpaid. Harmonious Homes, Room 77, 5782 West Pico, Los Angeles 19, California.

REAL BABY SEAL PAPERWEIGHT

"Refrain", the baby seal, is the most perfect paperweight that ever graced an executive's desk or covered a ladies' desk. Rich genuine mink fur, "real" mink fur, genuine sheepskin, and fur imitation. 8" tall, well padded leather collar, winsome black eyes and the most beautiful whiskers this side of Alaska. Made byweight ed, too, in the pajars! Refrain sits ex- ceptly well. A Wonderful Christmas gift idea for the unusual. A true pres- entive paperweight piece for just $4.95.

DOVER, DELAWARE

ELECTRIC SHOE SHINER

DOES A PERFECT JOB FAST!

Here's a silent, smooth-working electric "serv- vant" that gives your shoes a mirror-bright polish in twenty (22) seconds! Just plug in and select. The heavy duty motor goes to work instantly, polish ing and conditioning your shoes as fast as you can walk. Does not work with fur, rubber or leather parts. No need for "burn" leather. Comes with soft wool brush that cleans in its own environmen tally effective silver polish. Makes a time-saving, work-saving gift that will be used with pleasure for many years. $29.95 ppd.

SEND FOR Our Big Illustrated FREE CHRISTMAS CATALOG

Over 300 New Gift Ideas!

Make Christmas '55 the brightest yet. Send for our new 1955 Gift Catalog today. We have the one and unusual presents for you, your family and friends. We have over 300 new ideas, and we also have a number of presents you can make at home. Postpaid, $2.50.

Send Check or M. O. No C.O.D.'s Please

CAMALIER & BUCKLEY

1141 Connecticut Ave., N. W.
Dept. J-W, Washington 6, D. C.
The Mohawk 'HOST' 6 ft. Knotty Pine BAR

What a Christmas Present for HIM!

Impressive . . . Beautifully grained, unfinished knotty pine, with white pine footrail. 75' x 17½' top ... 43' tall base, 22' front to back. Shipped K. D. for easy assembly.

BAR STOOLS: 32' tall, wood-peged white pine, upholstered plastic cushioned top in red, blue or green, K. D.

5 With Order - Money-Back Guarantee

*Send Check or Money Order (no C.O.O.)

French imported ROSEBUDS also available.

Send postpaid for和技术 for other items. Dept. 2 Send Check or Money Order (no C.O.O.) to

THE LAVENDER HOUSE


NOW YOU CAN GET LAVENDER IN BULK!

Genuine-Fresh FRENCH—IMPORTED

Send.... HOST BAR(s) and .... Stool(s) in Red

Blue . Green . . . Check or M.O. for

1 Bar and 3 Stools: $39.95 exp. coll.

1 Bar and 2 Chairs: $39.95 exp. coll.

LIGTHFOOT STUDIOS

450 S. Raymond Dept. H Pasadena, Calif.

PET BOOKMARKS—Imported

Just about the cutest small gifts we can think of for anyone who reads or studies. Guaranteed to add interest to the dullest book! 4 STYLES: SKUNK with cord to mark page; CAT with ball of wool; DOG with long leash; MOUSE with long tail. Cuddly, furry miniatures, $1 each, or any four for $3.75. Get several assortments. Ppd. Q. T. Novelty Co., Inc., Box 54, Murray Hill Station, New York 16, N. Y.

LIFE SIZE ANGORA CAT

BIG! 18 INCHES LONG

Looks real enough to pass. Long, silky coat of finest pure white Angora rabbit fur. Soft and cuddly, any boy or girl will want it for a sleepy-time pal. And so attractive it will add interest to a living room decoration. Kitty has enormous sparkling blue glass eyes, embroidered nose and mouth, puffed ears, pink satin ribbon bow. Your money back if you are not thoroughly delighted.

NIRESK INDUSTRIES, Dept. KG-3, Chicago 40, Illinois
Finial for the radiator cover: a solid bronze dog finished in chrome. We show here a Pembroke corgi (about 3½" x 3½"), but you can order the following breeds: boxer, longhaired dachshund, unclipped French poodle, Cardigan corgi. Figures are cast in England. $29.95, plus 50c. General Standard, 17 Battery Pl., Room 102, New York, N. Y.

A "lucky buck" can be permanently preserved if you have it mounted in this Lucite paperweight. Send your silver dollar and it will be embedded in a convex circular lens which, in turn, is attached to a 3" Lucite block. Inscription is in gold. $4.95 with your dollar; $5.95 if one has to be added. Ppd. Keepsake. 48th St. Union City, New Jersey.

A nursery or the kitchen is the place for this towel rack. Made of hardwood finished in natural lacquer, it has "dumbbell" arms to hold towels. And the jaunty Canterbury is a decal done in brilliant colors. When not in use, arms fold back. Overall size: 13" x 6". $1.98.

A NEW WAY to wrap your gifts!

Thick, smooth paper and perfect creases for the finest touch. "Especially for you from the Walkers" printed in fine script on custom-made white bridal satin ribbon, with ink to match brilliantly-colored papers. Your choice of 10 beautiful papers: Peacock, Magenta, Bermuda Blue, Chocolate, Cerise, Royal Blue, Cranberry, Charcoal Black, Hunter Green, Royal Purple. Also in 10 charming combinations with colored ribbons. Color chart accompanies order.

Makes a perfect gift!

Send Check or M.O. to FRBE Gift Catalog, J. W. Prospect Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

TIARA HAT RACK

A Handsome Space-Saver

Add beauty in wrought iron to your home with this practical brass tipped coat hanger. The ingenious design takes care of five hats and five coats in a minimum of space. Strong construction, comes with screws. 14" x 13½" x 4½". $4.95 ppd.

Write for FREE Gift Catalog

HERE'S HOW

A NEW WAY to wrap your gifts!
**S H O P P I N G**

**Boarders** can be very pleasant! If they are Peg Boarders, that is. The Peg Board family is diversified. You can get “Holley Mackerel” to use for hanging fish pans and molds; “Key-holer” for keys, or “Lobster Pot Hook” which we show here. Each is made of black or red Masonite. 8” x 18”. $2.00 ppd. Garret Thee Studios, Roseville Road, Westport, Conn.

**It ticks!** Give this toy watch to your favorite youngster and enjoy his gratification. The case is made of metal and plastic. Dial is marked like a real watch. And the strap is made of gay color plastic. You’ll be wise to buy a half dozen at this low price. $3.50 each postpaid. Order from Walter Drake, Department HG, 11 Drake Bldgs., Colorado Springs 3, Colo.

**Nuggets** of semi-precious stones bedeck the links bracelet and earrings shown here. They are handmade of gold-plated metal; stones are enmeshed in gold-plated wire. Because these stones are hard to come by no two bracelets are the same. $4.50 for one bracelet; $2.50 for the set of earrings. Postpaid. Tax incl. Studio Shop, 557 Boylston, Boston.

**Children’s Waterproof Oxford**

A double barrel gift treat. Mom will delight in the ruggedness and long life they possess, withstanding all types of weather and rough usage of active youngsters. The children will praise their handsome appearance and comfort no matter where they go. Handmade oil-tanned waterproof leather oxfords, with durable composition soles and built-in arch support make an appreciated gift for all concerned. C and D widths. Sizes 5 to 13 S7.45 PPD. Sizes 1 to 4 S7.45 PPD. No C.D.O’s. Money Back Guaranteed. Order from Walter Drake, Department HG, Drake Bldgs., Colorado Springs, Colo.

**Scultured Beauties**

These two new Horse models are on the peg board this week, quanto to their appearance. They are carefully sculptured in solid wood to show anatomical and facial detail. Each is finished to accent the individual model’s unique. Each is stamped with the maker’s name. Genuine Wood Model. Left: "eighth" 50c long. Right: "pinto" 90c high. $7.50 ppd. Catalog of other wooden models 25 cents.

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**ADD "DECORATOR'S" BEAUTY TO YOUR HOME!**

- Scotch Lad and Lassie (right): This bonnie pair bring a breath of the Highlands into your home. Tasteful and decorative, in white or bateau white, 9 inches tall. On padded pedestals. The pair, $14.50.
- Dionysus (left): God of wine, revelry and dance - with a devoted Nymph - right out of the Greek Pantheon. Chalk white, gold-flecked black, or bronze finish. 6 inches tall and 1 1/2" thick. A smart, practical accessory for any home. Ideal for yacht or gun clubs, fishing or hunting camps. $9.95. The pair, $15.95.
- Greek Deities of Beauty and of Speed. Sculped in classic beauty. Chalk white; gold-flecked black, or bronze. 9 inches tall, felt-padded pedestals. Pair, $9.95.
- Venus and Her-
- The Four Seasons. (above): Charming children, delicately sculped. Chalk white; gold-flecked black; rose pink; or mint green. Each 7 1/4 inches tall. Set of 4, $14.95.
- The Four Seasons. (above): Charming children, delicately sculped. Chalk white; gold-flecked black; rose pink; or mint green. Each 7 1/4 inches tall. Set of 4, $14.95.
- Dionysus (left): God of wine, revelry and dance - with a devoted Nymph - right out of the Greek Pantheon. Chalk white, gold-flecked black, or bronze finish. 6 inches tall and 1 1/2" thick. A smart, practical accessory for any home. Ideal for yacht or gun clubs, fishing or hunting camps. $9.95. The pair, $15.95.
- Greek Deities of Beauty and of Speed. Sculped in classic beauty. Chalk white; gold-flecked black, or bronze. 9 inches tall, felt-padded pedestals. Pair, $9.95.
- Thor (left): Resembles Old Norse god of thunder and lightning. Chalk white, gold-flecked black, or bronze. 9 inches tall. Pair, $7.95.
- The Four Seasons. (above): Charming children, delicately sculped. Chalk white; gold-flecked black; rose pink; or mint green. Each 7 1/4 inches tall. Set of 4, $14.95.
- Thor (left): Resembles Old Norse god of thunder and lightning. Chalk white, gold-flecked black, or bronze. 9 inches tall. Pair, $7.95.
- Dionysus (left): God of wine, revelry and dance - with a devoted Nymph - right out of the Greek Pantheon. Chalk white, gold-flecked black, or bronze finish. 6 inches tall and 1 1/2" thick. A smart, practical accessory for any home. Ideal for yacht or gun clubs, fishing or hunting camps. $9.95. The pair, $15.95.
- Greek Deities of Beauty and of Speed. Sculped in classic beauty. Chalk white; gold-flecked black, or bronze. 9 inches tall, felt-padded pedestals. Pair, $9.95.
- Venus and Her-
AROUND

Shootin' irons are an important part of the juvenile wardrobe these days. So that they won't clank during a friendly meal, we suggest that you get this rack to hang them on. It's made of a split cedar bough decorated with red letters, pegs and a red cord. 23 1/2" x 3 1/2", $2.75 Ppd. Order from The Phillips, Dept. HG10, 35 Kenyon Court, Utica, New York.

A man's tailor designed and made the tapered pants shown here. And for that reason they will fit perfectly a woman's figure. Note the slit at the ankle! Fashioned to the finest twill-back velvet (washable), they come in black, moss green, turquoise, gold and pale blue. 22 to 32, odd and even. $10.95 ppd. Beckwith's, 37 Essex St., Boston, Massachusetts.

Walking shoe. Give a pair of these shoes to the golfer in your family. Uppers are made of fine water repellent leather; lug soles are rubber. Fully lined, these are the shoes he will love to use whenever he expects to do a lot of walking. Warm brown. Send regular street shoe size. $15, plus 25c postage. Carol Reed's Ski Shop, North Conway, New Hampshire.

VERMONT DEACON'S BENCH
All the charm of Old Colonial Vermont is captured in this quality, custom-bolted reproduction. Seat is hand-sheathed by master craftsmen from sturdy New England Pine. Legs and back are of hardwod. 48 1/2" long. 32" high, seat 15" deep. Finished in light or dark pine or antique maple, $39.50. Delicately trimmed in black and gold with hand stamping, $54.95. Also available unfinished, $29.95. Also available in 60" size at $34.95, unfinished. Express Colours.

TEMPLETON CRAFTSMEN
Dept. 227
Templeton, Mass.
How To Have Deep, Thick BROADLOOM at Savings up to 1/2 Direct to You from the OLSON FACTORY

FREE RUG Offer for Limited Time Only

“IF You Will Send Your OLD RUGS, CLOTHING— I GUARANTEE to send you the Finest, Longest Wearing Rugs you ever had for So Little Money.”

No matter where you live, write for beautiful, new, FREE RUG and CARPET STYLE BOOK in color and 1st Anniversary FREE RUG Offer. Learn how valuable wool and material in your old rugs, clothing, etc. is reclaimed like new, sterilized, shredded, pickered, bleached, merged, blended with choice NEW WOOLS, then redyed, rewoven into rug yarn, and woven in 3 Days into deep-textured new, Reversible Broadloom Rugs or wall-to-wall Carpeting, fine enough for any home. Double the Wear.

Make Grandfather’s Watch Useful CAROL BEATTY ORIGINAL

Original “Treasure Dome” ® of crystal clear Dupont Lucite with polished hardwood base (choice of mahogany, ebony, blonde). Makes easy-to-wind timepiece fit for the desk of a king and displays your treasured heirloom watch. $3.95 ppd. Name plate (3 words) as shown, add $1.00 ppd. Carol Beatty, Dept. P-110, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Cal. FREE GIFT CATALOGUE included.

Monogrammed CHRISTMAS CARD Record File

Handmade leatherette folder 6 by 9½ with alphabetical index and 100 cards with space for “sent” and “received.” Information from $5.95 to $9.95, shown at back of card for gift records. 3 initials hand finished in gold on choice of red, green or black leather. 4½x4½.

Personalized WEDDING INVITATION AND GIFT Record File

Lustrous Tan grained leather box with bride’s and groom’s first names in gold, choice index. 100 cards planned for accurate recording of invitations and gifts and 100 gift envelopes, choice of metal pink, silver or gold finish, size 6½x3½. Address each box, $7.95 each ppd. Add $1.00 for initials or names and $1.00 for each additional set of 100 cards.

GLADYS K. HANNAH
The Lamplighter
BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS

Household Must for easy serving

Silvery chafing dish, quart size, with sturdy holder and warmer $12.50

Electric trivet, complete with 6 ft. UL approved cord. AC-DC $5.00

16-cup pyrex carafe with electric warmer unit $9.50

Add 75¢ postage

Studio Shop Copley Sq. 557 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

SHOPPING

Puppet to delight the children is this one made of real fur. It has a bemused expression due to mild looking glass eyes, life-like whiskers, pink felt-lined ears. Made to fit a child’s hand, it can be manipulated with thumb and pinky fingers. About 10½” high, it comes in snow-white fur only, $1.98 ppd. for one. Order from Hobi, Dept. HG 10, 15 West 57th St., N. Y.

Sheer magic for windows: Fortique curtains. These are made of a fabric which combines Fortisan and viscose, they look gossamer-sheer. Mint green, pink, almond green, turquoise, white, 44” wide, the pair, $7.95 for 63”; $9.95 for 81”. With gold Lurex thread: $8.95 for 63”; $10.95 for 81”. 90c postage. Colton’s, 1351 Beacon, Brookline, Massachusetts.

A ringer for a set of solid gold jewelry: the fluted monogrammed pin and earrings shown here. Made of 24K gold-plated metal, the pin has a safety catch, the earrings have clip backs. Each is marked with three block letters. $2.00 for pin or earrings. $3.75 the set. Postpaid. Tax included. Order from Vernon, 156 Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Cabinet woods expertly handled by Swedish craftsmen are used to make these stack stool tables. You have a choice: genuine walnut, light mahogany or blonde birch. Each is alcohol and heat proof. 18” high x 14” in diameter. $5.95 each. Add $1.00 per stool for teakwood. Express collect. Order from Scandicraft, Department HG, Ardsley, N. Y.

An excellent stool for a very small price is the wrought iron and foam rubber one shown here. It comes in three heights: 19”, $8.95; 29” and 24”, $9.95. Add $2. If you wish a wrought iron back. Frames are black; covers are cotton tweek or straw-textured plastic. Express col. Order from Vanguard Designs, Department HG, Weldon Road, Rockford, Ill.
AROUND

100 autos in a plastic sack should appeal to the young mechanic in your house. He will have a glorious time lining them all up and down the play-room floor. Included in the lot are trailer trucks, buses, open trucks, closed trucks and every variety of passenger car. Each is made of plastic. $1 ppd. for all! Carol Beatty, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles.

60 magazines are held in an upright position in this magazine rack. Built as good furniture it is sturdy and handsome. Handmade of pine, it comes in two finishes: honey tone knotty pine or mahogany. 23" x 30" x 60 magazines are held in an evening with just screwdriver and hammer. All joints clearly numbered to dovetail.

Order direct by mail now. Or send only 25¢ for big illustrated catalog (including wood sample and finishing literature and Free Barbecue Cap.

SHOW-OFF, Inc. 177 Main Street, Jamestown, N. Y.

For a good helpmate: this award of merit to hang on your charm bracelet. Made of sterling silver, the disc is marked with name and number of years she (or he) has been married. $4. for 1"; $5. for 1 1/4"; $7. for 1 1/2". Postpaid. Tax included. You can order from Wayne Silversmiths, Department HG100, North Conway, N. H.

Your weather eye will become proficient if it watches an accurate vane like the one shown here. Made of cast aluminum decorated with aluminum fledge-lings, it is finished in flat black. Put it on your barn, on your garage, if you want to decorate a creative effect. 27" x 30". $19.50 exp. coll. Order from Hagerstrom, Department HG., Wheeling, Ill.

Unique and rewarding club to join is The Globeshopper's Cup and Saucer Club. For twelve months you will receive (once a month) an exquisite cup and saucer from one of twelve countries in Europe. $22.00. A six month membership is $11.50; a three month, $6.00. Postpaid. From the Globeshoppers, 4704 California Avenue, Seattle, Washington.

FREE! Colorful 24 p. Gift Booklet of Rare Western Foods & other gifts.

This year be different. Give gifts that please every one—young, old, rich, particular. World-Famous Green Bros. PASCAL CELERY Order now for Thanksgiving, Christmas. A gift delight. 111g. non-flavored steak, gift card enclosed. Shipped in cracked ice anywhere, $5.75 where in U. S. Perform delivery guar. Send name, address—we do the rest.

MAIL COUPON NOW!

Those GREEN BROS.

P.O. Box C, Hamilton Rd.

FREE! Colorful 1955 Western Foods and Gift booklet to:

Name

Address

City...

State.
SHOPPING AROUND

Hard-to-find: a fine reproduction of an antique hat box to use as a wastebasket. Shown here is a dandy made of metal and finished in elegant découpage. The interior is finished in dark green; multicolor flowers almost cover the outside. 14" wide at top x 13" high. $17.50 postpaid. Order from Scroll and Pen, Dept. HG10, 14 South Street, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

Rattan stool. Made in Hong Kong by native craftsmen, this is the perfect, lightweight, sturdy stool to use almost anywhere. Note the woven seat (12" in diameter), the graceful legs (over-all height of the stool is 28"),. Use it in the kitchen, in the nursery or at the home bar. $9.95. Express collect. Order from The Southern Craftmasters, HG10, Columbus, Tenn.

Burlap as a wall covering is handsome and high style. And now you can buy it in an array of wonderful colors: Dresden blue, coral, yellow, lipstick red, ruby, slate, chartreuse, gold, grass green, 99c a yard (40" wide). Add $1.00 for mailing and handling. Deburco, Department HG9, 7 Market Street, Paterson, N. J.

For hi-fi fans: a new and inexpensive filer. It’s made of metal fitted with rubber feet, with two firm handles. Easy to carry, it will hold 24 long playing record albums. Its best point is easy visibility. You can see every title at a glance! $2.50 postpaid. Miniature for 45" size records is $2.25 p.p. Missouri National, Box 1974 Meramec Station, St. Louis, Mo.

Blessings on the air conditioner! But it does offend the eye when viewed from the outside. We show here a handsome cast aluminum grille designed to cover the perfect, lightweight, sturdy stool almost anywhere. Note the woven seat (12" in diameter), the graceful legs (over-all height of the stool is 28"). Use it in the kitchen, in the nursery or at the home bar. $9.95. Express collect. Order from Scroll and Pen, Dept. HG10, 14 South Street, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

Hard-to-find: a fine reproduction of an antique hat box to use as a wastebasket. Shown here is a dandy made of metal and finished in elegant découpage. The interior is finished in dark green; multicolor flowers almost cover the outside. 14" wide at top x 13" high. $17.50 postpaid. Order from Scroll and Pen, Dept. HG10, 14 South Street, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

Rattan stool. Made in Hong Kong by native craftsmen, this is the perfect, lightweight, sturdy stool to use almost anywhere. Note the woven seat (12" in diameter), the graceful legs (over-all height of the stool is 28") Use it in the kitchen, in the nursery or at the home bar. $9.95. Express collect. Order from The Southern Craftmasters, HG10, Columbus, Tenn.

Burlap as a wall covering is handsome and high style. And now you can buy it in an array of wonderful colors: Dresden blue, coral, yellow, lipstick red, ruby, slate, chartreuse, gold, grass green, 99c a yard (40" wide). Add $1.00 for mailing and handling. Deburco, Department HG9, 7 Market Street, Paterson, N. J.

For hi-fi fans: a new and inexpensive filer. It’s made of metal fitted with rubber feet, with two firm handles. Easy to carry, it will hold 24 long playing record albums. Its best point is easy visibility. You can see every title at a glance! $2.50 postpaid. Miniature for 45" size records is $2.25 p.p. Missouri National, Box 1974 Meramec Station, St. Louis, Mo.

Blessings on the air conditioner! But it does offend the eye when viewed from the outside. We show here a handsome cast aluminum grille designed to cover the perfect, lightweight, sturdy stool almost anywhere. Note the woven seat (12" in diameter), the graceful legs (over-all height of the stool is 28"),. Use it in the kitchen, in the nursery or at the home bar. $9.95. Express collect. Order from Scroll and Pen, Dept. HG10, 14 South Street, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
Shopping Around Christmas Catalogs


Your Personal Shopper—A selection of unusual gifts that reflect your own good taste. Aimee Lee, Dept. HG, 545 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Unusual Gifts—Unique, handmade gifts, designed for the home by America's finest craftsmen. America House, Dept. HG, 32 E. 52nd St., New York 22, N. Y.


Amy Abbott's 1955-56 Catalog—Includes unusual items, decorative needs, housewares, children's items, and gifts. Amy Abbott, Dept. HG, P. O. Box 306, Radio City Sta., New York 19, N. Y.


Architectural Publication—$2.50, 182 pgs. showing best work of leading interior decorators and home designers. Architectural Digest, Dept. HG, 318 Market St., Newark, New Jersey.

Bixler Home and Garden Tutor—Folder. A newer, faster way to handle spring and fall clean-ups. The Bixler Company, Dept. HG, 1505 West State St., Fremont, Ohio.


Records, Gifts and Gadgets—Catalog. Best Values Co., Dept. HG, 318 Market St., Newark, New Jersey.

Bixler Home and Garden Tutor—Folder. A faster, easier way to handle spring and fall clean-ups. The Bixler Company, Dept. HG, 1505 West State St., Fremont, Ohio.

Gifts and Imports and Home Accesso­ries of the unusual. 20 pgs. Also jewelry items, many custom-made and exclusive. Bowman's, 2417 Lombard, Dept. HG, San Francisco 23, Calif.


Brasher Wood Sculptures—25c M. E. Brasher, Chickadee Valley, Kent, Conn.


Gifts of Distinction—Catering to better gifts with a price range of $1 to $100. Camailer & Buckley, HG, 1314 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, D. C.

Personalized License Tags—B. Can­tor, Dept. HG, 1711 Walnut Street, Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania.

Be Your Own Weather Prophet—copper, aluminum and gold leaf weather­vanes, cupolas, etc. Cape Cod Weather­vanes, Dept. HG, New Bedford, Mass.

Cape Gems—Descriptive matter and stylings. Cape Gem Co., Dept. HG, P. O. Box 5145, Philadelphia 41, Penn­sylvania.


Paint Cutouts—Cartoon characters described in full color. Grace Bean, Dept. HG, 1561 Vernon St., Long Beach 15, Calif.

Remember the day she was so big? Remember the day she was so big?


Gift Catalog—Personal and practical gifts for everyone in the family. Connecticut Yankee, Dept. HG, Sharon, Conn.

Corrado for Cuttery—Exciting gifts of all types. Corrado for Cuttery, Dept. HG, 26 N. Clark St., Chicago 2, Illinois.

Courtly Gifts—Catalog full of gifts, jewelry, logs, housewares and accessories. Courtly Gifts, Dept. HG, 5 East 83rd St., New York 28, N. Y.

Miniature Furniture and Accessories—Created Miniature, Dept. HG, Box 8, La Grangeville, New York.


Catalog of Gifts & Gadgets—Damar Products Inc., 668 Damar Bldg., Newark 3, New Jersey.


Exciting Gifts—Decor by Delano, Dept. HG, 1227 Tenth Ave. N., Fort Dodge, Iowa.


New HORMONEX Beauty Serum Works Wonders on Ageing Skin Helps give crepe, burlap, wrinkled complexions a new youthful-like order. Use it by the drop. Yes, 1 to 8 drops per day for best results. Each dropper bottle contains 50,000 International Units of estrogen hormones, over 25% bioidentical and over 25% nesoside for deep, fast penetration. One bottle lasts 3 months. It's fragrant, greaseless and easy to use. Order a 3 month supply today.

Send NO MONEY. Just mail name and address. On arrival pay postman only $3.35 plus tax and C.O.D. charges, Or, remit 2.85 (Tax incl.), we ship prepaid. You must be over 30 to receive and money back order. Order from


Fischer's—32-page catalog of smart and useful gifts. Practical housekeeping aids. Ernest Fischer & Son, Dept. HG, 49-23 169th St., Flushing 52, N. Y.


Christmas Gift Catalog—Foster House, Dept. HG, 430 S. Jefferson, Peoria, III.

Fur Remodeling—Style book shows various ways of remodelling furs into new pieces and styles. J. R. Fox, Dept. HG, 146 W. 29th St., New York 1, N. Y.

Lead & Furniture Catalogs—Lead figures and statues. Indoor & outdoor furniture. Florentine Craftsmen, Dept. HG, 479 First Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Among the Fine Things—Hand-made items from the forge. The Franciscan Forge, Dept. HG, 3295 El Camino Real, Atherton, California.

Fred's 1950 Giftionary—Unexpected gifts and gadgets. Price range of $1.00 to $100.00, mostly in $5.00 to $25.00 range. Fred's, 300 Frost Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.


Distinctive Home Accessories—Catalog featuring select group of unique decor ideas and gifts. Gilbert & Leonard, Dept. HG, 1544 Northern Blvd., Manhasset, L. I., N. Y.


Unusual Gifts—Catalog shows exciting exotic gifts from all parts of the world. Unusual imports from the Orient & Inland. Globeshoppers, Dept. HG, 455 Blake St., Passadena 3, Calif.

Christmas Catalogs

Distinctive Linens—Grande Maison de Blance, Dept. HG, 745 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y.


Handicrafts Specialties for the Home—Mail boxes, weather vanes, door knockers, etc. Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studio, Dept. HG, 42 Old Milwaukee Rd., Wheeling, Illinois.


Decorative and Historical Maps—Catalog. 10c. Hagstrom Company Inc., Dept. HG, 311 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

Beautiful Woven Personal Labels for All Types of Needlework—Hallmark Labels, Dept. HG, 211 East 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Gifts With a Flair For The Unique—Colorful, imaginative wares for the home, your family and friends. Hamacher Schlemmer, Dept. HG, 345 East 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Price Homes—96 contemporary and ranch style house plans of unusual distinction, comfort and livability. Harmonious Homes, Dept. HG, Rm. 77, 5762 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Cali.

Indoor Movable Shutters—25c. Folder describes many ideas for using these shutters. Paul Heinley Shutters, 1616-35G Euclid Ave., Santa Monica, Calif.

Outstanding Gift & Decorator Items—Also Christmas decorations. Here's How, Dept. HG, 27 East 22nd St., New York 10, N. Y.

"Hummel" Figures, Statues, and Items—Catalog of famous figurines made in Germany. Hildaberg Studios, Dept. HG, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford 5, Conn.

Discoveries in Contemporary Furniture and Giftware—Exciting group of modern furniture, plus some very different gifts for children and adults. 10$6, Dept. HG, 15 West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Custom Gifts—Catalog of special gifts. Holiday House, Bellevue Theatre Blvd., Dept. HG, Upper Montclair, N. J.


Knife Sharpeners—Folders on different types of knife sharpeners. Home-Rite, Dept. HG, Box 103, Elgin, Ill.


Hunt Galleries' Precious—Custom built chairs for the home decorator. 10c. Hunt Galleries, Dept. HG, 1440 Fourteenth Ave., N.E., Hickory, N. C.

Personalized Items—Over 90 personalized items not found in many retail stores. International Industries, Box 509HC, Culver City, Calif.

Oriental Rugs—Literature on oriental rugs and descriptive lists of several hundred rugs. Charles W. Jacobsen, 7924 16th St., Jamaica 2, L. I., N. Y.

New Ideas in Christmas Items Including Wall Murals—10c. Jebra Products, Box 27667, Dept. GH, Los Angeles, Calif.


Frame It Yourself—Folder of picture frames. Kalens Frame Shop, Dept. HG, 158 S. Broad St., Trenton, N. J.


Miles Kimball Gift Catalog—108 pages featuring unusual gifts, toys, and housewares in the $1 to $5 price range. Miles Kimball Co., 358 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

KNEE-LIFT gives you CONTOUR CHAIR COMFORT

by Georges Briard

$10.95 ppd.

Eight cup porcelain percolator with its own brass stand. Coffee maker measures 9½" high ... is hand decorated with multicolor "Ambrosia" motif in gold, honey, rose and green. Stand is 4½" high, becomes a warmer when a candle is added. Perfect for buffet parties ... a most welcome gift!

Christmas catalog on request.

THE WHITNEY SHOP, Dept. 346, New Providence, New Jersey

GRILL-RAID CO., Box 543-H, Carthage, Mo.

BETTER SLEEP CO.

$5.25 each or $57.50 a pair

Prepaid in U.S.A.

A Twist of the Wrist and Your Knife is Honed in Oil

Here is a Knife Sharpener that REALLY WORKS, at a price everyone can afford. Professionally OIL, HONE your knives to a cutting edge in seconds. Wallace Knife Sharpener will hold the knife at just the right angle for perfect sharpening. Ideal for the popular KNOLO Ground Knife Soybean Oil, because it cleans and hone's the edge softly and effectively. Great for all domestic purposes. A pair of 2 comes in a handsome box—ideal for a gift. Each Oil Included.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Special Price, only $3.00 postpaid

HONE-RITE, Box 103-A

ELGIN, ILL.
Christmas Mail Basket...
Beautifull red lacquered, gaily decorated by hand with sequined Christmas tree and snowman. A real festive addition to your door, hall or table. A "pleasant home" for your holiday mail, sure to be used year after year. P.S. Fruit or gifts packed in Christmas mail basket will win first prize for packages under anybody's tree. Complete $1.95 ppd.
Carol Beauty, Dept. P-C10, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, 46, Calif.

NEW! EXCLUSIVE, IMPORTED TEAKETTLES
These charming quest teakettles of polished aluminum with bamboo-wrapped handles, will be a pleasant surprise. Let them boil water, pour your tea, instant coffee, or fill them with flowers and plant. Request an shave or dinner table. An ideal gift in 4, 8 and 12-cup sizes priced at $5.25, $10.50 and $12.25, post paid. Beautiful gift wrapped for additional $1.50.
Ohio residents add 2 1/2% sales tax.

The Gift of 1,000 Games
Unusual! Compact! $3.75!
The perfect Christmas gift for the man who watches the extra moisture, who milks his cows, who needs fertilizer for his garden, who watches the rainfall. Easy-to-read graduated scale tube is cased in ornamental black steel frame. Fasts metal base to any railing or post. Comes in beautiful gift box. Only $2.00 ppd.

Free Gift Catalogue included.

October, 1960

HOUSE & GARDEN

Christmas Cards by Miles Kimball—Catalog on Christmas cards. Kimball Printing, 164 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Fine Imported Cutlery and Culinary Specialties—Catalog of these items. Kirkham's, Dept. HG, 46 Maple St., Glen Falls, N. Y.

Your Gift Guide—Gifts for all ages. The Krebs, Dept. HG, Westerly, R. I.


Country House Reproductions—Reproductions and interesting hints on Early American furnishings. 25c, The Lemmon Shop, Hewlett, L. 1., N. Y.

Gifts Galore—Emphasis on gifts for music lovers. Leslie Creations, Dept. 2142, P. O. Box 9536, Philadelphia 49, Pennsylvania.

Modern Metal Furniture—Catalog. Lightfoot Studio, Dept. HG, 450 So. Raymond Ave., Pasadena 1, Calif.

Your Passport to a New World of Opportunity—Illustrated booklet describes 34 language courses by Linguaphone. Linguaphone Institute, CC-24-105 Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

Wood Finishing Booklet and Color Literature—Describes resin-free fine wood finishes, clear or colored, Linseed Oil Products, Dept. HG, 1110 So. Fremont Ave., Alhambra, Calif.

Quick Golden Timesavers—Personalized cards, seals, paper, labels, place mats, napkins, score pads, etc. Loomis & Co., 145 HG High St., Boston 10, Massachusetts.


Gift Gallery—Decorative accessories for the house and charming boutique fashions. Elizabeth McCaffrey, Dept. HG-C, Orange, New Jersey.

For Instance—130 gift ideas for all occasions. Maloney's & Harden Store, 6039-G, Reisterstown Road, Baltimore 15, Maryland.

Gift Inspirations—Gifts and housewares. Stanley J. Manow, Dept. HG, P. O. Box 5356, Columbus 19, Ohio.


Furniture & Gift Specialties—Complete line of ready-to-paint furniture and colonial gift items. Meadowbrook Industries, Dept. HG, 2258 Bellmore Ave., Bellmore, L. 1., N. Y.


Christmas Gift Catalog—For novelties, household items, records, medical and golf books. Milady's Shopping Service, Dept. HG, 11 West Prospect Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Gifts from the Land Where the Sun Spends the Winter—32 pgs. featuring meccasins, coats, silver, copper jewelry & assorted gifts. Miller's Curio, Dept. HG, 256 E. Congress, Tucson 1, Ariz.

English Bone China Dinnerware Booklet—Herbert S. Mills, Dept. HG, 11 King Street East, Hamilton, Ont., Canada.


Gifts of Sunshine—Over 50 suggestions for unusual and exciting fruit gifts. The Mission Folk, Dept. HG, 115 East 33rd St., Los Angeles 11, Calif.

Home Decorations—Statuettes, plaques, wall brackets, clocks, museum collectors' pieces. Mono-Art Gifts, 50HG Delaney St., New York 2, N. Y.


Nelson's Catalog—24 pgs. of items for the home, toys, outdoor articles and gifts. Nelson's, Dept. HG, 80 West Montecito Court, Sierra Madre, Calif.

The South's Finest Traditional Furniture—Hand-made reproductions. Newcomb's Reproductions, P.O. Box 1249-HG, Durham, North Carolina.

Resident or Home Study Catalog—New York School of Interior Design, Dept. HG, 29 East 72nd St., New York 21, New York.
Christmas Catalogs

Northmore's Gift Catalog—Northmore, Dept. HG, P.O. Box 46, Park Ridge, Illinois.


Pictures & Prints—New 96 pg. catalog containing over 500 illustrations of the world's great art. $1.00. Ostreicher's, Dept. HG, 1206 Sixth Ave., New York 36, New York.

Decorating of Home Furnishings—40 pps, show how to get better rugs and wall-to-wall broadloom for less by sending in old rugs, clothing, etc. Olson Rug Co., Dept. HG, 2800 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 41, Illinois.

Leathercraft Catalog—Coveres purses, hillfords, linens, belts, lace and accessories. J. B. Oriva Co., Dept. HG, 1305 South Union Ave., Los Angeles 13, California.

Gifts—24 pg. catalog featuring cutlery, novelties, household & optical items, cameras and the like. Parker & Battersby, Dept. HG, 30 Rockefeller Plaza.

Collection of All Imported Crystal Chandeliers and Candelabra—Also chandeliers and brass gift accessories. Paalen Crystal Co., Dept. HG, 296 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

Unusual Slide Charts to Solve Everyday Problems—Paper pal, color dial for decoration, color balance counters, etc. Perrycraft, 150 S. Barrington Ave., Suite 2, Los Angeles 49, Calif.

Personally Yours Personalized Gift Wrappings—Personally Yours. P. O. Box 914H, Jenkintown, Pennsylvania.


Photomurals—Individually produced photograph murals on photographic paper by specialists in this field. 50c. Photomammoth Murals, 120-81HG, Vanwcn St., North Hollywood, Calif.

Pinnacle Parade of Christmas Fruit Gift Suggestions—Pinnacle Orchards, 411-G Fir Street, Medford, Oregon.

Plummer Ltd. Gifts—Catalog features the best in china, crystal, leather, silver, lamps, antiques, stationery and artistic accessories. Plummer Ltd., Dept. HG, 734 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.


Unique Imports—Imported toys and gift novelties. Q. T. Novelty Co., P.O. Box 1254, Murray Hill Station, New York 16, New York.


Personalized Gifts in Sterling Silver, Sportswear and Accessories—Robbin's Hoard's Barn, Dept. HG, 600 High St., Westwood, Massachusetts.

Precious Fur Tidbits—Largest catalog of fur accessories in the country. Harold J. Rubin, Dept. HG, 52nd East 56th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Saltwater Farm Journal—Maine seafood gifts, lobster, clams, chowders, bisques, sauces and gift packages. Salt Water Farm Inc., Dept. HG, Damariscotta, Maine.


Interior Adjustable Shutters—Includes many attractive room interiors and features shutters in variety of arrangements. 25c. Shutercraft, 101 N. Santa Anita, Dept. GH, Arcadia, Calif.

Linon Catalog—Susan Smith, Dept. HG, Carpentersville 31, Illinois.


SHIPPED DIRECT FROM THE LAND OF ITS ORIGIN
ARAB CAMEL SADDLE SEAT

Convenient gift conservation in this attractive and functional saddle seat, hand carved in the land of its origin. Send $15 for the best in leather, 24" high, 27" long, 17" wide. Retails hand carved saddle seats range from $150-

500. A small Camel Saddle Seat for your child. Sturdy and washable of same materials as above. Your child can sit nimbly on this camel saddle and ride into the land of Arabian nights.

Send for list of other distinctive, lovely items today. Orders taking now. Small Camel Saddle Seats for your child. Sturdy and washable of same materials as above. Your child can sit nimbly on this camel saddle and ride into the land of Arabian nights.

Gift Catalog—New Fall Christmas catalog.

Hildegard Studios

Dept. HG

597 Farmington Ave. Hartford 5, Conn.

EASTERN STAR TEACUP

Decorative theme of this imported teacup and saucer of translucent English bone china is the crest of the Eastern Star, women's auxiliary of the Masonic order, comprised of mothers, wives, sisters, daughters of Masons. A find for collectors, too. $3.25. Add 25c for postage and handling.

THE VERMONT CRACKERS STORE.

5 WATERBURY, VERMONT

PERSONALIZED RIBBON

Your gifts will be doubly welcome when you tie them with this new and different gleaming satin ribbon, hot stamped in gold or silver every inch with your family name, or first name, from the Jonessons—or Bob and Bob. Maximum 20 letters. Ribbon is 3/8 wide, 150 feet long in attractive container. White, Pink, Yellow, Blue, Green or Red. Price your name or names plainly, specify color ribbon and printing desired. Immediate delivery. Only $2.50 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s please.

EDWARDS OF ILLINOIS

1634-R Howard Street, Chicago 26, Ill.

HOLDS EVERYTHING!

PURSETTE

Designed especially for you in imported fine leather with a place for your: Cards, bills, pens, comb, smokes, lighter, lipsticks, change, license, keys, compact. Open: 7½ (11); close to fit your hand or bag. COLORS: Red, Green, Navy, Natural, Black or Brown. Satisfaction guaranteed. Only $5.95 ppd. incl. Fed. tax.

JOHN B. ORIVA & CO., Estab. 1904

1300 So. Union Ave., Dept. M, Los Angeles 15, Calif.
CRAZY OVER HORSES

This stable full of sterling silver Horse design jewelry is sure to please any young lady. Order now for Christmas. We'll gift wrap and send air mail if requested.

Necklace $4.00 Bracelet $3.60
Shoe and Whip Pin $3.50
Horseshoe, Earrings $2.40
Special price for the complete set $12.75

THE SELDEN COOPER SHOP
GROVE PARK INN
ASHVILLE, N. C.

More Dazzling than Rare Gems

French Poodle Bottle Cover

Colorful and attractive cover for that fine vintage bottle or to decorate a "hand-to-wrap" gift. Distinctive and decorative for the private bar. Hand made of fine yarn with metallic threads for glamour. Available in black, pink, brown, grey and white. $3.95 Postpaid.

Mail Orders Filled At Once

Money-Back Guarantee

Only $2.98 ppd.
Add $2.50 for served post & handling.

Max Schlegel Seedsmen, Inc.
538 Madison Ave., Dept. 661, N.Y. 22, N.Y.

House & Garden's new encyclopedia of DECORATING

Color schemes • Mixing styles • Curtains • Dining rooms • Pine paneling • Mantels • Pictures • Mirrors • Bookcases • Lighting fixtures • Shiny tables • Wrought iron • Patio • Bedrooms • Children's rooms • Bathrooms • Kitchens • Wallpapering • Slip covers • Picture framing • Painting • Flooring

94 pages in color, 320 pages in all. Only $10.00

Send this ad with your name and address. When book arrives, pay postage plus $10.00 plus postage charges, if any extra. Refund is available regardless of the price of book. F.O.B. Portland, Me.

House & Garden
Dept. HG18
Greenwich, Conn.

Open the Doorway to Better Living Thru Nationally Branded Products—1000 items open to our members at an annual fee of $2. The Thistle Bayers, 38HG Crescent St., Waterbury, Conn.

Gifts of Distinction—Selected items from the world's finest markets. World Treasures, Dept. HG, 636 Main Ave., Passaic, New Jersey.


Pine Paneling Furniture—Massachusetts, W. Boylston St., Boston, Massachusetts.

Scotch Gift Catalog—1955—Gifts which you would like to keep yourself. The Whitney Shop, Dept. HG, 28 Elm St., New Canaan, Conn.

Christmas Gift Catalog, 1955—Gifts which you would like to keep yourself. The Whitney Shop, Dept. HG, 28 Elm St., New Canaan, Conn.

Wall Decor—Ornaments—Hundreds of miniatures in full color for wall decoration. Wall Decor Originals, Dept. HG, 175 5th Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Christmas Gift Catalog, 1955—Gifts which you would like to keep yourself. The Whitney Shop, Dept. HG, 28 Elm St., New Canaan, Conn.


Wall Decor—Ornaments—Hundreds of miniatures in full color for wall decoration. Wall Decor Originals, Dept. HG, 175 5th Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Colstbnk Rug Decor—Shows how Calif. rugs add personality and charm to the home. Western Calfskin Products, Dept. C, 420 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.

Christmas Gift Catalog, 1955—Gifts which you would like to keep yourself. The Whitney Shop, Dept. HG, 28 Elm St., New Canaan, Conn.

X-Mas For Lovers of Horses—12 pgs. with 150 items including "horse" Christmas cards as well as gifts. "Lil foot" Wiesenfeld Co., Dept. HG, 120 W. North Ave., Baltimore 1, Md.

Early American Hardware—32 pg. cata-

log of Early American hardware, sign brackets, lamps, weathervanes, cupolas, etc. 25c. Williamsburg Blacksmiths, Dept. HG, Williamsburg, Mass.

Winemiller's Colonial Reproductions —Package contains price list, descriptions, wood samples and illustrations of furniture. Winemiller's, Dept. HG, Coldwater, Michigan.

Gifts of Distinction—Selected items from the world's finest markets. World Treasures, Dept. HG, 636 Main Ave., Passaic, New Jersey.


Gifts for the Four Seasons—Gifts for the home, men, women and children from all over the world. Zenith Gifts Inc., Dept. HG, 55 Chadwick St., Boston 19, Mass.
Theatre in your home
BY WALTER KERR

Theatre recordings of plays and players offer a wealth of enjoyment if you know how to pick and choose the best.

It is surprising that we have only now begun to realize the wisdom of recording not only the speeches of major performances, but the performances themselves. The practicability of imprisoning great voices on more or less permanent cylinders goes back to Booth (you can almost believe that the lone, booming cylinder that is left to us) there never seems to have been any certainty that the public would buy more than a single famous excerpt at a time.

The loss has been enormous. Quite apart from these inevitable mechanical disasters which have turned many an old player's most notable moments into mere noises occasionally penetrated by an intelligible word, the practise of inviting a player to set down only his most notable moment, his most effective speech, has robbed us of the performance as a whole and the effectiveness of the speech besides. The impact of a speech never comes solely from the vocal, rhythmic, and intellectual devices applied immediately to the words; it comes also from the long preparatory line that has led to it, from the character complexity that cannot be known except through surrounding contrasts.

Thus it is now interesting to listen to bits and pieces of the work of Joseph Jefferson, William Gillette, Sothern and Marlowe (rather feebly assembled on Audio Rarities 24ti.). But the interest cannot go beyond perplexed curiosity; the appetite is whetted and then desperately frustrated. Sothern and Marlowe, for instance, sound as though they hadn't a shred of talent between them. But it is impossible to make a confident judgment to that effect, or to any other. How did this passage sound in the special, personal poetic universe that the players had built up slowly from the beginning of the play? The business of excerpting has left us hopelessly baffled; voices have been recorded, but performances have not.

Excerpting is no more predictable than the methods and her unique powers if you limited yourself to fifteen minutes of enjoyment if you know how to pick and choose the best.

'The Importance of Being Earnest (Angel Records). Her Lady Bracknell is not at once attractive or richly comic; when this deliciously high-minded monster first wheezes within hearing, the actress seems to be laboring the role with realistic crotchets, fussy inflections, and lamentable over-stresses. It is not until you have weathered nearly an entire side (the first of four) that you begin to succumb to a deliberate method, to inhabit the particular house Miss Evans has painstakingly built for you, and to laugh aloud. Happily, the whole of The Importance is here, and there is time not only for Miss Evans, but for John Gielgud and Pamela Brown as well, to indicate their range and their roundness as players.

Gielgud is another case in point. Listening to a blur of stitched-together soliloquies from "Richard II" on Volume Two of the ANTA Album, you get the impression of a breathless actor easily overwhelmed. One also gets the impression that Gielgud is not really more successful than his inferiors in giving Shakespeare's images that rare and incisive clarity we are always hoping for. Fortunately, the drama enthusiast has a better test—and, for the future, a better reminder—of the actor's extraordinary skill with certain kinds of verse. Though the RCA Victor Hamlet is actually a taped cutting of a Theatre Guild radio performance (and this surely isn't the best way of accumulating a library of masterpieces) it offers Gielgud a sufficiently ample opportunity to show off the many-sided, brilliantly varied, Hamlet of his private vision. There is nothing more striking in this vision, I think, than the cumulative hysteria of his advice to the players. The speech isn't usually read frantically; the attack is a daring one. But the eccentricity of the moment is of enormous value in sharpening the line of the role; the play gathers intensity wildly where it normally pauses for a grace-note. If the passage were to stand alone, it would seem wanton, wilful, and maybe witless; standing at the center of Gielgud's over-all inspiration, it is thrilling.

Laurence Olivier's film Hamlet was new and invigorating, and the few brooding fragments that have been culled from it (RCA Victor) seem even surlier and more self-indulgent than before. (The item is, in any case, much more concerned with William Walton's score than with Olivier's performance.) And no one thought to tie down John Barrymore long enough to get a full-length Hamlet out of him. A great many snatches survive the man, mostly trimmed from latter-day radio appearances (Audio ANT A Album, one

...Continued on page 126)
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day on the omissions of the past. As we move toward the enlight­
ement full-dress and full-length recordings, doing a solo piece to be more historically toward our
acters hereafter, there are new things to be said. It seems to me terribly impor-
tant, for instance, that we base our recordings on actual theatrical per-
formances (rather than on freshly in-
vented set-ups in the recording studios) and that we do the transcribing while the memory of performance is white hot. A performance that has not been developed in the theatre is likely to be an immature performance. And a performance put on records too long after the theatrical original is likely to be a forgotten performance.

Neither Tallulah Bankhead, doing two scenes for “The Little Foxes,” nor Frederick March, doing sequencers from “Years Ago” and “The Skin of Our Teeth,” seems quite in touch with the imaginative impulse that dictated the original playing. These are great and exact ones. Out of the two ANTA Albums in which so many stars appear, only Katharine Cornell (“The Barretts of Wimptde Street”) and Eva Le Gallienne (“Hedda Gabler”) recall for us the precise charm and spirit of their earlier work.

On the other hand, Don Juan in Hell (Columbia) finds Charles Boyer, Charles Laughton, Cedric Hardwicke, and Agnes Moorehead tingling with the first fresh thoughts, the audience-inspired vitality, the joyous confidence of an ensemble performance still in the prime. Judith Anderson got her Medea down soon enough to hold its incredible energy intact (Decca). Though Miss Anderson’s supporting company is not everything it might be, the star herself is so fully alive, and so monstrously compelling, that you find yourself talking of her presence in the death of Creon’s daughter and even hoping—at this rather late date—that she won’t find it necessary to kill her children. That invaluable first-time feeling is miraculously present. It is present, too, in the brilliant catter of innuendos that sounds the opening of The Cocktail Party (Decca). The scene is as well as it could only have been timed for the theatre; the tinkling rhythms of polite stuf-

The rich, distinguished beauty of a Herschede floor clock will give a lifetime of quiet pleasure to you and your family, while it marks the hours and minutes of your days with unerring accuracy. More, its enduring elegance, its remarkably long-lived movement, make it a treasured heirloom that will just as gracefully and faithfully mark the passing hours for your grandchildren—and their children. It is a proud possession that you know will be admired and cherished by the generations to come.

THE HERSHEY HALL CLOCK CO. CINCINNATI 6, OHIO

REMERRY THE RED CROSS
NEEDS YOUR BLOOD DONATIONS
Martex recaptures the enchanting elegance of a bygone era and translates it into a new decorative palette of soft, glowing colors—perfectly schemed to complement the newest tones in bathroom tile. Cameo rose, antique gold, grotto blue, shadow green, peach champagne, are a few of the rich, subdued colors now available in finer Martex towels—the Patrician, Luxor, Classic and other ensembles. Bath size from about $3.00 each at the stores listed.

Martex, 65 Worth St., New York 13, N.Y.

Products of West Point Manufacturing Company
Whether it's in the fabulous new Ford—or in your home—no other upholstery meets so well the demands of our modern way of life.

Boltaflex fabric-backed vinyl is remarkably durable—keeps its rich, smooth upholstered fit through years of hard use by even the most active family—and those House & Garden colors stay bright and beautiful with just the whisk of a damp cloth!

That's why modern designers are using Boltaflex—for you!

BOLTA PRODUCTS • Lawrence, Mass.
DIVISION OF THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
VINYL UPHOLSTERY...

AUTOMOTIVE STYLISTS

MANUFACTURERS OF MODERN HOME FURNISHINGS:

...on NORCOR bridge set

...on CUSTOM & MODERN chairs

...on Koaster of California sectional

- Durable Fabric-Backed Vinyl Upholstery!
- Completely Washable...Stay-Fresh Beauty!
- Beautiful "Designers" Patterns and Effects!

...in a fabulous selection of HOUSE & GARDEN COLORS for 1956

GENERAL PLASTICS

MADE WITH GENUINE Boltaflex

THE FINEST PLASTIC MATERIAL

GET THE FULL STORY ON THIS OUTSTANDING FURNITURE
C&M's trim modern "Troubadour" conversation chair speaks with the elegance of comfort.

IT'S C&M FOR CUSTOM QUALITY

Your choice of Custom & Modern Furniture tells your friends that flawless taste and warm hospitality live here.

Custom styled for comfort and chic, Custom & Modern's "Troubadour" is a pleasing companion to all of your nice things, in the room of your choice. Smart, modern Palomino Boltaflex lends warm masculine appeal to the graceful lines.

see the "Troubadour" at your favorite furniture store

by the largest manufacturers of boudoir furniture in America...

IT'S Boltaflex FOR MODERNs

THE DEL MAR

AS MODERN AS TOMORROW!

IT'S Boltaflex FOR MODERNS

THAYER COGGIN

DISTINCTIVE MODERN FURNITURE NOW AVAILABLE AT THESE FINE STORES:

VIRTUE BROS. MFG. CO. Los Angeles 45, California

"Eternal Vigilance is the Price of Liberty... Defend the Constitution of the United States!"
CHOOSING SIDES

Continued from page 15

suddenly on the eve of the tour. To be sure, there was so much all 'round skill involved that conductor and orchestra had a substantial success. But the programs, for the most part, were those selected by Furtwangler, and although they included much of the standard repertory that Karajan conducts well, they contained little of the more recent music for which he has outstanding sympathy.

The reference here is to such masterworks as Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra (Angel 35003), Benjamin Britten's Variations on a Theme of Frank Bridge and the Vaughan Williams' Fantasia on a Theme of Thomas Tallis (Angel 35142), and the fourth and fifth symphonies of Sibelius (Angel 35082 and 35092), not to mention such other matters as Debussy's La Mer and Ravel's Rapsodie Espagnole (Angel 35081). If some audiences are especially fortunate, they may hear Karajan conduct the late Richard Strauss's Metamorphosen, of which he made the first—and in many ways the best—recording, back in the days when music came in four-minute segments (Columbia CLX 1082-5). A round of performances under the guidance of a man with Karajan's understanding of its content could well give the place it deserves in the American concert hall.

As much could be said also for the violin concerto of Carl Nielsen, which has recently attracted the sponsorship of Yehudi Menuhin (with Mogens Warmke conducting the Danish State Symphony Orchestra (LHMV-22). Despite the fact that no major work of Nielsen has been performed by an American orchestra since his death in 1931, the accumulation of a dozen and a half long-playing records—most of them Danish in origin—has convinced more than a few music lovers that there is a mine of valuable music in the works of this long-gone composer. It may well be that Menuhin's pioneering effort on behalf of this often beautiful, always well-written concerto will provide the "break-through" impetus required for a proper appreciation of Nielsen.

Oddly enough, if most or all of the prospects detailed above materialize in the music season ahead, it will be one of the most exciting in years, and one of the most talked-about. Yet, as of now, practically all that it promises is a reality on disks, which indicates rather clearly where the emphasis of interest really is these days. You pay your money and take your choice in the usual way: buy your tickets at a box office; but if you spend it in the record shop, the experience, like Lorelei Lee's diamonds, will last forever.

Folding furniture can be glamorous . . .

when it's NORCOR

Does your folding furniture reflect the taste and discrimination displayed in your other home furnishings? Norcor "Decorator Styled" Folding Furniture, with its smart contemporary styling, its wide range of lovely upholstery colors in washable, durable, stain resistant "Home spun Linen" textured Boltaflex, is "at home" in the smartest interiors. There's "armchair comfort" in those sturdy, roomy chairs, with their smart brass, copper or silver finished backrests so typical of the best modern styling. Best of all, you pay nothing extra for this beauty and comfort, for a Norcor set costs no more than ordinary folding furniture. For the name of your nearest Norcor dealer and a free 4-color catalog, mail the coupon today.

* NORCOR FOLDING FURNITURE SETS (5 pieces) RETAIL FROM $25.95 (Slightly higher West and South)

NORCOR MFG. CO. Inc.
Dept. G, Green Bay, Wis.
Please send me Free catalog.

Name
Address
City (please print)
State

Send for FREE 4-color catalog
TRAVEL

FIVE DAY ZIG-ZAG TO THE CÔTE D'AZUR

By FRANCIS STEEGMULLER

Here is the diary of a motor trip through the country Americans favor over all others outside their own hemisphere. If you have only two weeks for a flying visit to France or a month to loaf on the Riviera, this is a detour as rewarding in fall or spring, when fares are lower and crowds are absent, as at the height of the summer season.

We're in Paris, we want to spend a month on the Riviera. It seems a good chance to follow a slightly zig-zag course down through France, visiting friends we haven't seen in some time and seeing things we've never seen or else remember with particular pleasure. So we'll take several days for the trip, instead of speeding straight down to Cannes via the much-traveled "Route Bleue."

FIRST DAY. Leave Paris in wind and rain, in time for lunch at Fontainebleau. (We've decided to spend the first night in Bourges, and the road down through Fontainebleau and Montargis is better than the slightly more direct route through Orleans.) At Fontainebleau, emergency! Worn out by age and rough weather, the black canvas top of the '48 Ford convertible we keep in France for our yearly trips suddenly develops a gaping tear, all the way across. Rain drips down our necks; the sides of the tear flap loudly in the gale. A garage-man tells us where to go for help, and after threading our way through the back streets of Fontainebleau we make the acquaintance of Monsieur Emile Berluteau, expert in body repairs, a red-faced, fatherly-looking man clad in beret and blue denim. We are lucky to catch him at his workshop, he says: Madame Berluteau sprained her ankle yesterday, and he's been absent most of the morning doing woman's work. He even did the daily marketing, he tells us, sheepishly: imaginez-vous! He looks gravely at our poor top, shakes his head, and tells us that it calls for total replacement. But, pour le voyage, a temporary measure is possible—the application of a piece of black oilcloth across the entire canvas, tightly fastened at the sides. We agree, and leave the car in his care. At the Hotel Aigle Noir we have drinks in the smart little bar, roofed like a tent in red-and-white striped canvas, then lunch, and then we sit reading in the lobby, charming with its Empire chairs and sofas. At the time appointed by Monsieur Berluteau we return, find the job almost done, and soon we drive away, neatly and efficiently sheltered from the elements. In France one constantly runs across these excellent artisans like Monsieur Berluteau, intelligent, quick to suggest the right remedy, quick and deft at executing the repairs—the Gallic version of the American "know-how."

Now we're late—it's past the middle of the afternoon—and we hurry through Nemours, Montargis, Gien (once so picturesque, but so brutally destroyed as thousands of fugitives were trying to cross the bridge over the Loire in 1940). At Aubigny we dart by the little chateau once lived in by Mary Queen of Scots, and arrive in Bourges in time to get the last room in the Hotel Anglettere—it's foolish not to reserve rooms in advance at a time of the year when everyone's on the road. A good (Continued on page 134)
ARIZONA

THUNDERHEAD...a small ranch with pool, horses, front sidewalks, all activities in a "lite as you like" atmosphere. Oct.-May. Box 1438, Tucson, Ariz.

ARKANSAS

HOT SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK

Arbor House, Hotel & Baths. Complete facilities for treating arthritis, high blood pressure, etc. Golf, forest trails, fishing. Write for brochure.

CALIFORNIA

Palm Springs

El Mirador Hotel

The fabulous desert paradise of 21 sun-blessed acres. Where world celebrities and leaders of the social world mingle with travelers, sightseers & honeymooners. All recreational facilities, including the beautiful Olympic swimming pool. The ultimate in luxurious living & fine food. The world's most distinguished resort hotel. Make winter season reservations now. See your travel agent, or write El Mirador, Palm Springs, Calif.

SAINT SIMONS ISLAND


NEW YORK CITY

The New Yorker, Madison Ave. at 51st St., at the center of business and social life. Westone Court, English Lounge and Restaurant. A Knott Hotel.

NEW YORK CITY

St. Moritz on-the-Park


NEW YORK CITY

The Cloister


MISSISSIPPI

EDGEWATER PARK

Edgewater Golf Hotel. Year-round vacationland, 700 acres, golf course, pools, fishing, children's play area, etc. Write R. F. Warner, 565 1st, N. Y.

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY


NEW YORK

COSHEN

The Goshen Inn. Resort and historic village, 50 miles from N. Y., Old England inn, furnished, rest, and good food. Tel. 322. Netiield Bros., Mt.

BERMUDA

The Bermudiana

The Island's most charming, gayest hotel... set in flowering acres at the Harbor's edge. Marvel dancing at Soldier's Garden. Superb cuisine, barbecues dinner overlooking tamarisk pool. Private Beach Club, all sports, shops close by. Color folder from Travel Agents or Wm. F. Wolfe, Reg. 650 5th Ave., N. Y. 16; Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Miami, Phila., Toronto.

SOUTHERNPOINT


TUCKER'S TOWN

New York

The Great Smokies—Nature at its best

An area enveloping 720 square miles of scenic beauty awaits autumn vacationers in the Great Smoky Mountains, on the eastern Tennessee—western North Carolina borders. Driving, hiking or horseback riding through the National Park, you will see some of the highest mountains in the East (Clingman's Dome, the highest peak, is 6,643 feet above sea level). Among the 130 species of native trees are red spruce, hemlock, buckeye, black cherry, silver-bell, yellow birch and tulip. Flowering plants are abundant, and there are miles of streams and rivers, acres of unexplored woods.

What to look for: bear, deer, fox, raccoon, bobcat, ruffed grouse. What to do: take a pack trip on horseback, go hiking, play tennis and shuffleboard. Fish for walleye, largemouth and smallmouth bass, rainbow trout, crappie, bream, drum, cat and eel. Take the youngsters to the nearby Cherokee reservation for a memorable day. Where to stay: plan to make Gatlinburg your headquarters while in the National Park. Accommodations range from the most rustic log cabin to large and luxurious resort hotels.

HAMILTON

The Castle Harbour

Hotel... Golf, Beach and Yacht Club. This complete resort is set in 180 landscaped acres... highlighted by the world famous "Coffee Chine", a rock garden ablaze with exotic flowers. Howard F. Reid, Gen. Mgr. For beautiful color folder write Wm. F. Wolfe Organization, Reg. Dept. D, 500 5th Ave., N. Y. 16, Alva-Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Miami, Philadelphia, Miami, Toronto.

JAMAICA, B. W. I.

CUBA

HAVANA

Hotel Vedado, Havana's newest city Resort Hotel. Swimming pool and completely air conditioned. Color brochure and rates sent upon request.

MONTEGO BAY

A new hotel in which every double room has a private balcony overlooking the hotel's private beach and the poolside Caribwells. Guest room featuring, selling and deep-sea fishing from hotel pier. Free kayaking, Kent privileges at nearby golf course. Seafood food, charming cocktail lounge. Lower summer rates now in effect. U. S. Representatives Officially Hotel House Inc., 725 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y. 7-6942.

TUCKER'S TOWN

Montego Beach Hotel

The beauty of the 18th century awaits you in this restored colonial community. Williamsburg is of interest to everyone. Tours through the historic buildings... golf, tennis, cycling, lovely gardens. Modern hotels, colonial game houses and taverns. Write direct to Miss F. G. Burns or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 629 5th Ave., N. Y. 16, New York 3.

THE TRAVEL SECTION is listed for your information and convenience when planning a vacation or holiday. The hotels and resorts listed excel in warm hospitality, good food and pleasant atmosphere.
SECOND DAY. An hour in Bourges cathedral, one of the glories of French Gothic. Beautiful stained glass, though less of it than in Chartres, and the statues on the exterior, too, are not as fine as those of Chartres; but the nave and the choir are less cluttered, and the soaring architecture both inside and out is at once of a complexity and a simplicity that one tries to unravel, only to give up the attempt in admiration of the nobility of the whole.

Then on my back roads to a place we have always wanted to see—the country house of George Sand at Nohant, in the heart of the old province of France called Berry, of which Bourges is the capital. We follow the local map closely, zig-zagging from village to village, finally turn into a narrow lane between farm buildings, and find ourselves in the grassy-squared house of a rustic hamlet, with an ancient church, a tiny grocery-restaurant, and, along one entire side, the walls and gateways of George Sand’s “chateau”. We ring and are admitted: George Sand’s granddaughter still spends her summers here, but visitors are shown through some of the rooms.

It’s a delightful eighteenth-century country mansion, which George Sand inherited from her grandmother; a wrought-iron staircase curves up gracefully from the square, stone-paved entrance hall. We see the salon, with the portraits of George Sand’s ancestors, including the famous Maréchal de Saxe, and her piano—both Liszt and Chopin visited her here, and in her diaries she tells of listening to them play on summer nights, with the tall windows open onto the terrace and the garden beyond. Upstairs is her bedroom, its Empire bed, blue wallpaper and matching bed hangings unchanged since she died, and opening from it is her study, with the work-table at which she wrote her countless novels—fifteen or twenty pages every night, no matter how many the guests or how agitating the day. And then, downstairs again, along a corridor off the front hall, the room containing the famous double theatre: a tiny stage for the wooden puppets carved by her son Maurice Sand, and a larger stage for human actors—here puppet-shows and amateur theatricals were the rage. As many as forty spectators could be crowded into the tiny “orchestra” of this theatre—sometimes they included Flaubert, Turgenev, the Goncourt brothers and the younger Dumas—and they were all encouraged to exchange tart remarks with the puppeteers, who were noted for their impudence. Outside, in a walled-off section of the village cemetery which really forms part of the garden of the house, under beautiful old yews, are the graves of George Sand and her ancestors.

After the visit it is lunch time, and we enter the grocery-restaurant. The pretty young girl in charge looks worried and says dubiously that she can perhaps give us just an omelet—she has only eggs on hand, as her parents have not yet returned from market; but as we are talking they arrive, laden with provisions, and the meal proves to include not only a fine big ham omelet, but also, as hors d’oeuvres, fragrant ripe tomatoes dressed with oil, vinegar and herbs, slices of remarkably tender and tasty beef, buttered string beans that melt in the mouth, an escarole salad, and first-class Camembert.

The Guide Michelin, that arbiter of French travel and roadside eating, doesn’t even mention Nohant or its little grocery-restaurant, but we have seldom enjoyed a meal more.

Before leaving Nohant we decide to spend the night at Périgueux, and I take the precaution of telephoning ahead from the grocery-restaurant for rooms. All kinds of accommodations are available, the manageress assures me; we’ll have a double room with bath. I promise we’ll arrive by eight. We spend the afternoon driving slowly through the picturesque valley of the placid river Creuze, pass through Limoges without stopping, and linger over a drink on the riverbank in dreamy, fairy-tale Brantôme. We get to Périgueux before the promised time, only to find the hotel crowded to the cava lions, and ourselves with two tiny, airless cubicles, widely separated—since, the manageress now smoothly says, we “telephoned so late.”

But the pleasant outdoor restaurant, whose tables are arranged around a fish-pool in a country garden with Virginia creeper and bright with geraniums and begonias, is under separate management, and here we fare better. We have a garlic soup of a kind new to us, very white, with beaten-up eggs and floating bread, a cassoulet toulousain, a confit d’oie, a very white wine of the region called blanc des blancs, and for dessert crêpes à maïs flambées—delicate pancakes made of very fine corn-meal, served with a blazing sauce fragrant with rum.

THIRD DAY. Périgueux is in a region famous for its prehistoric cave-paintings, and after breakfast we set out, via Montignac, to see the most famous of all—those in the caves of Lascaux, discovered by chance only a few years ago. On the road outside Montignac that winds up the hillside to the caves there is the good smell of pines in hot sun; we leave the car in the parking lot and walk a quarter of a mile over pebbled needles. Visitors are shown through the caves in groups by one or another of the young men who made the discovery. The sides and roof of the soaring caverns are cut with marvelously painted heads and entire bodies of wild cattle, horses and ponies, in tones of black, tan, yellow.
A guide to good wines to serve with meat and poultry

By JEANNE OWENS

Executive Secretary of the Wine & Food Society of New York

Choosing a good wine to serve with a good dish is a matter of individual taste. It is a subject that will evoke pleasant conversation, heated discussion and, from the wine virtuoso, even flights of frightening metaphor. But anyone who appreciates the flavor of fine food can develop a discerning wine palate, for wine is something to be enjoyed without preface, without prologue. Its enjoyment does not depend on a knowledge of the wine’s vintage. Nor is one required to know that Chateau Ausone is not a Medoc; or that Gewürztraminer means literally “spicy traminer” and that it is a fine Alsatian wine.

The first step in the wine lover’s education is to follow the natural instinct of taste. But experience has established certain red and white wines as traditional complements to certain favorite dishes. To guide those who wish to serve a wine that will make a good dish a great dinner, we are listing a selection of two wines for each of the following recipes in our Meat and Poultry Cook Book on page 185.

ROAST CAPON VERONIQUE
Château Beychevelle ’49 (claret)
Savigny les Beaune ’49 (red Burgundy)

COQ AU VIN
B.V. Pinot Noir (California, red)
Château Talbot (claret)

CANeton À L’ORANGE
Clos Vougeot ’49 (Burgundy)
Cabernet Sauvignon, Martini (California, red)

STUFFED SQUAB
Beaujolais, St. Amour ’53 (light red)
Pouilly-Fuissé ’52 (white)

GUINEA HEN AND WILD RICE
Château-neuf-du-Pape, La Bernardine ’47 (red)
Hermitage Blanc, Chante-Alouette ’49 (white)

ROAST TURKEY
Château Pape Clément ’49 (red)
Grenache Rosé, Almadin (California, pink)

VEAL PARMIGIANA
Soave (white, northern Italy—grapes grown near Verona)
Orvieto (white, Umbria, Italy)

TOURNEDOS À LA BÉARNAISE
Château neuf-du-Pape ’45 (red)
Romanée St. Vivant ’47 (red)

BLANQUETTE DE VEAU
Fiespeter Goldtropfen, Spätsee ’53 (white)
Tavel, Rosé ’49 (Wildman, Importer)

BOEUF STROGANOFF
Pommard Rognons ’47 (red Burgundy)
George de Latour Private Reserve ’47 (California)

ROAST FILET OF BEEF
Chambolle-Musigny ’52 (red Burgundy)
Château Lynch-Bages ’49 (claret)

BOEUF À LA MODE
Romanée St. Vivant (red)
Meursault Clos des Goûts ’50 (white)

CROWN ROAST OF PORK
Château Pontet-Canet ’49 (claret)
Chablis Fourchaume ’49 (white)

LAMB KIDNEYS EN BROCHETTE
Châanson Clos des Feves ’49 (red Burgundy)
Willm Gewürztraminer ’47 (white Alsation)

STUFFED LEG OF LAMB
Château Cos d’Estournel ’45 (claret)
Château Laville Haut-Brion ’52 (white)

FREE...∞
Write for the beautifully illustrated, full-colour 16-page booklet...

PLAN WINELY... PLAN WITH YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
people who want the best...

LOOK TO LIGHTOLIER

Our Gallery Group makes your home lovelier with a look of restrained luxury. Here: a fluted mahogany column mounted in antique brass. The treatment is evocative of Duncan Fyfe, a sense of well-bred elegance. The lighting is typical of Lightolier: glare-free, inviting.

At our own galleries, at the stores listed below and at better stores everywhere.

the gallery group by

LIGHTOLIER

11 East 36th Street, New York • 1267 Merchandise Mart, Chicago 12th at Folsom, San Francisco, Calif., and at these leading stores:

J. W. ROBINSON CO. • LOS ANGELES, CALIF. W & J SLOANE • BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. BULLOCK’S PASADENA • PASADENA, CALIF. W & J SLOANE • STAMFORD, CONN. RICH’S INC. • ATLANTA, GA.

Halloween candy cups wear masquerade cover-ups, too. Left to right are a shiny black cat, yellow jack o’ lantern, a witch’s hat.

For a Halloween party, let kids do it themselves

Inexpensive costumes and decorations to make with paper

All children love “trick or treat” time, when they can play at being someone or something they are not! (And what youngster doesn’t love to make believe?) On these pages are ways to treat a Halloween table with gay decorations and masquerade costumes to trick the guests. The table decorations are made of shiny stiff paper held together by cellophane tape. The mask, on opposite page, has a pink paper face, paper plate hat and red Sashen ribbon tresses and eyelashes. Butterfly, Cat and Junior Frogman costumes are made of bright-colored crepe paper. All decorations and costumes are simple enough for small fry to assemble—with a little help on the side. For instructions, write to H&G Reader Service, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Table decorations and mask by Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. Costumes by the Dennison Manufacturing Co.

Surprise centerpiece is a big black cat with broomstick whiskers. It is made from an oatmeal-box base covered with shiny paper, and rests on a paper plate covered with yellow and black ribbon bows. The surprise is inside, where a present awaits each child.
Halloween mask is made of pink construction paper, cut out where eyes, nose and mouth appear. Curling hair, eyelashes are made of red ribbon (or any other color of your choice), and ribbon trim is repeated on the paper plate hat.

Butterfly costume for a Junior Miss has fringed crepe-paper skirt, tunic of crushed crepe and light-as-air wings. Winged headpiece is set off by finely fringed goggles. Colors range from yellow to amber to deep brown.

Cat costume can be worn by boys or girls. Headpiece is orange with cut-out features in red, black and white. Ruffled cuffs on hand mitts and around neck are bright green crepe paper. Tail is orange crepe paper, fringed and attached to length of wire. The cat's whiskers are made of pipe cleaners.

Junior Frogman costume for a young adventurer is made of two shades of green crepe. The bulging eyes on cap are made of soufflé cups. Webbed paws are held on hands with ribbon ties.

BONUS PLAN!

WITH EVERY 6 PC. PLACE SETTING
YOU GET A $2 COUPON
APPLICABLE TO ANY PIECE
OF DIRILYTE HOLLOW-WARE!
Golden-hued, solid metal, lifetime guaranteed

With every 6 pc. Dirilyte place setting you buy during the period of October 10th to 22nd, 1955 inclusive, your dealer will give you a $2 coupon, applicable to the purchase of lovely Dirilyte hollow-ware. Buy several place settings and see those bonuses mount up! You can apply your coupons to any piece of Dirilyte hollow-ware—candlesticks, sugar and creamer, compote—or many others. You can redeem your coupons on the spot, or any time up to December 31st. But you must buy your place settings during October 10th through October 22nd.

If you don't know who your Dirilyte dealer is, write us. We'll send you his name. So hurry: visit your dealer or write to the Dirilyte Company of America, Inc., Kokomo, Ind.

Dirilyte Bonus Plan coupons are void in and not redeemable from any state or locality prohibiting, licensing, taxing or regulating coupons. Not redeemable in cash.
To the thousands of families all over America who are furnishing new homes or re-decorating familiar, well-loved rooms, House & Garden presents this

Handbook for
home decorators

Good decorating requires mental agility, but there is really nothing mysterious about it. The key to any successful room scheme is in the planning. A professional decorator bases his planning on family likes and dislikes, activities, hobbies and possessions. If we were the professional decorator and you were our client, our first conference would go something like this:

**HOW MANY ARE IN YOUR FAMILY?**

Your room must work for you. If you are decorating a living room, you have to consider the interests of the entire family. A daughter who's learning to play the piano, a husband who likes a big easy chair with a radio at arm's reach, and of course the family puppy and the parakeet all have to be reckoned with. You not only have to provide the piano and the easy chair, but also use practical materials (sailcloth, denim or perhaps cast iron). *Five children? The pink satin brocade can wait.*

**HOW ARE YOU PLANNING TO USE THE ROOM?**

Do you like to read in the living room? Listen to music? If so, you should take books, music and records into account and incorporate them into the background of your room. Do you play bridge several evenings a week? Then you need a permanent card table set up in the living room. Do you often entertain large groups of people? If so, you will need nests of snack tables and extra benches or lightweight open-arm chairs which can be used interchangeably in dining or living areas. *Cocktails for 100 people? Why not wait until summer and take advantage of the outdoors?*

**WHAT POSSESSIONS DO YOU WANT TO LIVE WITH?**

Which pieces of furniture do you want to keep? Do you have space for everything? If possible, plan to use only those pieces which are compatible with your needs and space. Big overstuffed sofas and Bank of England chairs were fine in 18th-century rooms, but may not fit your way of living today. You may have to discard the old radio console and install a high fidelity music system instead. Collections of books or bibelots should be included in your decorating plan. Organize them on built-in shelves rather than scattering them throughout the room. *A gun collection? Put it under lock and key for safe keeping.*

**WHAT COLORS DO YOU LIKE?**

Do you respond more quickly to cool, restful colors or gay, outgoing shades? Do you like the muted colors of old book bindings or the bright colors of nature? The colors you use in the room should not be limited to the ones you personally like but colors that suit the mood you intend to create. Suppose you like deep reds and greens but want to achieve a country feeling with French Provincial furniture. Deep shades do not suggest an open, country mood, but you can use them as accents with lots of white. Instead of velours and satins, try a fresh clover-leaf chintz on your furniture, a pale green sheer at the window and introduce deep reds as accents, in small cushions for example. Never think of color as an obstacle. *You're tired of pink? How about one of the popular new blues? Turn to page 225 for Chapter II in House & Garden's Handbook for Home Decorators.*
When you have a superlative stretch of blue water and sky outside your window, your decorating problem becomes simple. In this living-dining room overlooking Lake Washington, the furniture is arranged to benefit from the view all day long. To avoid competing with nature, the color scheme inside is kept purposely simple: the walls are paneled in Japanese red birch; the carpet, draperies and sofas are off-white and accents of orange and lemon yellow add warmth. Turn the page and see how this room, but without the view, might have been planned by six decorators.
Six ways to decorate the same room

How do you decorate a room which has to serve for living, dining, music, reading and games? To show you some good ways to approach the problem, House & Garden asked six leading interior designers to decorate the living room which you saw photographed on the previous page. In the following sketches you will see how it is possible to fit all these activities gracefully into one room and still retain a sense of space and comfort and ease. The decorators use lightweight tables and chairs which can be shifted around for parties. They combine modern and period furniture, new fabrics and old prints, varied textures and materials to give the room warmth and individuality. In each of their plans are practical and original ideas which you can adapt in your home.

If you keep the background of your room neutral, you can use different materials and colors to set off certain areas within it. Here the background is in natural tones: natural linen fabric wallpaper on the walls, screen and built-in hi-fi unit (back of the dining area); sheer linen curtains of the same color and a rug of matching shade. Seating pieces in the conversation group are covered in natural linen with a bold black design. Dining chairs are upholstered in old gold velvet. The game area between the piano and window has a white leather table and black leather chairs.
ONE GOOD PRINT CAN
INSPIRE A ROOM SCHEME

If you have a favorite print, you can use it to give harmony to the living and dining areas and size to the whole room. The apricot-and-white print hung at the windows of this room is repeated on the open armchairs (a good way to distribute a pattern throughout a room without letting it overwhelm). An area rug in apricot picks up the basic color; the orange-and-green tweed on chair and ottoman melds the tawny tones with olive green of suede sofa.

Decorators: Howard Perry Rothberg

PERIOD FURNITURE TAKES WELL TO PRACTICAL MATERIALS

Upholstering traditional furniture in a sturdy modern material is a sensible idea in a family room. Here the Directoire side chairs have seats and backs of easy-to-clean leather printed with a gay millefleurs design. Glazed chintz in a larger floral design covers the twin bergères. Rugged sailcloth fortifies the modern sofa and chaise for hard wear. Blue and white sailcloth roller blinds are used to screen the light and protect the chintz curtains at the ends of window wall from strong sun. A hexagonal clay tile floor will not show scuffing. Area rug underlines conversation group.

Decorators: Edward Boh, David Wettiger
BIG SOFAS AND SMALL CHAIRS

MAKE A VERSATILE ROOM

With two big sofas and an abundance of small tables and chairs, you have a versatile room that seats twenty as easily as two. Here, the back of one sofa acts as a room divider between dining and living areas. The foot-square scatter tables, open armchairs and upholstered benches fit into large or small conversation groups. At the fireplace, focal point for the room, a display shelf for paintings is hung on aluminum poles set out a foot from the wall and lit by clamp-on spot-lights.

DECORATOR: Sheldon Krattertig

SIMPLE COLORS AND MATERIALS CREATE

A FREE-AND-EASY ROOM

For a living room that can be maintained and arranged without trouble, use materials that are easy to take care of and few but good colors. Here the sofa and open armchairs are covered with leather. The floor is vinyl tile; the game and end tables have Formica tops; the casement curtains are Fortisan. The blue, green and white color scheme repeated throughout the room gives a calm air of harmony to the whole. The screen, covered in grasscloth, and the botanical print wallpaper in the dining area introduce a garden note.

DECORATOR: Jack L. Steinberg

WOOD PANELING FRAMES

A VIVID COLOR SCHEME

If you want to use bright outdoor colors in your living room, copy nature and balance them with the softer tones of wood. In this room, the fabrics on modern and traditional furniture carry out a rich color scheme suggested by Van Gogh’s paintings of Arles. The background of walnut plywood panels on the wall and screen, natural linen curtains and beige wall-to-wall carpeting act like the frame and mat around a painting.

DECORATOR: Michael Green of Nancy McGuilland Inc.
Decorating now has a vigor, simplicity and individuality that is uniquely American. Tyrannized neither by tradition nor convention, we can combine the best of new and old materials, textures, furniture and art.

Shadows and silhouettes are used effectively in this foyer. White walls and floor accentuate simple lines of period and modern furniture, painted decoys. Plants are lighted to throw airy leaf patterns on walls.

Decorator: Paul Kent
A HOME PLANNED
FOR THE HAPPY MIXTURE
OF PRIZED POSSESSIONS,
OLD AND NEW

Low partition screens dining area without blocking view of living room

Windows are framed by shelves of old books in rich, colorful leather bindings
Antique pianoforte, closed, becomes a handsome table

As any moving day reveals, people are incorrigible collectors. Most families accumulate books, pictures and records. Some treasure Lowestoft china, African wood carvings, grandfather clocks or ancient arms. The easiest way to fit a sizeable collection into a small house or apartment is to organize your room schemes around it rather than to try to find an empty corner after everything else is in place. This five-room duplex apartment is furnished almost entirely with Directoire and Biedermeier furniture, and art, collected over the years, from many countries and eras. Shelves are built around the living room to hold 18th and 19th century first editions on art, literature and natural science, early Greek figures, ceramics. Large vases have their own pedestals. The walls of the living-dining room, bedrooms and stairway are decorated with old and contemporary oils and water colors, etchings and lithographs by Picasso, Matisse, Klee and Braque. 18th century French painted panels and tiles, antique figures and weapons. In this home of an artist and his author wife, the good things of past and present are seen and enjoyed by all the family, including two young sons who are growing up with a natural appreciation of art.

Decorated by the owners: Mr. and Mrs. Peter Piening.

Painted panels, desk and books turn bedroom corner into a study
Polished flagstone, a practical material, paves rooms opening to terrace

A COUNTRY HOME
WHERE CONTRAST IS
THE KEY TO HARMONY

Artists exploit contrast to bring a picture to life. They know that light seems more intense against shadow, that one strong color becomes more vivid when it is opposed by another. In decoration, too, it is the contrast of colors and textures that gives a room vitality. In the golden days of Marie Antoinette, salons were rich with velvet and damask, marble and crystal; lacquered, gilded and inlaid woods. We like to live informally and the textures we use are often the rugged natural ones that can be easily maintained and will help to relate a window-walled house to the land it is set in. In this country home, the simply furnished, open-plan rooms are given pace and warmth by the liberal use of different textures and colors in both structural and decorative materials. Rough surfaces alternate with smooth; vivid colors with neutral tones. The living room walls are glass and plaster, the fireplace is made of white-painted brick, the ceiling is natural cypress and the floor is flagstone. A natural rush rug and off-white handwoven wool runner mark the two seating groups. One chair is upholstered in sleek ponyskin; another has a red leather sling seat. Bright cotton cushions pad the wall bench. The furniture is a mixture of wood and metal. Gay Haitian paintings and sober family portraits hang side by side. When you analyze this house, it is easy to pinpoint the contrasting elements, yet the over-all effect is one of harmony. The unity is that of textures and colors related as they are in nature. The result is a cheerful, comfortable and completely contemporary home.

Decorated by the owners: Mr. and Mrs. George Neumann, Croton-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Architect: Marcel Breuer

Work table at studio window has north light
Furniture is lightweight enough to move from house to terrace

Fireplace stands free for added air and light

Chairs and tables with slender bases are easy to shift and keep floor space open and accessible for cleaning.
A collection of paintings can be the inspiration for a decorating scheme. In this small apartment, contemporary art and decoration have been skillfully merged by using the predominant colors of the paintings in upholstery, rugs and pillows. The modern furniture has simple, low lines that leave wall space free for large canvases. Restful blue-gray walls in the living room create a harmonious background for pictures, ceramics and sculptures. Notice how the two large abstract paintings are hung on adjacent walls over a corner conversation group instead of being centered above a fireplace or sofa. Small pictures are grouped together for emphasis over bookshelves. Pinpoint lights (an idea adopted from modern galleries) focused on the paintings supplement lighting over the draperies. In both the living room and family room, floors are covered with bold, shaggy rugs hand-crafted by Miriam Leefe to pick up the colors of each room. Abstract mosaic murals made from Swedish plaster, brass, glass and marble lighten the entrance hall and foyer and introduce the contemporary, original mood which is characteristic of this home.

Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Myles D. Perrin. Decorator: Bertha Schaefer.
Large abstract paintings are accentuated by surrounding wall space, spot lighting.
How to choose and use
the fabulous new Fabrics

Fabrics are the most fascinating (and fabulous) product of the American home furnishings industry. They offer more value, more style, more color and greater performance than anything being produced for today's homemaker. Never before has there been such an abundance of beautiful fabrics to choose from: diaphanous sheers, velvety chenilles, iridescent silks and smooth, subtle textured weaves. From the laboratories have come many new miracle fibers tailored especially for decorating. In addition, new finishes and printing and dyeing techniques have improved the natural fibers (cotton, linen and silk). Very often the miracle fibers are blended with natural ones to add to the wearing qualities of fabrics and to make them easier to care for. There is a fabric to solve every decorating problem, but each fabric has its own individual behavior pattern. You should know whether or not a fabric drapes well if you choose to use it for curtains. Is it translucent? Is it washable? If so, do you have to iron it? Will it stretch or shrink when you wash it or have it cleaned? Does the fabric wrinkle easily? How does it score on moth, mildew and heat resistance? Will strong sunlight affect its colors? What would happen if a lighted cigarette or a windblown candle came its way? You should know which fibers are contained in a fabric so that you will know what to expect of your curtains, slip covers and upholstery. The miracle fibers have had a great influence on decoration. They have made it possible (and fashionable) to hang unlined curtains at the windows from ceiling to floor and to cover furniture in light, bright colors. They have made it practical to use fabric lavishly, and in new and unusual ways. You can use fabric to “remodel” a room, camouflage unattractive walls, create the illusion of a window-wall. You can hang fabric on a ceiling track to screen off a dining area, or frame it in sliding panels to conceal storage areas. You can modernize furniture by having it upholstered or slip-covered in handsome new woven textiles. You can start your decorating scheme with a fabric and create any effect you want in a room. This 16-page portfolio will serve as your guide to choosing and using the fabulous new fabrics.

HOW TO CHOOSE A COLOR SCHEME

Have you heard about House & Garden's unique new service, personalized color schemes by mail? For details turn to page 244.

Opposite: Related fabric and wallpaper give an illusion of space

Fabrics with matching or related wallpaper are one of the greatest boons to novice home decorators. This design, called “Redditch Roses,” is simple in coloring and has an airy look. The chintz is used for curtains, shirred valance, bed canopy and hangings. (The bed coverlet is a Japanese hand print.) The paper decorates not only the walls but also closets and lamp shades. Quaint white wicker furniture, which is light in scale but sturdy, has a country feeling compatible with the print.

Decorated by Cecil Beaton. Shopping information, page 196.

TOM LEONARD
Fiberglas
The curtain material that can take strong sun

A wonder fiber that washes and wears like the window itself makes an ideal fabric for curtaining large areas of glass. Fiberglas, which is spun of glass, is a smooth fiber that will not catch fire, attract moths, wrinkle, shrink or stretch. The hot sun will not weaken it. Like a window, it can be wiped off with a damp cloth. The similarity ends there. The fabric is soft, supple and translucent. There are plain shimmering weaves, crisp shantungs and nubby bouclés. Designs, screen-printed for the most part, run from bold modern plaid and geometrics to romantic scènes. You can wash Fiberglas curtains by hand, dry them in a towel or over a clothesline and rehang them without ironing. It is advisable to hang these curtains 3/4" to 1" shy of the floor or window sill and well away from abrasive radiators or window blinds to insure long wear.

For more Fiberglas fabrics see p. 231
Saran

The practical fabric that is accident-proof

Every home has its hazards, but in some the fountain pen invariably leaks, the drinks spill, and the ketchup has a habit of gushing out of the bottle. The answer for an accident-prone household is accident-proof materials. Saran is a good one. It is a round, smooth fiber which not only sheds dust and dirt but all kinds of stains (alkali or acid) like the well-known water off the duck’s back. Saran fabrics may char but will never flame up; stay clean looking and can be sponged off between washings. They dry quickly, need only light pressing. The color, gay or muted, is built into the fiber before it is woven and will not fade; however, exposed to exceptionally strong sunlight, Saran curtains have a tendency to darken. Saran is also woven into upholstery fabrics and into carpeting.
One good reason why new sheer curtains are practical is Fortisan. It is fine and lightweight, but exceptionally strong and stable. (Because the fiber is so fine, many strands are used to form one strand of yarn and give the yarn its exceptional strength.) Fortisan is frequently used as the warp (vertical) yarns in combination with silk, cotton, acetate, Celaperm or Bemberg. There are also light and airy ninons made entirely of Fortisan. A sheer curtain fabric is better equipped to stand the sunlight when it has a Fortisan warp. Since Fortisan does not stretch or shrink, the curtain hem stays straight after cleaning (solid colors are washable). Fortisan can be ironed at the same temperature as cotton or linen; when combined with other fibers, the most delicate should determine the temperature.

Fortisan

The fiber that makes sheer curtains extra strong
Contemporary fibers

A new group of fabrics that solve special window problems

Ever since windows were invented, they have been a constant challenge to the home decorator. There is probably no other single area of the home that has changed so radically in such a short time. It was not long ago that windows were merely holes punched out in a wall and curtained coyly with tie-backs and valances. Now windows are often whole walls in themselves and require a lot of yardage and ingenuity in curtaining. The fashion for hanging pinch-pleated draw curtains on rods that extend from one side of the room to the other is fine as far as it goes, but it becomes monotonous when used all through the house. There are certainly many ways to vary your window treatments. For example, you can try a different type of heading as a change from the customary pinch pleats: fluted, box-pleated, shirred or scalloped café style. You can also hang curtain panels of alternating colors and textures to give interest to a large window-wall. You can combine straight curtains with one tier of café curtains, which can be drawn across the lower part of the window for privacy. Another suggestion is to use fabric flat instead of full, fashioning it into sliding panels patterned after Japanese shoji. On the next two pages are five different window treatments to stimulate your imagination. They are not only very decorative, but these man-made fabrics are functional as well. Light, privacy, heat and cold are important considerations when you curtain a window, and often suggest special window treatments. All of these fabrics are blended of fibers derived from cellulose: acetate fiber, woven into a moderately-priced fabric with an expensive look; Celaperm, an acetate with sealed-in color; and Fortisan, fine but exceptionally strong and thus ideal for sheer curtains.

Curtains to provide privacy and light

Opposite are three different ways to curtain windows for privacy without cutting out sunlight altogether. In the living room, sheer draw curtains made of Fortisan filter the light. The pattern of roses printed in white on a white background relieves the cold look of glass. Benches form a pinwheel of color in front of the window. A blend of Fortisan, spun rayon and viscose is used for upholstery, picture mats. In the bedroom, a double layer of sheer curtains gives two degrees of privacy. The long café curtains made of printed Fortisan ninon (a closely-woven sheer) are sufficient during the day. Overcurtains of the same material in a flattering peach tone can be drawn for privacy and filtering strong sunlight. Across a window-wall in the third room, opaque fabrics cut and framed in panels, Japanese fashion, afford complete privacy and cut glare in a sunny window. This treatment requires tightly woven fabrics of drapery weight such as these made of Fortisan and spun rayon and Fortisan and silk. Light shining through the different colored fabrics gives the room a fascinating variety of tones and patterns.

All Fresh Viewpoint fabrics woven with fibers by Celanese.
Settings designed by John and Earline Brice. Shopping information, page 196
Curtains to control heat, light and sound

Often structural problems in a home can be solved inexpensively with ready-made curtains. A poorly-insulated window-wall can be hung with floor-length draw curtains in alternating panels of sheer material (for light) and heavier translucent material (for warmth). Here, sheer panels are Fortisan, Celaperm and rayon; heavier panels: acetate and rayon. Café curtains of acetate and rayon are hung on a big brass pole at the entrance to the room as a protection against drafts. The acoustics of a room can also be improved by the use of curtains. In the music room, a hard-surfaced wall which would act as a sounding board behind the piano is hung with nubby draperies made of acetate and cotton. Café curtains on the high strip of windows are made of Celaperm, a self-lined fabric that admits light without turning yellow.
Plastic
The durable material with a decorator look

At first glance, it is difficult to recognize the new three-dimensional plastics. They impersonate every texture from bamboo to bark, and are designed in striking decorator colors. Since candy, crayons, and modeling clay cannot damage plastic upholstery, it is a good choice for family rooms, living-kitchens, TV rooms, playrooms and porches. You can also "paper" walls and screens with plastic fabric. It is washable and scuff-proof. 1. "Bamboo Junior" Boltaflex by Bolta Products. 2. "Rope Square" Koroseal by B. F. Goodrich. 3. "Cortez" stripe Col-O-Vin by Columbus Coated Products. 4. "Briartweed" by L. E. Carpenter. 5. "Bark" Naugahyde by U. S. Rubber. 6. "Impermo" Saran by Anton Maix. 7. "Wicker" Duran by Masland Duraleather. All available through furniture manufacturers and upholsterers.
Short cuts to good decorating

Two sets of curtains and slip covers provide a quick change of decoration.

Two sets of textures for winter and summer

Printed sheer curtains are appropriate any time of year, and you may prefer to use them in winter for extra light and color. This one is Bemberg and Fortisan, printed in “River Ferns.” The sofa is slip-covered in beige and white tweed. For summer, a refreshing black-and-white striped cotton, called “Carousel”, changes the appearance of the whole room. Used for slip covers and curtains, it makes a good backdrop for the colors of fresh-cut flowers.
Two types of prints for winter and summer

You can change the mood of a dining room by changing the pattern of curtains and chair seats. Chintz printed in a broken stripe makes neat winter draperies and seat covers. Washable Dacron marquisette curtains admit the sun. In summer, the draperies are replaced by a less conventional chintz called “Albemarle”. Drawn across the entire corner window, these curtains give the room the feeling of a cool, summer garden. The slip seats of the chairs are easy to remove and recover in antique satin, or you can make draw-string caps that fit over them like an ironing board cover.

Two color palettes for winter and summer

It is easy to change the season in your bedroom if you have two sets of curtains and slip covers in winter and summer palettes. In this bedroom, pink-and-white striped cotton and shell pink chintz are used during winter. For a cool and airy summer scheme, the curtains and draperies are exchanged for Sky Blue printed sheer of silk and Fortisan, called “Jasmine”. The bed is covered in Cerulean Blue “Chromspun” acetate; the chairs in charcoal brown textured material to harmonize with the printed curtains. Both sets of bed covers and the winter curtains are available ready-made.
Short cuts to good decorating:

Color co-ordinated cottons

Cotton is in a class by itself. It is colorful, practical and economical. It does not make extravagant claims but is easy to care for and wears exceptionally well. You can create wonderful effects with yards and yards of cotton without spending much money ($1.65 for a printed chintz to $2.50 for woven textures shown here). The news today is in the finishes which have been developed to give cottons new glamour and versatility. Here you see some with highly polished finishes, others with a slight sheen, still others with a soft natural look. There are also textured cotton and rayon blends with crease-resistant finishes. They are matched in H&G colors so that you can combine prints and plains or related textures. Because of the wonderful variety of cottons, you can use them to solve decorating problems throughout the house.

For unity, one print throughout a room

If you have many different styles of furniture in a room, it's a good idea to use one type of fabric throughout the room to pull it together. "Francesca Damask," a polished cotton, is equally suitable for curtains and slip covers. The glossy finish sheds dirt and stays crisp looking. For extra strength and textural interest, the material is quilted for sofas and chairs.

For practicality, textured cottons in related colors

Rugged-textured fabrics that can take hard wear are the best choice for a family room. Here is an inexpensive washable tweed made of cotton and spun rayon, which tailors well for slip covers. The same material in a woven stripe makes long cafe curtains with pointed heading. These fabrics, from the "Mc-Tavish" group of textures, are made crease and spot resistant by Everglaze.
For spaciousness, a full sweep of chintz

If you want to make a small bedroom appear larger, use one type of fabric throughout instead of many different textures. Here, glazed chintz in an old-fashioned floral stripe called "Barclay Border" (the stripes run vertically, three to a length of fabric) is combined with quilted chintz in plain colors that pick up the dominant tones of the print.
Short cuts to good decorating:

Ready-made curtains and coverlets

In planning a room scheme, you have to figure that at least a third of every decorating dollar will go toward labor if you have everything custom made. Very often the cost of having a pair of curtains made up will exceed the cost of the fabric itself. Ready-made curtains, bedspreads, coverlets and dust ruffles are an economical solution. Here is a new group developed in decorator fabrics: printed sheers made of Fortisan and spun rayon and textured slip-cover material of cotton and rayon. You can also buy fabrics that match your scheme by the yard to curtain windows and cover pieces which are not in standard sizes.

You can create a new color scheme with ready-mades

Here is a color scheme based on H & G's Cerulean Blue, a decorator color you would not ordinarily find in ready-made room ensembles. The tailored bedspread fits a standard-sized (39") studio couch. Matching material is available by the yard to cover bolsters and pillows. Curtains made of a printed sheer called "Essence" harmonize with the bedspread. You can buy them ready-made in 90" length, but if you want to make longer curtains to hang from a ceiling track, you can buy the same material by the yard. It is 48" wide and does not require a lining.


Now you can redecorate your bedroom overnight

If your windows and bed are standard sizes, you can take advantage of ready-made curtains and coverlets instead of waiting weeks to have them made. These 90" curtains are in a printed Fortisan and spun rayon sheer called "Lady Luck." Dust ruffle and coverlet for the single bed are in a textured cotton and rayon. Pillows and chair cushions are slip-covered in matching fabric available by the yard.
Rose ribbons on a lawn below a sitting terrace are pleasing to look at from above or from a garden bench. Here the design has been worked out by planting a cluster of 3 to 5 floribunda roses in red, yellow, pink, white and salmon to punctuate paths surfaced in pink pebbles. The pebbles also serve as a mulch to conserve moisture around roses. Garden of Miss Mabel Choate, Stockbridge, Mass. Fletcher Steele, L. A.
Scotch Rose (*Rosa spinosissima*), left, makes a fine specimen shrub to brighten a garden corner. Extremely hardy, this shrub grows to a height of 3 to 6 feet and needs only a light, annual pruning. Scotch roses are fragrant; bear white or yellow flowers.

Trailing roses have few equals as groundcovers, for holding steep slopes, or for softening stone steps. They hug the soil, take almost no care. Memorial Rose (*R. wichuriana*), right, is a white creeper. Pink-flowered Max Graf is another good choice.

Many a gardener who grows annuals and perennials with gratifying success is apt to consider the rose as a plant apart. Roses often receive cautious treatment; they are deferred to as prima donnas or pampered as fabulous invalids. This gingerly approach to the world’s most popular flower may be due to the dazzling legends that surround the rose; to the blue ribbon and gold medal awards and the inexhaustible history of roses in horticulture, art, literature, and even medieval medicine. But the rose belongs to everyone. It is as rugged as it is beautiful and has been with us, at least on this continent, for a long, long time: some 32 million years, judging from the first rose fossil discovered at Crooked River, Oregon. Solomon called it “rose of Sharon” or “blossom of the plain”. Herodotus tells us that King Midas grew 60-petaled roses in his garden. The Greek poets called it “King of flowers”. The great warring Houses of Lancaster and York used the red and the white rose as emblems of chivalry. Roses nudged the lotus out of favor when Cleopatra preferred them for her Egyptian festivals. Rose petals were strewn nightly over the classic bathing pool at the Taj Mahal; they are found on Flemish tapestries and in Cretan frescoes of the 16th century B. C. Rose replicas have turned up on coins of ancient Rhodes, on early Egyptian textiles and in garlands on 1st-century tombs. In the Empress Josephine’s great collection at her chateau Malmaison were all the species and varieties known by 1804. In America the (Continued on page 168)

Floribunda roses like peach-pink Fashion, left, can be massed in a foundation planting. They replace more conventional shrubs; complement evergreen yews and the twiggy branches of firethorn against a house wall. Only requisites: 5 hours daily sun, well-drained soil.

Polyantha roses are good for low edging purposes, to cluster around a bird bath or to ring the pedestal of a sundial. They flower almost continually. Recommended polyanthas are pink Margo Koster or Crimson Rosette, new dwarf Pigmy Gold or pearly Irene of Denmark.
Indians planted wild roses by their camps along the River James; the Pilgrims, in 1621, started modest gardens of red, white and pink damask roses. This is the flower whose vigor and popularity outlived the rise and fall of the Roman Empire. From its development came the wonderful hybrids and modern varieties for every garden today. Roses cost no more, take no more time and effort to grow than any other fine shrub. On these pages are ways to use them as part of your landscape plan, without building a separate rose garden. Our list covers climbing roses, ramblers, trailing varieties, floribundas, hybrid tea roses, polyanthas, grandifloras, pillar roses, shrub roses, tree roses, miniatures, and a few more types that may attract you, if you have a place for them. Plant for plant, climbing roses give you the biggest show for your money. They flower in average garden soil, require only casual feeding and spraying, and many are hardy in sub-zero climates. Some climbers are June-blooming, others recurrent or everblooming for a long season. Flower forms and colors are legion, with their growth habits specified in rose catalogues. They can be espaliered along a garden walk, used to paint a picket fence or to cover house walls just as ramblers can. Unless pruned to grow in shrub form, or allowed to trail, climbing roses need to be trained and tied to a supporting trellis or arch. True ramblers bear small flowers in big clusters and bloom only in June. Trailing or creeping roses have an affinity for low walls and sun-filled slopes. They are natural

(Continued on page 252)
Espaliered roses along a garden path need no support other than wires strung between uprights. One wire stretched at 3' above ground, and another at 5', allow the vines to grow strong stems and flower profusely without too much pruning. Blaze and New Dawn will spread across 30'; white Prosperity and pink Dream Girl varieties spread across 10'-15'.

Free-form vine of climbing roses is a good window garland and roams over bare expanses of house walls. The canes should be tied to hooks or loops fastened on walls or to wires strung a few inches away from surface. Trellises are useful but somewhat rigid in effect. On south walls most climbing hybrid teas and floribundas bear flowers all season long.

Swags of roses like these hardy climbers are easy to train in a series of flowering panels. Here the window and doorway areas are linked by a mass of fragrance and color which can be enjoyed from the terrace. Paving, especially if set in cement, should not encroach on the roots, which need plenty of growing space, air, sun, watering and occasional feeding. Garden of Mrs. Albert Lasker, Amenia, New York.
Variety Mrs. R. O. Backhouse, a soft orange, blooms in early June with as many as 20 reflexed flowers on a single stem. Other martagon-hannsoni hybrids range in color from white to lilac and from light yellow and orange through deep red. For sun or light shade. Cost: $2.50-$3.

White trumpet lily varieties in groups of three are a serene foil to late delphiniums, highlight summer foliage of iris and peonies and accent the lower perennials massed along a path or by a garden pool.

GARDENING continued

PLANT LILIES IN BORDERS
AND AGAINST GREEN BACKGROUNDs

Pfriifer hybrid, exhibited at the 1955 show of the North American Lily Society in Boston is making lily news. It is of a race of hybrids which Dr. Norma Pfeiffer has long been working on and is the result of crossing a lily that blooms in mid-June (L. japonicum) with one that blooms in mid-July (L. auratum). The flowers are gigantic bells, 8 to 10 or more inches across. Some are white, some rosy pink and red spotted. These scarce, expensive progeny of two of the lily world's most temperamental parents are now available for American gardens.

Aurelian hybrids have large clusters of trumpet flowers in shades of white, pink, yellow and soft orange. A long, hardy succession of these lilies blooms from mid-June to mid-August. Plant them among phlox clumps, or use them to brighten greens of shrubs like azalea. Cost: $1-$3.
Madonna lily has pure white clustered flowers rising on spires 3 to 5 feet high. A few of these June blooming bulbs against red climbing roses or among deep blue delphiniums form high points in a summer garden. Improved strains: 65c to $1.

Regal lily, white with a rosy pink tinge on the outside, may reach the majestic height of 7' in improved strains. A succession of trumpet lilies including the regale and centifolium hybrids bloom from late June through most of July. Too spectacular to mass, they deserve special planting. Cost: from 35c to $3.50.

Gold-banded auratum, with white and pink flaring petals, flowers from mid-July to August. It is perishable and may not repeat bloom after first year, but is worth the 50c-$1.50 cost.

Lilies have come a long way towards classic good looks, impeccable form and health since the days of St. Matthew or more recent times when native roadside tigers suffered the sobriquet of "Typhoid Mary's." The ailments of these wild lilies have been rebuffed by a whole new succession of vigorous and beautiful lily varieties on which you can count for continuous flowering from mid-June into September. Many are hybrids developed in recent years and not yet as well known as they should be. Others are improved favorites with exciting changes in color and form. This group is cooler in appearance than the lilies of barbaric, fiery colors that bloom earlier. The serenely clear whites, planted singly or in groups of three, can give your garden the look of a frosty morning—in July. Soft shades of ivory, cream, buff, pink, lemon yellow and orange are equally pleasing. All these lilies are useful for giving borders and green backgrounds a quickening lift, just as daffodils do in spring, iris in early June, and chrysanthemums in the fall. Modern garden lilies can be grown in the same soil with other plants. They rank with fine perennials in dependability. The best bulbs need cost no more than a peony or a rose bush. But it is important to buy improved kinds, preferably from North American stocks, which have developed impressive hardiness. A number of species lilies are so striking in form that they deserve to be admired in a setting by themselves; (Continued on page 254)

T. A. Havermeyer's cream yellow flowers with orange centers on branching stems are very fragrant. These hardy, shade tolerant L. henryi hybrids bloom from late July to late August. Havermeyer types: $1.75-$5.

Jillian Wallace has 8" carmine-pink flowers with broad wavy petals bordered in white. This lily is one of a new group of hybrids blooming from late July through August. It is the most spectacular and costly of all modern lilies; becomes a conversation piece in any garden and costs $6.

Speciosum rubrum has petals of carmine-pink, spotted red and edged in frosty white. It blooms from mid-August to the close of the lily year in September and brings cool brilliance to late summer borders. Grows in average soil, sun or light shade. Cost: 90c to $1.50.
The wonderful choice in modern

Good modern houses can be informal or formal, one-story or two, rambling or symmetrical. The two houses shown here and on the following pages are as different as they are modern. The first is informal and irregular in plan, for casual, informal living. The second suggests the grace and precise proportions of traditional architecture, and its glass walled rooms and outdoor terraces make it as light and airy as a pavilion. Their contrast shows that modern houses are not all the same and that versatility is in fact the hallmark of good modern design.

1. A modern house for relaxed family living

*It opens to three separate outdoor living areas; uses natural material indoors and out*

This kind of modern house spreads out to become a natural part of its setting. Situated on a wooded site near San Francisco, it opens to three separate outdoor living areas and takes its color scheme from the famous California redwood trees. Because most families with young children never seem to have enough space, this home was planned to live much larger than its actual 1,749 square feet. (There are 1,165 square feet of living area outdoors.) It is zoned for adult peace and privacy, and for youngsters' noise and clutter. The kitchen and family room, the natural center of activity, is the pivot of the house. At one end are the children's bedrooms, and at the opposite end are the living room and master bedroom. From every room in the house you can step out to a porch, patio or courtyard. Inside, both architectural details and furnishings are closely related to the outdoors. Ceilings, for example, follow the pitch of the roof, and beams are exposed; furniture is in redwood tones; fabrics are textured in the soft greens, browns, beiges and pinks of the surrounding woodland.

Opposite

*BEAK TERRACE is partly covered by roof overhang, partly open to sun. Living room end of terrace is on lower level; dining room and kitchen terrace is three steps higher. Paving is stamped into 12" tiles when concrete is wet. Interiors designed by Jacksons of California in Pacifica trend introduced by H&G, April 1952. Photographs by Julius Shulman.*
Exposed posts and beams, roof-high ceiling and sliding window-wall give living room a natural, open feeling. Furnishings, fabrics and color schemes in the house are inspired by tones and textures of California redwood trees.

KITCHEN end of family room groups cooking, cleaning and storage units within few steps of each other. Refrigerator, like wall cabinet, is recessed in right wall with built-in oven below it. Door to the dining room is at right.

DINING AREA is three steps up from the living room. Table top is natural redwood; chair seats, green leather.
KITCHEN-FAMILY ROOM leads into dining room, left, entrance hall, right. Doors (open in this picture) can be closed to separate this end of the house completely from the living-dining room and master bedroom. Wall refrigerator-freezer and oven in partition between kitchen and dining room are light pink, as is dishwasher.

TELEVISION, storage, game table and space for children's rainy day play at family room end of kitchen. Sliding glass doors open up to the front terrace and play-yard beyond for children to come and go as they please.

WASHER-DRYER is located in family room and concealed by folding redwood door when not in use. Below the counter-height laundry unit is a large, handy hamper.
All rooms open to outdoor living areas

MASTER BEDROOM is a parents' retreat complete with its own well screened patio. Floor-to-ceiling glass wall between the patio and bedroom makes it seem one single area. The shoji-like panels (painted white with one coral, one green panel) are a decorative shield. Curtains are pale, cobweb weave; rug is pink and green tweed-like mixture. Wood framing has a redwood finish.

FLOOR PLAN shows how rooms of the house open to outdoors. Shaded areas mark terraces off living-dining room and kitchen, patio off master bedroom, terrace adjoining family room and children's bedrooms. Note eight doors leading outside. Indoors, the house is planned to divide parents' and children's activities on opposite sides of kitchen.

Architects: Design Associates, Inc.
Landscape architect: Robert Cornwall
FAMILY ROOM TERRACE, between the front of the house and the garage, is shielded by concrete block wall. Front entrance path is on other side of it. This terrace provides an outdoor area for the whole family and a paved play space for the children adjoining family room.

PLAY YARD with sand pit is at side of garage, a part of grounds planned for children. Their bedrooms (each with outside door), family room and its terrace are only a hop, skip and jump away.

LIVING ROOM TERRACE is wide and long enough for outdoor entertaining; bench around walnut tree and terrace steps provide extra seating space. Kitchen door opens directly on this terrace for serving food.
2. A modern house for traditionalists

Classic in its symmetry,
this square house has
a center terrace to open
the whole interior

This kind of modern house is rooted in tradition. A small home of precisely balanced wood and glass panels, it follows traditional precedents in its fine proportions and symmetry but is neither stately nor stuffy. On rolling countryside near New Canaan, Connecticut, it has the flexibility needed for present day living. The H-shaped plan completely separates living and sleeping rooms, but lets them share a center terrace which enlarges them both. In place of traditional walls, glass panels look out over the surrounding woods and azalea-planted court. Even the solid end walls of the house have a band of glass at the ceiling to give you a view of treetops or sky from almost any point. (You can also have privacy when you want it, from the draw curtains at all window-walls.) The house is a wonderful frame for the owners’ fine antiques: Wide glass walls illuminate each piece of furniture, and crisply simple architectural details do not compete for attention.

SYMmetrical FACADE of graceful simplicity is enhanced by wooded setting. Wings of house balance exactly; white trim recalls classic cornices and pilasters.

H-SHAPED PLAN uses 1,520 square feet of space well. A hall divides living from sleeping areas; both living room and master bedroom open to rear terrace which serves as an outdoor room five months of the year. Only six interior partitions are needed to separate rooms completely. Center storage is near all rooms.
FRONT ENTRANCE, above, opens on a wide terrace between the two matching wings of the house. When curtains are open you can see into hall through glass wall but not beyond it. Large French Provincial commode gets a showcase setting against white walled, modern background paneled in glass. Rear terrace, right, is the central room of the house a great part of the year; both living-dining and bedroom wings open to it and through their glass walls overlook its red azalea plants and espaliered pear tree.
REAR TERRACE is shared by living room, above, and master bedroom, right. Ideal for solitary sun bathing or entertaining friends outdoors, the terrace seems to double the size of both rooms. Glass walls on two sides create light and airy interiors at all times of year; curtains are drawn to give privacy to each room when needed. Antique furniture (light mahogany writing table, fruitwood cane chair of Louis XVI period) is enhanced by simple setting.
A fitting frame for fine old furniture

LIVING-DINING ROOM window-walls (on two sides of room) light up felicitous blend of French antiques and modern furnishings. Windows flood room with light to show off the teakwood lamp tables and fruitwood pieces. The floors are dark polished oak and walls are light cocoa brown; pull curtains and free-standing, circular masonry fireplace are lighter brown; sofa is upholstered in orange and brown tweed mixture.
A lighthearted new accent for your floors

Target of interest for autumn and a quick fillip of color for your floors is this new group of accent rugs. They can be used with the same decorative effect underfoot that a single vibrant picture accords a whole wall. Some of the rugs are irrepressibly novel in design, like the slice of pink watermelon with black, tufted seeds or the strawberry scatter rug in fresh garden colors. Another group stresses mosaic patterns, linear forms, grillework and abstract blocks with the feeling of a Mondrian painting. Tassels with a custom-made look enrich rug borders. For different floor treatments, try them on hardwood surfaces, painted areas or solid color carpeting. They bring an accent of distinction to entrance halls, dining kitchens, bar corners and powder rooms, recreation areas, guest and children’s rooms.

"Calico Cat," size 32" x 42", is flowered in pink and blue on white.

Fresh as melons on a vine or summer wash on a line, these accent rugs are sunfast, made of thickly tufted cotton and are completely washable. The two fruit patterns are about 2' x 4' and come in one color only. “Octagon” is 4 ft. sq. in a mixed tone of orange, gold and white etched by black lines, “Port O’ Spain” is 3' x 4' in gold and orange blocks lined by diamonds of claret. “Mosaic,” Mondrian-inspired abstract, has a bright red and white pattern, sharply accented by linear black; 4 ft. sq., and also available in blue, brown, or gold. “Target,” cozy by a stove, or ideal for a boy’s room, hits the bull’s eye with two black cotton darts on circles of red and white; 4' in diameter. Needle tuft Rugs are approx. $12 to $45. At Macy’s New York and Macy Associates. Shopping information, page 216.

It is the happy conviction of the authors of these easy-to-follow recipes that good cooking is essentially a loving attitude towards food, and the preparation of it one of the joys of civilized living. The selections start with hearty fare like Roast Beef and Yorkshire Pudding and end with an inspired union of Breast of Guinea Hen and Wild Rice. In between are delicious possibilities like the spicy richness of Lamb Ragout, and Poulet aux Dents du Chat known elsewhere as chicken with almonds or "cat's teeth". Of these four, and all the recipes that follow, not one is beyond the powers of an amateur cook. Since meat and poultry dishes are the heart of American home cooking, some of the finest of French recipes have been adapted to suit the national appetite for both. In 1953 we managed to eat some 9 billion pounds of fresh meat and over 2 billion pounds of chicken, turkey, duck, goose, squab and game hens. This year, per capita, we may tuck away 150 pounds of meat, and sit down to 29 pounds of poultry. ("Children and chicken", as the old saw says, "must always be pickin'".) If you would turn out delicacies or undertake the simple yet demanding preparation of a perfectly plain roast, take care in details and cultivate orderly cooking habits to save time. Organize your ingredients; clean up as you go along. Accentuate flavor with a judicious use of wine, herbs and spices. Season wisely, not lavishly. Have meat at room temperature when you cook it (take it out of the refrigerator an hour ahead). Let roasts stand 10 minutes before serving. They will be easier to carve, with less loss of juice. Arrange garnishes of vegetables neatly on meat or poultry platters with a contrast of food colors and textures to satisfy the eye. One of the most distinguishing and appetizing aspects of fine cooking is the way it is served. Nothing looks more listless than white vegetables and white poultry on a white dish. But a savory roast garnished with greens and served on a silver platter, or a ragout simmering in rich, tangy wine sauce, are feasts of beauty for the eye to contemplate across the candlelight.

For glossary of cooking terms, see page 247.

Bright, gay colors set the scene for an autumn dinner party

An inviting table setting is the pause that stimulates before your guests sit down to an autumn dinner. Here the main course is roast turkey garnished with greens, to be carved and served after a soup course of rich turkey broth with a dollop of sherry and chopped tarragon added. The color scheme for the buffet is in cheerful harvest tones. Lemon Peel place mats of sheer hemp are reversible in pale beige. Bitter Green fringed napkins pick up gleam of white Burgundy in Orrefors crystal glasses. Textured Tangerine Bands the Royal Copenhagen "Oranja" dinnerware. Sterling place settings are newly designed "Cypress", suitable for modern or traditional tables; one place setting serves every type of dinner.

Silver, china, furniture, glassware and accessories available at Georg Jensen.
There is a great diversity of beef cuts and prices, from the expensive filet to the economical flank steak. It is important to buy good beef, and the first consideration is the grade. The government grades all beef as prime, choice, good, commercial and utility. Most prime beef is purchased by clubs and restaurants. Choice is the best quality generally available in retail markets and is excellent. Good beef is not as tender but can be used for braising and stewing. Commercial and utility are not recommended. For best results, and often the most economical, get fine grades of good cuts. In judging beef from the looks, two tests are the color of the fat and the marbling (the appearance caused by small streaks of fat running through the meat). Good marbling guarantees tender, juicy meat. The fat surrounding beef should be white or creamy white.

POT ROAST
Serves 6
4 to 5 pounds bottom round of beef
1 tablespoon butter
1 large can tomatoes
1 bay leaf
1 sprig parsley
2 large yellow onions, thinly sliced
2 thin slices lemon
1 cup water or red wine
Salt, pepper
2 tablespoons flour or 2 teaspoons potato flour
% cup cold water
% teaspoon dried thyme
% teaspoon celery salt
% cup sherry

Brown the beef all over in 1 tablespoon of hot butter, using a deep heavy saucepan. Add 1 large can of tomatoes, 1 bay leaf, a sprig of fresh parsley, 2 large thinly sliced yellow onions and 2 thin slices of lemon. Cover and let simmer over a very low fire. The total cooking time is 50 minutes for each pound of meat. Add 1 cup of water or red wine, a little at a time, and turn the meat several times to ensure even cooking.

When it has cooked for 2 hours, season with salt and pepper.

When the meat is done, take it out of the pan. Cut as many slices as are needed for one serving and arrange them slightly overlapping on a hot serving dish. Place the uneat piece at one end of the dish. Blend 2 tablespoons of flour or 2 teaspoons of potato flour with % cup of cold water. Stir it into the gravy and continue stirring until the gravy is thickened. Add % teaspoon of dried thyme, % teaspoon of celery salt and % cup of sherry. Simmer for 2 to 3 minutes. Spoon some of the gravy over the meat and serve the rest in a gravy bowl.

BROILED STEAK
Sirloin or porterhouse steaks are the cuts generally used for broiled steaks large enough to serve 2 or more people. It is difficult to give precise cooking times for steak, since so much depends on the thickness and quality of the meat, the distance it is from the fire and the heat of the fire. The most accurate test for doneness is to insert a small knife close to the bone and see for yourself how the steak looks in the middle.

Always preheat the broiler unit and broiler pan. For rare steak the meat is placed 2 to 3 inches from the fire throughout the cooking period. Medium-rare and well-done steak is browned close to the fire and then placed 3 to 4 inches away to finish cooking, or the heat of the fire can be reduced.

Plain broiled steak is usually seasoned after it is cooked. There is a theory that salted the steak before cooking will draw out some of the blood, although I don’t know that anyone has proved it. But seasoning will only penetrate the surface, so nothing much is gained by seasoning beforehand. The steak should also be spread generously with softened butter before serving. Pieces of garlic may be inserted in small slits in the surface before cooking, or 2 tablespoons of butter or 2 teaspoons of wine may be poured over the meat. Garnish with slices of lemon.

Veal has more connective tissue than beef, far less fat and is not as rich in the extractives which add flavor to meat. Flavor is developed by browning the meat and adding fat and various vegetables, seasonings and wine. To soften the connective tissue, it is always thoroughly cooked. To prevent drying out, do not cook veal for any length of time at a high temperature and do cook it with some fat or liquid. The best grades of veal are prime, choice and good. High quality veal is light grayish pink; the grain is fine and the bones are small, soft and red. The best chop cuts are the loin and rib. The rump, round and rolled shoulder are used for roasting. Whole slices of leg are used for veal cutlets and schnitzel. Scallopin and veal birds are cut from sections of the leg; the rest is used for stews or casseroles. The shoulder and breast are inexpensive cuts.

WIE.NER SCHNITZEL
Serves 4
11/2 pounds leg of veal
Flour for breading
Salt, pepper
1 egg
Fine dry bread crumbs
4 tablespoons butter
4 slices lemon

Remove any fat and sinew from the veal and cut it into 4 neat serving pieces. Pound with a wooden mallet to break down the tissues a little. Dust very lightly with seasoned flour, patting off any excess. Beat 1 egg thoroughly with 1 tablespoon of water and brush the veal with it. Then coat with fine bread crumbs. If time allows, let the veal stand on a cake rack for 1/2 hour. Melt 3 tablespoons of butter in a skillet. Cook the veal slowly until golden brown on both sides. It should take 50 to 60 minutes to brown and coat the cutlets. Remove from the pan and arrange on a hot serving dish. Melt another tablespoon of butter in the pan and pour the pan juices over the veal. Garnish with slices of lemon.
**Lamb**

The most expensive cuts of lamb are the loin and rib sections and the leg. Loin chops and rib chops are usually broiled and should be cooked so that the outside is brown and crisp with the inside still a little pink and juicy. Both the loin and the rib are also roasted whole. The loin is called the saddle and the ribs are prepared as a rack of lamb. The leg is most frequently roasted whole or in part with the rest cut up into cubes for recipes such as ragout or shashlik. The center part can also be cut into steaks which are broiled like beef steaks and the shank end cubed for a curry or stew. Baby and young lamb should be well done, but older or spring lamb is best medium rare. Moderate-cost cuts are the shoulder, breast, neck and shank. Shoulder and breast can be boned and roasted stuffed. The neck is the cheapest cut of all and makes a good stew. In judging lamb the fat should be creamy white; the flesh firm and medium to light red.

**SADDLE OF LAMB**

Serves 6 to 8

1 saddle of lamb, about 8 pounds
Salt, pepper
1 cup water or ½ cup water
and ½ cup rose wine

Have the butcher prepare a saddle of lamb. To facilitate carving, it is best to have it boned. Also any excess fat should be trimmed off and the whole saddle tied neatly with string. A saddle weighs about 8 pounds before it is trimmed. Find out what the trimmed weight is in order to gauge the cooking time. Place on a rack in a roasting pan and roast in a moderate oven at 350° for about 15 to 18 minutes to the pound, or until a meat thermometer registers 170°. Season after it has cooked ½ hour.

To Serve: Place the lamb on a hot serving dish. Add 1 cup of water or ½ cup of water and ½ cup of rose wine to the juices in the pan and bring to a boil. Serve the gravy separately.

(Continued on page 218)

**Ham and pork**

The majority of hams are smoked and often tenderized so that most of the cooking is already done, and all the ham needs is a short baking period. Hams that have not been tenderized are quite salty, so they are usually soaked for several hours, then boiled and finally baked in the oven for a nice crust. You can also buy half a ham, either the shank or butt end and have a steak cut off the butt end. The more expensive cuts of pork include the loin, ribs and tenderloin. The loin can be roasted and so can the ribs, as a crown roast. The ribs are also used as chops which should be baked or braised for the best flavor and tenderness. Broiling hardens the fibers and dries the meat. Less expensive cuts are spareribs and shoulder.

**GLAZED HAM**

Serves 4

1 slice precooked ham, ¼ inch thick, weighing about ½ pounds
Whole cloves
1 cup red wine
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
½ cup brown sugar

Slash the fat around the edge of the ham and stick it with cloves at 1-inch intervals. Put the ham in a shallow baking dish with 1 cup of red wine. Bake in a moderate oven at 350° for 20 minutes. Blend together 1 teaspoon of Dijon mustard, ½ cup of brown sugar and 2 to 3 tablespoons of the pan juices. Spread over the ham. Raise the oven temperature to 425° and cook the ham until the top is glazed, another 15 to 20 minutes. Baste several times with the pan juices. Serve on a hot platter and spoon the gravy over the top.

**CROWN ROAST OF PORK**

Serves 8

Crown roast pork, 16 ribs
1 large clove garlic, crushed
Salt, pepper
½ cup chopped onion
½ cup chopped celery

Have the butcher prepare a 16-rib crown of pork. He will remove the back or chine bone to facilitate carving. French the ends of the ribs—that is, remove the fat and meat leaving the bones bare—and then form the meat into a crown with the meat inside and the bones on the outside. Season with a large clove of crushed garlic, salt and pepper. Place in a roasting pan and put the following filling into the center. Cook ⅛ cup of chopped onion and ½ cup of chopped celery in 1 tablespoon of butter until soft but not brown. Blend with 1 pound of lean ground pork, 3 tablespoons of apple sauce, 1 tablespoon of chopped parsley and ⅛ teaspoon of dried thyme. Make ridges in the top of the stuffing with a fork. Tie a small piece of aluminum foil around the end of each rib to prevent the bones from charring. Pour 1 cup of dry white wine into the pan. Roast in a moderate oven at 350° for 30 to 35 minutes to the pound, or until a meat thermometer registers 185°. Baste occasionally with the pan juices.

Meanwhile cut 1 bunch of celery into 1½-inch pieces and cook until tender in boiling water with 1 teaspoon of meat glaze. Cut 1 bunch of carrots into small even pieces and cook until tender in boiling salted water. Drain and blend with 2 tablespoons of melted butter and 1 tablespoon chopped parsley.

To Serve: Remove the pork from the oven and place on a hot serving dish. Put a paper cutlet on each rib. Let stand for about 15 minutes. Skin any fat in excess of about 3 tablespoons off the pan juices, leaving all the good

(Continued on page 219)
Specialty meats

Beef specialty meats such as the brains, tongue and tail make fine, inexpensive dishes. Beef liver and kidneys are too strong in flavor for most palates, and the more delicate calves' or lambs' liver and kidneys are usually preferred. Cook liver quickly with only a little fat, to keep it tender and juicy. Kidneys need a high heat, a preheated pan and very little fat. Cook the cut side first to seal in juices and brown for only 2 to 3 minutes. Overcooking toughens kidneys unless they are cooked for a long time in plenty of liquid, as in a steak and kidney pie. Sweetbreads, found only in veal, are so soft that they are usually parboiled, then soaked in ice water to stiffen them.

ROGNONS DE VEAU FLAMBÉS
(veal Kidneys with Brandy)
Serves 4 to 5
2 veal kidneys
3 tablespoons butter
3/4 cup brandy
3/4 cup mushrooms, sliced
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
1 cup heavy cream, whipped
Salt, pepper

Remove the fat and membrane from the kidneys and cut them into small 1-inch cubes. Heat 1 tablespoon of butter in a heavy skillet. When it is on the point of turning color, put in the kidneys and brown them quickly all over, shaking the pan often to brown them evenly. Heat 1/2 cup of brandy in a small pan, ignite and pour over the kidneys. Remove the kidneys with a slotted spoon.

Melt another 2 tablespoons of butter in the same pan and cook the sliced mushrooms over a moderate fire for about 5 minutes until lightly browned. Stir in 1/4 teaspoon of dry mustard, then 1 cup of heavy cream, whipped. Put back the kidneys and season with salt and pepper. Cook just until the kidneys are heated through. Serve sprinkled with parsley.

(Continued on page 220)

Chicken and turkey

From the culinary point of view, there are only two kinds of chickens, young and old. Young chickens weighing as little as 1/2 lb are roasted. Broilers weigh from 2 to 3 lbs. Fryers are slightly larger. The 4 to 5 lb. chickens are usually roasted. Stewing chickens are over a year old, weigh 3 to 6 lbs. and need long cooking in water to make them tender. The water should merely simmer as boiling toughens rather than tenderizes. When cooking chicken by other methods, take care not to overcook. A chicken is done when the meat and skin on the leg start shrinking back from the bone or when the juice that runs out of the thickest part of the leg, when pierced, is clear with no trace of pink. Turkeys are now being bred for good-sized breasts; so in buying look for a compact bird with a well-developed breast. Roasting time depends to some extent on size and age; larger birds take less time per pound than small.

POULET RÔTI FARCI
(Roast stuffed chicken)
Serves 4
1 3/2 to 4 pound chicken
2 tablespoons butter
1/2 large yellow onion
1/4 pound mushrooms
1/2 pound sausage meat
1 small clove garlic
6 chicken livers, sautéed
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
1/4 teaspoon dried thyme
Salt, pepper

Sprig of fresh tarragon

Melt 1 tablespoon of butter in a small skillet and cook 1/2 a finely chopped large yellow onion and 1/4 pound of finely chopped mushrooms over a slow fire for 5 minutes. Put 1/2 pound sausage meat in a mixing bowl and add the cooked onion and mushrooms. 1 small clove of garlic, crushed, 5 sautéed chopped chicken livers, 1 tablespoon chopped parsley, 1/4 teaspoon dried thyme, 1/2 cup grated Parmesan cheese, put 4 thin lemon slices into a roasting pan with cup white wine and bring to a boil. Stir in 1/2 cup grated Parmesan cheese, cover and put in the oven to bake for 40 to 50 minutes. Remove chicken. Stir in 1/4 cup sherry and 1/4 cup white wine. Cut the chicken into serving pieces, or have your butcher do it. Cook until brown all over in 4 tablespoons of hot butter. Cover the pan and continue sautéing over a slow fire until the chicken is tender, about 30 to 40 minutes. Remove chicken. Stir in 1/4 cup sherry and 1/4 cup white wine into the pan and bring to a boil to lift the glaze. Add the grated rind of 1 lemon. 2 teaspoons lemon juice over it. Sprinkle with 4 thin slices of lemon on top, dot with 1 tablespoon of butter and brown under the broiler.

To Serve: Arrange the chicken on an ovenproof serving dish. Spoon the sauce over it. Sprinkle with 1/2 cup grated Parmesan cheese, put 4 thin slices of lemon on top, dot with 1 tablespoon of butter and brown under the broiler.

(Continued on page 241)
Stocks and sauces

Stock is an integral part of most sauces and gravies. Meat glaze or bouillon cubes and chicken concentrates or canned chicken soup make adequate stocks. But if you do have the time and the ingredients, it is well worth your while to make up a batch. The cooking liquid from a stewed chicken is excellent stock and should always be kept and used. If you want a more concentrated stock, it can be boiled down after the chicken is removed from the saucepan. Any stock will keep for at least a week in the refrigerator; during the summer it should be boiled up once or twice. Stock can also be frozen, preferably in small containers, just big enough for an individual recipe rather than in one large one. It is often fun to make an exceptionally good sauce, even if it does take time.

**BEEF STOCK**

1 large knuckle veal, cracked
1 to 2 pounds beef bones
2 pounds brisket of beef
4 quarts water
1 large onion, thinly sliced
1 large carrot, thinly sliced
1 stalk celery, thinly sliced
1 tablespoon tomato paste
1 tablespoon mushroom caps
Salt, pepper

**COINTREAU SAUCE**

1 duck, 4 to 5 pounds
2 tablespoons butter
Finely shredded rind of 1 orange
⅓ cup sliced mushrooms
1 small clove garlic, crushed
3 teaspoons potato flour
⅔ cup dry sherry
⅓ cup brandy
⅓ cup Cointreau
⅓ cup orange juice
4 ounces shredded cooked ham or tongue
Salt, pepper
3 tablespoons brandy
⅓ teaspoon tomato paste
1 teaspoon meat glaze
2 teaspoons potato flour
⅓ cup stock
⅓ cup dry white wine
1 sprig tarragon

**STUFFED SQUAB**

2 squabs
8 chicken livers
6 tablespoons butter
8 large mushrooms, sliced
1 apple, sliced
4 ounces shredded cooked ham or tongue
Salt, pepper
⅓ cup stock
⅔ cup dry white wine
1 sprig tarragon

**Duck, goose, squab, guinea hen**

Duck costs less per pound than other poultry, but it also has a large carcass and lots of fat, so the quantity of meat in proportion to bone is less. A 5 or 6 lb. duck will only serve 4 people adequately. Ducks are easy to roast because the fat covering gives the bird built-in basting. Although directions sometimes call for pricking the duck, it does not help release the fat any faster, and if the skin is pricked deeply, meat juices are lost. Goose is even fatter than duck and is treated the same way. Geese weigh about 10 to 12 pounds and are found in the markets for only a limited time, from November to April. Squab and guinea hen also appear in our markets only in limited quantities. Squabs weigh about 1 lb. each, so allow one per serving. For guinea hen, buy a fairly large one (3½ to 4 lbs.) since the small ones have a lot of bone in proportion to the meat.

**DUCk IN COINTREAU SAUCE**

Serves 4

1 duck, 4 to 5 pounds
2 tablespoons butter
Finely shredded rind of 1 orange
⅓ cup sliced mushrooms
1 small clove garlic, crushed
3 teaspoons potato flour
⅔ cup dry sherry
⅓ cup brandy
⅓ cup Cointreau
⅓ cup orange juice
1 tablespoon red current jelly
1 tablespoon chopped truffle
Salt, pepper
4 sautéed fluted or whole mushroom caps
2 oranges

**STIFFED SQUAB**

Serves 2

2 squabs
8 chicken livers
6 tablespoons butter
8 large mushrooms, sliced
1 apple, sliced
4 ounces shredded cooked ham or tongue
Salt, pepper
3 tablespoons brandy
⅓ teaspoon tomato paste
1 teaspoon meat glaze
2 teaspoons potato flour
⅓ cup stock
⅓ cup dry white wine
1 sprig tarragon

Remove the back and breast bones of the squabs, leaving the little leg bones intact. Stuff them with the following dressing. Sauté 8 chicken livers and the squab livers quickly in 2 tablespoons of hot butter. Remove the livers. Put another tablespoon of butter in the pan and sauté 4 sliced mushrooms and a sliced apple until lightly browned. Slice the livers and put them in the pan with the mushrooms. Also add the shredded ham or tongue and season with salt and pepper. Fill the boned squabs. Sew the backs up with a needle and fine thread. Tie the legs with soft string. Brown the squabs slowly all over in 3 tablespoons of butter. Heat (Continued on page 245)
Good insulation pays for itself in a few years

You can cut heating and cooling costs in your home by as much as 1/2, and enjoy year-round comfort no matter how the winter winds blow or the summer heat beats down, if you know the value of insulation.

One small struggle between man as a comfort-loving creature and man as keeper of the family pocketbook has been resolved. Tests have proved that good insulation can make a house more comfortable and cut heating and cooling bills by as much as a third. Any owner of a properly insulated house will add that it requires less indoor painting, cleaning and dusting than an uninsulated house.

For anyone about to build, buy or remodel a house, two crucial questions are: (1) What is the dollars-and-cents value of good insulation? and (2) What parts of a house need to be insulated to prevent heat loss?

The substantial savings possible as a result of proper insulation were shown in recent studies conducted by the University of Illinois Small Homes Council. Testing an identical five-room house built in seven different parts of the country, the researchers found that $240 worth of insulation saved from $720 to $900 on the initial cost of air-conditioning equipment needed to heat and cool the house, and from $158.80 (in New York) to $271.80 (in Jacksonville, Florida) on a year’s fuel bill.

In another test, the National Warm Air Heating and Air-Conditioning Association tracked down some interesting facts about heat loss to the outdoors. In a one-story frame house, 30% of the total heat loss was through exterior walls and roof, 25% through windows and doors, 18% through the floor into crawl space below, 16% through the ceilings into the attic, and 11% through cracks around window, door and other openings.

The obvious conclusion is that good insulation pays for itself by keeping the heat inside in winter and outside in summer. The savings come about two ways. You can do with a smaller, less expensive heating or air-conditioning unit if your house is well insulated. And, over the years, you will have lower fuel and operating costs.

As for creature comfort: it is not only air temperature that makes you feel warm or cold. In winter, a "oom thermometer may register a pleasant 72° or a stifling 85°, but you may feel cold if the house is not well insulated. This is because cold floors and walls draw warmth away from your body. In summer, the same principle applies, in reverse: uninsulated walls and roof radiate the heat from the sun, and make you uncomfortably hot.

The following insulating materials will help keep your house pleasantly warm in winter and cool in summer—without exorbitant heating and cooling bills. A local builder or architect can help you choose the best ones for your house.

1. **Fill insulation** consists of loose granular material (mineral, wood, vermiculite, vegetable fibers) which is packed or blown into the walls or attic floors to fill them completely. It is most suitable for insulating an old house.

2. **Insulating boards** are applied over the walls studs, the joists of floors or ceilings, or the roof rafters. They may be used as the plaster base for walls and ceilings inside the house, as the decorative finish itself, as a substitute for wood sheathing on the outside, and (Continued on page 193)
THE CASE OF
THE SHREWD HOUSE BUYER

Planning to buy an old house and fix it up? Then this story is for you

Just as hatred of Captain Boycott, a British land agent for Ireland, made "boycott" a household word, so the name of the naive advertising man in Eric Hodgkins' novel may be found, eventually in the dictionary. If so, here's a possible definition. BLANDINGS: (1) A married male, sane in all other respects, who buys an old house to "fix it up"; (2) Sometimes used to describe the mental affliction from which a B. is suffering, as in: a bad case of B.

The element of marriage is essential to the definition, because an unmarried man would at some point, undoubtedly, call the whole thing off. However, weakened by his wife, a Blandings rushes into territory that is out of bounds for angels. Inevitably, he winds up in a morass of debt unless, like Blandings' creator, he can write a best seller about his experiences, and peddle it to the movies.

So, if you want to save yourself from financial disaster, you'd better take a firmer stand—which is not to buy the house at all. You may say this is impossible, that a Blandings, once bitten, can't recover until he has run the full course of his ailment.

But that's not true. There have been cases. And in every recorded instance the cure has been the same. It consists merely of learning beforehand—and from an unprejudiced source—the awful truth.

Just as many an unfortunate marriage has been halted in time by a well-wisher's revelation about the "tainted past" of the girl intended, so can the horrible details of "dry rot" put an end to romantic notions about a dream home.

Consider the instance of what has become known as "The Weston Case."

The house was situated on the corner of a pleasant crossroads in Weston, Connecticut—an unspoiled community 50 miles from New York. Half of its citizens were old inhabitants; the other half, business commuters. It was said that most of the latter were interesting people, which in real estate circles means artists and writers, and advertising men. This generality was given credence by the specific that Franklin P. Adams of "Information Please" fame lived somewhere in the vicinity. (Incidentally, the italics in the preceding paragraph, as well as any that follow, are the real estate agent's.)

The house was built in 1830; and to its rear had been added (about 1850) a kitchen extension; and across its front had been attached a 1906 porch. Scattered about its 2¼ acres were a carriage house (falling down), a corn crib (falling down), and a chicken house (fallen down). Yet from every aspect, it gave the appearance of having been built for, and lived in by, a sturdy Connecticut Yankee farmer. It had been handed down from farmer father to farmer son—until the last of the line went to the nearby college in New Haven, and developed different ideas.

About a quarter of a mile away, up a gentle slope to the East, could be seen the spire of a New England church, a copy of a Christopher Wren executed by one of those incredibly dexterous carpenters of the early 1800's. Naturally, the real estate agent said the house itself was the work of that self-same carpenter.

The house was first seen in early Spring; and the forsythia bushes that hid the corners of the porch were in welcoming bloom. (Incidentally, forsythia is to a Blandings what goldenrod is to a hay fever sufferer.) The grass was deep in the yard; and between the house and the garage the weeds had won a major victory over a flower garden. Behind the house were the aged, unpruned apple trees which only a real estate agent would call an orchard.

The view across the surrounding fields created such a sense of property that it didn't make any difference if the stone walls were held together by thick poison ivy roots. And the glistening coppery leaves of this Connecticut state flower only added color to the landscape.

From the picket fence that needed mending, to the shingled walls that needed painting, to the chimney tops that needed pointing—the place was in that exact state of appealing loneliness that produces in a Blandings the inevitable: "My, what you could do with a house like that!"

And so it was with the interior. The paneled front door was not only the means of admission but, to a Blandings, what with the original hardware (Continued on page 250)
Paved floors inside and outside the house
are of colored concrete, patterned into 12" tiles.

1. Concrete slab is poured between forms
to make floor of house. While concrete is still
wet, powdered coloring is sprinkled uniformly
over surface. Color becomes an integral part
of the concrete and will not weather or wear off.

2. Steel trowel is used
to work color into con­
crete and give slab a
smooth surface. As trow­
eling continues, a straigh­
ted edge is used to locate and
level high and low spots
in the surface of the slab.

3. Aluminum stamping
forms are placed on
smooth surface of slab.
Knife-like edges on bottom
of form cut into concrete,
marking out 12" square
tiles. The weight of a single
person is sufficient to force
forms into wet concrete.

4. Finishing tool fol­
ows tile pattern made
by stamping form. Tool
is used to even off joints
and make a neat job.
Tile pattern in concrete
is used through entire
house with the excep­
tion of the flooRs in the
bedrooms and baths.

5. Dark filler is poured in­
to joints in slab after concrete
has been allowed to stand for
three to four days. Hand trow­
els are used to smooth joints.
Entire floor is wiped clean
and moist-cured for several
days to strengthen concrete.
around the edges of concrete slab foundations. Boards are of wood, vegetable or glass fiber, 1/2" to 1" thick, and often supplement other insulation.

3. Flexible insulation, in the form of mineral wool or wood fiber batts and blankets, is sized to fit between the studs, joists and rafters that create the frame of the house. Encased in building paper or reflective foil it can be easily stapled in place. The paper or foil on the side facing into the house serves as a "vapor barrier" to the passage of moisture into the insulation.

4. Reflective insulation (metal foil or metallic paint) has the ability to "bounce" back the heat that strikes it. It is obtainable in sheets to be hung in the enclosed framework of a house when it is built, or as the facing of flexible insulation or insulating board. Properly installed it reflects heat back into the house or reflects summer heat away from it. Metallic paints have the same property.

5. Insulating concrete is a mixture of vermiculite and portland cement. Poured as one layer of a house foundation slab it insulates the house from the ground. It can also insulate a flat roof.

JOHN L. SPRINGER

Coming in November

1001 Christmas Gift Ideas
A guide to holiday giving

ON YOUR NEWSSTAND OCTOBER 20TH

Contemporary Re-Creations
FOR THE DINING ROOMS OF DISCRIMINATING PEOPLE

TUTTLE'S ONSLOW
Sterling by the Tuttle Craftsmen

THE BRADFORD SERVER
From the Beacon Hill Collection

They complement each other, since both are re-creations of prized possessions from Boston's gracious homes ... both are painstakingly hand finished ... both express the finest of taste in design.

These are Beacon Hill's exclusive Silver-liner drawers that will keep your Tuttle's Onslow Sterling in shining order. There are other fine pieces in the famous Beacon Hill Collection which may be fitted with the Silver-liner drawers. Several of them are shown in a new brochure - "Selected Re-Created Masterpieces from the Beacon Hill Collection." For your copy, please send 50¢ in coin.

BEACON HILL COLLECTION
91 I Albany Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts

See Onslow and other Tuttle Sterling at your jeweler's.
See Beacon Hill Furniture at accredited furniture dealers.
Just like America itself, this new "furniture of romance" is a successful blending of various elements. Here, John Wisner has combined exotic rattan with walnut to achieve decorative, functional perfection. Entirely new in appearance, Crossroads furniture for the living room, dining room and game room adds that necessary note of elegance to casual living.

Children's wing is self-contained

Children's bedrooms at end of house are on either side of a small porch facing play yard. Bedrooms and bathroom open to porch, so children can come and go without disturbing adults.

Drinking fountain on children's porch saves much opening and closing of door. Each child's room has a door to porch, which is sheltered by roof overhang.

Children's bathroom has counter-top lavatory with two wash basins. Tub and toilet are in separate compartment, so two children can use the bathroom in privacy.
FRONT ENTRANCE WALK, paved with concrete, is sheltered by roof overhang. Concrete block wall, at right, screens the courtyard from the street. Wall, at left, screens the patio adjoining the master bedroom. Plant bed pleasantly relates the house and grounds.

CHILDREN'S PLAY YARD is enclosed by fence of hardboard siding. Fence is made up of 4' x 8' panels, with decorative lattice insets every 16' to trap passing breezes. The sand box is beach size.

LAWN at back of house is shaded by tall tree with a bench built around it. Three steps lead to sunken patio off living room. Patio and lawn together become one outdoor entertaining area. Continued on p. 196
Building Data

Modern House #1

Foundation: Concrete slab and footings. Exterior walls: Select heartwood redwood. 4" wide "Ridgewood" panels.

Modern House #2


Flooring

Concrete slab and footing—Pioneer Flintstone Co.; gravel topping—Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.

Poured concrete, Fiberglas Corp.

Aluminum—Durrell Co.

DOORS

WALLS:

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. Gypsum Co.

Crle Division of American Hardware Corporation.

Gladome Prefabricated Fireplaces, "Hermosa"—Gladome Ceramic Co.

HOB: Select heartwood redwood.

BATHROOM PLUMBING


WALLS:

Masonite Corp.

INTERIOR


LAUNDRY


Fixtures:


KITCHEN

Bathrooms: "Sheetrock"—The Menpel Co.

INTERIOR


LAUNDRY


Fixtures:


KITCHEN

Bathrooms: "Sheetrock"—The Menpel Co.

INTERIOR


LAUNDRY


Fixtures:

INSTANTLY...JUST A FEW WELL-CHOSEN LAZYBACK SOFA PILLOWS DO SO MUCH FOR YOUR LIVING ROOM...FOR YOUR LIVING! IT'S THE MAGIC OF MODERN COLOR THAT SO DEFTLY ACCENTS THE BEAUTY OF YOUR DECOR...IT'S THE MAGIC OF MODERN COMFORT BEYOND COMPARE.

LAZYBACK PILLOWS ARE MADE OF THE FINEST MOLDED FOAM RUBBER. WONDROUSLY SOFT, PERMANENTLY PLUMP, WRINKLE-FREE, AND ALL LAZYBACK PILLOWS FEATURE ZIPPER COVERS FOR QUICK, EASY CLEANING OR CHANGING.

SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER.

OR WRITE NETTLE CREEK INDUSTRIES, BOX B-202, RICHMOND, INDIANA

LAZYBACK PILLOWS ARE MADE WITH GENUINE FIRESTONE FOAMEX MOLDED FOAM RUBBER

THE FINEST NAME IN SOFA PILLOWS
Up in the air about
winter air conditioning?

See your Lennox dealer-expert about the heating system that sets you up for Lennox All-Season Air Conditioning

Don’t be left in the cold this winter to shiver and shovel in a home with an old-fashioned furnace. Now is the time to see your Lennox dealer-expert—the one man in your community best qualified to equip your home with winter air conditioning.

Yes, winter air conditioning! That means living in air that’s heated to just the right temperature; gently circulated, filtered clean, properly humidified. And it’s all automatic—you don’t lift a finger! There’s never a draft or sudden dip in temperature to chill you, never any dryness to irritate your throat and skin.

And just think of it—you’re automatically set up for summer central air conditioning, whenever you’re ready for the simple installation of a Lennox cooling unit.

That’s the beauty of the Lennox All-Season Air Conditioning Plan. You can start with Lennox winter or summer air conditioning and add the other later. Or enjoy both now on the Lennox Easy-Pay Plan.

The Lennox Furnace Company—Air Conditioning and Heating—founded 1895: Marshalltown and Des Moines, Iowa; Syracuse, New York; Columbus, Ohio; Ft. Worth, Texas; Los Angeles, Calif.; Salt Lake City, Utah; Decatur, Ga. In Canada, Toronto and Calgary.

FREE BOOKLET—“How To Select Your Heating and Air Conditioning System.” Write to Lennox, Dept. HG-10, Marshalltown, Iowa. In Canada, write Toronto or Calgary.

HEATING as you want it!
The exclusive Lennox Perima-flo system puts a curtain of warm air between you and the weather. You live in air that’s automatically cleaned and humidified; heated to the perfect temperature. Then it’s gently and quietly circulated with the Lennox floating blower; evenly distributed in every room.

CLEANING because you want it!
Because you want less housework and lower cleaning bills, you’ll appreciate the exclusive Lennox hammock filter with millions of dust traps to eliminate up to 70% of air-borne dust. Dustgard seal prevents unfiltered air leak-through. Prove it to yourself with the Lennox White Handkerchief Test.

COOLING when you want it!
A compact Lennox summer air conditioning unit can be economically installed above, below or beside your Lennox winter air conditioner. In fact there’s one to match most any central forced air heating unit of whatever make. In just a few hours you’re set for wonderful dry-cooling in every room of your home.

FREE heating survey!
Remem-ber last December? Now’s the time to have your Lennox dealer-expert survey your home for heating that meets your particular requirements. No obligation, of course. Look for his name in the yellow pages of your telephone directory under Furnaces-Heating—Retail.

more families buy

通过 5,422 home comfort specialists!
Better things for
a better home

Beauty
is only the first course

You might say that the charm of this Casual Americana dining group is only the appetizer—a preliminary treat before the really satisfying courses are served. Beauty is only the starting point on a menu that includes so many delights. That handsome table top, for instance, is Frost Walnut Formica, and utterly soil-proof. The graceful chairs, in the continental Deauville design, have steel frames of charcoal black or Midnight Copper, stoutly resist chipping and peeling. The lounge chairs in the background are wonderfully comfortable, cushioned as they are of buoyant foam rubber. Most tempting news of all: Casual Americana is priced to everyone’s taste!

T27F Dining Table, $75; C86U Arm Chairs, $60, each; C82U Side Chairs, $37, each; C80BF Right Arm Lounge Chair, $80; T34 Corner Table, $35; C80F Armless Lounge Chair, $75; C80LF Left Arm Lounge Chair, $90. All prices approximate retail. On display at modern-minded furniture and department stores in most communities. Write for the name of the one nearest you, and enclose 10¢ in coin for our attractive booklet on casual decorating.

THE TROY SUNSHADE COMPANY
Makers of Casual Americana wrought iron furniture
and Living Ease garden and patio furniture.

TROY, OHIO

In Mexico City: Muebles Briones, S.A., Lago Iseo 50

Electric heating tape coated with plastic is laid on roof eaves to melt snow. Waterproof and shockproof, it can be plugged into a standard electric outlet. Will prevent pipes from freezing, and ice and snow from forming on driveways. 6’-60’ lengths for 110-volt, AC current. $3.75 up. Cox and Company, N. Y. C.

Steel sawhorses are designed for strength, lightness and easy storage. A pair can be used as legs for a work or picnic table, or as supports for carpentry and painting jobs. Two sizes, 25” high by 26” wide and 32” high by 32” wide. Approx. $8 a pair. Little Beaver Industries, Incorporated, Willoughby, Ohio.

Light control has a photoelectric tube that “sees” dark and daylight. Protects your home against burglars; automatically turns lights ON at night and OFF at daylight. Operates on 115-volt, AC current. $15.95. The Fisher-Pierce Co., Boston, Mass.

Heating and cooling controls keep house comfortable year round. Electric clock-control panel and indoor and outdoor thermostats work together; they adjust inside temperature to changing outside weather conditions. System automatically lowers temperature at night for fuel economy. $199.40 installed. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Single-handle mixing faucet lets you regulate water volume and temperature with one motion. Raise lever to turn on; turn from left to right for hot to cold. You can turn faucet ON and OFF repeatedly without changing water temperature. $21.95. Moen Valve Company, Seattle.

Door weatherstrip sets contain complete equipment for weatherstripping an entire outside door. Choice of three types to suit your door construction. Sizes 32" or 36" wide and up to 84" high. Prices from $3.50 to $6. Master Metal Strip Service, Chicago.

Baseboard provides year-round air conditioning. It cools by pumping cold water through pipes in radiator. Central blower distributes air along baseboard where it is chilled by cold pipes and circulated into rooms. It heats by hot water forced through pipes. The Vulcan Radiator Company, Hartford, Connecticut.

Louvered night lights recessed in wall or baseboard prevent falls in dark halls and stairways, and are a good nursery light. Louver light on left has silent switch on face plate. Left, $3.47; Right, $2.71. Arrow, Hart & Hegeman Electric Co., Hartford, Connecticut.

Metal fireplace unit, ready-made for new air-conditioned homes, has airtight damper to prevent escape of precious cool air in summer. In winter, room air is drawn in between double walls of unit, heated by fire on hearth, and then recirculated through wall grilles. Approx. $75. Heat-Iiator, Inc., Syracuse, N.Y.
Now! A blind to make your room

NOT JUST DIM

Now! A blind to make your room

BUT DARK!

New Flexalum® TWI-NIGHTER®

Only the new Flexalum TWI-NIGHTER gives you such complete light control, privacy, ventilation — and at no extra cost! New Flexalum design turns day into night with the

flick of a cord. Lets you sleep later in the morning. Helps along baby’s nap. And no one can see in, from any angle. All the other famous Flexalum features, too!

FREE DECORATING BOOK, in full color ... by well-known decorator
Minv Culbreth. For your copy, write to Hunter Douglas Corp., Dept. 96, 550 B’way, N. Y. 38, N. Y. (In Canada: Hunter Douglas Ltd., Dept. 56C, 9500 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal, Quebec.)

WIPE-CLEAN PLASTIC TAPES. A clumsy cloth is all you need to wipe them clean. Even sticky jam vanishes right off the non-porous surface. These Flexalum tapes won’t fade, fray, shrink or stretch.

SNAP-BACK ALUMINUM SLATS. Bend them — abuse them. Flexalum aluminum slats are spring-tempered to snap back ruler-straight every time. Mar-proof finish won’t rust, chip or peel.

MEAT AND Poultry COOK BOOK

continued from page 186

Beef

fore cooking; try to remove them before serving so that no one gets a piece. Steaks may be boned before cooking to facilitate carving.

Some variations of broiled steak follow. Also any of the sauces or garnishes given later for tournedos or entrees may be used for broiled steak.

BEEF À LA MODE
(French pot roast)
Serves 6 to 8

3 to 4 pounds boneless pot roast
3/4 pound salt pork
2 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons brandy
1 cup dry white wine
Bouquet garni (bay leaf, parsley, thyme)
1/2 calf’s foot or 1 veal knuckle
Salt, pepper
24 small white onions
6 large carrots

Lard the beef, or have the butcher do it, with thin strips of salt pork and a larding needle. (See page 247 for definitions.) Heat 2 tablespoons of butter in a deep heavy pan. When it is on the point of turning color, quickly brown the beef all over. Heat 3 tablespoons of brandy in a small pan, ignite and pour over the meat. Add 1 cup of dry white wine and enough water to almost cover the meat. Bring slowly to a boil and skim. Add a bouquet garni consisting of a bay leaf, 2 or 3 sprigs of parsley and a sprig of thyme. Also add half a calf’s foot or a cracked knuckle of veal. Season with salt and pepper. Cover and cook in a moderate oven at 350° for 1 1/2 hours. Put 24 small peeled white onions and 6 large carrots cut into small dice shapes into the pan and cook another 1 1/2 hours.

To serve: Place the beef on a hot serving dish and surround the meat with the vegetables and the calf’s foot meat, if any. Remove the fat that rises to the top of the gravy and strain it. Serve in a separate gravy bowl.

ROAST FILET OF BEEF

Serves 6 to 8

1/2 filet of beef, 3 to 4 pounds
Salt, pepper
1/2 cup dry white wine
3/4 pound mushrooms, sliced
3 tablespoons butter
1 shallot or small white onion
1 teaspoon meat glaze
1 teaspoon tomato paste
2 teaspoons potato flour
1 cup stock or water
1/4 cup Madeira

Remove the fat and connective tissue from the meat. Surround it with a thin layer of fat, preferably beef suet, and tie it with string at 1/2-inch intervals. Season with salt and pepper. Place in a shallow roasting pan and roast in a hot oven at 450° for 10 to 12 minutes to the pound, or until a meat thermometer registers 140°. Remove the meat, pour 1/2 cup of dry white wine over it and keep it warm while the sauce is prepared. Meanwhile sauté 1/4 pound of sliced mushrooms in 3 tablespoons of butter.

Remove all but 2 tablespoons of fat from the pan the meat was cooked in. Sauté 1 finely chopped shallot or small white onion until soft but not brown in this fat. Blend in 1/2 teaspoon of seasoned flour. Add 1 cup of stock or water and 1/2 cup of Madeira and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Add the sautéed mushrooms, season and simmer for 4 to 5 minutes.

To serve: Cut the strings off the meat and carve as many slices as are needed for one meal. Arrange them slightly overlapping on a hot serving dish and place the uncut piece at one end. Spoon
STEAK AND KIDNEY PIE
Serves 4 to 6
1½ pounds round beef
4 to 6 lamb kidneys
4 tablespoons butter
2 teaspoons vinegar
3 tablespoons flour
½ teaspoon tomato paste
1½ cups stock
Salt, pepper

QUICK PUFF PASTRY
2 cups flour
1½ sticks butter (¾ pound each)
1 teaspoon salt
About ¾ cup ice water
1 egg

Cut the beef into 1-inch cubes and trim off any large pieces of fat. Remove the outer membrane of kidneys, cut them in half and remove the white center cores. Brown the beef all over in a heavy saucepan. Remove the beef. Put another tablespoon of butter in the pan and brown the kidneys over a hot fire, cut side down at first to seal in the juices. Pour 2 teaspoons of vinegar in the pan, then remove the kidneys. Melt the remaining 2 tablespoons of butter in the pan. Blend in, off the fire, 3 tablespoons of flour and ½ teaspoon of tomato paste. Add 1½ cups of stock and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Season with salt and pepper, put back the beef and kidneys, and simmer covered for 1 hour, or until the beef is tender. Meanwhile make the pastry.

Quick Puff Pastry: Put 2 cups of flour on a pastry board or marble slab. Make a well in the center and in it put 1½ sticks of butter, 1 teaspoon of salt and ¼ cup of ice water. Cover the center ingredients in a smooth paste. Then work in the flour with the heel of your hand. Knead lightly. Form into a ball, wrap in waxed paper and place in the refrigerator to chill for at least ½ hour before rolling out.

Place the steak and kidney mixture in a pie dish or shallow baking dish. Brush the edge of the dish with beaten egg to prevent the pastry from shrinking. Cover with pastry rolled about ½ inch thick and decorate. Brush with beaten egg. Make a few slits for steam to escape or use a pie bird. If time allows, chill in the refrigerator for at least ½ hour. Place on a cookie sheet and bake.

ADD a fabulous touch to either formal or informal entertaining with this exquisite new multi-purpose 6-Pc. Seafood Server that is winning as enthusiastic acclaim in homes everywhere as it did in the leading China & Glass shows this summer. . . Of brilliant hand-sculptured crystal, in generous 12" width, and enhanced by pick glasses set in gleaming snap-on chrome holders, it is as functional as it is elegant. Ideal for seafood snacks with dips, potato chips and hors d'oeuvres with spreads, salads, etc. . . Wonderful to flatter your own table; a perfect choice for bridal or Yuletide gift-giving!

When buying glassware, look for this blue and gold label identifying West Virginia Glass. It's your assurance of hand-hewn, brilliant crystal—so rare, modern design—superior quality—at conservative prices. At gift, jewelry and department stores. For name of nearest dealer, write West Virginia Glass Specialty Co., Weston, W. Va. (Member Glass Crafts of America.)
now... more in sight in sound in chimes by Edwards

Completely new concept in door chime design... fresh, interesting, eye-catching. Styled by Francesco Collura to add a note of smartness to your home... contemporary or traditional, formal or informal.

Only Edwards offers the Vibrachord sound with its sustained, distinctive signal... a mellow tone that carries all through the house. Not just another ding-dong to be heard in only one room, it "sings" as long as a finger lingers on it!

See, hear, try the new Edwards Door Chimes. They'll catch your eye... caress your ear!

At hardware or electrical dealers — or write for full color brochure and name of nearest distributor.

NEW EDWARDS DOOR CHIMES
Edwards Co., Inc., Dept.HG-10 Norwalk, Conn. • Canada: Owen Sound, Ont.

And for freedom from fear of fire... Edwards Home Fire Alarm

MEAT AND POULTRY COOK BOOK
continued from page 203

BOEUF STROGANOFF
Serves 4

1 1/2 pounds filet of beef
3 tablespoons butter
1 large yellow onion, finely chopped
1/2 pound mushrooms, sliced
1/2 teaspoon meat glaze
1/2 teaspoon tomato paste
2 tablespoons flour
1 cup stock
Salt, pepper

Blend in 1 cup of sour cream and cook for another 1 to 5 minutes on the other side. To broil, place on a preheated pan in a preheated broiling unit and cook 4 to 5 minutes on each side for rare meat, 7 to 8 minutes for medium rare. Tournedos should always be served either rare or medium rare, not well done.

BOEUF BOURGUIGNON
(Beef Ragout with Burgundy)
Serves 4 to 6

2 pounds round beef
3 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons brandy
24 small white onions
12 small white mushrooms
3 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon meat glaze
1/2 teaspoon tomato paste
1 cup stock or water
1 cup Burgundy
Salt
Freshly cracked black pepper
1 bay leaf
1 tablespoon finely chopped parsley or chives

Cut the meat into 1-inch cubes and brown them quickly all over in 1 tablespoon of hot butter. Heat 3 tablespoons of brandy in a small pan, ignite and pour over the beef. Remove the beef. Add the remaining 2 tablespoons of butter to the pan and quickly brown 24 small white onions. Cut 12 small white mushrooms in half and cook them about 2 minutes. Blend in, off the fire, 3 tablespoons of flour, 1 teaspoon of meat glaze and 1/2 teaspoon of tomato paste.

Pour on 1 cup of stock or water and 1 cup of Burgundy and stir over the fire until the mushroom mixture comes to a boil. Season with salt and freshly cracked black pepper. Put back the meat with a bay leaf. Cover and simmer for 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 hours, or until meat is tender.

Serve in a casserole—in fact, the whole dish can be cooked and served in the same casserole. Remove the bay leaf and sprinkle with 1 tablespoon of finely chopped parsley or chives.

Note: This is an excellent informal-party dish because it can be kept waiting as long as you wish over a very low fire. It can also be made ahead of time and reheated, and if anything, this improves the flavor.

Tournedos
Tournedos are a round cut of tender, boneless steak about 2 inches in diameter and 1 inch thick. They are cut from the thin end of the filet, trimmed and then surrounded with a thin layer of fat. Filets mignon are similar but cut from the slightly larger center section of the filet. Filet of beef is an expensive cut and an adequate substitute can be made by cutting a thick steak into rounds of solid meat and securing each round with a thin slice of beef suet, salt pork, or bacon. One tournedo is allowed for each serving.

Tournedos can be sautéed or broiled, with sautéing the preferred method. Season the meat lightly with salt and pepper and cook in a heavy skillet in plenty of butter over a moderate fire. When the meat is browned on one side, lower the heat a little and heat the pan in a preheated broiling unit and cook 4 to 5 minutes on the other side. To broil, place on a preheated pan in a preheated broiling unit and cook 4 to 5 minutes on each side for rare meat, 7 to 8 minutes for medium rare. Tournedos should always be served either rare or medium rare, not well done.

Clavatubriand is cut from the thickest end of the filet. It weighs 1 to 2 pounds and since it is boneless will serve at least 2 to 4 people. It may be sautéed but is best broiled.
TOURNEDOS À LA BÉARNAISE

4 tournedos
\frac{1}{2} teaspoon crushed garlic
Salt, pepper
5 to 6 teaspoons butter
4 large mushroom caps
4 small mushroom caps
4 rounds of bread

BÉARNAISE SAUCE
\begin{align*}
\text{\frac{1}{4} cup vinegar} \\
\text{\frac{1}{4} cup white wine} \\
\text{1 teaspoon chopped shallot or onion} \\
\text{Salt, peppercorns} \\
\text{Pinch of thyme} \\
\text{1 small bay leaf} \\
\text{1 tablespoon cream} \\
\text{\frac{1}{4} pound butter} \\
\text{1 teaspoon chopped tarragon} \\
\text{\frac{1}{2} teaspoon chopped parsley} \\
\text{Few drops lemon juice} \\
\text{Watercress or parsley for garnish}
\end{align*}

Season 4 tournedos with little crushed garlic, salt and pepper. Sauté in 2 tablespoons of hot butter. Remove the tournedos and keep warm. Melt another 2 tablespoons of butter in the same pan and sauté 4 large and 4 small mushroom caps. Remove them. Again in the same pan fry 4 rounds of white bread which are slightly larger than the tournedos until golden brown on both sides. Adding more butter as needed. Meanwhile make the following Béarnaise sauce.

Béarnaise Sauce: Put \frac{3}{4} cup of vinegar, \frac{1}{4} cup of dry white wine, 1 teaspoon of finely chopped shallot or onion, a pinch of salt, 3 or 4 peppercorns, a pinch of thyme and a small crushed bay leaf into a small saucepan. Cook over a gentle fire until reduced to 2 tablespoons. Cool a little and strain into a small bowl. Add 2 large egg yolks and a tablespoon of cream and beat until smooth with a small wire whisk. Put the bowl into a skillet with about an inch of simmering water in the bottom and beat over a slow fire until the mixture begins to thicken. Then beat in \frac{1}{4} pound of butter, bit by bit. Just before serving add a teaspoon of finely chopped tarragon, \frac{1}{2} teaspoon of finely chopped parsley and a few drops of lemon juice.

To Serve: Place the bread rounds on a hot serving dish and top with the tournedos. Put a large mushroom cap, stem side up, on each tournedo and fill the caps with Béarnaise sauce, letting some sauce spill over and cover the meat. Top with the small mushroom caps. Garnish with watercress or parsley and serve immediately while the bread is still crisp. Serves 4.

(Continued on page 206)
Freckles are for faces... not dishes

new, non-spotting calgonite
the advanced detergent for electric dishwashers

You never, never used such a wonderful detergent. New, non-spotting Calgonite never speckles your silverware. Never cokes in the cup. Never gets in your nose and makes you sneeze.

But new, non-spotting Calgonite sure does dissolve in a flash. And it sure does wash dishes so sparkle-y clean they'll smile right back at you. And it sure does dry without streaks or spots. Will not harm fine china. Best for aluminumware, too. Keeps your machine clean and fresh. You sure ought to try NEW, NON-SPOTTING CALGONITE in your electric dishwasher.

Crosley is among the leading dishwasher manufacturers who recommend Calgonite and place a sample in every machine leaving their factories.

CALGONITE IS A PRODUCT OF CALGON, INC.

ENTRECOTE
An entrecôte is a steak which is cut from the ribs. It may be cut 1 ½ to 2 inches thick and large enough to serve about 4 people. In France this is a popular cut, but in this country either a porterhouse (T-bone) or sirloin steak is generally used for large steaks. Here entrecôtes are usually cut a little more than ½ inch thick, weigh about 7 to 10 ounces and make 1 generous or 2 small servings. They are called club steaks or delmonico steaks, and as a rule they are boneless.

Large entrecôtes are first brushed with butter and then broiled. Individual entrecôtes are usually sautéed. Put 1 tablespoon of butter into a hot skillet and when it is on the point of turning color, put in the entrecote and lower the fire to medium heat. Cook about 2 to 3 minutes until nicely browned on one side. Put another tablespoon of butter in the pan and brown the other side. Place on a hot serving dish. Season with salt and pepper and put a good spoonful of softened butter on the top. Pour over any pan juices if you wish. And the pan may be deglazed with a little stock or red wine and this glaze poured over the meat. Serve with fresh watercress or parsley, and straw potatoes are excellent with it.

ENTRECÔTE A LA FORESTIÈRE
(Entrecôtes with Sautéed Potatoes and Mushrooms)
Serves 4

4 individual entrecôtes
2 pounds old potatoes
6 tablespoons butter
Salt, pepper
1/2 pound small white mushrooms
1 teaspoon lemon juice
1/4 pound sliced Canadian bacon
1/2 cup white wine
1 to 2 tablespoons finely chopped parsley

Sautéed entrecôtes in this recipe are garnished with rissole potatoes, sautéed mushrooms and Canadian bacon. Canadian bacon may not sound particularly French, but it is more like French bacon than the American bacon with its large proportion of fat.

Par 2 pounds of old potatoes and cut them into neat 1/4-inch cubes. Let stand for ½ hour in cold water to cover, then drain and dry. Melt 3 tablespoons of butter in a skillet. When it is foaming put in the potatoes. Cook over a moderate fire until nicely browned all over; shake the pan occasionally and turn the potatoes so that they will brown evenly. They will take about 20 to 25 minutes to cook. Season with salt and pepper just before serving.

Cut the stems off 1/4 pound of small white mushrooms and sauté the caps in 2 tablespoons of butter with 1 teaspoon of lemon juice, salt and pepper.

Cook 1/4 pound of sliced Canadian bacon in 1 tablespoon of butter until lightly browned.

To Serve: Arrange the sautéed entrecôtes on a hot serving dish, slightly overlapping. Add 1/2 cup of white wine to the pan they were cooked in, bring it to a boil and pour this pan gravy over the meat. Surround the steaks with small alternate piles of rissole potatoes, mushrooms and bacon. Sprinkle the potatoes and mushrooms with 1 to 2 tablespoons of finely chopped parsley.

Veal

continued from page 186

BLANQUETTE DE VEAU
(Veal in Cream Sauce)
Serves 6

2 1/2 pounds shoulder or leg of veal
Salt, cayenne
1 carrot, sliced
4 white cloves
1 leek, sliced
1 small stalk celery, sliced
6 peppercorns
Bouquet of herbs: 1 bay leaf, 2 sprigs parsley, 1 sprig thyme
5 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons flour
2 cups stock
24 small white onions
8 to 10 small white mushrooms
2 egg yolks
1/2 cup light cream
6 croutons of bread

Trim off all the tissue and most of the fat from the veal and cut into pieces 2 inches long, 1 inch wide and 1/2 inch thick. Place in a heavy saucepan and just cover with cold water. Season with a little salt and bring slowly to a boil; skim. Add a sliced carrot (1 slice stuck with 4 cloves), a sliced leek, a sliced stalk of celery, 6 peppercorns and a bouquet of herbs consisting of 1 bay leaf, 2 sprigs of parsley and a sprig of thyme. Cover and simmer for about 1 hour, until the meat is tender. Remove from the fire and let the meat stand in the stock.

Melt 3 tablespoons of butter. Blend in, off the fire, 3 tablespoons of flour. Add salt, cayenne and 2 cups of strained stock the meat was cooked in. Stir over the fire until the sauce comes to a boil. Let simmer for 10 to 15 minutes, stirring occasionally.

In the meantime cover 24 small white onions with cold water, bring slowly to a boil and drain. Saute until golden brown in 1 tablespoon of butter. Remove onions, add another tablespoon of butter and saute 8 to 10 small white mushrooms until lightly browned. Remove the veal from the stock and add it to the sauce. Also add

(Continued on page 207)
the onions and mushrooms and a little salt. Beat 2 egg yolks with 1/2 cup of light cream and stir slowly into the sauce. Add 1 teaspoon of lemon juice.

Serve on a hot serving dish with croquettes of fried bread arranged around the sides of the dish.

**CÔTES DE VEAU À LA BonNE FEMME**
(Feal Chops and Vegetables in Casserole)

Serves 4

- 4 lean veal chops
- 1 small clove garlic, crushed
- 4 tablespoons butter
- 1/2 cup flour
- 1/2 cup sliced small onions, diced
- 1/2 cup sliced small potatoes, diced
- 1/2 cup sliced small mushrooms
- 1 lemon
- 1 tablespoon chopped parsley

Rub chops with crushed garlic. Heat 1 tablespoon of butter in a heavy skillet and brown the chops quickly on both sides. Remove chops from the pan. Melt another 3 tablespoons of butter in the pan and add 1/2 cup sliced white onions, 1/2 cup sliced small potatoes and 1/2 cup sliced small mushrooms. Stir and cook for 10 minutes. Add 1/2 cup sliced of lemon juice. Bring slowly to a boil. Add another 3 tablespoons of butter in the pan. Then the mushrooms, sliced, salt and pepper. Cook briskly for 3 to 4 minutes. Add the chopped chicken livers and the shredded ham and cook for 1 minute. Spread a generous spoonful of this mixture on each slice of veal, on the uncooked side. Place on a cookie sheet.

Melt 2 tablespoons of butter. Blend in, off the fire, 4 tablespoons of flour, salt and a pinch of cayenne pepper. Add 1 cup of milk and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Add 2 tablespoons of grated Parmesan cheese and 1/2 teaspoon of dry mustard. Let simmer for 2 to 3 minutes. Cover each slice of veal with a spoonful of this sauce. Sprinkle with 2 tablespoons of grated cheese and dot with 1 tablespoon of butter. Brown under the broiler. Arrange on a hot serving dish.

In the pan the veal was cooked in put 1/2 teaspoon of tomato paste, 2 tablespoons of sherry, 1/2 teaspoon of meat glaze and 1/2 cup of stock or water. Bring to a boil, taste for seasoning and strain around the veal. Place noisette potatoes at each end of the dish and serve immediately.

**SCALLOPINI WITH MARSALA**

Serves 6

- 1/2 cup stock or water
- 1/2 cup dry white wine
- 1/2 cup sherry
- 1/2 cup Marsala or sherry
- 1 teaspoon lemon juice
- 1/2 teaspoon salt
- 1/2 teaspoon pepper
- 1 lemon

Place slices of veal between 2 pieces of waxed paper and beat until thin. Heat 2 tablespoons of butter in a large skillet and when the butter is just turning color, put in the veal and brown quickly on both sides. Remove the veal from the pan. Lower the heat, add another 2 tablespoons of butter to the pan and slowly cook 1/2 cup each of finely chopped mushrooms and onions for 5 minutes. Return the veal to the pan, pour on 1/2 cup of Marsala or sherry, season with salt and pepper, and simmer covered until the veal is tender, which will be in about 10 to 15 minutes.

To Serve: Arrange the slices of veal slightly overlapping on a hot serving dish. Boil down the sauce for a minute or so and pour it over the veal. Serve with slices of lemon.

(Continued on page 217)
every bathroom
deserves the luxury of
a solid Olsonite seat...

THE SEAT THAT NEVER NEEDS TO BE REPLACED!

Made of one material, Solid Olsonite Seats can't wear away, fade or discolor. Their beauty lasts a lifetime. There is no exposed metal to rust or corrode. Olsonite Seats are available in more than 35 plain or pearlescent colors.

Available From The Master Plumber In Your Neighborhood.

SOLID Olsonite
ORIGINATORS OF THE SOLID PLASTIC SEAT

SWEDISH CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY
Plastics Division • 8561 Butler Avenue, Detroit 11, Michigan

Auxiliary heaters give you heat when and where you want it

Auxiliary heaters, as the name implies, are effective helpers for the central heating system and for rooms that are just naturally hard to heat, such as the bathroom that is always chilly on early winter mornings. They are usually a necessity for a summer cabin or seaside house, a garage workshop, or an enclosed porch where no other source of heat is available. Most auxiliary or room heaters are electrically powered and provide radiant heat which heats objects in a room directly or convected heat which heats the air in the room. There are portable models for room-to-room use, and built-in heaters that can be permanently installed in ceiling, wall, or baseboard. Prices range from $27 to $430.

Electric wall heater can be built into new or old walls. Provides permanent or occasional heat for a cold room, garage or cabin. Coil-wire heating elements heat cool air which is then fan-driven into room. Thermostat maintains desired temperature. Three models (3-, 4- and 5000 watts), 240-volt, AC current, approx. $75-$85. Mar- kel Electric Prods., Buffalo, N.Y.

Glass radiant heat panel is especially designed for small rooms such as bathroom, laundry, etc., which may not get enough heat from central system. Clean, silent, safe, it has no glowing wires. Panel has built-in thermostat and is rated at 750 watts. Two styles, 115 or 230 volts. It is 21½” high by 14½” wide. Price, $70.90. Berko Electric Manufacturing Corp., Queens Village, New York.

Gas wall heater for one room or entire house burns any type of gas heating fuel in a sealed chamber. Mounted in exterior wall, uses outside air for combustion and vents products of combustion outside, too. No chimney, ducts, or electricity needed. Only gas line connection required. Stewart-Warner Corporation, Lebanon, Indiana.
Portable electric heater provides fan-forced heat in any location. Built-in, 12-hour timing control automatically turns on heater when you want it. Thermostat maintains desired temperature. 115-volt, AC current only. Approximately $29.95. Cory Corporation, Chicago, Ill.

Ceiling heater radiates infrared heat rays from ceiling to floor instantly at the flick of a switch. Recommended for bathrooms. Recessed fixture is installed between ceiling joists. Chrome, 3-lamp model is $27.80. Fryne & Company, Pomonca, Cal.

Room air conditioner automatically controls temperature of room for heating and cooling. It can heat room comfortably when outside temperature goes as low as 40 degrees and cool same size room. 1 h.p. model, $429.95. Philco Corporation, Philadelphia, Penna.

Baseboard radiant panels are 9" high x 47½" long; can be joined together to give continuous radiant heat under long picture windows. Hooded deflector on top of frame stops wall streakage. Uses AC or DC current. Approx. $13.5 per panel. Continental Radiant Glass Heating Corporation, New York City.

Portable radiant heater made of ceramic material provides safety from searing burns even if touched and gives effective radiation. No danger of fire. Can be carried to any room where heat is needed. Will not tip over; plugs into any outlet. It is rated at 9 amperes, 115 volts. Approx. $54.00. Heatmore Inc., Brooklyn, New York.

Electric space heater is portable. Has no moving parts yet delivers heated air at a rate of 135 ft. per minute. It operates on a variation of the aviation jet-venturi tube. Can heat a large room or cabin. Automatic thermostat controls room temperature. $39.95. Prestway Inc., Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin.

Rusco brings you year 'round protection in lovely "DECORATOR COLORS".

There's a big difference in convenience, comfort and economy when your home is protected the year 'round by a Rusco Windo-Door—A Combination Screen and Storm Door—that operates just like a window!

There's a difference, too, when your home is equipped with Rusco, the easiest operating Combination Screen and Storm Sash, with exclusive felt weatherstripping and beautiful baked enamel finish!

There's a difference you'll enjoy in the wonderful beauty Rusco's permanent venetian Awnings and protective Door Canopies bring to your home!

There's a difference you'll really appreciate when you compare Rusco's unmatched quality and dollar value!

And only Rusco gives you a choice of sturdy, hot-dipped galvanized steel or satin-smooth extruded aluminum!

Don't delay—call your Rusco man today and get the facts!

Lower right. Panels: "Oolong" print, lavender on gull gray Fortisan and silk sheer. "Antiques" cloth, palm, flax, abalaster; Fortisan and spun rayon, "Shalimar" aqua Fortisan and silk, drapery weight. Pillows covered in "Colorspun Silk" wisteria, almon, terra cotta, salmon; Fortisan and silk. All by Quaintance Fabrics.

Page 158, top. Ready-made curtains: gray "Magicspin" Celanese acetate and rayon, 36" cafe and full length; champagne "FortiChrom" Fortisan, Celaperm and rayon, 36" cafe and full length. By Ardsley Curtain Co.

Lower left. Ready-made curtains: blue "Nuspins" Celanese acetate and cotton; white "Iridescence" Celaperm. By Cameo Curtains.

All carpeting by Needletuft Rug Mills.

**Cushman Colonial** offers you not only the best of design, but the best of cabinetwork, as well ... each piece superbly constructed, hand-rubbed, and treated with Cushman's special heat-, water-, and alcohol-defying lacquer. See the Middlebury Group at your Cushman dealer ... the new chest-on-chest, triple dresser, spindle bed and novel vanity, among several other interesting pieces. Available in either of two color-controlled, matchable finishes, the new Harvest Brown and Cushman's original Russet Maple.

### Special Offer
**Colonial Cricket Stool**
ONLY $3.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How To Decorate Your Home</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Send only 25c for this new illustrated 32-page booklet of decorating hints, &quot;At Home In Every Setting.&quot; It's full of helpful suggestions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SHOPPING INFORMATION continued from page 196**

PROPFESSIONAL CONTENT: The Fortisan production line at the H. T. CUSHMAN MFG. CO., established 1886, features a variety of designs and finishes. The company offers sophisticated upholstery solutions that combine visual appeal with durability and comfort. Their products include upholstered furniture, wall fabrics, and floor coverings, catering to various interior design needs.

**Cushman Colonial** in the new Middlebury Bedroom Group

Imaginative details highlight the dignity of basic Early American design. Note the sturdy turned posts and rails that give this new Middlebury panel bed its graceful contour ... the unusual knob and spindle pulls, softly rounded drawer fronts ... the molded rail above the baseboard accenting both chest and dresser.

Cushman Colonial offers you not only the best of design, but the best of cabinetwork, as well ... each piece superbly constructed, hand-rubbed, and treated with Cushman's special heat-, water-, and alcohol-defying lacquer. See the Middlebury Group at your Cushman dealer ... the new chest-on-chest, triple dresser, spindle bed and novel vanity, among several other interesting pieces.

**Available in either of two color-controlled, matchable finishes, the new Harvest Brown and Cushman's original Russet Maple.**

**Cushman Colonial offers you not only the best of design, but the best of cabinetwork, as well ... each piece superbly constructed, hand-rubbed, and treated with Cushman's special heat-, water-, and alcohol-defying lacquer. See the Middlebury Group at your Cushman dealer ... the new chest-on-chest, triple dresser, spindle bed and novel vanity, among several other interesting pieces. Available in either of two color-controlled, matchable finishes, the new Harvest Brown and Cushman's original Russet Maple.**

**Cushman Colonial offers you not only the best of design, but the best of cabinetwork, as well ... each piece superbly constructed, hand-rubbed, and treated with Cushman's special heat-, water-, and alcohol-defying lacquer. See the Middlebury Group at your Cushman dealer ... the new chest-on-chest, triple dresser, spindle bed and novel vanity, among several other interesting pieces. Available in either of two color-controlled, matchable finishes, the new Harvest Brown and Cushman's original Russet Maple.**

**Cushman Colonial offers you not only the best of design, but the best of cabinetwork, as well ... each piece superbly constructed, hand-rubbed, and treated with Cushman's special heat-, water-, and alcohol-defying lacquer. See the Middlebury Group at your Cushman dealer ... the new chest-on-chest, triple dresser, spindle bed and novel vanity, among several other interesting pieces. Available in either of two color-controlled, matchable finishes, the new Harvest Brown and Cushman's original Russet Maple.**
The golden touch... in “Stardust” and “New Grandeur”... two brilliant new towels with Mylar-coated golden threads lighting up the woven borders. Deep, lush terries... ABSORBEnized® for faster drying, YARN-DYED for lasting beauty. Metallic borders are non-tarnishing, heat-resistant, pucker-proof.

NOW, MORE THAN EVER... THE SMART WAY IS CALLAWAY
Heaven-on-Earth drapery colors...

will not fade

The loveliest windows will wear Twinkle Texture in fabulous

Coloray pastels that will not fade. Coloray colors live happily
in sun and light and atmospheric fumes ... and through
countless cleanings. For Coloray is expressly made to
be colorfast ... the color is caged inside the fiber as the
fiber forms! And every delicious drop of color
in Twinkle Texture is Coloray, combined with Lurex
and acetate for the most exciting draperies of the year!

Twinkle Texture Draperies by Standish: Turquoise, Sea Spray, Celadon, Woodrose,
Coral, Pink, Gold, Beige, Walnut, and White. Satin-lined, unlined and by-the-yard.
Moderately priced at better stores everywhere (see listing on opposite page) or write
Courtaulds (Alabama) Inc., 600 Fifth Avenue, New York 20.

Courtaulds' rayon fiber with Captive Color..."can't escape!"
and red, wonderfully vigorous, full of movement, the intense recording of first-hand impressions of nature—depicted here, experts think, as a kind of magic, to bring luck in hunting. (Many of the animals are shown browning with the well-worn arrows of hunters.) The almost incredible degree of freshness and preservation is due, they tell, to a natural silaceous glazing of the rock's surface.

Then consider lunch at Souliac, in the valley of the Dordogne, a peaceful stream lined with picturesque old towns and châteaux. Now we're in the heart of the truffle country, and on the terrace of the Grand Hotel, under a gay awning, we're served the local specialty—truffles sous la cendre. This specialty has an ancient air: a layer of salt covers the haulm, then a layer of crushed berries and earth, then a layer of truffles, then rain. After a few days, the truffles have dissolved into thin slices and the resulting tasty truffles are served over ice.

FOURTH DAY. Albi is famous for its severe cathedral that looks like a towering brick fortress adorned with tall spires. The apses are bristling with the well-sent arrows of the saints, who are hundreds of his most intellectual and religious nepotism: the former archbishops' palace, now transformed into a museum of the work of a painter who was born and died nearby—Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec. Here, honored by the maitre d'hotel had warned us. It is therefore not possible to eat almost nothing before it—very dark, almost coffee-colored, and black heart and smell its perfume. But with this we drink a strange local rose, very dark, almost coffee-colored, and the hot golden slices it in half and you see its intensely black heart and smell its perfume. For this is a drink that is so strongly flavored that it seems to be a question of the key to the archbishop's terrace, and the country beyond, and a second thought that the painting of the rock's surface.

We lunch today in the company of a friend. She is a delightful housewife and we appreciate the pleasant, placid atmosphere that is the hallmark of our day. Our destination for the night is Montpellier, and our road crosses the département of the Hérault. Soon we are in the mountain range of the Cevennes, climbing up to a plateau whose high meadows nourish flocks of sheep and goats, with glorious views of further hills. Then, as we turn south, still on our height, we catch a glimpse of the Mediterranean, only to lose it as we road rapidly descends. After crossing over flat country, between redly salt marshes, we enter the suburbs of Montpellier. We lunch today in the company of a friend. She is a delightful housewife and we appreciate the pleasant, placid atmosphere that is the hallmark of our day. Our destination for the night is Montpellier, and our road crosses the département of the Hérault. Soon we are in the mountain range of the Cevennes, climbing up to a plateau whose high meadows nourish flocks of sheep and goats, with glorious views of further hills. Then, as we turn south, still on our height, we catch a glimpse of the Mediterranean, only to lose it as we road rapidly descends. After crossing over flat country, between redly salt marshes, we enter the suburbs of Montpellier. Washed and refreshed; we find our way to the garden restaurant called Chez Nénette—an inviting haven among old trees and flowers, with tables under a great canvas awning, bright with a bouilloisex and a white Hermitage called Château Monnet. “Sit Only!” and we appreciate the pleasant, placid hospitality of Nénette herself, a large, tall, dark, Mediterranean-looking woman, whom it is easy to imagine in the

**FIVE DAY ZIG ZAG**

Continued from page 134

---

**COLORADO DRAPERY BY STANFORD**

**AT THESE STORES:**

Alameda, Calif. ..... Joanne Hillsdale
Ambridge, Tex. ..... Dwight Stubbelleee Co.
Amirillo, Tex. ..... White & Kirk
Anderson, Ind. ..... Felt Dept. Store
Appleton, Wis. ..... H. C. Prange Co.
Bakersfield, Calif. ..... Dickenson's
Baltimore, Md. ..... Stewart & Co.
Baton Rouge, La. ..... J. Hink & Son
Berkeley, Calif. ..... Kaiser's
Bloomington, Ill. ..... Knight's Window Shoppe
Boston, Mass. ..... Paine Furniture Co.
Chattanooga, Tenn. ..... Erwin's Fabrics
Chicago, Ill. ..... Furniture Draperies
Columbus, Ind. ..... J. F. Moy & Son
Detroit, Mich. ..... Thompson Window Shade Co.
Dubuque, Iowa ..... French Bennett & Scott Co.
Dunkirk, N. Y. ..... Andrew's Specially Shop
El Dorado, Ark. ..... J. L. Myrick Inc.
Elkhart, Ind. ..... Cha's. D. Crake Co.
Elmira, N. Y. ..... Edgcomb's Furn. Co. Inc.
Everett, Wash. ..... The Curtain Store
Fort Smith, Ark. ..... Boston Store Dry Goods Co.
Green Bay, Wis. ..... Mason's
Halifax, III. ..... Fabric House
Kalamazoo, Mich. ..... Prebush's
Kaniva City, Mo. ..... Davidson-Boutell Co.
Kingsport, Tenn. ..... Dobbs Drapery Shop
Kingsport, Tenn. ..... Dobbs Drapery Shop
Longview, Tex. ..... Northwest Furn. Co.
Medford, Ore. ..... Wakefield Drapery Shop
Medford, Ore. ..... Wakefield Drapery Shop
Midland, Tex. ..... Midland Hardware & Furn. Co.
New York, N. Y. ..... Bloomingham Bros.
Oakland, Calif. ..... Chez Nenette
Ogden, Utah ..... Boyle Furn. Co. Inc.
Oklahoma City, Okla. ..... John A. Brown Co.
Orlando, Fla. ..... Priscilla Drapery Shop
Palo Alto, Calif. ..... Ervice's
Parsippany, W. Va. ..... Dils Bros. & Co.
Philadelphia, Pa. ..... Strawbridge & Clothier
Ponce City, Ga. ..... Glenn Paris & Sons
Portland, Ind. ..... Weiler Bros.
Rochelle, Ill. ..... Yellot's
Rapid City, S.D. ..... Green House Fabrics Inc.
Rochelle, Ill. ..... Shopping Centre Inc.
Salt Lake City, Utah ..... Averback Co.
St. Paul, Minn. ..... Hargrave Bros.
San Antonio, Texas ..... Menold's 
San Francisco, Calif. ..... L. R. Moulton
San Francisco, Calif. ..... L. R. Moulton
Seattle, Wash. ..... Allen's Drapery Shop
Shelbyville, Ind. ..... Bryant-Roth Co. Inc.
Spokane, Wash. ..... Stuck's
Springfield, Mo. ..... Straus Drapery
Tacoma, Wash. ..... Stimmer's Inc.
Tallahassee, Fla. ..... Mauldin & Co.
Toledo, Ohio ..... Weller J. Rainie
Tucson, Ariz. ..... Desert Guild
Tulsa, Okla. ..... Mayo Furn.
Tyler, Tex. ..... Broadway Furn. Co.
Van Voss, Calif. ..... Merc's Fabrics

---

**specify Cabots**

**Cabot's OLD VIRGINIA TINTS®**

Especially developed for rough wood such as shingles or shakes, Cabot's Old Virginia Tints can be used on all types of exterior woodwork. They have tremendous hiding power and deep color penetration.

They provide a flat, "breathing" finish that will not crack, peel or blister.

Easy to apply with brush or spray...can be used over weathered paint.

Choose from 18 modern colors and Old Virginia White®

A quility product from Cabot Laboratories...manufactured quality since 1877

Samuel Cabot

Write for color card and nearest dealer's name in U.S. or Canada.

SAMUEL CABOT INC.

1016 Oliver Blvd., Boston 9, Mass.

Please send color card on Old Virginia Tints.
Herling, place setting, piece variations. A modern rendering in heavy iceight crafted witk rare old-world, still. recurring charm of a distinctive Federal Tax included.

Design ... a choice of patterns, illustrated literature and information is available on request.

Six-piece place settings from $29.75 to $48.00, Federal Tax included.

FIFTH DAY. After a good sleep in Montpellier's comfortable Hotel Metropole we are on our way early, for there is much to see today. First, over the salt marshes to Aigues Mortes, the seaport founded by Saint Louis for the embarkment of his crusaders, and still contained within the battlements and turrets of its mediaval walls—a grim, romantic sight beside the Mediterraneain, which today is gray and choppy, whipped by a nasty mistral that blows dust in clouds through the mediaval streets and leaves us gritty, despite the closed windows of the Ford. So disagreeable is the mistral, especially when a gust catches the Ford on one of the narrow, ominously Dutch-bordered marsh roads, that we abandon the idea of continuing to the picturesque fishing port of Gruissan or to Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer, where all the gypsies of Europe congregate in the spring on an annual pilgrimage. (We have noticed many gypsies around here, in broken-down cars or trucks or horse-drawn carriages. They frequently camp on the outskirts of a town and send their children in to buy provisions, for they know they themselves are not welcome. "Gypsies Keep Out" is a frequent sign in French villages.)

So we go on to Saint Gilles with its beautiful church, whose sculptures breathe both the classic and the Gothic, and to Nimes, where we look at the massive amphitheatre and at the Roman temple called the Maison Carrée, admired by Thomas Jefferson above all other architecture that he knew. To us it seems cold, even a little mean in its rigidity; beside it, its memory of Jefferson's own architectural creation at Monticello pleases us with its greater personality and originality.

Now we must hurry to keep a luncheon appointment with another friend, whose 18th century chateau is near the beautiful old Roman aqueduct called the Pont du Gard, between Avignon and Uzès. Built of golden stone, flinging itself arch by arch high across the valley, seen from either side against a thick backdrop of deep green, so grandiose is its span, so reaching up to the sky, that we cross a modern bridge, built beside it, and then look back upon it regretfully until a turn of the road takes it from sight. Our friend's house, half a mile or so away, is built of the same golden stone, and as we drive we see the garden, that at the end of the long driveway, a curving way, darkens around us is the deposit of centuries of Provencial sunshine—for now we are in the very heart of Provence, the "southern France" beloved by generations of travelers. All around us is a dry landscape accented by cypresses and umbrella-pines; the sun of Marseilles or wearing the famous costume of Arles.

SIXTH DAY. Last lap, and a short one. We've driven enough, and are ready for swimming, boating, and sunbathing. Now the road is more crowded, for Aix-en-Provence can be called the gateway to the Riviera; cars from all over France converge here for this same last lap that we are making. As in all of France, the highway offers great contrasts: now straight, four lanes wide, scientifically constructed, and now barely wide enough for two cars to pass along a crowded, twisting village street. We make good time to St. Maximin (where the head of Mary Magdalene is reputed to be preserved), and Brignoles, and then down to the shore at Frejus, a picturesque town whose streets swarm with black Senegalese from the nearby barracks; then inland again over the Esterel, the beautiful but annoying mountain range that plagues traffic into the sea, forcing one to cut through it or go around it (both roads are equally torturous). From the summit of the Esterel there is a sweeping view of the gulf of Cannes, with its crescent of gleaming sands and white hotels; then the descent is rapid, past the Auberge des Adrets and the 18th century inn once the repair of highwaymen, and down onto the flat.

By noon we are in Cannes, eating a salade nicoise at a table on the sidewalk terrace of a restaurant beside the yacht-basin. A hundred flags of all sorts and sizes, flying the flags of all nations, are moored here; the air is balmy but breezy; the sky and the water are equally sparkling. How do we feel about this view? Like a painting by Dufy come to life. Suddenly a large American car, equipped with French parking lights and French license plates, draws up beside our table, blocking the view completely; it stops.
arrogantly between "No Parking" signs, and its smartly dressed French owners step out and sit down at a table whose view is not blocked. "Can't you ask them to park elsewhere?" we ask the headwaiter, timidly. But at once we see that there is no use. The headwaiter shrugs; already the patronne of the restaurant is rushing over and greeting the inconsiderate newcomers enthusiastically: "Enchantée de vous revoir!" Important customers, back for the new season: compared with them, how can we expect to count, mere clients de passage that we are?

We finish our meal staring glumly at the gleaming Laini of the car beside us, and then leave to take our coffee elsewhere. The streets of Cannes are jammed with cars; everywhere there are hordes of vacationers, wearing costumes ranging from those of the hitchhiker to those of the Rue de la Paix. Noisy, pushing crowds: such is Cannes in season. We take a last look at the brilliant yacht basin and step once more into the Ford. This time to drive only a few kilometers, to the tranquil corner of the Riviera we have discovered for ourselves. Quiet rooms, an unfrequented beach, good food pleasantly served.

We've been on the road about five days (cost for two: less than $15 a day including gas), and our speedometer tells us we've driven almost a thousand miles. We could have done the 560 or so miles from Paris to Cannes direct in about sixteen hours, and on occasion we have done just that. But a trip through France to the Riviera is like one of those meals we've been having—it isn't only the last course that counts!

Coming in November

THE COMPLETE
CHOCOLATE COOK BOOK
By Ethel Keating

ON YOUR NEWSSTAND OCTOBER 20TH

Crystal by
ORREFORS

Hand-blown, hand-cut—brilliant with flashing reflections. Beautiful Orrefors Crystal is honored by museums and collectors, and in well-appointed homes, the world over.

Decorators, decanters, stemware at fine stores everywhere. Send for name of dealer nearest you.

U.S.A. Representatives


West: Zachos, 8157 Wilshire, Los Angeles, Calif.
wicker arm chair, all by Colby Associates.
Walnut headboard, 32” wide, by Widdicomb Furniture Co.
Brass cylinder lamp, yellow enamel-on-copper cigarette box, ash tray; square brass ash tray; circular glass top table with brass base; all through America.
Painting, “Improvisation No. 3”; watercolor by John Sennhauser. At Korman Gallery.
For the names of stores in other cities that carry the Charles Bloem ensembles, write to House & Garden Reader Service, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17.

Color Co-ordinated Cottons
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 162, 163.
All fabrics by Everfast Fabrics; slipcovers, curtains and draperies custom-made by Lord & Taylor.

Page 162, top:
Draperies, “Francesca Damask” red on white polished cotton.
Chair and sofa slipcovers, “Francesca Damask” outline quilted red and white polished cotton.

Page 162, bottom:
Draperies, “McTavish Stripe,” black stripe on off-white ground. Woven spun rayon and cotton blend; washable.
Sofa is slipcovered in “McTavish Tweed” black and off-white spun rayon and cotton blend.

Page 163:
Coverlet and headboard cover, made of diamond quilted white polished cotton.
Petticoat, “Barclay Border” printed floral stripe Everglaze chiffon.
Urn draperies, “Barclay Border” printed floral stripe Everglaze chiffon.
Slipcover on chair made from H&G Citron quilted Everglaze chiffon.
Pillow on bench covered in H&G Clover quilled Everglaze chintz.

Fiberglas
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 153.
For prices on the items below write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Curtains, “Pyrénées” printed on Fiberglas; H&G Sky Blue on white ground, 48” wide. By Coloma.
Double sleep sofa, upholstered in Co-hama fabric, 79” x 32”, with foam rubber mattresses; walnut desk with “Realwood” Formica top, 48” x 24” x 30” high; coffee table, brass with white Formica top, 18” x 60” x 16” high; lamp table, 26” diameter, 22” high.
All by Robert Barber, Inc.

Lamp, off-white ceramic base with reflector and white linen shade, through Design Techniques.

Square ceramic ash tray, black and white domino design; alabaster box, through House of Italian Handicrafts.

New Accent for Your Floors
Here is the shopping information for the rugs shown on pages 182, 183.
The “Festival Group” of rugs by Needlecraft is also available at Mary’s California, San Francisco, Calif.; Mary’s Kansas City, Kansas City, Mo.; L. Bamberger & Co., Newark, N. J.; and La Saie’s, Toledo, Ohio. For the names of stores in other cities that will carry the rugs, please write to House & Garden Reader Service, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Meat and Poultry Cook Book
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 186 to 189. For prices, write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Page 186:
Slicer machine, chrome finish, by General Slicing Machine Co.
“Kut’n Blok” chopping board with cutlery drawer, by E. L. Bruce Co.
Steak maul, made of imported white-wood, through G. M. Thurnauer Co.
Mixing bowls, set of three: 8”, 9”, 10”, white ceramic with blue snowflake pattern. By Pfaltgraff Pottery.
Walnut lighthouse peppermill, by Bazar Français.

Page 187:
Saucepan, Capri turquoise porcelain on aluminum, 2-qt. size. By Club Aluminum Products Co.
Combination grinder, chopper, shredder, slicer, grater. “Kitchenette” is made of white enamel, stainless steel and Magnaloy by Rival Manufacturing Co.
“Mixette” electric beater has baked white enamel finish, push button release for blades. By Hamilton Beach Co.

Page 188:
Pottery chicken casserole, French import; oblong cork mat; copper double boiler, porcelain lined, 1% qt. capacity; walnut lighthouse peppermill. All from Bazar Français.
Measuring cups, set of 6: ¼, ½, ¾, 1% and 1-cup sizes; silver-lined copper, by Vincent Savarese.
Spring wire whip, 13” long with white enamel handle, through G. M. Thurnauer.

Page 189:
Casserole and saucepan, both 1-qt. size, with covers; red enamel on cast iron. By Prizer-Painter Stove Works.
Flint food mixer, chrome plated over nickel; “Ancienne Maison” stainless steel knives. French import with ebonite handles, nickel rivets. All by Ekco Products Co.
Copper mold, melon-shaped, 1-qt. size, through G. M. Thurnauer.

United Community Campaigns
are now in progress all over the U. S. and Canada.
Give your share—give gladly.
The United Way
**MEAT AND POULTRY COOK BOOK continued from page 207**

**VEAL CASSEROLE WITH SOUR CREAM**

Serves 4 to 6

- 2 pounds veal from leg
- 3 tablespoons butter
- 2 tablespoons Marsala
- 1 small clove garlic, crushed
- 3 mushrooms, sliced
- 1 teaspoon meat glaze
- 1 teaspoon tomato paste
- 3 tablespoons flour
- 1 cup stock
- 1 cup sour cream
- 4 tomatoes, skinned and chopped
- Salt and pepper
- 1 bay leaf
- 1 tablespoon finely chopped chives

Trim meat, cut into large 1-inch squares and brown quickly all over in 2 tablespoons of hot butter. Heat 2 tablespoons of Marsala in a small pan, ignite and pour over the veal. Remove veal from the pan. Add remaining 1 tablespoon of butter to the pan with a small clove of garlic, crushed, and cook for 1 minute. Add 3 sliced mushrooms and cook another 2 minutes. Blend in, off the fire, 1 teaspoon of meat glaze, 1 teaspoon of tomato paste and 3 tablespoons of flour. Pour on 1 cup of stock and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Still stirring constantly, slowly add 1 cup of sour cream. Return the veal to the pan with 4 skinned chopped tomatoes. Season with salt, pepper and a bay leaf. Cover and simmer until the meat is tender, about 45 minutes, stirring occasionally.

Serve in a heated casserole and sprinkle with 1 tablespoon of finely chopped chives.

**Note:** This dish can be cooked right in a casserole if it is the kind that can be covered with waxed paper and beat with a wooden mallet. Rub each slice with a little olive oil and sprinkle with 2 tablespoons of finely chopped parsley.

**VEAL PARMIGIANA**

Serves 4 to 6

- 8 slices veal from the leg
- 3 cloves garlic, crushed
- About 2 tablespoons flour
- 6 to 7 tablespoons butter
- ½ cup white wine
- Salt, pepper
- 1 large eggplant
- 1/2 cup olive oil
- 4 large tomatoes, skinned and sliced
- 2 small onions, peeled and finely chopped
- 1/2 slices Cheddar cheese
- 1 teaspoon tomato paste
- 1 teaspoon meat glaze
- 3 teaspoons potato flour or 3 tablespoons flour
- 1/2 cup red wine
- 1 cup stock
- 1/2 cup grated Parmesan cheese

Put each slice of veal between 2 pieces of waxed paper and beat with a wooden mallet. Rub each slice with a little garlic and dust lightly with flour. Heat 2 tablespoons of butter in a heavy skillet and cook the veal over a quick fire until golden brown on each side. Brown only as many slices at one time as will fit into the pan without overlapping. Add another tablespoon of butter if necessary to keep the meat from sticking to the pan. When all the meat is browned, put it in the pan, pour over 1/2 cup of white wine, season with salt and pepper, cover and cook slowly for 10 to 15 minutes.

Meanwhile, cut 1 large eggplant into 1/2-inch slices. Sprinkle with salt (Continued on page 218)

---

**A touch of tradition... FOR THE YOUNG IN HEART**

If you love lovely things, you'll surely love Statton's traditional collection in maple and cherry. Here are authentic adaptations of Early American museum pieces, scaled, planned and engineered for modern living... crafted with the meticulous attention to detail which distinguishes the name Statton. You'll find the Statton collection in the finest stores everywhere. Ask for it today.
and let stand for ½ hour. Drain and dry, spread with a little garlic, dust lightly with flour and fry in ¼ cup of olive oil until brown on each side. Remove and in the same pan cook 4 large sliced tomatoes and 2 small finely chopped onions for about 5 minutes, until lightly browned. Arrange the eggplant slices overlapping on a hot serving dish. Cover with the cooked tomatoes and onions, then the veal slices, also slightly overlapping. Place 8 slices of cheddar cheese on top and pour over the following sauce.

Melt 2 tablespoons of butter in the pan the veal was cooked in. Stir in, off the fire, 1 teaspoon of tomato paste, 1 teaspoon of meat glaze and 3 teaspoons of potato flour (or 3 tablespoons of flour). Pour on ½ cup of red wine and 1 cup of stock and stir over the fire until the sauce comes to a boil. Taste for seasoning and simmer for a few minutes. Spoon the sauce over the veal, sprinkle with ½ cup of grated Parmesan cheese, dot with 2 tablespoons butter, brown under broiler.

Lamb

continued from page 187

STUFFED LEG OF LAMB

Serves 6 to 8

1 leg of lamb, 6 to 7 pounds
2 thin slices white bread
½ cup light cream
½ pound mushrooms, chopped
1 small onion, finely chopped
4 tablespoons butter
½ pound smoked ham, ground
⅛ pound lean veal, ground
1 egg
½ teaspoon grated lemon rind
About ¾ teaspoon grated nutmeg
Salt, pepper
1 tablespoon tomato paste
1 cup dry white wine
Watercress or parsley

Have the butcher bone the lamb neatly, leaving the last 2 inches or so of the shank bone in. Soak 2 thin slices of white bread in ½ cup of light cream in a large mixing bowl. Sauté ½ pound of chopped mushrooms and 1 small finely chopped onion in 2 tablespoons of butter until lightly browned. Add to the soaked bread the ground ham and veal, 1 egg, ½ teaspoon of grated lemon rind, about ¾ teaspoon of grated nutmeg, salt and pepper, and the sautéed mushrooms and onion. Blend until thoroughly mixed. Fill the lamb and sew it up.

Place the lamb on a rack in a roasting pan. Spread the top with 2 tablespoons of softened butter. Mix 1 tablespoon of tomato paste with 1 cup of dry white wine and pour into the pan. Roast uncovered in a moderate oven at 185°. (Boned meat takes longer to cook than meat with the bone in.) Baste occasionally with the pan juices.

To Serve: Place the lamb on a hot serving dish and garnish with parsley or watercress. Add 1 cup of water to the pan juices, bring to a boil and serve in a separate grayy bowl.

PILÂF

½ cup white raisins
⅛ cup white wine
2 tablespoons butter
1½ cups rice
3 cups stock
Salt, pepper
⅛ cup pine nuts

Cut the lamb into cubes about 1 inch square. Shoulder lamb should be marinated for several hours, since marinating helps tenderize meat (use favorite recipe). Although leg of lamb does not need marinating, it will give it a delicious flavor.

Cut the bacon in half crosswise—you will need about ¼ pound. Cut the kidneys in half and remove the center white core. Wrap each half kidney, 8 chicken livers and each piece of lamb in half a slice of bacon. Peel and quarter a large yellow onion and separate into sections. Core and seed a green pepper and cut into eighths. Peel and quarter 2 tomatoes. Lightly sauté 12 small mushroom caps. Thread all these ingredients on shashlik sticks alternating a piece of meat with a vegetable. Season with salt and freshly cracked black pepper and rub with a small clove of crushed garlic and 1 to 2 tablespoons of softened butter. Place on a cookie sheet and broil until well browned, turning once to brown both sides. The total cooking time will be about 8 to 10 minutes.

Pilâf: Soak ¼ cup of white raisins in ¾ cup of white wine about 10 minutes. Heat 2 tablespoons of butter in a medium-size skillet. Add 1½ cups of rice and stir over a slow fire for 2 to 3 minutes. Add 2 cups of stock, the raisins and wine, salt and pepper. Bring to a boil. Cover and cook without stirring for 20 minutes. Add ⅛ cup of pine nuts and cook another 5 minutes or so. Just before serving blend in all the pan juices from the shashlik.

(Continued on page 219)
To Serve: Make a bed of rice pilaf on a hot serving dish. Slide the shashlik gently off the skewers on top of the rice. Heat 3 tablespoons of brandy in a small pan, ignite, pour over all and serve flaming.

LAMB RAGOUT
Serves 4 to 6
2 pounds boned and rolled shoulder of lamb
3 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons brandy
1 bunch of carrots
1 pound white turnips
1 pound baby white onions
1/2 pound mushrooms, quartered
1 pound peas
1/2 pound green beans
1 teaspoon tomato paste
1 teaspoon meat glaze
3 tablespoons flour
1/2 cup red wine or sherry
1 cup stock
Salt, pepper
2 tomatoes
2 tablespoons chopped chives

Cut the meat into 1-inch squares. Heat 2 tablespoons of butter in a heavy deep saucepan and brown the meat quickly on all sides. Heat 2 tablespoons of brandy in a small pan, ignite and pour over the meat. Remove the meat from the pan. Cut the carrots and turnips into small olive shapes. Put another 2 tablespoons of butter in the pan, then the carrots, turnips and baby onions. Brown them quickly. Add 1/2 pound of quartered mushrooms, 1 pound of peas and 1/2 pound of Frenched green beans and cook 2 to 3 minutes. Melt the remaining tablespoon of butter in the pan. Blend in, off the fire, 1 teaspoon of tomato paste, 1 teaspoon of meat glaze and 3 tablespoons of flour. Pour on 1/2 cup of red wine or sherry and 1 cup of stock and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Put back the lamb and season with salt and pepper. Cover and simmer for about an hour, or until the lamb is tender. At the end of the cooking period add 2 peeled and sliced tomatoes.

Serve in a casserole and sprinkle with 2 tablespoons of finely chopped chives.

Note: This dish can be cooked and served in the same casserole if it is the type—such as a copper or enamelled-glazed cast-iron casserole—that is suitable for both top-of-the-stove cooking and for serving.

Ham and Pork
continued from page 187

brown juices. Blend in 2 teaspoons of potato flour. Pour on 1/4 cups of stock or water and stir over the fire until the gravy comes to boil. Arrange alternate piles of celery and carrots around pork. Serve gravy in a separate bowl.

LAMB RAGOUT
Serves 4 to 6
2 pounds boned and rolled shoulder of lamb
3 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons brandy
1 bunch of carrots
1 pound white turnips
1 pound baby white onions
1/2 pound mushrooms, quartered
1 pound peas
1/2 pound green beans
1 teaspoon tomato paste
1 teaspoon meat glaze
3 tablespoons flour
1/2 cup red wine or sherry
1 cup stock
Salt, pepper
2 tomatoes
2 tablespoons chopped chives

JAMBON EN CRÛTE
(Ham in crust)
1 whole ham, 10 to 12 pounds
1/2 cup Madeira

CRUST
6 cups flour
1 cup butter
1/2 cup lard
4 teaspoons baking powder
2 to 3 teaspoons salt
3 egg yolks
About 1 cup ice water

This is a delicious and handsome dish for parties. Have a whole ham weighing about 10 to 12 pounds boned by removing the leg bone from the shank end. This isn't essential but does make carving easier. Bake it until tender. Remove the rind and the thick end of the loin and let the ham cool. If the layer of fat covering the ham is more than 1/2 inch thick, trim off the excess. Make the following crust.

Crust: Put 5 cups of flour on a pastry board or marble slab. Make a well in the center and in it put 1 cup of butter, 1/2 cup of lard, 4 teaspoons of baking powder, 2 to 3 teaspoons of salt, 3 egg yolks and about 1 cup of ice water. Work center ingredients to a smooth paste. Then work in the flour with the heel of your hand. Roll out about 1/2 inch thick.

Wrap the pastry around the ham and seal it on the bottom. Decorate with motifs of pastry and brush with milk or slightly beaten egg. Make a few slits in the top for steam to escape. Place on a cookie sheet and bake in a moderate oven at 375° for 1 to 1 1/2 hours, or until golden brown.

STUFFED PORK CHOPS
Serves 4
4 double loin pork chops
1 medium-size onion, finely chopped
2 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup soft bread crumbs
Salt, pepper
1/4 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
1 egg

The chops should be cut 1 to 1 1/2 inches thick with a pocket in each one. Sanitize 1 medium-size finely chopped onion in 2 tablespoons of butter until soft but not brown. Add 1/4 cup of soft bread crumbs, salt, pepper, about 1/4 teaspoon of ground nutmeg and 1 tablespoon of chopped parsley. Remove from the fire and blend in 1 egg. Put the stuffing into the pockets and secure with skewers or toothpicks. Place the chops in a shallow baking dish and bake in a moderate oven at 350° for about 1 hour, or until well browned. Serve on a hot serving dish.

(Continued on page 220)
Spareribs with Pineapple

Serves 6

3 pounds spareribs
Salt, pepper
2 tablespoons butter
1 medium-size onion, finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, crushed
1 cup pineapple juice
1/2 cup vinegar
1 teaspoon paprika
1 teaspoon chili powder
1 teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1 cup crushed pineapple

Cut the spareribs into serving pieces. Season both sides with salt and pepper. Place in single layers in shallow baking dishes. Bake in a hot oven at 400° for about 1 1/4 hours, or until they are well browned. Meanwhile prepare the following sauce.

Melt 2 tablespoons of butter in a saucepan. Cook 1 medium-size finely chopped onion until soft but not brown. Put 2 cloves of crushed garlic in the pan and cook another 1 to 2 minutes. Pour on 1 cup of pineapple juice and 1/2 cup of vinegar and bring to a boil. Add 1 teaspoon each of paprika, chili powder, sugar and dry mustard. Season with salt and pepper and simmer for 20 to 30 minutes.

When the spareribs are browned, pour off all the fat in the pan. Spread 1 cup of crushed pineapple over the spareribs and pour the sauce into the pan. Cook for another 20 to 30 minutes, basting the spareribs often with the sauce.

To Serve: Arrange the spareribs on a hot serving dish. Spoon a little of the sauce over them and serve the rest in a sauce bowl.

Cold Ham Mousse

Serves 6 to 8

2 pounds lean boiled ham
6 tablespoons water
4 tablespoons dry wine
2 tablespoons gelatine
1/2 cup heavy cream, whipped.

Mix in 4 tablespoons of well-creamed butter. Mix in 4 tablespoons of dry wine, 1 tablespoon of tomato paste and 3 tablespoons of dry gelatine into a deep saucepan. Blend together and add 2 stiffly beaten egg whites. Beat with a large wire whisk over a slow fire until it comes to a real boil. Remove from the fire and let stand for 15 minutes. Strain through a damp cloth placed over a large strainer. Put half the aspic into a shallow cake pan and into the refrigerator to set for the garnish. Stir the rest over ice until on the point of setting.

Aspic: Put 3 cups of cold clear stock (cold water and meat glaze may be used), 2 tablespoons of sherry, 4 tablespoons of red wine, 1 tablespoon of tomato paste and 3 tablespoons of dry gelatine into a deep saucepan. Blend together and add 2 stiffly beaten egg whites. Beat with a large wire whisk over a slow fire until it comes to a real boil. Remove from the fire and let stand for 15 minutes. Strain through a damp cloth placed over a large strainer. Put half the aspic into a shallow cake pan and into the refrigerator to set for the garnish. Stir the rest over ice until on the point of setting.

Specialty Meats

continued from page 188

FOIE DE VEAU SAUTE AUX FINES HERBES

(Sautéed Calves’ Liver with Mixed Herbs)

Serves 4

4 tablespoons butter
8 small slices calves’ liver
2 tablespoons clear stock
1 tablespoon very finely chopped mixed herbs
Salt, cayenne

Put 3 cups of cold clear stock (cold water and meat glaze may be used), 2 tablespoons of sherry, 4 tablespoons of red wine, 1 tablespoon of tomato paste and 3 tablespoons of dry gelatine into a deep saucepan. Blend together and add 2 stiffly beaten egg whites. Beat with a large wire whisk over a slow fire until it comes to a real boil. Remove from the fire and let stand for 15 minutes. Strain through a damp cloth placed over a large strainer. Put half the aspic into a shallow cake pan and into the refrigerator to set for the garnish. Stir the rest over ice until on the point of setting.

You can be sure of perfect pleated draperies every time with Conso Bestpleat and NIP-TITE Hooks. At drapery departments everywhere.

Choose the warmth you like best, on the G-E Bedside Control. Through the magic of Sleep-Guard, you'll stay just that warm all night. (If the temperature drops, more warmth is supplied. If it rises, less warmth is provided.) This comfort control is automatic.

"Happy marriage blanket." Dual-Control type for double beds, pictured, allows each half of the G-E Blanket to be adjusted for a different degree of warmth. Thus, each sleeper has complete personal comfort, perfect relaxation.

Economy, Convenience! Our G-E Blanket is all your bed needs; bedmaking's easier! Custom-Contoured corners are designed with ample "give" between corners for plenty of foot room . . . Automatic Blanket and Fan Dept., Small Appliance Division, General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.
To commemorate 75 years of carpet craftsmanship, Whittall offers you ANNIVERSARY, the best of America's fine carpets. You will find it beautiful beyond belief in appealing shades of beige, gray, nutria, spruce green and avocado green.

RUGS and CARPETS

Loomed by...

Whittall

weavers of the famous Anglo Persians
Shown is the RIDGEWOOD—featured in the October issue of House Beautiful

National offers the ultimate in style, design and fine living in three new large Custom houses—the Ridgley and Ridgewood with three bedrooms, and the Idlewood with four bedrooms.

These large, luxurious homes have two baths, large family rooms, spacious patios and terraces. Efficient and attractive kitchens feature pass-through serving counters from kitchen to dining room, natural finish birch wood cabinets by Mengel, built-in oven, counter-top range, dishwasher and combination washer-dryer by General Electric; separate built-in refrigerator and home freezer by Revco.

ONE OUT OF EVERY 48 HOMES BEING BUILT IN AMERICA TODAY IS PRODUCED BY...
It's actually jelled... so it just can't drip or run from brush or roller like ordinary paint... yet it flows on like sheer magic when it's applied in the usual way with either brush or roller.

Just imagine how carefree your painting can be when you can avoid the messiness of dripping and spattering. Imagine the ease of using a paint which relieves you of the worry of runs and sags even when you're doing difficult jobs such as paneled doors or fluted woodwork.

There is another big advantage in using Jelled Magic too! It's homogenized... which means that it's all perfectly mixed and ready to use the instant you take the lid off the can. This means too that you can be sure you'll get a one-coat job every time with Jelled Magic.

Is Jelled Magic a completely new type of paint? Completely new in form, yes! It's jelled and homogenized to give you a new high in carefree painting. In formulation, however, it's the tried and proved alkyd-resin type of paint which gives you unexcelled wearing and washing properties.

Ask your dealer to show you the lovely pastels and the deep accent trend colors in which Jelled Magic is available. And when you locate the dealer who features this newest development in paint progress, tell him about your other paint needs too. There's an American-Marietta paint to fit your every need... better!
Room arrangement

After you have answered the preliminary questions on page 138, you will be ready to plan your room scheme on paper. If you have a mathematical mind, you can cut out small squares of cardboard to scale to represent the furniture you wish to arrange in your room, keeping in mind what you will need for various family activities. (If like most of us, you are baffled by measurements, write to H&C's Reader Service for a sheet of furniture cut-outs.) It is easier to try out different arrangements on paper than to move furniture around. If you find you cannot fit in all the furniture you need, it may be necessary to transfer the music or games set-up to another room.

This is the time to discard any pieces which will not fit into your decorating plan. If there is not enough wall space in your new home for the old eight-foot sofa, you may have to sell it and buy a smaller one. Arrange your furniture to create a pleasing effect. Try to balance large pieces or groupings for symmetry and distribute high and low pieces to provide an interesting variety of eye levels.

Color schemes

Once you have taken care of the furniture arrangement of the room, you can concentrate on the color scheme. Decide on the approximate colors you want and select your upholstery and curtain fabrics before you paint the walls so that the dominant color areas of the room will be related to each other. An easy solution is to pick a print that combines your chosen colors. For example, if you want a brown room, you might choose brown and white chintz and paint the walls the lighter shade of brown in the print. You can use the chintz in one of these three ways as curtains and on the major upholstered pieces; as curtains and on the smaller open-arm chairs and sofa pillows; at the windows and on all furniture throughout the room. For color accents, have pillows and benches covered in a fabric of a related color such as Cerulean Blue or a contrasting Citron or Tangerine. If you prefer plain to printed fabrics, you can use one color predominantly in the room. If you like warm colors such as brown and orange, reserve the quiet color, brown, for the major color areas. Upholster or cover seating pieces in brown and paint the walls a related tint of the same color (you can whiten a color considerably without changing its hue). Use a brown, white and black check or twine on club chairs and different shades of orange, from red-orange to yellow-orange, on the small seating pieces. As a general rule, when a room is small, the curtains should be the same color as the walls. However, you can use curtains in the accent color, orange, provided you do not have a big window-wall. The carpet should be a harmonious gray-beige or, if an accent rug is used, yellow-orange. In a small room, you should blend the furniture with the background to give an illusion of space, but in a larger room you can have more contrast between the large seating pieces and the walls and floor to silhouette the lines of the furniture. Whatever your color scheme, plan to have some white in the room for relief and to relate the colors. If you want one color to appear more vivid, use a great deal of white.

Texture contrast

No matter how much color contrast you have in a room, you also need a variety of textures to give interest to your scheme. There are two ways to introduce texture contrast into a room. One is with fabrics. If you have deep velvet pile carpeting from wall to wall, for example, you should use smooth flat-textured upholstery and slip covers, such as chintz, finely woven tweeds or raw silk. If you have a sleek vinyl tile floor, it would be more interesting to use linen upholstery, and perhaps woven wood-slat blinds at the windows with a layer of sheer curtains to soften the room. The second way to create texture contrast in a room is with natural, hard-surface materials. Take advantage of the deep luster of pewter tones. Mellow woods, bamboo, caning, metals, slate and travertine, all of the materials that nature provides in abundance, are enjoying a new vogue in decoration today. You can mix them freely according to your own taste. In planning any room, always keep in mind that the best decoration is usually the simplest.
The greatest life insurance your carpets will ever know...

GENUINE
OZITE
AMERICA'S FIRST NAME IN CARPET CUSHION

Genuine Ozite carpet cushion will more than double the life of your new carpet; yet one extra year added to your carpet's life represents the cost, and it goes on saving year after year. What other investment can you make which will return its cost to you so many times in such a short period.

For almost a century the makers of OZITE have been developing a master's skill in the selection and blending of the finest cattle hair, creating an excellence in quality which has made Genuine OZITE the standard by which all other carpet cushions are judged.

GO-TOGETHER FABRICS AND WALLPAPERS in related botanical designs bring a garden look indoors

GOLD METALLIC IVY on white sheer lightens and brightens a small dining alcove. "Ramble" is Fortisan and spun rayon, 50" wide. Walls papered in same pattern and mirrored door emphasize the illusion of space. Both by Drapery Modes. Room decorated by Arthur Weinstein.

FLOWERS delicately drawn in several shades of blue can be used as a background for traditional furniture, a surprise lining for cupboards and drawers. "Beauvais" fine cotton 50" wide, companion wallpaper from Museum Collection by Schumacher.

FLOWERING VINES in green and yellow on white sheer resembles an Oriental watercolor. "Woodbine" is hand-printed on Fortisan and rayon, 48" wide. Cheney, Greiff; the related wallpaper is by Katzenbach & Warren.
SILK has a distinctive luster and depth of color that add a touch of luxury to a room scheme.

Fabrics woven of silk, a textile fiber known for over 3600 years, continue popular in decoration. Today there is a new interest in the shib weaves and in the iridescent colorings of Siamese silks. Silk dyes easily and uniformly, and despite its fineness has tenacity and strength. There are various types of silk yarns which you should know about. Lusterless silk in its natural state is called raw silk. Organzine is a fine quality, long, unbroken strand of silk used for the warp (vertical) threads of a fabric where strength is required. Tram is a silk yarn with very little twist and a high luster. Spun silk designates a continuous thread of silk spun of broken strands. A rough-textured silk yarn taken from the outer and inner portions of the cocoon (hence, not as lustrous as other silk yarns) is called bourette. Douppione is a knotted silk yarn of uneven texture. Tussah, a rough, yellowish brown silk derived from uncultivated silk worms, is the quality of silk which is usually woven into pongee and shantung.

LINEN SHEERS are news for your windows, ideal in color and texture for casual rooms.

“SHUTTER SHADOWS,” a geometric design printed on a fine linen weave. Drawn across the recessed windows of a family room, it gives relief to pine panelling. 50” wide. By Gene McDonald.

“CAMOUFLAGE,” a sheer linen print, is a contemporary abstract in H&G’s Hyacinth and Pastel Willow Green. It is a small-scaled design suitable for tiny windows in a tiny room. 46”. By F. Schumacher.

Continued on page 228
Here's how to make a smart furniture buy

Dining room suite by BLOWING ROCK FURNITURE CO., one of the many users of Du Pont furniture finishes.

It's always smart to ask the salesman if the furniture that interests you is protected with a Du Pont furniture finish. That's the best way to be sure the furniture you buy will stay showroom-bright through years of service in your home.

COTTON is one of the most versatile fabrics to use throughout a room.

COTTON IN DIFFERENT TEXTURES (polished cotton "Versailles" abstract print of glittering chandelier for curtains, a textured "Casita" weave for chair cushions, with same fabric quilted for sofa) gives variety and interest to a room with smooth paneled or plastered wall. In this study, the walnut tones of walls and furniture blend with other colors of fabrics: Dark Bronze, Mustard, Tangerine, gold, white. Fabric by Everfast. Photographed at Lord & Taylor.

It's always easy to care for! The Du Pont DULUX finish on this lovely dining-room suite is chemically formulated to resist marring, dulling, cracking and best of all—scratching. That's why it will hold its beauty year after year, with only the simplest home care.

It's the tag that tells the story. It gives you complete information on home care of the beautiful finish. And it tells you immediately that the finish is made by Du Pont, a name that stands for unquestioned quality throughout the world. Look for it when you shop for furniture.

P.S. When you buy appliances, too, be sure they're finished with DULUX Enamel—America's leading home appliance finish.

Better Things for Better Living...through Chemistry.

DURO-DULUX
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
Furniture Finishes
Chemically engineered to do the job better

FLOOR-LENGTH DRAPERIES of a tone-on-tone printed damask draw across an entire window-wall to conceal built-in storage units. A tightly-woven cotton such as this insures privacy, can be repeated in the bed covering. It is in two shades of gold, 47" wide. By Arthur H. Lee.
"Tiger Rag" fake fur print on heavy cotton, 50" wide, is designed to cut well for chair and sofa seats or floor cushions, for example, a recreation room. By Quaintance.

"Cold Felrigger" cotton fabric has a luxurious look. Metallic medallions are printed on pink ground. 40" wide. Covington.


"Sivry," a handsome documentary chintz in fresh colors, will give traditional rooms a lift. 48" wide. Brunschwig & Fils.


"Primavera," for new luxurious look, is glazed white chintz, 36" wide, splashed with bright gold metallic butterflies. Made by Patterson Fabrics.

(Continued on page 230)

Superb high fidelity performance

... fine furniture styled cabinets

"The Berkshire." Superb AM-FM Radio-Phonograph. Supersensitive tuner. 3 speed intermix precision changer with Pianissimo pickup and diamond stylus; 4 speakers—12" and 15" bass speakers and 2 high frequency horns. Has 20 watt high fidelity amplifier. Genuine Mahogany, Blond and Cherry, $595.00

Now horizons of music are enjoyed by every member of your family when you own a Magnavox! This magnificent "Berkshire" brings you superior tone quality and balanced response unmatched in instruments costing $1500 or more. This masterpiece of cabinet craftsmanship will complement the good decor of the finest homes.

The "Magnasonic 210" illustrated below, is the greatest value—full console performance at a table model price! Two speakers—12" and 5" coaxial mounted; 10 watt high fidelity amplifier. 3 speed intermix precision record changer. Oak, Cherry. In Mahogany $149.50. With AM-FM radio $198.50

Magnavox instruments cost no more than ordinary phonographs. These greater values are possible because Magnavox sells direct to dealers. This saving is passed on to you by way of more features and greater values. Have a demonstration of the magnificent Magnavox at your Magnavox dealer's. His name is listed under "Magnavox" in the Television section of your classified phone book.

The magnificent Magnavox high fidelity television • radio-phonographs

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY, FORT WAYNE 4, IND.
The rosea
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Builder, Richard B. Pollman says, "A major factor contributing to our continued success in the building of outstanding homes can be measured by our employment of undeniably great materials such as The THORO System Products."

HOUSE & GARDEN selects The THORO System products to seal and repel water from the masonry walls of its 5th "HOUSE OF IDEAS"

This photograph tells a story of how the average basement is made dry, sanitary and beautiful with the Big-3 products. WATERPLUG, to stop leaks; THOROSEAL, to seal and fill surface, and SNOW WHITE QUICK-SEAL, as a finish coat.

Write for our pictorially described literature "HOW TO DO IT" and name of your local dealer

The Standard Dry Wall Products, Inc.
NEW EAGLE - PENNSYLVANIA

BUILT-IN LININGS are the latest addition to the new drapery fabrics

BOLD HONEYCOMB in tawny colors on creamy linen for a contemporary study or bedroom. An aluminum coating on reverse side acts as an insulator from outside heat or cold, prevents sun fading. "Infinity" is 50" wide, made by L. Anton Maix Inc.

COTTON PERCALE for small windows come in pastels or vivid shades and now have a Millum backing, the same as used in lining coats. A chance shower or overheated radiator wouldn't ruin curtains made of this fabric. "Fresco," 30" wide. Knoll.

ANOTHER VERSION of "Infinity" is sheer cotton with gold metallic backing. Bits of gold filter through for a lame look. The gold backing checks sun fading and gives good draping quality. 50" wide. By Anton Maix.

"Timber," done in a dry brush technique, combines muted tones of mustard and charcoal on warm gray linen. Burnished metallic facing repels stains and water spots, takes the place of a drapery lining. 50" wide. Anton Maix.
FIBERGLAS curtain fabrics inspired by Velasquez paintings make radiant curtains for window-walls. All of these prints were created in H&G colors: Sky Blue, Pastel Sandalwood, Green Olive.

From the Velasquez Inspirational Group by Cohana

“PYRENEES” (shown as floor-length curtains in the living room-library on page 153) is a mountain village scene in Pastel Sandalwood, black and white, spiked with an accent of Cerulean Blue. Scenes such as this are a good choice for living room, dining room or family room because they appeal to many different tastes.

“HACIENDA,” Provincial in feeling, would be appropriate in a room with French Provincial, Early American, country Italian or Spanish furniture. It depicts an ancestral home and garden in bright Sky Blue, with trees and background in pastel Green Olive.

“FLIRTATION” is a gay and feminine print for a powder room, bedroom or sitting room. The elements of coquetry are etched in black and gold on a pastel Sky Blue textured background. The fabric is translucent, filters sun.

With Curtis Silentite casements window washing is an “inside job”

Washing the outside of windows can be a cheerful “inside” chore—when you have Curtis Silentite casements. But that’s only one of the many advantages of these superior wood casements. For instance, you can leave them open in any position and they won’t swing or rattle—thanks to their patented operating mechanism. Remove the adjuster handle and you still have ventilation—plus safety because these casements lock securely in any position.

Curtis Silentite casements are extremely weather-tight and can save up to 16% of fuel or air conditioning costs. They are just one of the many beautiful Curtis window styles—including picture windows—awning windows—Convertible windows—bow windows—all guaranteed. Send now for our free Silentite window book!

Curtis Woodwork
Heart of the Home

Curtis Companies Service Bureau
200 Curtis Building
Clinton, Iowa
HG-10-55
Please send free Curtis window idea booklet for building and remodeling.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________ State: ____________
GRACIOUS Symmetry... IN THE FRENCH PROVINCIAL MANNER

A laughing spirit runs through the flowing lines of pieces fashioned by "Treasure House" craftsmen in authoritative French Provincial style. Here is a table and corner shelf combination that's eminently practical, and satisfying in its richly carved detail.

GUIDE TO FINE FURNITURE

"Treasure House" Book shows complete Colonial line, 64 pages of glorious illustrations, a wealth of information about period designs. Send 25c.

THAT BEAUTIFUL CARAFE WAS A PERCOLATOR IN HER KITCHEN!

It's PERCMASTER®, the lovely and very original Pyrex-glass-with-copper-or-brass 3-in-1 coffee service that makes a party out of even breakfast. "Perks" the coffee, serves it, candle warmer-trivet keeps it hot. Holds 8 cups.

TURNED EDGE without any welting or trim is the simplest form of tailoring. Because it is unobtrusive, it is the best treatment for chairs that have unusual sculptured frames or especially interesting upholstery such as a vivid raw silk or a plaid. This chair by M. Singer Sons.

NAILHEADS of white porcelain are frosting for a chair (or pair of chairs) which is meant to be a decorative accent in a living room, study or hall. Here the nailheads punctuate a maple open-arm chair with leather upholstery, made by Parzinger Originals, Inc.
DOUBLE WELTING is a traditional type of tailoring which is graceful without looking fussy. This treatment is particularly suited to a French Provincial chair with exposed wood frame. It emphasizes the curving lines and sets off the upholstery (here, it is linen).

Chair, Jacques Bodart, Inc.

Upholstery fabrics for all types of furniture

Linen woven in a Scandinavian geometric design is suitable for small chairs or open-arm chairs in informal rooms. Dyed to order. By Arthur H. Lee.

“Spectra” is woven linen and cotton which blends three tones of a color. Use it as an accent on ottomans, dining chairs. 54" w. Knoll.

Multicolored “Kismet Stripe” cotton and Italian rayon is perfect for modernizing overstuffed armchairs. It is 50" wide. By Jofa, Inc.

“Monday's Child” Piper

“Monday's child is fair of face”... one of the famous 7-day verse series translated into exquisite figurines... both a boy and a girl for each day of the week. Charming gifts for those who appreciate the finest. Ask to see “The Days of the Week” and other beautiful Royal Worcester Bone China figurines at your favorite store.

Send 25¢ for magnificent “Collectors” book of Royal Worcester figurines and statuettes...over 125 subjects in beautiful natural color.

ROYAL WORCESTER
The Finest of Fine China Since 1751
The Worcester Royal Porcelain Co., Inc. 234 East 46th Street, New York 17

Lyons Metal Products, Incorporated
Dept. 5, 1060 Monroe Ave., Aurora, Illinois
Please send me a copy of your 16 page booklet in full color on Lyon Steel Kitchens. Enclosed is $1 to cover mailing cost. (No stamps, please)

ORDERED

TO YOUR NAME...

CITY...ZONa...STATE...

CABINETS OF STEEL FOR LASTING APPEAL
Factories in Aurora, Ill. and York, Pa.
Units now fit into any space, have automatic controls to do all your washing and drying at a touch.
HOME LAUNDRY

Of all new household conveniences few are more prized than the automatic washers and dryers which make it possible for you to wash while you prepare meals, go to market, or play bridge. Now you can choose your laundry unit from many sizes and shapes, build it into a wall like an oven or refrigerator; install it under a counter or set it against a wall (water connections come built in, leaving no awkward gaps to be cleaned); set a portable washer on a countertop; put the unit into a linen-storage closet after use. No one needs to be a mechanical marvel to understand the working innards of this new, mobile equipment. The instruction books are easy to follow, the dial indicators solve all previous guesswork. You can safely wash delicate, fussy fabrics, fringed material, fine synthetics, cashmere, nylon, and baby clothes, with sure results.

Three arrangements for installing laundry equipment

IF MOST OF YOUR LINENS are kept on the second floor, a laundry-linen room is a great step saver. This laundry for a second floor shares plumbing with the bathroom.

IF YOURS IS A LARGE HOUSEHOLD with time and space at a premium, plan a kitchen-laundry with a built-in washer-dryer and an ironer. Scale of this equipment permits storing under counter tops.

IF YOU HAVE A LONG, RAMBLING HOUSE, and want to save yourself many extra steps, it's a good idea to locate laundry equipment in a central location. This plan combines laundry with linen, sewing room.

You can tell at a glance that Spode is dinnerware to live with and enjoy - to delight your family and guests for years to come. Booklet 39 tells how to select it. Write for it today.

Wholesale Distributors
Copeland & Thompson, Inc., 206 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

BERKSHIRE
Bone Chino
Place Setting $19.20

MAYFLOWER
Place Setting $10.30

You can tell at a glance that Spode is dinnerware to live with and enjoy - to delight your family and guests for years to come. Booklet 39 tells how to select it. Write for it today.

Wholesale Distributors
Copeland & Thompson, Inc., 206 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

Before dinner, enjoy a refreshing Cointreau Sidecar

After dinner, sip Cointreau Liqueur with your coffee

Cointreau also produces Cordials in 18 other distinctive flavors.

Cointreau also produces Cordials in 18 other distinctive flavors.

BOTTLED IN U.S.A. BY COINTREAU LTD., PENNINGTON, N.J.
Still America's Finest
Cook-and-Serve Dinnerware
HARKERWARE WHITE CLOVER
DESIGNED BY Russel Wright

It's oven-proof, and chip- and detergent-resistant! And so very, very beautiful. You'll love the exclusive Meadow Green, Coral Sand, Golden Spice and Charcoal colors on the gleaming snow-white body. . . Expensive? Not at all. You can buy a 16-piece starter set in the East for only $7.95! Start your service now!

White Clover is crafted only by The Harker Pottery Company, East Liverpool, Ohio. (For a companion service, ask to see Harkerware White Modern; you'll like it.)

SEVEN BASIC STEPS TO A
HAND-LAUNDERED LOOK

Laundry today isn't thrashed back and forth like a threshing machine, but treated to a gentle, hand-washed action. Before you wash, make these simple preparations, then let skillfully engineered machines take over. First, sort out washables like cottons, synthetic fabrics, woolens. Judge the degree of softness for the water and select a good detergent. Next, set a dial control to produce the all-important water temperature for each type of laundry. The dial automatically regulates the timing for effective washing, makes the frequent water changes, assures thorough rinsing.

Super-Fast dryer is designed to cut drying time in half

CROSS-SECTION of a new gas or electric unit by Bendix, above and right, shows how twice the usual volume of warm air moves through washing to complete the drying action in thirty minutes.

Power-Surge washer uses a new washing method

WATER IS ENERGIZED by disk at base of tub (No. 1 and 2) above. Disk is perforated so water can flow in spirals through clothes rather than tossing them mechanically from side to side. Diagram No. 3 shows device inside the disk which creates an under-surge in the water when 28-second pause automatically comes in the washing cycle so that every bit of soil from clothes is flushed away immediately.
Four drying methods for all types of fabrics

SELECTIVE DRYING in the Norge washer-dryer unit, above, is as follows: 1. Tumbling, heat and air. 2. Tumbling, air, no heat. 3. Heat, air, no tumbling. 4. Air, no heat or tumbling. Hamper door of unit is adjustable to three comfortable sorting, loading, folding positions.

Automatic dial controls do all the brain work in washing and drying

MECHANICAL BRAIN of the Whirlpool laundry, above, is the control dial, left. With it you can select proper water and air temperature for every type of wash. A "Suds Miser" saves suds for an extra load. The dryers, both gas and electric, are equipped with an ultraviolet lamp for fresh-air finish.

Wash is rubbed gently, spared hard usage

AUTOMATIC DECKE in Kelvinator's new electric washer, above, left, flexes and squeezes clothes like individual laundering. Control dial allows you to select two washing cycles, one for regular, one for fine fabrics. Dryer, right, has dial control and fluorescent light on top.

Old Colony Furniture Company • Nashua, N. H.
One of America's Most Distinguished Furniture Makers

Fun Centers in the Home with this New Wurlitzer Organ

Play your first tune right away

Whether you prefer popular or classical music, here is an instrument your whole family will find amazingly easy to play. A Wurlitzer Organ provides wonderful relaxation for adults. It offers children an interest that contributes to their education, adds to their fun and makes them the envy of their friends. Mail the coupon for details.

MAYNARD SIDEBOARD — Mahogany with tambour end sections concealing two adjustable shelves. Partitioned, lined top drawer. Drawer fronts in beautifully figured mahogany. Shown in 22B amber finish. Also available in traditional mahogany colors. Length 72", height 34½", depth 19".

Old Colony Furniture Company • Nashua, N. H.
One of America's Most Distinguished Furniture Makers

Play your first tune right away

Whether you prefer popular or classical music, here is an instrument your whole family will find amazingly easy to play. A Wurlitzer Organ provides wonderful relaxation for adults. It offers children an interest that contributes to their education, adds to their fun and makes them the envy of their friends. Mail the coupon for details.
IRONING EQUIPMENT FOR A TAILOR-MADE FINISH

A mechanical ironer takes all the labor out of piece-meal hand-ironing of bulk laundry, sheets, towels, pillow slips, bedspreads. The standard size rolls out for easy, assembly-line work. A smaller portable ironer may be used on a table top, stored in a closet. An additional cabinet can be placed at the right of the ironer for sorting, starching, with wall cabinet for linen overhead.

Automatic ironer does the pressing, you guide and control fabric

MOBILE IRONING UNIT like this standard size Ironrite, rolls out to point of convenient use. Kneehole design gives you a comfortable position for guiding clothes through roller, designing ruffling or stacking. The ironer plugs in anywhere around the house. Closed, standard size is 27" wide, 36" high, 17" deep. Open, it is 46" x 43" x 26".

Portable ironer fits in a wall cabinet

AUTOMATIC IRONING EQUIPMENT, once steamy and heavy, is now made to be useful in small areas. Complete rotary ironer is built into a decorative red mahogany or lined oak Marlite cabinet with table-top area above. Unit takes 30" x 19" floor space.
Adjustable table for do-it-yourself ironers

Lightweight ironing table locks firmly at any height from 22" to 36", with ample leg room. Perforated board is made by Arvin, and folds flat for storage. Steam irons for hand laundry have automatic heat controls for all kinds of fabrics; may be converted from steam to dry iron.

Portable water softener saves needless expense of more soap and detergent where hard water is used. Laundry-Mate cleans, filters water, attaches to wall at height of automatic washer, connects with water supply and drain.

Electric ruffle iron for home use borrows same method used by tailors. Bed covers, curtain edges, petticoats, organdy ruffles may be finished with a professional air by the "Little Smoothie".

No clothes pins are needed with Pin-O-Matic clothes-line. A spreader runs along Bakelite-covered steel lines, opens them to receive wash, then locks line to hold clothes firmly. Lengths from 50 to 100 ft. come equipped with hardware in walkalong or pulley types.

This is the new

TIARA

A great, proud plate from Viking

Unique rock crystal engraving with a deeply polished design cunningly cut even into the base itself. 14-inch plate, $10.00, at your good Viking store.

PORTABLE WATER SOFTENER SAVES NEEDLESS EXPENSE OF MORE SOAP AND DETERGENT WHERE HARD WATER IS USED. LAUNDRY-MATE Cleans, Filters WATER, Attaches TO WALL AT HEIGHT OF AUTOMATIC WASHER, Connects WITH WATER SUPPLY AND DRAIN.

ELECTRIC RUFFLE IRON FOR HOME USE BORROWS SAME METHOD USED BY TAILORS. BED COVERS, CURTAIN EDGES, PETTICOATS, ORGANDY RUFFLES MAY BE FINISHED WITH A PROFESSIONAL AIR BY THE "LITTLE SMOOTHIE".

NO CLOTHES PINS ARE NEEDED WITH PIN-O-MATIC CLOTHES-LINE. A SPREADER RUNS ALONG BAKELITE-COVERED STEEL LINES, OPENS THEM TO RECEIVE WASH, THEN LOCKS LINE TO HOLD CLOTHES FIRMLY. LENGTHS FROM 50 TO 100 FT. COME EQUIPPED WITH HARDWARE IN WALKALONG OR PULLEY TYPES.
MEAT AND POULTRY
COOK BOOK
continued from page 220
LAMB KIDNEYS EN BROCHETTE
Serves 4
8 lamb kidneys
8 slices bacon
11/2 pound boiled ham, in 1 piece
8 mushroom caps
8 baby white onions
4 tablespoons butter
3 green peppers
1 clove garlic, crushed
Salt, pepper
1 bunch watercress

SAFFRON RICE
11/4 cups rice
1/2 teaspoon saffron
2 tablespoons hot water
1/2 cup melted butter
Salt, pepper
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
Cut the kidneys in half and remove the center white cores. Cut 8 slices of bacon in half crosswise and wrap each piece of kidney half a slice of bacon. Cut the ham in 1/4-inch cubes. Sauté 8 mushroom caps. Slowly brown 8 baby white onions in 1 tablespoon of butter. Core and seed 2 green peppers and cut into pieces the same size as the ham. Thread all these ingredients on skewers, alternating a piece of meat with a vegetable. Melt 3 tablespoons of butter in the pan the onions were cooked in. Add a clove of crushed garlic and cook 1 minute. Place the skewers on a cookie sheet. Pour the butter over them and season with salt and pepper. Broil for 5 minutes on each side in a preheated broiler.

Saffron Rice: Cook 11/2 cups of rice in 2 quarts of boiling salted water for 13 minutes, or until the grains are just tender. Drain and put in a colander and bring slowly to a boil, simmer for 10 to 15 minutes, or until ready to use. Crush 11/4 teaspoon saffron in 2 tablespoons of hot water in a mortar with a pestle. Add 1/2 cup of melted butter. Mix into the rice with a fork, add salt, pepper and 1 tablespoon of finely chopped parsley.

To Serve: Make a bed of saffron rice on a hot serving dish. Place the skewers on the top of the rice and garnish with watercress.

**BRaised Sweetbreads**
Serves 6
3 pairs large sweetbreads
1 tablespoon lemon juice or vinegar
5 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons Marsala
1 small clove garlic, crushed
1/2 cup poached mushrooms, sliced
1/2 teaspoon meat glaze
3 teaspoons potato flour
1 cup stock, veal or beef
1/2 cup sour cream

(Continued)

**"Velvet Touch"**
(fashioned in CHROMSPUN)
available at these and other fine stores throughout the country:

**BRewer Dam, Wisc.**
J. W. Robinson

**Beverly Hills, Calif.**
Seneca Textile

**Buffalo, N. Y.**
Kemer & Kelly

**Chicago, III.**
Marshall Field & Co.

**Corpus Christi, Tex.**
Jack Shaeffer & Co.

**Dallas, Tex.**
Sanger's

**Denver, Colo.**
Michael Hanford

**Detroit, Mich.**
J. L. Hudson

**Fond Du Lac, Wis.**
Braver's House Furnishings

**Ft. Reed, Ark.**
Robis Bros.

**Ft. Worth, Tex.**
W. E. Stirling

**Greenwood, N. Car.**
McNutt's Furniture Co.

**Houston, Tex.**
Foley's

**Jackson, Miss.**
R. E. Kemington

**Knoxville, Tenn.**
Cohn Bros.

**Kovinsville, Tenn.**
Miller's, Inc.

**Lakeview, Fla.**
Mans Bros.

**Long Beach, Calif.**
Summer's Yardsick

**Los Angeles, Calif.**
Gill's, Inc.

**Lubbock, Tex.**
Kaufman Strauss Co.

**Lubbock, Tex.**
Hempell Wells Co.

**Milwaukee, Wis.**
Milwaukee Bottine Stove Co.

**Montreal, Canada**
The Daytime Co.

**Ontario, Canada**
T. Epton, Ltd. Co.

**Ontario, Canada**
Dispuin Freres

**New York City**
Gimbel's

**Norfolk, Va.**
Gaylord's

**Oakland, Calif.**
Hal's

**Oakland, Calif.**
John A. Brown Co.

**Omaha, Neb.**
J. L. Brandt

**Portland, Or.**
Agril & Bruenke

**Ottawa, Canada**
Charles Ogilv, A. P. C. Gandhi

**Pittsburgh, Pa.**
Holtzer's

**Phoenix, Ariz.**
Delcraft Inc.

**Providence, R. I.**
N. S. T. West

**Rochester, N. Y.**
McCurdy & Co.

**Rochester, N. Y.**
John Bruner

**Sacramento, Fla.**
B. C. Carson

**San Francisco, Calif.**
Empire Co.

**San Francisco, Calif.**
Mary's

**San Francisco, Calif.**
Luchman & Bros.

**San Jose, Calif.**
H. E. Hart & Sons

**San Leandro, Calif.**
Farsala

**San Mateo, Calif.**
Mary's

**San Pedro, Calif.**
The Modern

**Salt Lake City, Utah**
N. C. I.

**Savannah, Ga.**
Lindsey & Morgan

**Selma, Ala.**
I. H. Kayser

**Shanghai, Pa.**
Monsen's Store

**Sheffield, Va.**
G. E. Lawson Co.

**South Bend, Ind.**
Robertson Bros.

**Spokane, Wash.**
The Crossfit Co.

**Shoester, Calif.**
Kathen-Moreno

**Stevensville, Calif.**
The Emporium

**St. Louis, Mo.**
Famous Barr Co.

**St. Petersburg, Fla.**
Mass Bros.

**Tucson, Wash.**
Rhodes Bros.

**Tampa, Fla.**
Mass Bros.

**Vancouver B.C., Canada**
Woodward's Dept. Store

**War, Tex.**
Goldstein-Miguel Co.

**Westminster, B.C., Canada**
Woodward's Dept. Store

**Wichita, Kan.**
Buck's Inc.

**House & Garden**
(Continued)

Salt and pepper
1/2 teaspoon dried thyme
1 cup cream
1/2 cup grated Parmesan cheese

Soak the sweetbreads in cold water for 1 hour. Drain. Place in a saucepan with cold water to cover, add 1 tablespoon of lemon juice or vinegar and bring slowly to a boil. Simmer for 5 minutes and drain again. Put into a bowl of iced water for a few minutes. Remove, trim off skin, membranes and tube in half lengthwise. Brown quickly on both sides in 2 tablespoons of hot butter. Heat 2 tablespoons of Marsala in a small pan, ignite and pour over the sweetbreads. Remove the sweetbreads from the pan. Add 2 more tablespoons of butter to the pan with 1 small clove of crushed garlic and 1/4 pound of sliced mushrooms and cook briskly for 2 minutes. Blend in, off the fire, 1/2 teaspoon of meat glaze and 3 teaspoons of potato flour. Pour on 1 cup of veal or beef stock and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Still stirring constantly, add 1/2 cup of sour cream little at a time, Season with salt, pepper and 1/4 teaspoon of dried thyme. Return the sweetbreads to the pan, cover and simmer for 15 to 20 minutes.

Peel 1 cucumber and cut into thin slices. Add cold salted water to cover, bring slowly to a boil, simmer a minute or so, then drain thoroughly. Put into the pan with the sweetbreads.

To Serve: Place sweetbreads and sauce on a hot overproofed serving dish, sprinkle with 1/4 cup of grated Parmesan cheese, dot with 1 tablespoon of butter and brown under the broiler.

**TONGUE IN WINE SAUCE**
Serves 4
12 slices cooked tongue
1 small onion, finely chopped
2 tablespoons butter
1/2 teaspoon meat glaze
1/2 teaspoon tomato paste
3 teaspoons potato flour
1 cup tongue stock
1/2 cup red wine
1 teaspoon grated orange rind
3/4 piece stick cinnamon
Bay leaf, cloves, peppercorns
1 tablespoon red currant jelly

Cut 12 thin slices of cooked tongue allowing 3 slices for each serving. Cook 1 finely chopped small onion in 2 tablespoons of butter until soft but not browned. Blend in, off the fire, 1/2 teaspoon of meat glaze, 1/2 teaspoon of tomato paste and 3 teaspoons of potato flour. Add 1 cup of tongue stock and 1/2 cup of red wine and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Season with 1 teaspoon of grated orange rind, half a piece of stick cinnamon, a small bay leaf, 1 or 2 cloves and 3 or 4 peppercorns. Simmer for at least 15 to 20 minutes. Strain and add 1 tablespoon of red currant jelly.
Chicken and Turkey

POULET EN CASSEROLE
BONNE FEMME
Serves 4 to 6

2 chickens, 2% to 3 pounds
4 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons brandy
% pound salt pork, diced
4 chicken livers
12 small white onions
12 potato balls
12 small pieces carrot
12 small pieces turnip
10 baby mushrooms, cut in half
% teaspoon tomato paste
3 teaspoons potato flour
2 cups chicken stock
1% cup sour cream
4 truffles
1 cup blanched split almonds
Salt and pepper
1 bay leaf

Tie up the chickens. Heat 3 tablespoons of brandy in a small pan, ignite and pour over the chicken. Remove chicken from pan and add 1 clove crushed garlic, 2 tablespoons chopped onion and % skinned and sliced tomatoes. Cook for 2 to 3 minutes. Blend in, off the fire, 1 tablespoon of tomato paste and % teaspoons of flour. Pour on 1% cups of stock or water and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil. Add % cup shredded almonds, salt and pepper and 1 bay leaf. (The almonds are the "cat's teeth.") Put back the chicken, breast side down. Cover and cook slowly for 45 to 50 minutes, until the chicken is tender, turning it once or twice. Remove the chicken and cut it into serving pieces. Arrange in a shallow oven-proof serving dish.

Slowly stir % cup sour cream into the sauce. Add 2 skinned and sliced tomatoes and 1 tablespoon grated cheese. Simmer 2 to 3 minutes and pour over the chicken. Sprinkle with remaining grated cheese, dot with 1 tablespoon of butter, brown under broiler.

POULET AMANDINE

(Chicken breasts with almonds)
Serves 4

4 half breasts chicken
4 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons sherry
1 small clove garlic, crushed
% cup blanched split almonds
1 mushroom, finely chopped
1 teaspoon potato flour
% cup dry white wine
% cup stock or water
Salt and pepper

Carefully skin and bone 4 half chicken breasts. Brown them slowly on both sides in 3 tablespoons of hot butter. Heat 3 tablespoons of sherry in a small pan, ignite and pour over the chicken. Remove chicken breasts from the pan. To the pan add 1 tablespoon butter, 1 clove crushed garlic, % cup almonds and 1 finely chopped mushroom. Cook for 3 to 4 minutes, until lightly browned. Blend in, off the fire, 1 teaspoon potato flour. Add % cup white wine and % cup stock or water and stir over the fire until the sauce comes to a boil. Season with salt and pepper. Put back the chicken, cover with waxed paper and a lid and cook for 20 to 25 minutes, until the chicken is tender. While the chicken is cooking, brown the remaining % cup almonds in a moderate oven at 350°.

(Continued on page 242)
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To Serve: Arrange chicken breasts on a hot serving dish, pour the sauce over them and scatter browned almonds over the top.

ROAST CAPON VERONIQUE
(Roast capon with white grapes)
Serves 6

1 ounce dried mushrooms
1 capon, 7 to 8 pounds
1% lemon
1 egg white
2/3 pound finely ground veal
1 cup light cream
Salt
Freshly cracked black pepper
1 large yellow onion
6 tablespoons butter
1/2 cups muscatel wine
1/2 cup brandy
3 cups skinned pitted white muscat grapes
2 teaspoons potato flour or 2 tablespoons flour
1 cup chicken or veal stock

Soak 1 ounce of dried mushrooms in cold water for 1 hour.
Wash the capon well inside and out. Rub with half a lemon. Fill with the following stuffing. Mix 1 egg white into 1/2 pound finely ground veal. Slowly beat in 1 cup of light cream, salt and freshly cracked black pepper. Drain the dried mushrooms and chop finely. Also finely chop a large yellow onion and sauté both mushrooms and onion in 2 tablespoons of butter until soft but not brown. Blend the mushrooms and onion into the veal mixture and put into the capon. Close the vent and add skewers and string.
Place the capon in a roasting pan and spread the entire skin with 4 tablespoons of softened butter. Cover with aluminum foil and pour 1/2 cup muscatel into the pan. Roast in a moderate oven at 350° for about 2 hours, or until done. Baste every 15 minutes with a tablespoon of wine, using 1 cup in all.

When the capon has cooked 1 1/4 hours, remove the aluminum foil so that the skin can brown.
Remove the capon from the pan and place it on a hot serving dish; leave in the oven with the heat off while you make the gravy. Heat the pan until very hot and deglaze it with 1/2 cup of brandy. Add 3 cups of skinned and pitted white muscat grapes and cook slowly for 2 to 3 minutes. Stir in, off the fire, 2 teaspoons of potato flour or 2 tablespoons of flour. Add remaining 1/2 cup of wine and 1 cup of stock and stir over the fire until the gravy comes to a boil. Taste for seasoning and simmer for a few minutes.

To Serve: Place cutlet frills on the capon legs. Remove the grapes from the gravy with a slotted spoon and put a few of them on the capon. Spoon a little of the gravy over the capon and serve the rest in a gravy bowl. Garnish the capon with cork potatoes (see Duck with orange) placed in little piles with 2 on the bottom and 1 on top. Alternate these piles with small mounds of grapes.

PILAFF OF CHICKEN LIVERS
Serves 6

1/4 pound chicken livers
6 tablespoons butter
1 green pepper, diced
1 large yellow onion, diced
6 tablespoons or 2 tablespoons of flour
Salt, pepper
1/2 cups rice
3 tablespoons tomato paste
6 slices bacon
4 tomatoes
1 teaspoon meat glaze
2 tablespoons flour
1/2 cup water
1/2 cup whole blanched almonds
1/2 cup shredded almonds
1/2 cup currants

Brown the chicken livers quickly in 1 tablespoon of hot butter. Remove and slice them. In the same pan melt another 2 tablespoons of butter. In it put a diced green pepper and a finely chopped large yellow onion and cook slowly about 10 minutes, until lightly browned. Save 6 large mushroom caps and slice the rest of the mushrooms. Put them all into the pan and continue cooking for 5 minutes. Take out the whole mushrooms. Add the sliced chicken livers to the rest of the mixture and season with salt and pepper.
In the meantime cook 1 1/2 cups of rice in 3 quarts of boiling salted water until tender, about 13 minutes. Drain and add 2 tablespoons of melted butter, 2 teaspoons of tomato paste, salt and pepper; toss with 2 forks. Butter a deep round baking dish and put 1/2 of the rice into it. Press down well with a wooden spoon and hollow out a space in the center with the back of the spoon. Fill this space with the chicken liver mixture. Cover with the remaining rice. Bake in a moderate oven at 350° for 10 to 15 minutes to set.
While pilaff is baking, fry 6 slices of bacon until brown and crisp. Remove and sauté 4 peeled quartered tomatoes in the bacon fat. Make a brown sauce in the pan the livers were cooked in. Melt 1 tablespoon of butter. Oil the fire blend in 1 teaspoon of tomato paste, 1 teaspoon of whole mushrooms, a diced green pepper and a finely chopped large yellow onion and cook slowly about 10 minutes. Drain and add 2 tablespoons of melted butter, 2 teaspoons of tomato paste, salt and pepper; toss with 2 forks.
In a diced green pepper and a finely chopped large yellow onion and cook slowly about 10 minutes. Drain and add 2 tablespoons of melted butter, 2 teaspoons of tomato paste, salt and pepper; toss with 2 forks.

To Serve: Remove the pilaff and invert on a large round platter. Pour brown sauce over the top. Surround with little mounds of almonds, currants and tomatoes. Garnish the top with broiled bacon and whole mushrooms.
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COQ AU VIN
(Chicken with wine)
Serves 4

1 3/4 to 5 pound chicken
4 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup brandy
3 tablespoons flour
1/2 cup red wine
1/2 cup white wine or sherry
Salt, pepper
1 small clove of garlic, crushed

Prepare the following stuffing for the turkey. Make a slit in the shell of each chestnut on the flat side with a sharp knife. Put into a shallow pan with 1 cup of oil and cook in a hot oven at 400° for 5 minutes. Remove and when cool enough to handle take off the shells and inner skin. Cook in 6 cups of chicken stock or water until soft, about 20 to 30 minutes. Soak 3 slices of bread in 1/2 cup of milk in a large mixing bowl. Cook 1 pound of sausage meat until browned with a slotted spoon and put into the bowl. Sauté 1 large finely chopped yellow onion. Drain the chestnuts and put through a strainer. Add to the sausage with the onion, sausage fat, 1 teaspoon of chopped parsley, 1 teaspoon of chopped chives, 1/2 teaspoon dried thyme, salt, and pepper.

Put into the turkey and secure with small skewers and string. Spread 2 tablespoons of softened butter all over the turkey. Cover the breast and legs with thin slices of salt pork, place breast side up on a rack in a roasting pan and put some slices of salt pork over the back. Cover with aluminum foil. Roast in a moderate oven at 350° for about 15 minutes to the pound. An hour before the roast is due to be done, remove the aluminum foil. Put 1 cup of port wine into the pan and baste every 15 minutes with the pan juices. A turkey is done when the juice which follows a fork placed in the leg comes out clear, or when a meat thermometer inserted in the leg registers 190°.

To Serve: Remove the turkey and let stand for 10 to 15 minutes while the gravy is prepared. Blend 4 tablespoons of flour into the pan juices. Add 2 cups of water and stir over the fire until the gravy comes to a boil. The giblets can be cooked in seasoned water with sliced onion, carrot and celery, and this stock used for the gravy, the chopped giblets added to it. Carve the turkey as desired. Spoon a little of the gravy on it and serve the rest in a gravy bowl.

TURKEY HASH WITH OYSTERS
Serves 5 or 6

1 pint oysters
5 to 6 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons flour
1 cup light cream
Salt, pepper
2 cups diced cooked turkey
6 slices thin white bread

Put the oysters into a saucepan with 1 cup of water. Bring slowly to a boil and simmer until the edges of the oysters curl, about 2 to 3 minutes. Remove from the fire and drain, saving the liquid. (Continued on page 246)
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WONDERFUL NEW IDEA!

HOUSE & GARDEN

Here's the newest way to open a door. This smart, streamlined Soss Lev-R-Latch accentuates the beauty of modern architecture. It operates silently with but the flick of a finger. Never needs adjusting . . . eliminates door knobs and door stops . . . amazingly simple to install . . . high in quality and low in cost. Use it whenever you build or remodel. Write today for free booklet that gives complete details.

Soss Lev-R-Latch is a fitting companion to the world-famous Soss Invisible Hinge, "The Hinge That Hides Itself."

Products with brand names that you call for again and again are literally just what you order, because you yourself are constantly dictating their quality standards.

Your approval is the measuring stick that manufacturers go by. You decree how a seam will be sewn, an edge ground, a design balanced. You say if a flavor will be sharpened, a fragrance tempered, an angle softened, a color heightened. Products stand or fall on your acceptance . . . so their makers keep quality up, UP to the point that keeps you buying.

Man, you're the boss. And lady, you couldn't be closer to quality control if you sat in the manufacturers' collective lap.

Guide to good buying: the ads in this magazine.

BRAND NAMES FOUNDATION INCORPORATED
A NON-PROFIT EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION
37 WEST 57 STREET, NEW YORK 15, N. Y.

Sure they're good!

...you set the standards yourself

House & Garden's personalized color schemes by mail

As a service to the many readers who ask for our help in working out color schemes, H&G is making it possible to order one by mail, complete with actual swatches.

COUPON FOR CUSTOM COLOR SCHEME
(Allow at least 3 weeks for delivery)

To: HOUSE & GARDEN COLOR SCHEME SERVICE
THE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS INC.
GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

Please send House & Garden Custom Color Scheme
(Please Print)

NAME ____________________________

STREET ____________________________

CITY ___________ ZONE ____________ STATE ____________

Check below room for which color scheme is desired:

- Living room
- Dining room
- Family room
- Kitchen
- Bath
- Master
- Guest
- Boy's
- Girl's

I attach swatch (small sample of fabric, wallpaper, paint or carpet) to be used on:

- Walls
- Floor
- Windows
- Large seating pieces
- Small seating pieces
- Accessories

My House & Garden color preferences are (write names of colors):

I enclose $10.00 (check/money order) for each room color scheme.

WANT QUALITY? PATRONIZE THE DEALER WHO PROVIDES YOUR FAVORITE BRANDS
To help solve your decorating problems, HOUSE & GARDEN offers you a personalized service of color schemes by mail. You may order a standard or a custom color scheme. The Standard Color Scheme ($7.50) is based on your choice of any one of H&G's 36 colors. The Custom Color Scheme ($10) is based on the color of walls, rug or curtains you already have and wish to keep. Both schemes include swatches of upholstery, drapery fabric and floor covering, together with samples of paint colors for walls and ceiling. The color scheme chart folds into a convenient 4" x 6" carrying size. Your name is printed on the front of the folded chart, and all shopping information about fabrics, floor coverings and paints is printed on the back. In addition, you will receive a set of H&G color chips for 1956.

COUPON FOR STANDARD COLOR SCHEME
(Allow at least 3 weeks for delivery)

To: HOUSE & GARDEN COLOR SCHEME SERVICE
THE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS INC.
GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

Please send House & Garden Standard Color Scheme
(Please Print)

NAME ____________________________
STREET ____________________________
CITY ___________________ ZONE ______ STATE ______

Check below room for which color scheme is desired:

Living room
Dining room
Family room
Kitchen
Bath
Bedroom: Master
Guest
Boy's
Girl's

Give name of House & Garden color around which color scheme is to be developed: ____________________________

I enclose $7.50 (check/money order) for each room color scheme ordered.
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Duck, Goose, Guinea Hen
continued from page 189

Melt 3 tablespoons of butter.  Blend in 3 tablespoons of flour, off the fire.  Add 1 cup of the oyster liquid and stir over the fire until the mixture comes to a boil.  Slowly add 1 cup of light cream.  Season with salt and pepper and simmer for a few minutes.  Coarsely chop the oysters and add them to the sauce with 2 cups of diced cooked turkey.  Cook until the mixture is piquing hot.

Serve in a hot oval serving dish and garnish with triangles of bread which have been fried until golden brown in 2 to 3 tablespoons of hot butter.

Rub the duck well with coarse salt. Stuff with 1 orange, cut in quarters, 1 clove of garlic and 2 bay leaves. Tie up.  Roast for 1 to 1 1/2 hours in a moderately hot oven at 400° basting every 15 minutes with red wine, using 1/2 cup in all.  Meanwhile make the sauce.  Sauté the duck liver, 1/2 a large onion, finely chopped, and 1/2 pound mushrooms, finely chopped, in 2 tablespoons of duck fat (taken from the roasting pan) for 5 minutes.  Remove the liver.  Add another tablespoon of fat.  Blend in, off the fire, 3 teaspoons of potato flour (or 3 tablespoons of flour), 1/2 teaspoon of tomato paste and 1 teaspoon of meat glaze.  Add 1 cup of stock and 1/2 cup of red wine and stir over the fire until the sauce comes to a boil.  Add 2 teaspoons of shredded orange rind and taste for seasoning.  Simmer until the duck is ready to be served.  Just before serving add the skinned sections of 2 oranges.

Cork Potatoes:  Pare and boil 5 medium-size potatoes in salted water until tender.  Drain and return to a very hot oven at 400° basting every 10 minutes with 1 cup of port wine.  Roast in a moderate oven at 350° uncovered for 20 minutes to the pound, basting every 10 to 15 minutes and each time adding a tablespoon of wine.

Garnish:  The last hour the goose is cooking prepare the garnish.  Quarter and core 2 small green cabbages, cover with cold water, bring to a boil and cook for 5 minutes, then drain.  Dice 1/2 pound of salt pork and sauté in a heavy skillet for about 5 minutes.  Peel 2 medium-size onions and peel and quarter 3 apples, removing the pits.  Slice the cabbage and put it into the skillet with the salt pork, onions and apples.  Season with salt and pepper.  Cook slowly for 30 to 40 minutes.  Meanwhile pare 2 pounds of old potatoes, cut into small olive shapes and steam until tender.

To Serve:  Place the goose on a hot serving dish.  Add 1 cup of water to the pan sauce and bring to a boil.  Strain a little over the goose and serve the rest in a gravy bowl.  Place the cabbage garnish on each side of the goose and pile the potatoes at each end of the platter.  A 10-pound goose will serve 6 people.

GUINEA HEN

Guinea hens have a rather gamy flavor—in fact are sometimes classed as game—which is appealing to many people.  It would have to be, since they are hard to get in many markets and quite costly.  Buy a fairly large one, 31/2 to 4 pounds, since the small ones have a lot of bone in proportion to meat, and serve it in rather special ways, although guinea hens are delicious just roasted with a simple bread stuffing.

GUINEA HEN WITH WILD RICE

Garnish:  The last hour the goose is cooking prepare the garnish.  Quarter and core 2 small green cabbages, cover with cold water, bring to a boil and cook for 5 minutes, then drain.  Dice 1/2 pound of salt pork and sauté in a heavy skillet for about 5 minutes.  Peel 2 medium-size onions and peel and quarter 3 apples, removing the pits.  Slice the cabbage and put it into the skillet with the salt pork, onions and apples.  Season with salt and pepper.  Cook slowly for 30 to 40 minutes.  Meanwhile pare 2 pounds of old potatoes, cut into small olive shapes and steam until tender.

To Serve:  Place the goose on a hot serving dish.  Add 1 cup of water to the pan sauce and bring to a boil.  Strain a little over the goose and serve the rest in a gravy bowl.  Place the cabbage garnish on each side of the goose and pile the potatoes at each end of the platter.  A 10-pound goose will serve 6 people.

GUINEA HEN

Guinea hens have a rather gamy flavor—in fact are sometimes classed as game—which is appealing to many people.  It would have to be, since they are hard to get in many markets and quite costly.  Buy a fairly large one, 31/2 to 4 pounds, since the small ones have a lot of bone in proportion to meat, and serve it in rather special ways, although guinea hens are delicious just roasted with a simple bread stuffing.

GUINEA HEN WITH WILD RICE

Serves 4

1 guinea hen, 31/2 to 4 pounds
6 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup brandy
1 apple, chopped
1 stalk celery, thinly sliced
1 small onion, thinly sliced
1/2 teaspoon tomato paste
1 teaspoon meat glaze
3 tablespoons flour
1/2 cups stock
1/4 cup large white raisins
1/2 cup white wine
1 cup wild rice
3 mushrooms, thinly sliced
1/2 cup pine kernels
1/2 cup sour cream
1/2 cup heavy cream, whipped
2 trifles

(Continued on page 247)
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**Bouquet garni.** A bunch of mixed herbs used for seasoning. They may be tied together or put in a small cloth. The term came from the French: *(bouquet)* means bundle; *(garni)* means to decorate. The bouquet garni is a kitchen favorite when cooking with fresh herbs. It is used to add more flavor to soups, stews, and other dishes.

**Braise.** To cook food slowly in a small amount of liquid. Braise meats in a covered pot over a slow fire. The meat is first fried or browned, then added to the pot with the liquid. The meat is covered and slow-cooked until tender.

**Bread crumbs.** There are two types of bread crumbs: the soft and dry. Soft crusts are made from fresh bread while dry crusts are made from hard or stale bread, either toasted or fried. Bread crumbs are used as a coating for meats, vegetables, or fish. They can be mixed with other ingredients, such as cheese, herbs, or spices, to create a flavorful coating.

**Braising.** A method of cooking in which food is cooked in a small amount of liquid, usually over a low heat, until tender. This is different from boiling, which is cooking in a large amount of liquid.

**Braising.** A method of cooking in which food is cooked in a small amount of liquid, usually over a low heat, until tender. This is different from boiling, which is cooking in a large amount of liquid.

---

**MEAT AND POULTRY COOK BOOK continued from page 189**

**ADJUSTED WATER.** Water to which an acid has been added: usually vinegar or lemon juice in the proportion of 1 tablespoon to 2 to 3 cups of water. This is used to help tenderize meat and to neutralize the flavor of meat.

**AFTERSMOKED GOURMET HAM.** A hard-fired, boneless ham that is aged in smokehouse for 15 months. It is then cut and rolled with a rolling pin and baked to a golden crisp. This ham is served cold and is a favorite at holiday gatherings.

**Ambrosial water.** A mixture of liquid and cooking covered at a low temperature, either in the oven or on the stovetop. It is used to cook food at a gentle heat, allowing the food to absorb the flavors of the liquid.

**Aspic.** A jelly made from the gelatin in meat, fish, or poultry bones. It is used as a meatless base for cold appetizers and salads.

**Baking powder.** A mixture of baking soda, cream of tartar, and a small amount of acid (usually cream of tartar). It is used to leaven baked goods and to help food rise.

**Baking soda.** A white, powdery substance used as a leavening agent in baking. It reacts with vinegar or lemon juice to produce carbon dioxide, which helps to leaven baked goods.

---

**Glossary**

**Blanched chopped almonds.** A type of nut that has been blanched, which means it has been cooked in boiling water to remove the skin. Blanched chopped almonds are used as a topping for desserts or as a garnish for salads.

**Blanch.** To cook food quickly in boiling water until the skin is removed. This is done to prepare food for further cooking or to make it easier to handle.

**Broth.** A clear liquid made from the bones of meat, fish, or poultry. It is used to add flavor and moisture to dishes.

**Brown sugar.** A type of sugar that is darker and sweeter than white sugar. It is made by partially refining sugar, which removes some of the molasses and caramelizes the remaining sugars.

---
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AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY.

A THREE-WAY PARTNERSHIP
THAT BENEFITS EVERYBODY

How the public, the magazine publishers and the
U.S. Government cooperate to help keep
the nation's economy growing always stronger

As a reader of this magazine, the chances are that you belong to a "three-way partnership" dedicated to intelligent saving and a sound economy. For you probably buy United States Savings Bonds. Nearly 40 per cent of the families in America own them. Most Bond-owning families have saved enough in this way to pay for a serious illness, to provide something for old age, to make a down payment on a house or take a long trip. And perhaps most important, these families have the wonderful feeling of security that the ownership and holding of these Bonds bring.

Americans today are buying Savings Bonds at an annual rate of more than $5,000,000,000. In the time it takes you to read this page, approximately one minute, America will buy $10,000 worth of Series E and H Bonds!

How, you may ask, did this come about?
It came about through a great program of voluntary cooperation with the Treasury Department on the part of many groups, organizations and citizens. The magazine publishers have from the beginning been among the major supporters of the Bond program. They contribute millions of dollars' worth of advertising space each year.

Full credit for making Bond-buying a national habit is due that "three-way partnership"—the American citizen, the Government, and the volunteer groups, such as the magazine publishers, who bring buyer and seller together through the pages of their publications.

All three partners will profit further by continuing to help increase the nation's saving through the sale of Savings Bonds.

For so effectively promoting the national welfare I wish, on behalf of the Government, to extend to the magazine publishers our most sincere thanks.

[Signature]
Secretary of the Treasury
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**Julienne.** To cut food into very thin strips.

**Browning meat.** Meat is browned to add flavor, give it a nice appearance and seal in the juices. It should be done at high heat in a large, preheated, heavy pan with a little very hot fat. Also the meat should be dry and only enough meat should be in the pan at one time as will fit in a single layer. If the meat is cubed, the pieces should not touch each other. A slow heat, too much fat, or crowding results in steaming rather than browning. The meat just gets gray and loses juices.

**Crouzon.** The French word for crust. Croustons are small cubes or triangles of bread which are either fried in butter or toasted until golden brown.

**Deglaze.** To add a little liquid to a pan in which meat has been cooked and then bring to a boil to dissolve all the fine-flavored brown bits in the pan. When meat browns, whether on top of the stove or when roasted, the meat juices and fats slowly form a brown substance, called glaze, which is the essence of meat flavor and should never be wasted. To preserve it all, it must be dissolved in a little liquid.

**Drippings.** The same as glaze; that is, the fat and juices which are rendered from meat and poultry when they are roasted or shish kabob.

**Roux.** A blended mixture of cooked fat and flour, usually in equal proportions, used to thicken sauces such as gravy, sauce, stews and soups. A white roux is cooked gently for a short time, just until the flour begins to turn light brown. A brown roux is cooked just until the flour begins to turn dark brown; a dark roux long enough to brown the flour.

**Guarded.** A dish originated by nomad tribes in the Caucasus. Water was heated on an open fire; the meat was cut in cubes and strung on a sword, then roasted over the fire. The dish as served now is deep enough to cover the food entirely for a short time, not long enough to completely cook the food.

**Broth.** Meat is browned to make household tasks easier.

**Buoyuni.** Resilient, well-formed rubber.

**Grill.** To add fat to lean meal, a broiler for only a short time.

**Ragout.** The French word for a thick, well-seasoned stew.

**Render.** To remove fat from meat by cooking it slowly in a heavy pan or on top of the stove in a little fat.

**Score.** To cut gashes or narrow slits in the meat.

**Cloudy gravy.** A thickening agent, used in other cooking. It means to boil for a short time, not long enough to completely cook the food.

**Broil.** To cut food such as meat in a hot pan with no additional fat, or with just enough to keep the food from sticking, so that the cooking somewhat resembles broiling. The pan should be very hot and the fat poured off as it accumulates, so that the cooking will be more like broiling than frying.

**Parboil.** Parboiling is preliminary to other cooking. It means to boil for a short time, not long enough to completely cook the food.

**Pilaf.** A Turkish way of cooking rice which is also used in other Central European countries. It may be plain rice or rice cooked with other foods such as meat and/or vegetables.

**Potato flour.** Sometimes called potato starch. A thickening agent, used in place of flour because it will make a clear rather than a cloudy gravy. Flour may be used to replace potato flour in any recipe if the latter is not obtainable; just remember, though, that they are not used in equal amounts but that 2 teaspoons of potato flour is equivalent to 1 tablespoon of flour.

**Paree.** The word means strained, and refers to food which is cooked until soft and then pressed through a strainer or a rotary food mill.

**Heat.** For more than a century, a name synonymous with fine pianos. Send for FREE catalog.

Hardman, Peck & Co.
33 West 57th St., New York
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**Storm Windows**

**New York**

**Know about**

**Parents**

**PARENTS**
When you clean leaves from your roof gutters...
INSTALL Snap-On
GUARD
Adaptable to all types of Gutters

KEEP LEAVES AND BIRD'S NESTS
out of gutters. No clogging of downspouts and sewers.

NO MORE DANGEROUS LADDER CLIMBING—guards are permanent— leaves blow away.

EASILY INSTALLED—upper edge of SNAP-ON tucks under shingles—aluminum mauling snaps on to lip of Gutter. SNAP-ON comes in 2' lengths, overlapping each other.

GET SNAP-ON at your hardware, lumber, roofer or sheet metal dealer. Write us for full particulars and name of nearest distributor.

---

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
BAROMATIC CORPORATION
ups. See it at your dealer or send post. Seals odors in— insects out.
nuously, reduces 85% of all garbage compost, too! Simply drop garbage
250
10
up to 250 lbs. Bacteria action works silently, conti­
$39.95

GUTTER GUARDS
... MAKES COMPOST!

BARD-MATIC
Garbage Eliminator

$39.95

Solve garbage problems — enjoy rich compost, too. Simply drop garbage into easily installed Bard-Matic unit. Bacteria action works silently, conti­nuously, reduces 85% of all garbage that seeps into the soil; the rest becomes fertile com­post. Scald odors in — insects out.

No plumbing, gas or electrical hook up. See it at your dealer or send for full details. Write Dept. 110.

BARDMATIC CORPORATION
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN

---

LOCKHART MFG. CORP.
6230 E. DAVIDSON AVE.
DETROIT 12, MICHIGAN

DIS SOLVES GARBAGE... MAKES COMPOST!

---

SHREWD HOUSE BUYER
continued from page 191

almost intact, easily worth the price.

There were four rooms on the first floor—two on each side of the central hall. They were small, to be sure; and no closets, to be sure. But these minor deficiencies were overshadowed by the presence of fireplaces in two of the rooms, and completely obliterated by the detail of the woodwork.

Upstairs were four bedrooms, two closets, and an inconvenient bathroom. Yet, with each room having two exposures, and two rooms having fire­places, it would have taken a man with no imagination to see that it would be impossible to install another bathroom and add the necessary closets.

Such were the living area details of the Weston house. Above was an attic, and the only light for its nos­tracular small, and 40-foot beams that ran the entire width of the house. Below was a dirt­cellared floor, which housed, aside from the too-modern heating plant, a bak­ing oven backed up by a meat-smoking chamber. As the agent said, "Imagine! An indoor smoke house!"

There was no doubt that the house was perfect for anyone who really loved old houses. It needed fixing up, of course, but the point was that when you got through, you'd really have something. And there'd be no need to fix it all at once. The house could be lived in; and aside from the few essen­tial repairs, the rest could be done leisurely.

What made it seem a particularly good buy was that to reproduce a house like that at today's prices would cost a fortune! And here was a house already built, ready to move into, at only $20,000. In today's market, you couldn't get half as much house for $20,000.

And so, after a couple more visits with encouraging friends, during which the plaster cracks shrank in size and the original hardware jumped in value, the family bought the house. But as deal was all set. But as the pattern of the story changes. The prospective buyer, before spending the $20,000 that he didn't have, spent $25

---

SHREWD HOUSE BUYER
continued from page 249
Stew (verb). To cook food in a small amount of liquid, usually just enough to barely cover the food, at a gentle heat often below the actual boiling point. While meat is stewed, some of the meat juices are extracted and added to the liquid, so there will be more liquid at the end of the cooking period than was in each liquid just results in a watery stew.

Truffle. A type of fungus, somewhat like a mushroom, with an exceptionally good flavor. Truffles grow mostly in France, in clumps beneath the ground around the roots of oak trees. Pigs are especially trained to root them out. Truffles from Perigord are considered among the finest.

Shopping data for p. 186-189, p. 216

---

The official appraisal form used by the American Institute of Appraisers is reproduced here to show what really matters. And note particularly the column which adds it all up into a "Summation Value." In the case of the Weston House, it looked like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cubic contents 35,000 feet</td>
<td>$28,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garage</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Buildings</td>
<td>$000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Improvements</td>
<td>$000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Improvements new</td>
<td>$23,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>$18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Depreciation</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Depreciation</td>
<td>$18,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining Value</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of Land</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summation Value</td>
<td>$11,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And the final figure—the Summa­tion Value—is the price that should be paid for the house. It was as simple as that. There, stripped of all the details that were the most valuable to the buyer was the independent, expert appraisal for which $25 had been spent. (Appraisals may cost as high as $50.) The $20,000 asking price was $9,000 too high—obviously a foolish purchase.

So we though the whole thing over and decided to buy it anyhow.
Five new roses to plant now

Wildfire displays typical floribunda flower clusters in nontypical fire-engine red. Petals flare crisply; blooms last well when cut. Introduced by Armstrong Nurseries.

Konrad Adenauer, produced in Germany, is a deep red hybrid tea. Unlike many reds, the flower is high centered and weathers well. Introduced by Jackson & Perkins.

Gladiator, a rose-red everblooming climber, carries hybrid tea size flowers, grows 8-10 ft. high, will survive cold climates. Introduced by Jackson & Perkins.

Montezuma opens to a brilliant scarlet orange, softening to a salmon shade as the season advances. It belongs to the new grandiflora class. By Armstrong Nurseries.

Lemon Chiffon, left, is a welcome addition to the too short list of good yellow floribundas. It is notable for fragrance and graceful form of flower and bud, withstands summer heat. Introduced by ARP Roses, Inc.
YEARS of pleasure! PROFIT if you wish... DR. GOTTSCHALK, ROSE EXPERT, says... "This is the most carefully considered handbook that ever appeared on care and culture. It is a work of scholarship for serious rose growers. It will have a contented rose growers. It will have a

FREE on request—WYANT'S ROSE BULLETIN
Combines Wyant's Favorite Dozen in natural color plus list of all types of Wyant's Famous 3 year Northern Ohio grown roses available for fall planting, special dis­
counts and specials you'll need for careful, successful gardening.

MELVIN E. WYANT
Rose Specialist, Inc.
204 Johnny Cake Ridge Mentor, Ohio
FREE ADVANCE COPY 1956 CATALOG
6 illustrated pages of unusual and hard-to-find sup­plies, equipment and accessories for African Violets, Orchids, Gesneriads, Azaleas, all greenhouse and indoor plants. Everything from potting mix and plant food to bird feeders, plants for bird feeders, and more. Large selection of special gifts and items for indoor plants and greenhouse. Send now for your free copy.

THE HOUSE PLANT CORNER
On The Strand (Box 848), Oxford, Maryland

PEONIES • ONIONS • BULBS • DAY LILIES • POPPIES
Colorful Catalog Free Early orders advised

WASSERBEGG GARDENS
5698 S. 29th St., E. of U. S. 30, the West City • VAN Wert, OHIO

A Complete Guide to GOOD TASTE AND GOOD MANNERS

FREE on request—WYANT'S ROSE BULLETIN

ROSES
continued from page 168

ground-huggers, are useful to hardy banks against erosion, soften a flight of steps or serve as radiant ground­covers. If filled with chips and erosion are rare. When trained as vines they will color a garage wall; fill a trellis on a
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WALDORF ALUMINUM GREENHOUSES
Dept. 910 Salem, Mass.
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WALDORF ALUMINUM GREENHOUSES
Dept. 910 Salem, Mass.
To cover your ground with color

For gardeners who are dissatisfied with mere green foliage along their walks, under their trees and on bare or rocky slopes, here is a short-order dozen of dependable groundcovers that are as well known for flowers as for leaves. Many of these eleven perennials offer real garden beauty and are far more than a substitute for grass. Some are suited to areas of partial sun. Some may be grown from seed. Most are long lived, once they become established. All adapt to ordinary garden soils found on your place. Botanical names, used in catalogues, are in parentheses.

Rock-cress (Arabis) thrives in wall and rock garden chinks, has neat gray-green leaves, bears clouds of small white or pink flowers in April. Prefers sun and multiplies freely. *Arabis alpina* and *A. alpina* cost $5-87 a dozen.

Bugle-weed (Ajuga) spreads among rocks and along path edges in May or early June, has blue, rose purplish or white flowers on 4" to 6" spikes. Leaves form mats or mounds until fall in sun, semi-shade, any soil, $5-86 a dozen.

Lily-of-the-Valley (*Convallaria majalis*) grows vigorously in shady spots with moist soil. The tulip-like leaves and sprays of flowers in May are well known. Start from root clumps. About $2.25 a dozen.

Sandwort (*Arenaria*) is one of the best plants for use between paving stones. *A. serotina caespitosa*, 3" tall, has tiny white June flowers. *A. montana* is taller with slightly larger flowers blooming earlier. Prefers sun; $5-6.50 a dozen.

Heather (*Calluna vulgaris*), is an evergreen shrub for late summer bloom. There are varieties with white, red, pink and purple flowers. Decorative all year, cost $1 each; improved pink, H. A. Beale, $1.50.

Check up on summer
to protect against winter

Summer can be rough on those beautiful trees that are the joy of your outdoor living room. Storms, drought, insects weaken trees. Then the weight of winter's ice and snow adds to the damage.

An annual checkup at this time of year is good protection. Davey men cable and brace weakened forks, prune away dead wood and catch any trouble while it is in early stages.

Feeding now will give your trees a quicker comeback from summer damage and will make them more beautiful next summer.

Davey men are schooled to recognize and treat all the many ailments which affect trees. Their techniques are efficient and their equipment the most modern in the business. You will appreciate the skill, proficiency and economy that have earned Davey its national reputation. If you can't find "Davey Tree Service" in your phone book, write to—

Davey
Tree Expert Company

THE OLDEST AND LARGEST TREE SERVICE IN THE WORLD

MARTIN L. DAVEY JR., PRESIDENT
Lilies continued from page 171

they are too good to be planted in mass for color alone. Some, like the calm white Madonna lilies, contrast beautifully with full-bodied June roses and the light blues of delphinium. Others set off clumps of phlox or a bed of mixed summer annuals. The substantial spires of sunflower and annuals tower over Shasta daisies and early asters; carmine-pink and white species lilies are a magnificent prelude to the bronze tones of fall chrysanthemums. The following guide, by Dr. Forrest Kendall of the North American Lily Society, will help you choose among the many healthy American-grown bulbs.

June 18-20. Mariage-hennannon hybrids, 3'-5' tall.

First produced by Sarah Elizabeth Backhouse, famed daffodil breeder, these lilies have broad leaves arranged in whorls around the stem. Mature bulbs produce spikes of bloom that may have twenty small reflexed flowers of great substance which dance like butterflies on their long stems. Their soft and pleasing colors range from white and lilac through the yellows and oranges to deep red. While not the first lilies to bloom, these hybrids flourish in average soils and once established in the garden are long lived and free of disease. They thrive in either sun or light shade. Available and recommended varieties are Mrs. R. O. Backhouse, Brocade, Scepter, Guinea Gold, Marhan and Dalhanson. Price range: $2.50-$3.50 each.

June 5-25. Candidum, 3'-7' tall.

The Madonna Lily of the arid, sun-baked hills of Palestine and neighboring lands has been beloved by gardeners for more than 20 centuries. With its clustered spires of wax white trumpets, this lily does best in full sun and rather heavy soil. Plant from 3 to 5 bulbs in a clump, 8'-12' apart. Divide and re-plant in 3 years or so. The Cascade strain was developed in Oregon by Jan de Graaff and the Salonikia strain from Greece are largely free from virus disease. Price range: 6c-81 each.


There are four closely related species of white trumpet lilies which stand out above all others as accent plants for an early summer border. In order of their blooming, they are the regale, centifolium, sargentiae and sulphureum species. You will probably find, regardless of their labels, most of the bulbs on the market are hybrids. Those sold and grown as regale bloom earliest. To succeed them among masses of peony foliage or late delphiniums, plant Olympic strain centifolium hybrids, then sargentiae hybrids, which are sometimes listed as Ceelevan hybrids. Pink forms of these trumpet lilies are described and offered, but understood garden is blessed with cool nights, the color tends to fade in the bud. Price: 35c-$8.50 each.

July 15-August 1. Auratum, 3'-7' tall.

This lily is short-lived and difficult in most gardens, but the flower is so magnificent and its spicy fragrance so pervasive that a single season's bloom re-pays the full cost of the bulb. What is more, this lily is highly susceptible to virus disease and basal rot; it is especially attractive to mice, rabbits and other rodents, and should therefore be protected with wire baskets. You may buy a five foot length of 1/2 inch mesh hardware cloth 24 inches wide and place it together to form a cylinder open at both ends. Set this in the ground in the desired spot in the border so that about six inches extend above the soil line. The auratum grows wild on the lava slopes of Fujiyama; that suggests the conditions of drainage and aeration it will need in your garden. "Basket" to ground level with a mixture of three equal parts of coarse sand or gravel, coarse vermiculite, and fertile loam; then mix it in a pound of bone meal. Trim the plants down compactly until it will not settle farther and place three auratum bulbs on the surface. The bottom of the bulbs should not be below the level of the surrounding soil. Then fill the basket to the top with more of the soil mixture.

The auratum platyphyllum variety, although not so highly colored as strains of the species, is more vigorous and longer lasting. Price range: 50c for species; $1.50 for platyphyllum.

June 15-August 20. Henry-hybrids, 4'-8' tall.

These hybrids include two new races of lilies known as the Aurelians and Havermeyers. They may show almost any combination of the characteristics of their parents. Lilies may be green, yellow, pink, white, and lilac through the yellows and orange to deep red. Price: $1.50 each.

July 20-August 20. Auratum-spectiosum hybrids, 4'-6' tall.

Here are the most fabulous of the new lily types. First produced almost a century ago by historian Francis Parkman, the foot-wide flowers were unaccountably "lost." But their memory has provided a challenge to each succeeding generation of hybridizers. Hybrids of this parentage are now becoming available. You can obtain bulbs of Jillian Wallace, whose great wide flowers are eight inches or more across, carmine pink, white bordered and spotted deep red. Price: about $6 each. Almost as beautiful are the equally new Potomac hybrids, developed by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture at Beltsville, Md. They look like giant species rubrians (see photograph, page 171) but bloom at least two weeks earlier. They are now available at around $2.50 each.

August 10-September 1. The speciosums' red and white, 4'-6' tall.

If only one lily is to be planted in your garden, by all means let it be the beautiful L. speciosum rubrum, which succeed in most locations, will perform year after year and is the last of the disease resistant sorts to flower in the lily year. It varies greatly in shade of color (color variants are listed in the catalogues as speciosum rubrum, mel- pomene and magnificum). All have white edged reflexed petals with red spots.
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FOR THOSE
WHO APPRECIATE THE FINEST

BAKER
TRADITIONAL, CONTEMPORARY AND MODERN FURNITURE
NEW YORK - GRAND RAPIDS - CHICAGO - LOS ANGELES

You are invited to write for a copy of "The Baker Guide to Good Furniture."
Please enclose 50 cents.

Baker Furniture Inc.
30 Milling Road • Holland, Michigan

COVER YOUR GROUND continued from page 253

Sweet woodruff (Asperula odorata) makes a fragrant, rapidly spreading groundcover following small white flowers in May. Prefers moist, partly shaded areas. Leaves are used in May wine; $4-8 a dozen.

Galax aphylla, an evergreen native to the southeastern states, remains hardy in the north and thrives in dry woodlands. Above the heart-shaped, glossy foliage 2' spikes of small white florets appear in June. Slow to spread; $5.50 a dozen.

Forget-me-not (Myosotis scorpioides, M. palustris), a fast growing perennial covers the ground with light green mats up to 3' in diameter. The blue of its spring florets is unexcelled for pure tone. Best in light shade; seed, 25c pkt.

Box sand-myrtle (Loophyllum bajifolia), has fluffy white flower heads in May and June at the evergreen branch tips. Requires a sandy soil, sun or partial shade, with regular watering the first year. Spreads slowly into compact mounds; 5 plants around $7.50.

Snow-in-summer (Centranthus tomentosum) reaches a height of 6" and makes dense spreading mats of gray, flannelly leaves. White star-like flowers cover the plant all through June. Full sun; seed, 15c pkt.

Nepeta mussini, a dry soil ground runner for sunny places, has glistening foliage usually less than 1' high. The light blue May flowers will recur if cut back after blooming. They cost up to $8.50 per dozen plants.

Nepeta mussini, a dry soil ground runner for sunny places, has glistening foliage usually less than 1' high. The light blue May flowers will recur if cut back after blooming. They cost up to $8.50 per dozen plants.
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Aunt Cleo was right! There just isn't a luscious color in all the world that can't be found in the wonderful Lees Carpet Selector. Mother always used to call me her "little rainbow." But Lees Carpet Selector puts my colors to shame! And wasn't it grand to see the dreamy new Lees Carpets all together? I've never seen such colors. All the patterns and weaves at our fingertips to match and compare! Easy to buy—delightful to live with! Guess that's why they call them . . .

...those heavenly carpets by LEES

And instead of doing just one room—I found I could furnish our whole house with Lees Carpets on the store's wonderful Easy Budget Plan! For a small down payment and a few dimes a day—we can all have our happy homes brimful of colorful, comfortable, cozy Carpets by Lees!

Choose from Lees Selector. Use easy time payments. No guess work. All the colors, textures, patterns, at your fingertips in Lees Selector. No hurry, no worry. Just a small deposit and a few dimes a day will do it.

JAMES LEES AND SONS COMPANY • BRIDGEPORT, PA. • MAKERS OF QUALITY CARPETS AND RUGS
SPACIOUS OUTDOOR TILED SWIMMING POOLS ON THE "SANTA ROSA" AND "SANTA PAULA"

CARIBBEAN CRUISES

Grace "Santos" are especially designed for tropical cruising . . .
all rooms outside each with private bath . . . light, airy dining rooms . . .
outdoor tiled swimming pools, Twelve Day Caribbean Cruises
in the luxurious "Santa Rosa" and "Santa Paula."
Also 16-18 Day Caribbean Cruises on modern cargo-passenger "Santas."

Sailings from New York every Friday. See your Travel Agent or
Grace Line, 3 Hanover Square, New York.
Agents and Offices in all Principal Cities.